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Foreword
This is the 8th volume of the series titled Accreditation in
Hungary. Both the length and the contents of this volume reflect the increased
workload handled by the Hungarian Accreditation Committee (HAC) in 1999.
The pages that follow aim to demonstrate how the HAC faced the new challenges
posed by the integration of higher education institutions and the amendment of
the Higher Education Act.
P.K.

HAC meetings in 1999
15 January 1999 (extraordinary meeting)
29 January 1999
26 February 1999
26 March 1999
30 April 1999
28 May 1999
25 June 1999
24 September 1999
15 October 1999 (Extended Presidency Meeting)
29-30 October 1999
26 November 1999
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Report on HAC activities in 1999
HAC activities in 1999 were influenced by the following factors:
⇒ the integration of higher education institutions,
⇒ the implementation of internal quality audit at institutions of higher
education,
⇒ other responsibilities arising from the amendment of the Higher Education
Act (e.g. new duties related to specialised postgraduate education and
accredited vocational higher education organised within the school system,
completion of the first round of accreditation at institutions of higher
education).
These factors often proved to be interrelated and were given a priority over
earlier duties and other ongoing activities (PhD programmes, applications for the
establishment/launching of new degree programmes, modifications in the rules of
procedure, etc.).
The integration of higher education institutions was stipulated in the
amended Higher Education Act. HAC was assigned a major role in the
development of this legislations. Recommendations on integration were approved
by an extraordinary plenary session in January 1999. Following this, the faculty
structure of newly established institutions was evaluated by an extended
presidency meeting in the second half of 1999.
To implement ongoing quality assurance, two full-day conferences were
organised for deans and for college directors in autumn 1999. The necessary
guidelines were developed and a pilot project was launched at an earlier stage.
The actions to be taken have already been discussed, and the statutory system of
annual reports can be put in place in the course of 2000. The Secretariat is
prepared to establish personal contacts with the institutions’ quality officers, and
process and evaluate incoming reports.
Pursuant to the amended Higher Education Act, HAC has to accredit the
Ph.D. schools of universities in the future. In agreement with the National
Doctoral and Habilitation Council, HAC has already developed the necessary
rules of procedure. Since under the amended Act only the national qualification
requirements of new specialised postgraduate programs have to be evaluated

9
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rather than the establishment of such programs themselves, the procedure is
expected to be less complicated. As a precondition to evaluation, HAC had to
identify the disciplines in which the individual institutions of higher education
are authorised to provide specialised postgraduate courses. The related HAC
resolution was preceded by a lengthy development process at the Secretariat and
multiple reconciliatory discussions with the institutions involved.
Ninety percent of the first accreditation round was completed by late
December 1999. The accreditation of the few outstanding private and church
institutions was launched in 1999 and may be finished in 2000. When this
process is accomplished, HAC will have fulfilled all statutory requirements. The
first round of accreditation at Hungarian institutions of higher education will be
completed in the near future, which offers HAC a good opportunity for
evaluating its performance in light of the above challenges. Self-evaluation has
always been present in HAC history. In spring/summer 1999, we carried out a
comprehensive questionnaire survey on HAC activities among institutions of
higher education. Processed survey results have been presented at several forums
and will be published in the near future.
As part of the rules of procedure project, HAC has compiled an
Accreditation Guidebook on distance education. Distance education has passed
the accreditation test and even the foreign experts involved acknowledged the
efficiency of the procedure. New and integrated institutions, and off-site training
need to be accredited in the future.
HAC successfully extended its network of international relationships in
1999. The International Advisory Board held its regular meeting in May. The
third-party evaluation of HAC was launched by an international body in
December. Under this process, HAC prepared its Self-Evaluation Report the first
version of which was approved by the Plenum in November. Complex and
manifold preparatory activities and a one-week visit scheduled for the last week
of February 2000 have been financed under a World Bank project.
HAC managed its 1999 budget in a balanced manner. The Plenum received
several detailed reports on budget management during the year.

10
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HAC activities expressed in figures
Accreditation of institutions
PhD affairs
State recognition
Establishment of faculties
Launching of new programmes
National qualification requirements
Accredited vocational higher
education organised within the
school system

1998
29
32
4
1
179
9
48

1999
21
22
3
39
70
27
50

The mandate of the Hungarian Accreditation Committee will expire on 30
June 2000. At the end of this period, a comprehensive report will be prepared on
accumulated accreditation experience and HAC activities for the Ministry of
Education, the Parliament and the general public. This is the reason why the
plenary session in January 2000 decided to make this report shorter than usual.
Budapest, January 2000
András Róna-Tas
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I. EVALUATION
I. 1. PhD and DLA programmes
Approved PhD programmes
Univ.

Discipline

Code

Programme
Director
Géza Kuroli
DSc
Ferenc Kilár
DSc

PATE

Agriculture

420

POTE

Biology

421

SOTE

Medicine

422

Rudolf
DeChâtel DSc

BKE

Political
Science

423

JATE

Linguistics

435/
22c

Attila Ágh
DSc
Edit Szalamin
CSc

JATE

Physics

437/
19

János Bergou
DSc

POTE

Biology

449/
129

Béla Melegh
DSc

Title of
programme
Precision Plant
Treatment
Bioanalytics
Clinical Endocrinology and its
experimental
implications
Applied Political
Science
Russian
Descriptive
Linguistics
Quantum Optics
The relationship
of molecular
biochemical and
functional
features in genetic
diseases

Type

Date

A

29.01.99

A

26.02.99

A

30.04.99

A

30.04.99

B

28.05.99

B

28.05.99

B

29.10.99

Type

Date

B

29.01.99

Transformed PhD programmes
Univ.

Discipline

Code

ELTE

Biology

44/
237

12

Programme
Director
Tibor
Kukorelli CSc

Title of
programme
Behavioural
Neurobiology
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Withdrawn PhD applications
Univ.

Discipline

Code

JATE

Linguistics

394

ZMNE

Military
Science
Agriculture

418

DATE

425

Programme
Director
Miklós
Kontra CSc
János Szabó
DSc
János Nagy
DSc

Title of programme

Date

English Descriptive and
Applied Linguistics
The Defence Sector’s
Links to the Society
Interactions between soil,
water and the
environment

30.04.99
30.04.99
30.04.99

New PhD Programme Directors appointed
Univ.

Discipline

Code

BME

Transportation
Science

161

ELTE

History

73/749
3/94

KLTE

Psychology

246

KLTE

Linguistics

267/k

KLTE

Literature

244/
326k

Programme
Director
Éva Kovács
Gilicze DSc
replacing
Elemér
Borotvás DSc
Jenı Gergely
DSc replacing
Aladár Urbán
DSc
István Czigler
DSc replacing
István Mészáros
DSc

István Nyirkos
DSc replacing
Árpád
Sebestyén CSc
Zoltán Hajnády
CSc replacing
István Lıkös
CSc

Title of
programme

Type

Date

Transportation
Science

A

29.01.99

A

26.02.99

A

28.02.99

A

26.02.99

B

26.02.99

Doctoral
School in
History
Study of
Interpersonal
Relations at
the Level of
Psychophysiological
and Psychical
Phenomena
Hungarian
Linguistics
Classical
Russian
Literature
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Univ.

Discipline

Code

DATE

Agriculture

287

ME

Law

Programme
Director
Tamás Bánszki
DSc replacing
László Veress
DSc

Vanda Lamm
DSc replacing
János Zlinszky
DSC

187

Title of
programme
Environmentfriendly
Animal
Husbandry
Utilising
Regional
Resources
Development
of Hungary’s
legal and
political
system

Type

Date

A
26.03.99

A

30.04.99

New PhD subprogrammes
Univ.

Discipline

Code

Subprogram
me Director

PATE

Agriculture

426/
27

László
Várnagy DSc

SE

Agriculture

SOTE

Medicine

KLTE

Mathematics

432/2
17
436/
351
424c/
243

Tamás
Kıhalmy DSc
Gyöngyi
Mőzes CSc
László
Losonczi DSc

Title of subprogramme
Environment
Technological Aspects
of Biocides and Other
Chemicals
Gamekeeping
Gastrointestinal
Immunology
Mathematics-Didactics

Date

26.03.99

26.03.99
30.04.99
30.04.99

I. 2. State recognition
Supported Application for the Establishment of a College
Code

Applicant

L46

Farkas Heller College

14

Name of Institution to be
established
Farkas Heller College for
Business and Touristic
Services

Date

26.06.99
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Rejected Applications for the Establishment of a College
Code

Applicant

L45
L47

Town of Nagykanizsa
European College of Economics

Name of Institution to be
established
Kanizsa College
College

Date

29.01.99
29.10.99

Supported Applications for the Establishment of a Faculty
Applicant

Debrecen University
West Hungarian University
(Sopron)
West Hungarian University
(Sopron)
St. Stephen University
(Gödöllı)
St. Stephen University
(Gödöllı)
Budapest Technical
University
Budapest Technical
University
Budapest Technical
University
Budapest Technical
University
Budapest Technical
University
College of Nyíregyháza
College of Nyíregyháza
College of Nyíregyháza
College Nyíregyháza
Károly Eszterházy College

Name of Faculty to be
established
Faculty of Regional
Development and AgroEconomics
Faculty of Economics

Level

Date

University

29.10.99

University

29.10.99

Faculty of Food Science

University

29.10.99

Faculty of Agriculture
(Gyöngyös)
Faculty of Economics
(Gyöngyös)
Donát Bánki Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering
Kálmán Kandó Faculty of
Electrical Engineering
Sándor Rejtı Faculty of
Light Engineering
Faculty of Economics

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

János Neumann Faculty of
Information Technology
Faculty of Arts and
Humanities
Faculty of Economics and
Social Studies
Faculty of Technology and
Agriculture
Faculty of Natural Studies

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

Faculty of Humanities and
Social Studies

College

29.10.99
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Applicant
Károly Eszterházy College
Dániel Berzsenyi College
Dániel Berzsenyi College
Dániel Berzsenyi College

István Széchenyi College
István Széchenyi College

István Széchenyi College
István Széchenyi College

Name of Faculty to be
established
Faculty of Natural Studies
Faculty of Humanities
Faculty of Natural Studies
Faculty of Arts and
Physical Education
Faculty of Architecture
and Environmental
Engineering
Faculty of Information
Technology and Electrical
Engineering
Faculty of Economics
Faculty of Transportation
and Mechanical
Engineering

Level

Date

College
College
College
College

29.10.99
29.10.99
29.10.99
29.10.99

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

Rejected Applications for the Establishment of a Faculty
Applicant
University of Debrecen
University of Debrecen
University of Debrecen

University of Debrecen

University of Debrecen
University of Veszprém
University of Arts and
Sciences in Pécs
College of Kecskemét
Sámuel Tessedik College

16

Name of Faculty to be
established
Faculty of Dentistry
Faculty of
Pharmacology
Faculty of Public
Health
Faculty of
Mathematics,
Information
Technology and
Physics
Economics

Level

Date

University
University

29.10.99
29.10.99

University

29.10.99

University

29.10.99

University

29.10.99

Faculty of Technical
Computing
Faculty of Pedagogy
and Human
Development
Faculty of Technical
Computing
Faculty of Economics
(Békéscsaba)

University

29.10.99

University

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99
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Applicant
Sámuel Tessedik College

Károly Eszterházy College
István Széchenyi College
István Széchenyi College

Name of Faculty to be
established
Faculty of Pedagogy
(Szarvas,
Békéscsaba)
Faculty of Economics
and Social Sciences
Faculty of Health
Science
Faculty of Arts

Level

Date

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

College

29.10.99

I. 3. Establishment/launching of new degree programmes
Supported applications for the establishment and launching of new degree
programmes1
Code
sz398

Applicant
BTF

sz557
sz484

ELTE
SE

sz519

PPKE

sz159

KLTE/
DOTE/
DATE

Title of Application
Press Photographer, college-level
programme
Psychology, college-level programme
Geodesy Computer Engineering,
specialised postgraduate programme
European Studies, specialised
postgraduate programme
Molecular biology
(repeatedly approved upon the
Ministry’s request)

Date
29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99
26.03.99

28.05.99

Rejected applications for the establishment and launching of new degree
programmes
Code
sz376

Applicant
ÁVF

sz525

SE

sz537

CSVMTF

sz540

ELTE

Title of Application
Political Organisation, college-level
programme
Light Engineering, university-level
programme
Roma Social Studies, specialised
postgraduate programme
Museum Pedagogy, specialised
postgraduate programme

Date
29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99

1

Approval of an application for the establishment of a degree programme also implies
the approval of qualification requirements.
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Code
sz542

Applicant
ELTE

sz517

MTE

sz451

ELTE

sz504

JPTE

sz527
sz562

HIETE/
VE
ELTE

sz574

DATE

Title of Application
Child and Youth Protection,
specialised postgraduate programme
Recreation, university- and collegelevel programme
East-West Economic Studies,
university-level programme
Romology, university-level
programme
Health Care Information Technology,
university-level programme
Drama-Mastering Studies, specialised
postgraduate programme
Waste Management Engineering,
college-level programme

Date
29.01.99
29.01.99
26.02.99
26.03.99
26.03.99
30.04.99
30.04.99

Withdrawn applications for the establishment/launching of new degree
programmes
Code

Applicant

sz566

JPTE

Title of Application
Social Worker, university-level
programme

Date
29.01.99

Suspension of decision-making on applications for the
establishment/launching of new degree programmes
Code
sz381

Applicant
JATE

sz581

VE

sz609

KGRE

18

Title of Application
Family
Protection,
college-level
programme
French Language and Literature,
university-level programme
German Language and Literature,
university-level programme

Date
29.01.99
24.09.99
26.11.99
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Supported applications for the launching of new degree programmes
Code
sz538

Applicant
GATE

sz529

JPTE

sz551

KJF

sz552

KJF

sz553

KJF

sz533

ACSJF

sz535

ELTE

sz564

WIPF

sz558

ME

sz530

JATE

sz528

JATE

sz568

ME

sz569

ME

sz570

ME

sz571

ME

sz572

ME

sz565

HWIPF

sz598

KLTE

Title of Application
Mechanical Engineering,
university-level programme
Environmental Studies Teacher Training,
university-level programme
German Language and Literature Teacher
Training, college-level programme
French Language and Literature Teacher
Training, college-level programme
English Language and Literature Teacher
Training, college-level programme
Kindergarten Teacher Training, Primary
School Teacher and Physiotherapist Training,
specialised postgraduate programme
Civic Education and Skills
specialised postgraduate programme
Kindergarten Teacher Specialised in
Development, specialised postgraduate
programme
Public Education Management, specialised
postgraduate programme

Date
29.01.99

Physics and Information Technology,
university-level programme
European Politics, specialised postgraduate
programme
Corporate Lawyer, specialised postgraduate
programme
Corporate Criminal Lawyer, specialised
postgraduate programme
Law for Economists, specialised postgraduate
programme
Law for Engineers, specialised postgraduate
programme
Law for Doctors of Medicine, specialised
postgraduate programme
Speech Therapy, specialised postgraduate
programme
Chemical Engineering, college-level
programme

26.03.99

29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99

29.01.99
29.01.99

26.02.99

26.03.99
30.04.99
30.04.99
30.04.99
30.04.99
30.04.99
30.04.99
25.06.99
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Code
sz586a
sz581

Applicant
JATE
VE

sz583

EGF

sz600

PSZF

sz619
sz627

ELTE
PPKE

Title of Application
Psychology, university-level programme
French Language Teacher Training, collegelevel programme
Financial Management, undergraduate
programme
Human Resources Management, collegelevel undergraduate training programme
Applied Physics, college-level programme
Polish Language and Literature, universitylevel undergraduate training2

Date
25.06.99
24.09.99
29.10.99
26.11.99
26.11.99
26.11.99

Rejected applications for the launching of new degree programmes
Code
sz532
sz448
sz539

Applicant
ACSJF
BTA
BDMF

sz512

ELTE

sz545

sz567

Kanizsa
College
Kanizsa
College
Kanizsa
College
Kanizsa
College
Kanizsa
College
Kanizsa
College
PATE

sz563

BTA

sz58

NÜF

sz546
sz547
sz548
sz549
sz550

2

Title of Application
Communication, college-level programme
History, college-level programme
Mechanical Engineering, university-level
programme
History, Social Studies and Humanics,
specialised postgraduate programme
English Language Teacher Training, collegelevel programme
German Language Teacher Training, collegelevel programme
Visual Communication Teacher Training,
college-level programme
Tourism and Hotel Industry, college-level
programme
Technical Computing, college-level
programme
Urban Engineering, college-level programme

Date
29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99

Plant Protection Engineering, specialised
postgraduate programme
Theory of Music and Solfeggio Teacher and
Choir Director Training,
college-level programme
Organisational Development Consultant
Supervisor, specialised postgraduate
programme

26.03.99

Approved for a period of two years
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29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99

30.04.99

28.05.99
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Code
sz615

Applicant
DATE

sz605

DATE

sz584
sz601

EGF
PSZF

sz617

MTE

sz590

KGRE

sz611

BME

sz616

BDTF

sz620

JATE

sz624

KGRE

sz578

ME

sz604

PSZF

sz613

VE

Title of Application
Agricultural Engineering, undergraduate
college programme
Agricultural Engineer Specialised in Food
Quality Management, undergraduate
university programme
Hotel and Tourism Finance Teacher Training
Business Management, college-level
undergraduate programme
Sports Management, undergraduate university
programme
English Language and Literature,
undergraduate university training programme
Qualified Philologist Specialised in Pedagogy
and Secondary-School Teacher, universitylevel undergraduate programme
Household Economics-Lifestyle, college-level
programme
Early Music, undergraduate university
training programme
Japanese, undergraduate university training
programme
Teacher of Economics, specialised
postgraduate programme
Financial Computing, college-level
undergraduate programme
Humanics and Ethics, specialised
postgraduate programme

Date
24.09.99
24.09.99

24.09.99
26.11.99
26.11.99
26.11.99
26.11.99

26.11.99
26.11.99
26.11.99
26.11.99
26.11.99
26.11.99

I. 4. National qualification requirements
Supported qualification requirements
Code

Applicant

sz512

ELTE

k32

JATE

Title of Application

Teacher training in Historical
Social Studies and Humanics,
specialised postgraduate
programme
Theology, university-level
undergraduate programme

Discipline

Date

29.01.99

26.02.99
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Code

Applicant

Title of Application

OM

Qualification Requirements
for undergraduate Degree
Programmes in Law
Molecular Biology
Plant Protection Engineering,
specialised postgraduate
programme

k33

OM

sz612

PATE

sz602

CSVMF

sz622

BTF

Roma Social Studies,
specialised postgraduate
programme
Folklore Teacher Training.
specialised postgraduate
programme

Discipline3

Date

30.04.99

28.05.99
24.09.99

Pedagogy

26.11.99

Pedagogy

26.11.99

Rejected qualification requirements
Code
k31

Applicant
OM

sz528

JATE

Title of Application
Qualification Requirements for
undergraduate Degree Programmes in
Social Studies (amendment)
European Politics, specialised
postgraduate programme

Date
26.03.99

26.03.99

I. 5. Accredited vocational higher education training programmes
Accredited vocational higher education programmes supported by HAC:
Code
a84
a61
a62
a63
a64
a65
a66
3

Applicant
POTE
JATE
JATE
JATE
JATE
JATE
JATE

Title of Application
Licentiate in Midwifery
Surface Protection Technologist
Environmental Protection Technologist
Recycling Technologist
Chemical Testing Technologist
Technical Optician
Nature Conversation Technologist

Date
29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99
29.01.99

Classification to be applied in compliance with the amended Higher Education Act
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Code
a93
a98
a115
a97
a113
a109
a110

Applicant
GATE
GATE
BTE
JATE
BTF
ÁVF
ÁVF

Title of Application
Agricultural Manager Assistant
Agricultural Commercial Manager
Youth Counsellor
Legal Assistant
Infant and Child Care Specialist
Advertising Coordinator
Business Manager

Date
30.04.99
30.04.99
30.04.99
26.06.99
26.06.99
26.11.99
26.11.99

Accredited vocational higher education programmes rejected by HAC:
Code
a75

Applicant
DATE

a92
a96

PPKE
SOTE

a134

GATE

Title of Application
Animal
Products
Manufacturing
Technologist
Insurance Administrator
Licentiate in Hospice Nursing and
Coordination
Agricultural Technical Manager Assistant

Date
29.01.99
30.04.99
30.04.99
26.11.99

Launching of accredited vocational higher education programmes
supported by HAC
Code
a94

a95

a99

a100

a101

a106

Applicant
KVIF — Vocational SecondarySchool
of
József
Eötvös
Foundation, Békéscsaba
KVIF — Vocational SecondarySchool
of
József
Eötvös
Foundation, Békéscsaba
JATE
—
Imre
Újhelyi
Secondary-School
of
Dairy
Farming, Csermajor
JATE
—
Miklós
Toldi
Secondary-School
of
Food
Processing, Nagykırös
JATE — Special Training
Institution of Agriculture and
Food Processing, Szabadkígyós
JATE — St. Stephen Training
Institution of Agriculture and
Food Processing, Székesfehérvár

Title of Application
Tourism Manager

Date
29.01.99

Commercial Manager

29.01.99

Food Industry Manager

30.04.99

Food Industry Manager

30.04.99

Food Industry Manager

30.04.99

Food Industry Manager

30.04.99
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Code
a102

a103

a104

a105

a107

a108

a111
a112

a114

a116

a117

a118

24

Applicant
JATE — Media for Education
Foundation’s
Vocational
Secondary-School of Media
Science, Budapest
JATE — Media for Education
Foundation’s
Vocational
Secondary-School of Media
Science, Budapest
JATE — Media for Education
Foundation’s
Vocational
Secondary-School of Media
Science, Budapest
JATE — Media for Education
Foundation’s
Vocational
Secondary-School of Media
Science, Budapest
KVIF — István Széchenyi
Vocational Secondary Model
School of Commerce, Budapest
KVIF
—
János
Xántus
Secondary-School of Tourism,
Budapest
PATE
—
SZÁMALK
Secondary-School, Budapest
DATE — St. Stephen Training
Institution of Agriculture and
Food Processing, Székesfehérvár
DATE — Gábor Bethlen
Vocational
School,
Gyomaendrıd
VE — Lajos Petrik, Vocational
Secondary-School of Chemistry
Budapest
KKMF
—
Csepel
Adu
Vocational Secondary-School of
Business,
ME — Jenı Wigner Vocational
Secondary-School of Technical
Computing, Eger

Title of Application
Institutional Communicator

Date
30.04.99

Media Technician

30.04.99

Moderator

30.04.99

Sports Communicator

30.04.99

Commercial Manager

30.04.99

Tourism Manager

30.04.99

IT Statistician and Economic
Planner
Waste
Management
Technologist

30.04.99

Waste
Technologist

Management

30.04.99

Chemical Engineer Assistant

30.04.99

Electrical Engineer Assistant

25.06.99

Electrical Engineer Assistant

25.06.99

30.04.99
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Code
a119

a120

a121
a122

a123

a124

a125

a126

a127
a128

a130
a131

Applicant
VE — János Irinyi Secondary
Grammar School and Vocational
Secondary-School of Chemistry,
Nyergesújfalu
KKMF —Mihály Munkácsy,
Vocational Secondary-School of
Technology, Zalaegerszeg
College-Level Health Faculty of
DOTE
JATE ÉFK — János Irinyi
Secondary-School
of
Food
Processing
and
Secondary
Grammar School, Debrecen
PSZF — Vocational SecondarySchool
of
Economics,
Szombathely
PSZF — István Széchenyi
Secondary-School of Economics,
Nyíregyháza
PSZF — Gáspár Noszlopy
Secondary-School of Economics,
Kaposvár
PSZF — Miklós Radnóti
Secondary-School of Economics,
Pécs
PSZF — Secondary-School of
Economics, Eger
KVF
—
Sipkay
Barna
Vocational Secondary-School of
Commerce
and
Catering,
Nyíregyháza
College Faculty of SZOTE
DATE FK — Vocational School
of Architecture, Timber Industry
and Environmental Management,
Szolnok

Title of Application
Chemical Engineer Assistant

Date
25.06.99

Electrical Engineer Assistant

25.06.99

Medical
Diagnostics
Laboratory Technologist
Food Industry Manager

25.06.99

Accounting Administrator

25.06.99

Accounting Administrator

25.06.99

Accounting Administrator

25.06.99

Financial Administrator

25.06.99

Financial Administrator

25.06.99

Commercial Manager

25.06.99

Image
Diagnostics
and
Intervention Assistant
Waste
Management
Technologist

25.06.99

25.06.99

25.06.99
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Code
a132

Applicant
PATE — Private School for
Training Secretaries Speaking
Foreign Languages and Bilingual
Vocational
Secondary-School,
Budapest

Title of Application

Date

IT Statistician and Economic
Planner

25.06.99

I. 6. Approval by the Ministry
Approved applications for the establishment/launching of new degree
programmes
Code

Applicant

sz132

KLTE

sz365

JATE

sz292

VE

sz440

KGRE

sz454

sz523

DOTE
College
Faculty
BME

sz450

SZIF

sz284

BGGYP
TF

sz288

BGGYP
TF

sz514

NÜF

sz382

ELTE

26

Title of Application

Date of
approval

Date of
publication

Environmental Sciences,
university-level programme
Environmental Sciences,
university-level programme
Environmental
Sciences,
university-level programme
Hungarian Language and
Literature, university-level
programme
Physiotherapy, college-level
programme

02.02.96

22.01.99

19.12.97

22.01.99

28.03.97

22.01.99

26.06.98

12.02.99

26.06.98

12.02.99

Environmental Engineering,
university-level undergraduate
programme
International Relations, collegelevel programme
Teacher Specialised in the Early
Development
of
HearingImpaired Children, specialised
postgraduate programme
Rehabilitation
Swimming
Instructor,
specialised
postgraduate programme
Business Management, collegelevel programme
Public Education Management,
postgraduate programme

26.06.98

12.02.99

08.05.98

06.04.99

27.02.98

22.04.99

27.06.97

22.04.99

27.11.98

22.04.99

27.02.98

22.04.99
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sz543

ELTE

sz518
sz399

GDMF
BDTF

sz416

BGYTF

sz564

HWIPF

sz533

ACSJTF

sz495

CSVMTF

sz177

JATE
KLTE
KLTE
JATE

sz339

sz538

GATE

sz238

BME

sz263

EKTF

sz259

EKTF

sz487

CSVMTF

sz494

KTF

k23a

JATE

Talent Development, specialised
postgraduate programme
Financial Computing
Children’s Dance Instructor,
specialised
postgraduate
programme
Ukrainian
Language
and
Literature,
university-level
programme
Kindergarten
Teacher
Specialised in Development,
specialised
postgraduate
programme
Physiotherapy for Kindergarten
Teachers and Primary School
Teachers,
specialised
postgraduate programme
Cultural Coordinator, collegelevel programme
Applied Physics, college-level
undergraduate degree program
Laboratory Operator Specialised
in Chemistry and Physics,
college-level
undergraduate
programme
Mechanical
Engineering,
university-level programme
Power Engineering, universitylevel programme
Study and Career Counselling,
specialised
postgraduate
programme
Nature
Studies
and
Environmental Consciousness,
specialised
postgraduate
programme
Pedagogy for Learning Disabled,
college-level programme
Speech Therapy, specialised
postgraduate programme
Pedagogical
Evaluation,
specialised
postgraduate
programme

27.11.98

22.04.99

27.11.98
26.06.98

22.04.99
07.05.99

26.06.98

07.05.99

29.01.99

07.05.99

29.01.99

07.05.99

26.06.98

10.05.99

31.05.96

10.05.99

19.12.97

10.05.99

29.01.99

10.05.99

27.06.97

10.05.99

27.02.98

10.05.99

27.03.98

10.05.99

26.06.98

18.05.99

30.10.98

18.05.99

08.05.98

18.05.99
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k23bb

JATE

sz464

JPTE

sz446

PPKE

sz409

PPKE

sz348

BDTF

sz519

PPKE

sz528

JATE*/

sz258

EKTF

sz265

BDTF

sz267

BDTF

sz568

ME

sz252

GATE

sz529

JPTE

sz226

ELTE

sz496

KöF

sz552

KJF

sz553

KJF

*/

Curriculum
Development,
specialised
postgraduate
programme
Political Science, university-level
programme
Czech Language and Literature,
university-level programme
Aesthetics,
university-level
programme
Communication,
college-level
programme
European Studies, specialised
postgraduate programme
European Studies, specialised
postgraduate programme
Societal and civic studies
specialised
postgraduate
programme
Societal and Civic Studies,
specialised
postgraduate
programme
Dance and Drama Education,
specialised
postgraduate
programme
Public Education Management,
specialised
postgraduate
programme
Career Counsellor Training,
specialised
postgraduate
programme
Environmental Studies Teacher
Training
Estonian Language, universitylevel programme
Financial Management, collegelevel programme
French Language and Literature,
college-level programme
English Language and Literature

08.05.98

18.05.99

26.06.98

30.06.99

29.05.98

30.06.99

26.06.98

30.06.99

30.10.98

30.06.99

26.03.98

30.06.99

26.03.98

30.06.99

26.06.98

30.06.99

26.06.98

30.06.99

27.03.98

30.06.99

30.04.99

30.06.99

26.06.98

30.06.99

29.01.99

15.07.99

28.02.97

20.07.99

26.06.98

22.07.99

29.01.99

25.08.99

29.01.99

25.08.99

The Official Gazette of the Ministry of Education includes Janus Pannonius University
of Arts and Sciences, but the launching of the degree programme was initiated by Attila
József University of Arts and Sciences.
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sz364

PPKE

sz444

KLTE

sz516

KLTE

sz278

KF

sz598

BME/
ÁOTE/
SOTE
KLTE

sz162

JPTE

sz439

MTF

sz586a

JATE

sz66

French Language and Literature,
college-level programme
Dutch Studies, university-level
programme
Electrical Engineering, collegelevel programme
Economic
Diplomacy
and
International Management,
college-level programme
Medical Biology Engineering,
university-level programme

26.06.98

25.08.99

30.10.98

25.08.99

30.10.98

30.08.99

07.11.97

30.08.99

09.06.95

30.08.99

Chemical Engineering, collegelevel programme
General and Applied Linguistics,
university-level programme
Folk and Stage Dance, collegelevel undergraduate programme
Psychology,
university-level
programme

25.06.99

27.09.99

17.12.96

26.11.99

29.05.98

26.11.99

25.06.99

31.12.99

Accredited vocational higher education programmes supported by HAC and
approved by the Ministry
Code

Applicant

a45
a44

KKMF
DATE

a88

JATE

Title of Application

Date of
approval

Electrical Engineer Assistant 31.01.98
Waste
Management 27.03.98
Technologist
Food Industry Manager
27.11.98

Date of
publication

22.01.99
07.05.99
07.05.99
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Vocational higher education programmes supported by HAC and approved
by the Ministry
Code

Applicant

a94

KıF─ József Eötvös
Vocational SecondarySchool, Békéscsaba
KıF─ József Eötvös
Vocational SecondarySchool, Békéscsaba
JATE─ Imre Újhelyi
Secondary-School of
Dairy Farming, Vitnyéd
KVIF─ István
Széchenyi Vocational
Secondary Model
School of Commerce,
Budapest.
PATE─SZÁMALK
Vocational SecondarySchool, Budapest
JATE─ Miklós Toldi
Secondary-School of
Food Processing,
Cegléd
JATE─ Vocational
Training Institution of
Agriculture and Food
Processing,
Szabadkígyós
JATE — St. Stephen
Vocational SecondarySchool of Agriculture
and Food Processing,
Székesfehérvár
DATEFI — Gábor
Bethlen Vocational
School, Gyomaendrıd
DATEFI ─ St.
Stephen Vocational
Secondary-School of
Agriculture and Food
Processing,
Székesfehérvár

a95
a99
a107

a111
a100
a101

a106

a114
a112

30

Date of
approval

Date of
publication

Commercial Manager

29.01.99

02.06.99

Tourism Manager

29.01.99

02.06.99

Food Industry Manager

27.11.98

20.07.99

Commercial Manager

27.11.98

20.07.99

IT Statistician

27.11.98

20.07.99

Food Industry Manager

27.11.98

20.07.99

Food Industry Manager

27.11.98

20.07.99

Food Industry Manager

27.11.98

20.07.99

Waste Management
Technologist

30.04.99

20.07.99

Waste Management
Technologist

27.11.98

06.08.99

Title of Application
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II. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
HAC’s International Advisory Board meeting
May 4, 1998
Recommendations of the Advisory Board of the Hungarian Accreditation
Committee
The Advisory Board of the Hungarian Accreditation Committee held its annual
meeting on May 4, 1998. Members present were, Suzy Halimi, Josef Jarab, Inge
Jonsson, Robin Middlehurst, John W. Ryan, Virgílio Meira Soares, and Don F.
Westerheijden. HAC vice-presidents attending were Ferenc Kiefer and László
Somlyódy. HAC member Gábor Szabó, the chairman of the HAC’s Institutional
Quality Assurance Council Gábor Veress , and HAC staff member Tibor Szántó
were also present The meeting was chaired by President András Róna-Tas. HAC
foreign affairs officer Christina Rozsnyai acted as secretary.
Concluding the meeting the Advisory Board formulated the following
recommendations.
1. The Advisory Board received the 1998 report of the HAC and considered it
comprehensive, wide-ranging and thorough. With this year’s report there is
more evidence of international reference points having been integrated into
the work of the HAC. The Advisory Board is pleased with the indication in
the report that the unclear points in the relationship with the Ministry seem to
have been clarified and overcome. Members noted that the work of the HAC
is accepted as necessary and useful by the Higher Education Institutions. The
Board is pleased to see that the staff was extended, as was recommended last
year. The Advisors commend the HAC for addressing items 5-9 of last year’s
report. Adequate staffing of the Secretariat to allow the HAC to undertake
the extension of its tasks should continue.
2. The Board is pleased to be informed about the progress of integration of
Higher Education Institutions. The Board suggested that the HAC should
allow sufficient time for the integration process to be completed before
institutions are evaluated.
3. The Board welcomes the fact that its recommendation item Nr. 10 from last
year, namely that the HAC undertake its external evaluation, has been
initiated. The Board was pleased with the report by the President of the
process to be followed. The Board, in addition, recommends a diversity of
evaluator experience. The Board also recommends that an international
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4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

comparison be utilized where relevant. While the Advisors recognize that
evaluation processes necessarily look backward for data and practices, they
stress that a prospective element should also be included.
The Board stresses that the functions of financial viability and academic
quality judgments should continue to be kept separate.
With regard to the internal quality assurance process of Higher Education
Institutions the Board commends the decision to vest in the Higher Education
Institutions the initial establishment of quality assurance, with the HAC
retaining responsibility for coordination and monitoring. The Board
understands a short annual report is required by law. For purposes of quality
assurance a mid-cycle review (4 years) should be adequate. Going forward,
authorities of the institutions should welcome a collegial—“bottom-up”—
flow of participation and ideas about quality assurance.
The Board recommends that continued attention is paid to the utility of
extending incentives to the Higher Education Institutions for developing
quality cultures.
The Advisors recommend further attention be paid to increasing the
effectiveness of communication between the HAC and the Higher Education
Institutions.
The Board was informed of differences of view regarding experts involved in
program evaluation, namely whether they should be anonymous or publicly
known. The Board is of the opinion that at this stage the experts should
remain anonymous.
The Board was informed about the difficulties in the time scale associated
with program accreditation and spent some time discussing this. The Board
also discussed issues related to the specific categories of the branches of
science utilized by the Academy of Sciences. In both these instances the
Board was pleased that the HAC is working on this and recommends that the
HAC draw on the experience of other systems in addressing the problem.
The President reported to the Board that the HAC was in the process of
developing guidance for the accreditation of open and distance education. On
receiving these guidelines, the Board anticipates a discussion at the next
meeting.
The Board recognizes that there will be new elections in the HAC. The
Board reiterates its advice from 1997 that continuity is vital to the
achievements of the HAC, and points to the fact that similar bodies in the
international community make provision for such continuity.
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III. MEMBERSHIP NEWS
Resolution no. 1999/1/IV/3/1
New members of the Expert Committee for Physics no. 3020
János Lendvai, DSc – Department of General Physics, ELTE
Zoltán Trócsányi, CSc – Department of Experimental Physics, KLTE
Resolution no. 1999/1/IV/3/2
Co-chairman of the Expert Committee for Modern Information Technology and
Quality Supervision in Distance Education: Károly Kocsis, CSc – GATE
Resolution no. 1999/1/IV/3/3
New members of the Interdisciplinary Committee for European Studies:
György Granasztói, CSc
András Inotai, DSc – Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Ferenc Miszlivetz, CSc – BDTF
Tibor Palánkai – regular member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Resolution no. 1999/3/III/2
Resignation
J. Kristóf Nyíri, corresponding member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
resigned from his positions held in the Hungarian Accreditation Committee.
HAC accepted his resignation.
Resolution no. 1999/3/III/3
New Chairman of the Committee for Distance Education:
Zoltán Bedı, DSc
Resolution no. 1999/3/III/6
Interdisciplinary Committee for Environmental Science
Resigned: Ernı Bácsy
New member: Alán Pintér, CSc – National Public Health Institute
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Resolution no. 1999/5/IV/2
Committee for Electrical Engineering and Technical Computing
Resigned: Attila Pethı, DSc – DOTE
Resolution no. 1999/5/VIII/4
In compliance with Subsection (8), Section 123 of the Higher Education Act,
HAC deemed foreign awards granted to painter Attila Kovács to be equivalent to
the relevant Hungarian awards, and provided him with the applicable allowances.
Resolution no. 1999/6/NE/2
HAC accepted the decision of the Higher Education and Research Council to
delegate Attila Dobozy instead of Zsolt Bor, HAC member with the right of
discussion – to the plenary sessions of the Hungarian Accreditation Committee.
Resolution no. 1999/6/IV/1
The plenary session of HAC accepted the resignation of Mrs. Nóra Szekér née
Halmay from her positions as Head of Secretariat and General Secretary.
The plenary session of HAC thanked Mrs. Szekér for her outstanding efforts to
promote the quality of Hungarian higher education and for the assistance she
provided to HAC during her term as a General Secretary. HAC suggested to the
Minister of Education that he should accept Mrs. Szekér’s resignation and
officially express his appreciation for her HAC-related activities.
Resolution no. 1999/6/IV/2
The plenary session of HAC authorised the President of HAC to submit a
recommendation to the Minister of Education to appoint Mrs. György Homonnay
(PhD) to General Secretary as of 1 September 1999.
Resolution no. 1999/6/IV/3
Composition of the ad hoc committee to be set up for the evaluation of an
application submitted by the Hungarian University of Physical Education for the
establishment and launching of a specialised postgraduate degree programme for
humanitarian and pastoral counsellors:
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Chairman:
Antal Bugán – KLTE
Members:
István Varga, theologian – VHF
Mrs. Pál Ritoók – ELTE
Gábor Hegyesi, BGGYTF
Júlia Szekeres, POTE
Resolution no. 1999/6/IV/5
Advisory Committee for Quality Assurance
New member:
Sándor Kemény, DSc (BME)
Resolution no. 1999/7/III/1
Interdisciplinary ad hoc committee
Modified composition of the interdisciplinary ad hoc committee set up for the
evaluation of application no. sz606 submitted by the Hungarian University of
Physical Education for the launching of a specialised postgraduate degree
programme for humanitarian and pastoral counsellors and application no. sz618
submitted by the Debrecen Reformed Theological University and Lajos Kossuth
University of Arts and Sciences for the establishment of a postgraduate degree
programme on pastoral psychology:
Chair:
Júlia Szekeres, DSc – POTE
Members:
István Varga, PhD – VHF
Mrs. Pál Ritoók, CSc – ELTE
László Tringer, CSc – SOTE
Gábor Hegyesi, CSc – BGGYTF
Resolution no. 1999/7/III/2
Members of the Interdisciplinary Committee for Organisational Science:
Chairman:
Tibor Palánkai
Members:
Károly Iványi
Sándor Magda
András Simonovits
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Resolution no. 1999/7/III/3
Zoltán Trócsányi’s membership in the Expert Committee for Physics has been
terminated.
IV. ACCREDITATION
IV. 1. Institutional accreditation in 1999
Resolution no. 1999/1/I/1
Accreditation of the Hungarian University of Physical Education
Training and research activities conducted by the Hungarian University of
Physical Education satisfy the quality requirements established for accreditation
by HAC. The fact that the University is engaged in training and research in one
scientific area – humanities – and in one discipline – pedagogy – only, however,
contradicts the criteria set forth in items a) and b) of Subsection (1), Section 3 of
the Higher Education Act. With reference to Subsection (2), Section 122 of the
Higher Education Act, HAC recommends to grant the Hungarian University of
Physical Education an accreditation valid until 30 June 2000.
HAC evaluated the following degree programmes during the accreditation
process:
Graduate degree programmes
Physical Education Teacher Training:
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 8 semesters
complementary undergraduate programme, part-time, 4 semesters
off-site complementary undergraduate programme: Eger, Szombathely
Adapted Physical Education Teacher Training:
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 8 semesters
complementary undergraduate programme, part-time, 4 semesters
off-site complementary undergraduate programme: Székesfehérvár
Human Kinesiology:
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 8 semesters
Coach Training: college-level undergraduate programme, full-time – 6
semesters, part-time – 8 semesters
specialised training for those with a PE teacher degree, 4 semesters
Sports Manager Training: college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 8
semesters
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Specialised postgraduate degree programme
Mental Health Specialist Training: university- and college-level specialised
postgraduate programmes, 4-semester off-site part-time programme in Szeged
HAC recommendations based on evaluation results:
For the below listed programmes completion of a monitoring procedure is
recommended:
Physical Education Teacher Training: complementary undergraduate
programme, part-time, 4 semesters, Eger, Szombathely
Adapted Physical Education Teacher Training: complementary undergraduate
programme, part-time, 4 semesters, Székesfehérvár
Human Kinesiology:
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 8 semesters
Sports Manager Training: college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 8
semesters
Mental Health Specialist Training: specialised postgraduate programme, parttime, off-site (in Szeged), 4 semesters
Reason: evaluation has not been completed, because the University had no final
year students at the time of the evaluation
Deadline: 31 December 2001
HAC calls the attention of the Ministry of Education to the below findings:
The position of university-level undergraduate Adapted Physical Education
Teacher Training is not settled from a legal point of view, since the 4+4semester programme derived from the undergraduate degree programme for PE
Teacher Training does not comply with the effective Higher Education Act.
The form of training for complementary undergraduate degrees does not comply
with pertinent provisions in the Higher Education Act. (University-level degree
and qualification awarded for the same degree programme based on which
complementary college-level undergraduate degree and qualification was
obtained.)
Specialised Trainer Training for those with a PE degree: the 4-semester
programme does not comply with the requirements set forth for independent
degree programmes under the Higher Education Act.
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Resolution no. 1999/1/II/2
Accreditation of the Engineering Industry and Automation College of
Technology
Training and research activities conducted by the Engineering Industry and
Automation College of Technology satisfy the quality requirements established
for accreditation by HAC. The fact that the College is engaged in training and
development in one scientific area only, however, contradicts items a) and b) of
Subsection (1), Section 3 of Act LXXX of 1993 on Higher Education as
amended by Act LXI of 1996.
With reference to Subsection (2), Section 122 of the Higher Education Act, HAC
recommends to grant the Engineering Industry and Automation College of
Technology an accreditation valid until 30 June 2000.
HAC evaluated the following degree programmes during the accreditation
process:
Mechanical Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 6 semesters
college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 8 semesters
college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 8 semesters, off-site in Eger
complementary undergraduate programme, full-time, 2 semesters – This
programme was terminated in 1996
Technical Teacher Training
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 6 semesters – This
programme was terminated in 1995
college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 6 semesters – This
programme will be terminated in 1999
Technical Computing
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 6 semesters
Technical management
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 7 semesters
Engineering Teacher Training
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 8 semesters Note: for students
of Mechanical Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 8 semesters, off-site in
Szolnok Note: for students of Mechanical Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 8 semesters Note: for students
of technical computing
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complementary undergraduate programme, full-time, 2 semesters Note: for
students of Mechanical Engineering, suspended
complementary undergraduate programme, full-time, 2 semesters Note: for
students of Technical Computing, suspended
Integrated Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 6 semesters
Note: course in English, the diploma has no title
HAC recommendations based on evaluation results (monitoring procedure
recommended):
Mechanical Engineering: college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 8
semesters, off-site in Eger
Technical Management: college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 7
semesters
Technical Teacher Training: college-level undergraduate programme, parttime, 8 semesters, off-site in Szolnok
Reason: no final year students in the year of evaluation
Deadline: 31 December 2001
The plenary session of HAC calls the attention of the Ministry of Education to
the fact that the below degree programme has no valid launching permit and no
government decree has been published on its qualification requirements.
Title of degree programme Title of diploma
The application did not include the title of
Integrated Engineering
the diploma
Resolution no. 1999/1/II/3
Accreditation of the Eger Theological College
The Eger Theological College may be granted an accreditation valid until 30
June 2001, because its training and research activities will comply with the
requirements specified for colleges engaged in theological training under
Sections 4 and 114 of the Higher Education Act and with the quality
requirements set for the accreditation of theological colleges by HAC’s
conceptual decision, only if its appointed teaching staff obtain a PhD degree by
30 June 2001, the latest.
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HAC evaluated the following degree programmes in the accreditation process:
Theology
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 12 semesters
first diploma issued in 1996
Religion Teacher Training
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 8 semesters
first diploma issued in 1995 (diplomas issued by EKTF until 1997)
Religion Teacher Training
college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 8 semesters (off-site in Vác)
first diploma issued in 1998 (no diploma issued by the time of evaluation)
Note: The licensing of church institutions’ degree programmes related to
religious life and the elaboration of qualification requirements for such degree
programmes are not subject to a public administration procedure.
HAC recommendations for the completion of a monitoring procedure based on
evaluation results:
Review of the scientific qualifications held by the teaching staff of the Eger
Theological College
Reason: HAC identified deficiencies in staff conditions in the course of the
evaluation.
Deadline: 31 December 2001
HAC recommendations based on the evaluation of degree programmes
(monitoring procedure recommended):
Religion Teacher Training
college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 8 semesters (off-site in Vác)
Reason: no final year students in the year of evaluation; quality concerns due to
deficiencies in staff qualifications
Deadline: 31 December 2001
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Resolution no. 1999/1/II/4
Accreditation of St. Paul Academy
St. Paul Academy may be granted an accreditation since its training and research
activities comply with the requirements specified for colleges engaged in
theological training under Sections 4 and 114 of the Higher Education Act and
with the quality requirements set for the accreditation of theological colleges by
HAC’s conceptual decision.
HAC evaluated the following degree programmes in the accreditation process:
Theology
Types of training within the programme:
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 8 semesters
college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 10 semesters
Resolution no. 1999/1/II/5
Accreditation of the Police College
The Police College may be granted an accreditation since its training and
research activities fully comply with the requirements set for accreditation by
HAC. The fact that the College is engaged in training, research and development
in one discipline only, however, contradicts the criteria set forth in Subsection
(1), Section 4 of the Higher Education Act. Based on this and with reference to
Subsection (2), Section 122 of the Higher Education Act, HAC recommends to
grant the Police College an accreditation valid until 30 June 2000. In addition to
reviewing legal compliance, HAC recommends the completion of a monitoring
procedure covering the staff conditions of training, the quality of scientific
research, and the employment of young specialists to ensure succession in
scientific positions in the period after 30 June 2000.
HAC evaluated the following degree programmes in the accreditation process:
GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMMES:
Criminal Investigation
full-time programme, 6 semesters, first diploma issued in 1988 (1974)
part-time programme, 8 semesters, first diploma issued in 1988 (1994)
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including a programme for students with a college or university degree: 6
semesters (part-time), first diploma issued in 1989 (1985), (programme
terminated in 1997)
Law Enforcement
college-level programme
full-time, 6 semesters, first diploma issued in 1988 (1975)
part-time, 8 semesters, first diploma issued in 1988 (1980)
Border Policing
full-time programme, 6 semesters, first diploma issued in 1994
part-time programme, 8 semesters, first diploma issued in 1995
including a programme for students with a college or university degree:
part-time, 4 or 6 semesters; first diploma issued in 1995, (programme terminated
in 1997)
Police Administration
full-time programme, 6 semesters, first diploma issued in 1988 (1974)
part-time programme, 8 semesters, first diploma issued in 1988 (1979)
including in a programme for students with a college or university degree:
part-time, 6 semesters; first diploma issued in 1989 (1985), (programme
terminated in 1997)
Traffic Policing
full-time programme, 6 semesters, first diploma issued in 1993 (1974)
part-time programme, 8 semesters, first diploma issued in 1979 (1994)
including a programme for students with a college or university degree:
part-time, 6 semesters; first diploma issued in 1993, (programme terminated in
1997)
Policing of Public Order
full-time programme, 6 semesters, first diploma issued in 1993
part-time programme, 8 semesters, first diploma issued in 1994
including a programme for students with a college or university degree: parttime, 6 semesters; first diploma issued in 1994, (programme terminated in 1997)
Customs Administration
full-time programme, 6 semesters, first diploma issued in 1994
part-time programme, 8 semesters, first diploma issued in 1995
Customs Investigation
part-time programme, 8 semesters, first diploma issued in 1991
HAC calls the attention of the Ministry of Education to the fact that the College
had not presented a launching permit for any of the above listed degree
programmes by the date of HAC’s on-site visit.
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Based on evaluation results, HAC recommends the completion of a monitoring
procedure on the training and research activities of the Ministry of Interior
Police College in the period after 30 June 2000.
Reason:
In compliance with Subsection (1), Section 4 of the Higher Education Act
Deficiencies in staff conditions
Deadline: 31 December 2001
For the below listed training options of the following degree programmes a
monitoring procedure is recommended:
Traffic Policing
graduate programme
full-time, 6 semesters
part-time, 8 semesters
Police Administration
graduate programme
full-time, 6 semesters
part-time, 8 semesters
Policing of Public Order
graduate programme
full-time, 6 semesters
part-time, 8 semesters
Border Policing
graduate programme
part-time, 8 semesters
Customs Administration
graduate programme
part-time, 8 semesters
Customs Investigation
graduate programme
part-time, 8 semesters
Reason: corrigible deficiencies
Deadline: 31 December 2001
HAC calls the attention of the Ministry of Education to the following
recommendations made in the approved evaluation report:
If the Government Decree titled „Qualification requirements for undergraduate
degree programmes in college- and university-level police education” awaiting
publication includes titles official or special investigator rather than police
officer, the name of the institution should be changed from Police College (in
literal translation: Police Officer Training College) to College for the Protection
of Public Order.
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Official position of the Police College on accreditation:
Nearly 85% of the major training areas of the Police College can be classified as
social science (law, pedagogy, psychology, political science, sociology).
Therefore, the classification of the discipline of its degree programmes as
technical and physical science can be debated. The college prepares its students
primarily for the fulfilment of law enforcement and policing duties.
Consequently, the classification of its area of activity as military science may
imply that the Police College or Hungarian police organisations focus not on
servicing the civil society in the first place.
The staff of the Police College and the police research community are familiar
with the requirements of classification by discipline. Nevertheless, despite
current deficiencies in the categorisation of police science, we object to applying
an anachronistic classification on the verge of the 21st century. We hope that a
redefinition and reclassification of scientific disciplines will soon remove police
science from the category of military science.
We are confident that the Police College will satisfy the improvement and
development requirements specified in HAC’s Accreditation Report despite its
inevitably anachronistic classification.
Resolution no. 1999/2/II/2
Accreditation of the Miskolc University
Upon the request of the Miskolc University, HAC conducted an accreditation
procedure to evaluate training and scientific research at the institution pursuant to
Subsection (4), Section 81 and Section 122 of the Higher Education Act. Having
discussed evaluation results, the plenary session of HAC issued Resolution no.
1999/2/II/2 including the findings as follows:
Training and research conducted by MISKOLC UNIVERSITY comply with the
criteria specified in the Higher Education Act and the quality requirements set for
institutional accreditation by HAC’s conceptual decision.
Research and training at THE FACULTY OF LAW, THE FACULTY OF MINING
ENIGINEERING, THE FACULTY OF ARTS, THE FACULTY OF ECONOMICS, THE
FACULTY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND THE FACULTY OF
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING comply with the faculty-related criteria of the
Higher Education Act and with the quality requirements set for the accreditation
of university faculties by HAC’s conceptual decision.
Research and training at the COLLEGE FACULTY IN DUNAÚJVÁROS comply with
the faculty-related criteria of the Higher Education Act and with the quality
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requirements set for the accreditation of college faculties by HAC’s conceptual
decision.
HAC evaluated the following degree programmes in the accreditation process:
Faculty of Law
Lawyer Training
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 10 semesters; part-time, 10
semesters
Faculty of Mining Engineering
Mining- and Geotechnics
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 10 semesters
Development Technology
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 10 semesters
Geography
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 10 semesters
Environmental Engineering
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 10 semesters
Technical Earth Science
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 10 semesters
Oil and Gas Engineering
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 10 semesters
Faculty of Arts
English Teacher Training
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, part-time: 6 semesters
Philosophy
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time: 8 semesters (philologist
specialised in philosophy), full-time: 10 semesters (philologist and secondaryschool teacher specialised in philosophy)
Cultural Anthropology
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 8 semesters (qualified
philologist specialised in cultural anthropology); full-time, 10 semesters
(qualified philologist and secondary-school teacher specialised in cultural
anthropology)
Hungarian Language and Literature
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 8 semesters (qualified
philologist specialised in Hungarian language and literature); full-time, 10
semesters (qualified philologist and secondary-school teacher specialised in
Hungarian language and literature); complementary undergraduate programme,
part-time, 4 semesters.
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German Language Teacher Training
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, part-time: 6 semesters
Political Science
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 9 semesters (qualified
philologist specialised in political science); full-time, 10 semesters (qualified
philologist and secondary-school teacher specialised in political science)
Sociology
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 10 semesters (qualified
philologist specialised in sociology, or qualified philologist and secondary-school
teacher specialised in sociology)
History
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 8 semesters (qualified
philologist specialised in history); full-time, 10 semesters (qualified philologist
and secondary-school teacher specialised in history); complementary
undergraduate programme, part-time, 4 semesters
Faculty of Economics
Business Administration
college- and university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 6+4
semesters; part-time college-level undergraduate programme, 8 semesters;
complementary university-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 5
semesters
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 10 semesters
Mechanical Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 6 semesters,
part-time, 7 semesters
Technical Computing
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 10 semesters
Technical Management
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 10 semesters
Technical Teacher Training
college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 6 semesters
Electrical Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 6 semesters
Faculty of Metallurgical Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 10 semesters;
complementary university-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 4
semesters
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Materials Engineering
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 10 semesters
Engineering and Physics
university-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 10 semesters
COLLEGE FACULTY IN DUNAÚJVÁROS

Materials Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 6+1 semesters
Business Administration
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time: 6+1 semesters, part-time: 8
semesters
Mechanical Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time: 6+1 semesters, part-time: 8
semesters
Metallurgical Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 6+1 semesters
Engineering Teacher Training
college-level undergraduate programme and complementary undergraduate
programme, full-time: 8 semesters, part-time: 4 semesters (complementary
undergraduate programme)
Technical Computing
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time: 6+1semesters, part-time: 8
semesters
Technical management
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 6+1 semesters
Technical Teacher Training
college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 6 semesters
Based on evaluation results, HAC recommends the completion of a monitoring
procedure for the following degree programmes until 31 December 2001 as a
deadline:
Faculty of Mining Engineering
Geography: university-level undergraduate programme, full-time
Reason: the evaluation process has not been completed, because the programme
had no final year students at the time of evaluation
Faculty of Arts
Cultural anthropology: university-level undergraduate programme, full-time
Political Science: university-level undergraduate programme, full-time
Reason: the evaluation process has not been completed, because the programmes
had no final year students at the time of evaluation
Faculty of Economics
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Business Administration: complementary university-level undergraduate
programme, part-time
Reason: the evaluation process has not been completed, because the programme
had no final year students at the time of evaluation
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering: college-level undergraduate programme, full-time,
part-time
Reason: HAC expressed quality concerns during the evaluation process
Technical Computing: university-level undergraduate programme, full-time
Technical management: university-level undergraduate programme, full-time
Electrical Engineering: college-level undergraduate programme, full-time
Reason: the evaluation process has not been completed, because the programmes
had no final year students at the time of evaluation
Technical Teacher Training: college-level undergraduate programme, part-time
Reason: if programme licensing is not prevented by any statutory obstacle, HAC
recommends to perform comprehensive evaluation in the form of a monitoring
procedure until 31 December 2001
COLLEGE FACULTY IN DUNAÚJVÁROS

Business Administration: part-time, 8 semesters
Reason: the evaluation process has not been completed, because the programme
had no final year students at the time of evaluation
HAC calls the Minister’s attention to the facts as follows:
1. Technical Teacher Training at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and
at the College Faculty in Dunaújváros is conducted with reference to
Decree 3/1972.(IV.27) MM by the Minister of Education. Subsection (1),
Section 6 of Decree 8/1982.(VI.1.) MM by the Minister of Education,
however, abrogates Decree 3/1972.(IV.27) MM by the Minister of
Education.
2. Evaluation of the joint Engineering-Physics programme of Miskolc
University and Loránd Eötvös University of Arts and Sciences – ELTE –
(Budapest) can be completed in the course of ELTE’s evaluation only.
HAC will articulate its position on the accreditation of this joint
programme upon adopting a resolution on ELTE TTK’s accreditation.
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Resolution no. 1999/2/III
Evaluation of programmes run by the Adult Education and Human Resource
Development Institute of Janus Pannonius University of Arts and Sciences
(completed under a special procedure)
Based on the self-evaluation report submitted by JPTE’s Adult Education and
Human Resource Development Institute (hereinafter referred to as: FEEFI),
consultation centres located in Budapest (VOFA and TANORG), Debrecen,
Dunaújváros, Gyır, Salgótarján, Sopron, Székesfehérvár, Szeged, Szolnok,
Szombathely and Zalaegerszeg provide one or several of the following degree
programmes:
Coordinator of Personnel Affairs (AL), Cultural Coordinator (AL),
Human Resources Coordinator (DL) Cultural (and Adult Education) Manager
(KL)
Human Resources Coordinator (KL) Cultural (and Adult Education) Manager
(DL)
Abbreviations: AL: „part-time undergraduate degree programme”, KL:
„complementary undergraduate programme, part-time”, DL: „part-time
programme for students holding a college or university degree”

Under the „special accreditation procedure” aiming to evaluate the above listed
consultation centres in a differentiated manner, HAC set up an ad-hoc expert
committee (Visiting Committee). The report prepared by this Visiting Committee
has been discussed by the Expert Committee for the Accreditation of Social
Science Institutions. This Expert Committee proposed a resolution to the plenary
session of HAC.
The Expert Committee for the Accreditation of Social Science Institutions
elaborated its position on the complementary evaluation of part-time programmes
running in JPTE’s consultation centres based on the report submitted by the
Visiting Committee, verbal information provided by the chairman and members
of the Visiting Committee and a personal discussion with JPTE’s Rector.
The plenary session of HAC agrees with the training quality concerns expressed
by the Expert Committee for the Accreditation of Social Science Institutions
(curriculum and its implementation, disproportionately high workload on
teaching staff, method of control and testing, etc. – see the Accreditation Report
below). The plenary session of HAC also agrees with the statement that operative
administration, in itself, does not justify the running of FEEFI as an independent
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training unit within JPTE, since it does not satisfy basic functional requirements
specified by effective regulations for institutions/faculties of higher education –
with special regard to quality assurance and quality supervision in training.
The plenary session rules that none of the above listed consultation centres’ part
time programmes provide the essential conditions of college- or university-level
education. The plenary session of HAC acknowledges that the evaluated
programmes fulfil a genuine social need. Nevertheless, it upholds the position
that the established part-time programmes do not offer a training equivalent to
that provided by full-time programmes in the same subjects.
Accreditation Report on training provided by the off-site courses of the Adult
Education and Human Resource Development Institute (FEEFI) of Janus
Pannonius University of Arts and Sciences
1. ANTECEDENTS TO THE EVALUATION OF TRAINING PROVIDED BY JPTE
FEFFI
1.1.
Following the approval of JPTE’s accreditation process, Minister of
Culture and Education Bálint Magyar asked the Hungarian Accreditation
Committee to conduct a complementary evaluation. Resolution no. 1998/4/IV/2
of HAC accepted the submission titled „Special procedure for the
complementary accreditation of part-time training provided by JPTE’s
consultation centres”.
1.2.
JPTE FEEFI prepared the Self-Evaluation Report requested for the
special accreditation procedure by 21 September 1998.
1.3.
The Visiting Committee set up by HAC visited the 12 consultation
centres identified by JPTE in November and December 1998. In January 1999,
Committee members attended exit exams and reviewed theses in Pécs.
2. DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED TO HAC
2.1.
Self-evaluation report by JPTE FEEFI
2.1.1.
Description of degree programmes
Cultural Coordinator AL:
Cultural (and Adult Education) Manager KL
Cultural (and Adult Education) Manager DL
Coordinator of Personnel Affairs AL
Human Resources Coordinator KL
Human Resources Coordinator DL
2.1.2.
Appendices to the description of degree programmes
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Permits for the launching of new degree programmes, copies of diplomas;
Thesis and exit exam requirements; Academic Student League (TDK) activities;
Description of infrastructure.
2.1.3.

Training programmes in a breakdown by location

Budapest (TANORG and VOFA)
Coordinator of Personnel Affairs (AL);
Human Resources Coordinator (DL);
Human Resources Coordinator (KL)
Cultural Coordinator (AL)
Cultural (and Adult Education) Manager (KL)
Cultural (and Adult Education) Manager (DL)
Debrecen
Coordinator of Personnel Affairs (AL);
Cultural Coordinator (AL)
Dunaújváros
Coordinator of Personnel Affairs (AL);
Gyır
Cultural (and Adult Education) Manager (DL);
Salgótarján
Coordinator of Personnel Affairs (AL);
Human Resources Coordinator (DL);
Cultural Coordinator (AL)
Sopron
Coordinator of Personnel Affairs (AL);
Székesfehérvár
Coordinator of Personnel Affairs (AL);
Human Resources Coordinator (DL);
Szeged
Coordinator of Personnel Affairs (AL);
Szolnok
Coordinator of Personnel Affairs (AL)
Szombathely
Coordinator of Personnel Affairs (AL)
Cultural (and Adult Education) Manager (DL)
Zalaegerszeg
Coordinator of Personnel Affairs (AL);
Cultural Coordinator (AL);
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2.2.
Other documents considered to be important by JPTE FEEFI
(information materials published by JPTE FEEFI)
2.3.
Timetables for the autumn semester of academic year 1998/99 in a
breakdown by training location
2.4.
Documents requested and supplied during visits
3. EVALUTION BY THE VISITING COMMITTEE
Remarks with regards to form
(A)
As it is pointed out in a report issued by Katalin Gönczöl of the
Parliamentary Commissioner’s Office (OBH)4 on 30 April 1998, the Adult
Education and Human Resource Development Institute established by JPTE’s
Senate functions as a quasi-faculty, that is, an organisational unit independent
from other faculties with a separate administration. „The University may
reallocate programmes to a different faculty, but it may not alter the registration
by creating an organisational unit not classified as a faculty under the
Government Decree”, the OBH report concludes.
Based on the documents submitted by JPTE FEEFI, students graduating in
academic year 1997/98 had the following note in their diploma: „…fulfilled
his/her college/university study obligations at the Adult Education and Human
Resource Development Institute of Janus Pannonius University of Arts and
Sciences”. Attending exit exams in January 1999, the Visiting Committee found
the following statement in the „official notes” field of students’ registration
books: „JPTE FEEFI cancelled from all record fields titled faculty”. The Visiting
Committee had no insight to diplomas issued in the wake of exit exams in
January 1999.
B)
The below table includes the evaluated degree programmes, their forms
of training and features provided by FEEFI. Please note the remarks made on the
individual forms of training.
Title and features of degree programme
(based on the description of degree programmes
PERSONNEL AFFAIRS COORDINATOR (AL)
college-level undergraduate programme
permit: (56.399/1992. XIII.)
no. of University Council (ET) resolution approving the form of training: NONE
admission requirement: general certificate of secondary education
length of training: 6 semesters part-time
4

REPORT by the Human Rights Commissioner of Parliament in case no. OBH
1965/1998
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title of diploma: Personnel Affairs Coordinator
Remark:
Features specified by the responsible officials in the description of the individual
forms of training provided by the consultation centres (A.1 charts of the SelfEvaluation Report):
„level of diploma: college-level”
„title of diploma: qualified Personnel Affairs Coordinator”
(the description of degree programmes includes the proper title of the diploma)
HUMAN RESOURCES COORDINATOR (KL)
complementary university-level undergraduate programme
permit: (56.399/1992. XIII.)
no. of University Council (ET) resolution approving the form of training: NONE
admission requirement: degree in personnel affairs coordination
length of training: 4 semesters, part-time
title of diploma: qualified Human Resources Coordinator
HUMAN RESOURCES COORDINATOR (DL)
university-level undergraduate programme
permit: (56.399/1992. XIII.)
no. of University Council (ET) resolution approving the form of training: NONE
admission requirement: college or university degree
length of training: 6 semesters
title of diploma: qualified Human Resources Coordinator
Remark:
The programme run by JPTE FEEFI based on a permit for the launching of a
undergraduate degree programme provides a university degree after a three-year
training. (This practice contradicts Section 85 of the Higher Education Act
despite the explanation given on page 3 of the relevant programme description of
the Self-Evaluation Report.)
CULTURAL COORDINATOR (AL)
college-level undergraduate programme
permit: (60.989/1993.XIV.)
no. of University Council (ET) resolution approving the form of training: NONE
admission requirement: general certificate of secondary education
length of training: 6 semesters (part-time)
title of diploma: Cultural Coordinator
Remark:
The above referenced permit prescribes a training of 8 semesters.
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Features specified by the responsible officials in the description of the individual
forms of training provided by the consultation centres (A.1 charts of the SelfEvaluation Report):
„level of diploma: college-level”
„title of diploma: qualified Cultural Coordinator” (the description of degree
programmes includes the proper title of the diploma)
CULTURAL (AND ADULT EDUCATION) MANAGER (DL)
university-level undergraduate programme
permit: 56001/92. XIII.
no. of University Council (ET) resolution approving the form of training: NONE
admission requirement: college or university degree
length of training: 6 semesters (part-time)
title of diploma: qualified cultural and adult education manager
Remark:
The programme run by JPTE FEEFI based on a permit for the launching of a
undergraduate degree programme provides a university degree after a three-year
training.
CULTURAL (AND ADULT EDUCATION) MANAGER (KL)
complementary university-level undergraduate programme
permit: 56001/92. XIII.
no. of University Council (ET) resolution approving the form of training: NONE
admission requirement: degree in cultural coordination
length of training: 4 semesters
title of diploma: qualified cultural and adult education manager

Remark:
Excerpt from page 9 of the programme description: “The part-time programmes
for students holding a college or university degree (DL) and the complementary
part-time programmes (KL) are run separately at JPTE FEEFI, but affiliated
institutions merge these two forms of training due to financial reasons.”
Cf.: length of training – exemption from certain subjects granted to all students in
the same year based on earlier studies
Remarks with regards to contents
Curriculum
a) Timetables at the individual consultation centres differ from the general
curriculum presented in programme descriptions. Each location has a subject
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structure deviating both from the general curriculum and the structure applied
by other training centres. Consultation centres tend to have fewer lessons than
centrally specified and the interdependency of their subjects does not follow
central regulations either. (See Appendix 1 of the background material: Summary
table on deviations between the curriculum of all subjects and timetables used at
the individual training locations). The huge material included in the curriculum
of certain subjects is practically impossible to cover within the number of lessons
specified in timetables. (E.g.: The subject general sociology aims to provide a
comprehensive overview of all basic concepts, traditions and research findings of
sociology within 16 lessons.)
b) The number of lessons specified in the curriculum is not sufficient to cover
the material included in the training objective. Moreover, even this material is
squeezed and presented to students on 2-4 occasions.
c) Sessions included in the curriculum that require 12 hours of concentrated
attention per day are highly exhausting and practically impossible to follow for
students and teachers alike. When we visited Szeged (on 20 November), we met
a teacher who was professionally qualified, but held lessons from early morning
till 8 p.m. and seemed very exhausted by late afternoon. On top of that, this
person reported to have some additional lessons the next morning. Another
training location (VOFA in Budapest, date of visit: 11 December) squeezed 16
lessons into one day. Here, a reputable lecturer started his lesson at 9.45 a.m.
instead of 8.00 a.m.. Independent lessons of various degree programmes, study
groups and years have been merged into one (TANORG in Budapest, date of
visit: 4 December).
Teaching staff
a) Given the huge workload, the high professional qualification of the teaching
staff involved does not, in itself, guarantee appropriate quality for the part-time
programmes. During JPTE’s accreditation, faculties already voiced their concern
that the overloadedness of teachers involved in part-time training may sooner or
later have a negative impact also on the quality of full-time programmes. One
striking example for this excessive workload: a single person in charge of a
degree programme is responsible for 19 locations related to three forms of
training (see Appendix 2 of the background material: table titled Staff and
consultation centres). The teacher’s list included in the Self-Evaluation Report
submitted in spring 1998 and in the timetables prepared for the autumn semester
of academic year 1998/99 show a deviation of 30 to 40 percent. Notes addressed
to students on cancelled lessons and deputised teachers seen by Committee
members on notice boards also indicate major deviations from the timetables.
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b) On several occasions when members of the Visiting Committee wanted to
attend a lesson indicated in the timetable the teacher of the subject did not turn
up, he/she was not deputised by anybody, and students – as well as members of
the Visiting Committee – were informed of cancellation at the official starting
date of the lesson. {Dunaújváros: 2 December 1998 – 8.00 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. (8
lessons), Finance, undergraduate degree programme in personnel affairs
coordination, year 3}. On another occasion, a member of the Visiting Committee
found neither the teacher nor the students in the classroom at the specified date,
even though an appointment was made in advance. {Sopron: 7 December 1998 –
8.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. (10 lessons), Employment Law and Human Resources
Strategy, undergraduate degree programme in personnel affairs coordination,
years 2 and 3}. Sometimes the visitor found a teacher other than the one
specified in the timetable who held an entirely different seminar: he made up for
a formerly cancelled lesson. (Debrecen: 4 December 1998 – 8.00 a.m. to 6.00
p.m., /10 lessons/, Employment Practice, undergraduate degree programme in
personnel affairs coordination, year 3).
Fulfilment of admission criteria
1. Questionnaires completed by students clearly reveal that entrance exams, if
any, were confined to an verbal session. Many students did not even know the
scores they got. This raises a concern, given that 48.5 percent of the 700 students
surveyed attended a vocational secondary-school before – and, based on entries
in their registration books, had fair or satisfactory marks in their certificate.
2. Contrary to the contents of the programme launching permit, Cultural
Coordinator students receive a college-level training of 6 semesters, which is
highly insufficient taking into account their poor secondary-school performance.
Control and testing
a) Exam dates were very tightly packed: it is impossible for a teacher to test 50
(!) students a day (Szeged) or for a committee to manage the exit exams of
33 students a day (Pécs).
b) In addition to the theses reviewed subsequent to exit exams, Committee
members perused 11 randomly selected theses. Thesis papers were
descriptive rather than analytic in nature; the selected subject was not
always related to the relevant programme (a student of the Personnel Affairs
Coordinator programme, for example, wrote a thesis on the history of a
village); tutor’s reports were thorough in most cases, but they also hinted the
lack of necessary consultation; papers were often overgraded. Students tend
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to receive exam questions (rather than only subject fields) in advance, the
scope of some questions is far too wide (e.g. „Hungary’s culture from St.
Stephen to our days”).
Infrastructure, facilities and equipment
a) Consultation centres have a fairly good infrastructural background.
Nevertheless, it is reflected also by the environment that training is conducted not
in a college or university building but in rooms leased by FEEFI from various
limited liability companies. The number of classrooms is not always sufficient.
Rooms are so packed sometimes that students do not have enough space to make
notes (Székesfehérvár).
b) The vast majority of textbooks can be purchased from FEEFI.
(Questionnaires reveal that students are usually not aware of the difference
between textbooks and compulsory literature.) The required literature is enough
to pass exams, but fails to provide a deeper insight into subjects. Based on the list
of source materials of theses reviewed, students tend to rely on popular rather
than scientific literature, and provide either an inappropriate description of the
literature consulted or none. The lack of an appropriate university/college
environment is demonstrated also by the fact that students face difficulties in
accessing a suitable library, even if they make an effort to do so. The facts listed
above indicate that their primary purpose is to obtain a diploma (with relatively
little effort) rather than get actively involved in higher education.
c) Consultation centres are very well-organised and administered, and they tend
to maintain good contact with FEEFI.
Comments made by Janus Pannonius University of Arts and Sciences
on the special accreditation procedure evaluating
programmes run by the consultation centres of
JPTE’s Adult Education and Human Resource Development Institute
In compliance with Section 21 of Government Decree 66/1997. (IV.18.) –
hereinafter referred to as Decree – we hereby publish our comments on
Resolution no. 1999/2/III by the Hungarian Accreditation Committee (hereinafter
referred to as HAC) and its explanation (hereinafter jointly referred to as the
Accreditation Report). Please note that our detailed comments and complaints on
the resolution, the underlying evaluation process and the documents produced in
the course of evaluation will be sent under a separate cover also to HAC and to
the Minister of Education.
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In the first semester of academic year 1998/99, HAC launched a special
accreditation procedure to evaluate whether the quality of part-time programmes
run by off-site consultation centres was equivalent to that of training conducted
at the central site of our institution. Based on HAC’s summary position, the
quality of off-site programmes was inferior to that of training conducted in Pécs.
We consider this position unfounded and hold that HAC committed a gross
violation of nearly every basic rule of procedure set forth in the above mentioned
Decree and breached the ethical and professional requirements of unbiased
quality assessment. The university was not even allowed to communicate its
basic concerns about the composition of Visiting Committee(s). Moreover, the
professional competence of some Committee members – especially those
involved in the evaluation of programmes Personnel Affairs Coordinator and
Human Resources Coordinator – is highly questionable. For the aforementioned
programmes, HAC should have utilised an option given under the Decree and
involve outside experts.
Another major concern is that HAC failed to communicate the criteria on parttime training and consultation centres during the evaluation procedure, despite
the fact that both the Higher Education Act and the Decree require the
communication of such criteria in advance.
Contrary to the intended function of HAC, we were not granted a full insight into
the background material underlying the Accreditation Report, that is, the
documentation supporting evaluation results, despite an expressed written
promise by the President of HAC. To sum it up, we think that HAC proceeded
and adopted its resolution taking an approach in direct contradiction with the
purpose of modernising Hungarian higher education. Its underlying intentions
probably include a desire to regulate Hungary’s increasingly market- and profitoriented higher education and redistribute its training market. We uphold this
negative statement despite the fact that some members of HAC’s Visiting
Committee were undoubtedly well-prepared and acted in a highly circumspect
manner during the evaluation process.
We wish to note that we do not see any meaningful connection between the
background material sections made available to us and the contents of the report
and the resolution, that is, we hold that the explanation does not provide proper
foundations for the resolution. HAC analysed the documents submitted by the
University during the accreditation process in a static manner and failed to
provide a differentiated evaluation for the individual consultation centres.
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HAC probably founded its opinion also on the differences between the general
curricula and (semester-based) timetables of the individual consultation centres
and programmes. A comment on the method of processing applied in the
evaluation: pursuant to the basic requirements of documentary analysis, the
contents of any training can be reliably assessed based on its full documentation
only (that is, besides timetables and curricula, the review should have been
extended also to registers). HAC could not appropriately handle changes effected
in curricula and in the process of training within the scope and the qualification
requirements of programmes. The university wants to comply with the academic
requirement of ongoing curriculum improvement. New scientific achievements,
changes in the social needs and expectations related to programmes, as well as
the didactic and logical structure of curricula require changes, especially in the
programmes covered by the evaluation process.
The fact that the evaluated programmes satisfy a genuine social need is
acknowledged even in HAC’s resolution. Players involved in the system of
higher education should join their forces to promote the fulfilment of this need at
the highest standard possible. HAC’s approach clearly contradicts this goal.
Despite acknowledging the superior infrastructure, the well-organised and administered nature of consultation centres, their good contact with FEEFI, as
well as the high professional standards of teachers, HAC supports the termination
of this modern training system developed by painstaking efforts on JPTE’s side.
In light of the above, we consider HAC’s position unacceptable, because it
violates the interests of several thousands of students and teachers in a
disproportionate and unjustified manner.
Pécs, 7 April 1999
Dr. Károly Tóth
Rector

Communication by HAC
Dear Dr. Tóth,
Your letter dated 7 April 1999 and its appendices have been duly received and
will be faithfully published.
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Nevertheless, let me express my deep regret regarding the tone of these
documents. I myself do not want to promote the widespread use of this tone in
the top circles of Hungarian higher education which is why I do not respond to
any of your unfounded and defamatory comments.
If you are open to discussing this matter in a calmer and more objective manner,
please feel free to contact me any time in the future.
Budapest, 21 April 1999
András Róna-Tas
HAC President
Resolution no. 1999/3/II
Accreditation of St. Gerard Theological College, Pannonhalma
St. Gerard Theological College, Pannonhalma may be granted an accreditation
since its training and research activities comply with the requirements specified
for colleges engaged in theological training under Sections 4 and 114 of the
Higher Education Act and with the quality requirements set for the accreditation
of theological colleges by HAC’s conceptual decision.
HAC evaluated the following degree programmes in the accreditation process:
Theology
college-level, full-time, 12 semesters first diploma issued in 1885
Special Pastoral Studies
college-level, full-time, 10 semesters (off-site in Budapest)
first diploma issued in 1998 (the first graduating year had 8 semesters in the
programme and received a diploma titled „Religion teacher and pastoral assistant
worker”)
Note: The licensing of church institutions’ degree programmes related to
religious life and the elaboration of qualification requirements for such degree
programmes are not subject to a public administration procedure.
HAC recommendations based on evaluation results (monitoring procedure
recommended):
Special Pastoral Studies
college-level, full-time, 10 semesters (off-site in Budapest)
Reason: quality deficiencies identified by HAC in the course of evaluation
Deadline: 31 December 2001
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Resolution no. 1999/4/II/
Accreditation of Kalazantinum Piarist Theological College, Budapest
Kalazantinum Piarist Theological College may be granted an accreditation
since its training and research activities comply with the requirements specified
for colleges engaged in theological training under Sections 4 and 114 of the
Higher Education Act and with the quality requirements set for the accreditation
of theological colleges by HAC’s conceptual decision.
HAC evaluated the following degree programmes in the accreditation process:
Theology
college-level, full-time programme, 12 semesters, first diploma issued in 1997
(formerly: university leaving certificate)
Religion Teacher Training
college-level, full-time programme, 12 semesters, first diploma issued in 1997
(formerly: Provincial’s certificate)
Resolution no. 1999/4/II/2
Accreditation of Franciscan Theological College, Budapest
Franciscan Theological College may be granted an accreditation valid until 31
December 2001, because its training and research activities will comply with the
requirements specified for colleges engaged in theological training under
Sections 4 and 114 of the Higher Education Act and with the quality
requirements set for the accreditation of theological colleges by HAC’s
conceptual decision if it rectifies the detected deficiencies by 30 June 2001.
HAC evaluated the following degree programme in the accreditation process:
Theology college-level, full-time programme, 12 semesters
first diploma issued in 1760
HAC recommendations based on evaluation results (monitoring procedure
recommended):
Repeated accreditation for the entire institution
Reason: quality deficiencies identified by HAC in the course of evaluation
Deadline: 31 December 2001
Theology college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 12 semesters
Reason: quality deficiencies identified by HAC in the course of evaluation
Deadline: 31 December 2001
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Resolution no. 1999/5/II/1
Accreditation of Budapest Technical University
Training and research conducted by the BUDAPEST TECHNICAL
UNIVERSITY comply with the requirements specified under the Higher
Education Act and with the quality requirements set for institutional accreditation
by HAC’s conceptual decision.
Training and research at the Faculty of Architecture, the Faculty of Civil
Engineering, the Faculty of Economics and Social Science, the Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering, the Faculty of Traffic Engineering, the Faculty of
Natural Science, the Faculty of Chemical Engineering and the Faculty of
Electrical Engineering and Information Technology comply with the facultyrelated criteria of the Higher Education Act and with the quality requirements set
for the accreditation of university faculties by HAC’s conceptual decision.
HAC evaluated the following degree programmes in the accreditation process:
FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE
Architecture
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 10 semesters;
complementary university-level undergraduate programme: part-time, 7
semesters
Construction Industry Finance
specialised postgraduate programme, university-level, part-time, 4 semesters
Protection of Historic Monuments
specialised postgraduate programme university-level, part-time, 4 semesters
Urban Construction and Management
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4
semesters
Building Renovation and Maintenance
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4
semesters
Building Insulation
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4
semesters
Colour Dynamics
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4
semesters
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FACULTY OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
Civil Engineering
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 10 semesters;
complementary university-level undergraduate programme: part-time, 6
semesters;
complementary university-level undergraduate programme: part-time, 8
semesters (to be terminated in the near future);
Geodesy and Geographic Information
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 10 semesters;
complementary university-level undergraduate programme: part-time, 6
semesters;
complementary university-level undergraduate programme: part-time, 8
semesters (to be terminated in the near future);
Geodesy and Geographic Information
specialised postgraduate programme university/college-level part-time, 4
semesters
Construction Industry Law
specialised postgraduate programme university/college-level, part-time, 5
semesters
Real Estate Specialist
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4
semesters
Traffic Construction
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4
semesters
Structural Engineering
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4
semesters
Hydraulic Engineering
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4
semesters
FACULTY OF ECONOMICS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Engineering Teacher Training
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 8 semesters;
complementary university-level undergraduate programme: part-time, 4
semesters;
college-level complementary undergraduate programme: part-time, 4 semesters
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Technical Management
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 10 semesters;
Technical Management
college-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 7 semesters;
Technical Teacher Training
college-level undergraduate programme: part-time, 6 semesters;
Banking IT
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 5
semesters
Industrial Design
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 5
semesters
Public Education Management
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, distance
education, 4 semesters
Master of Business Administration
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4/5
semesters
Business Management
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 5
semesters
Quality Management
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4
semesters
Labour- and Organisational Psychology
specialised postgraduate programme, university-level, part-time, 5 semesters
FACULTY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Mechanical Engineering
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 10 semesters;
complementary university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 6
semesters;
complementary university-level undergraduate programme: part-time, 7
semesters
Mechanical Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 6 semesters;
Industrial Product Planning and Design
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 10 semesters
Power Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 6 semesters;
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Welding
specialised postgraduate programme, university-level, part-time, 5 semesters
FACULTY OF TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
Traffic Engineering
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 10 semesters;
complementary university-level undergraduate programme: part-time, 8
semesters
Mechanical Engineering
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 10 semesters;
complementary university-level undergraduate programme:
part-time, 8 semesters
Automotive Engineering
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4
semesters
Traffic Management and Finance
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4/5
semesters
Technical Specialist in Traffic Engineering
specialised postgraduate programme, university-level, part-time, 4 semesters
Industrial Safety
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4
semesters
Technical Diagnostics
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4
semesters
FACULTY OF NATURAL SCIENCES
Engineering and Physics
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 10 semesters
Mathematics
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 10 semesters
Reactor Technology
specialised postgraduate programme, university-level, part-time, 4 semesters
FACULTY OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Bioengineering
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 10 semesters
Chemical Engineering
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 10 semesters
Corrosion
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specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4
semesters
Environmental Protection
specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level, part-time, 4
semesters
Analytic Chemistry
specialised postgraduate programme, university-level, part-time, 4 semesters
FACULTY OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Electrical Engineering
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 10 semesters
Technical Computing
university-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 10 semesters
Automation Computing
specialised postgraduate programme, university-level, part-time, 4 semesters
Medical Biology Engineering
specialised postgraduate programme, university-level, part-time, 6 semesters
Based on evaluation results, HAC recommends a monitoring procedure for the
following programs:
FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE
Construction Industry Finance: specialised postgraduate programme,
university-level, part-time
Building Insulation: specialised postgraduate programme, university-level,
part-time
Reason: These programmes were suspended in 1991. The University plans to
relaunch them with a modified curriculum in 1999. Deadline: 31 December 2002
Building Renovation and Maintenance: specialised postgraduate programme,
university/college-level, part-time
Reason: The programme had only one graduating year to date (in 1996). The
University intends to relaunch it at a later point in time. Deadline: one year after
the release of the first diploma
FACULTY OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
Civil Engineering: complementary university-level undergraduate programme,
part-time.
Geodesy and Geographic Information: complementary university-level
undergraduate programme, part-time
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Reason: The accreditation process has not been completed, because the
programme had no final year students at the date of evaluation. Deadline: 31
December 2001
FACULTY OF ECONOMICS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Technical Management: university-level undergraduate programme, full-time
Technical Management: college-level undergraduate programme, full-time
Banking IT: specialised postgraduate programme, university/college-level parttime
Reason: The accreditation process has not been completed, because the
programme had no final year students at the date of evaluation. Deadline: 30
June 2002
FACULTY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Industrial Product Planning and Design: university-level undergraduate
programme, full-time
Reason: The accreditation process has not been completed, because the
programme had no final year students at the date of evaluation. Deadline: 31
December 2002
FACULTY OF NATURAL SCIENCES:
Mathematics: university-level undergraduate programme, full-time
Reason: The accreditation process has not been completed, because the
programme had no final year students at the date of evaluation. Deadline: 31
December 2001
FACULTY OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Medical Biology Engineering: specialised postgraduate programme, universitylevel, part-time
Reason: The programme has no approved requirements of qualification.
Contradictions have been identified between the program’s permit, its
accreditation documents, the Dean’s documentation and the information
obtained by the Visiting Committee. Deadline: 31 December 2000
The titles used for specialised postgraduate programmes and their diplomas in the
HAC resolution follow the terminology of BME’s Self-Evaluation Report. HAC
calls the Minister’s and BME’s attention to the fact that the terminology used in
the Self-Evaluation Report sometimes contradicts Decree no. 8/1999 (II.1.) OM
by the Minister of Education on the „Accreditation Criteria of Specialised
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Postgraduate Programmes Conducted in Technical Higher Education”, because
this Decree was published during the final stage of BME’s accreditation.
Resolution no. 1999/6/II/1
Accreditation of the Theological Seminary of the Seventh Day Adventist
Church
The Theological Seminary of the Seventh Day Adventist Church may be
granted an accreditation valid until 31 December 2001, because its training and
research activities will comply with the requirements specified for colleges
engaged in theological training under Sections 4 and 114 of the Higher Education
Act and with the quality requirements set for the accreditation of theological
colleges by HAC’s conceptual decision if it rectifies the deficiencies detected by
30 June 2001.
HAC evaluated the following degree programmes in the accreditation process:
Theology
college-level programme, full-time, 8 semesters
first diploma issued in 2002
Theology
college-level programme, part-time, 8 semesters
first diploma issued in 1993
Note: The licensing of church institutions’ degree programmes related to
religious life and the elaboration of qualification requirements for such degree
programmes are not subject to a public administration procedure.
HAC recommendations based on evaluation results (monitoring procedure
recommended):
Repeated full accreditation of the Theological Seminary of the Seventh Day
Adventist Church
Reason: quality deficiencies identified by HAC in the course of evaluation
Deadline: 31 December 2002
Theology: college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 8 semesters
Reason: The programme had no final year students in the year of evaluation.
HAC also identified quality deficiencies in the course of evaluation.
Deadline: 31 December 2002
Theology: college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 8 semesters
Reason: quality deficiencies identified by HAC in the course of evaluation.
Deadline: 31 December 2002
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Resolution no. 1999/6/II/2
Accreditation of the Pentecostal Theological College
The Pentecostal Theological College may be granted an accreditation valid until
31 December 2001, because its training and research activities will comply with
the requirements specified for colleges engaged in theological training under
Sections 4 and 114 of the Higher Education Act and with the quality
requirements set for the accreditation of theological colleges by HAC’s
conceptual decision if it rectifies the deficiencies detected by 30 June 2001.
HAC evaluated the following degree programmes in the accreditation process:
Theology
college-level programme, full-time, 8 semesters
first diploma issued in 1995
Theology
college-level programme, part-time, 10 semesters
first diploma issued in 1999
Note: The licensing of church institutions’ degree programmes related to
religious life and the elaboration of qualification requirements for such degree
programmes are not subject to a public administration procedure.
HAC recommendations based on evaluation results (monitoring procedure
recommended):
Repeated full accreditation of the Pentecostal Theological College
Reason: quality deficiencies identified by HAC in the course of evaluation
Deadline: 31 December 2001
Theology: college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 8 semesters
Reason: quality deficiencies identified by HAC in the course of evaluation
Deadline: 31 December 2001
Theology: college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 10 semesters
Reason: The programme had no final year students in the year of evaluation.
HAC also identified quality deficiencies in the course of evaluation.
Deadline: 31 December 2001
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Resolution no. 1999/6/II/3
Accreditation of the Pécs Theological College
The Pécs Theological College may be granted an accreditation since its training
and research activities comply with the requirements specified for colleges
engaged in theological training under Sections 4 and 114 of the Higher Education
Act and with the quality requirements set for the accreditation of theological
colleges by HAC’s conceptual decision.
HAC evaluated the following degree programmes in the accreditation process:
Theology
college-level programme, full-time, 12 semesters
first diploma issued in 1996
Religion Teacher Training
college-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters
first diploma issued in 1995
Religion Instructor Training
college-level programme, off-site evening course (in Szekszárd), 6 semesters
first diploma issued in 1995
Note: The licensing of church institutions’ degree programmes related to
religious life and the elaboration of qualification requirements for such degree
programmes are not subject to a public administration procedure.
HAC recommendations based on evaluation results (monitoring procedure
recommended):
Religion Instructor Training: college-level programme, off-site evening course
(in Szekszárd), 6 semesters
Reason: quality deficiencies identified by HAC in the course of evaluation
Deadline: 31 December 2001
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Resolution no. 1999/7/II/1
Accreditation of Péter Pázmány Catholic University
In compliance with Subsection (4), Section 81 and Section 122 of the effective
Higher Education Act and Section 114 thereunder including provisions on
institutions involved in theological higher education, the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee performed an accreditation procedure to evaluate the
quality of training and research conducted by Péter Pázmány Catholic University.
Péter Pázmány Catholic University may be granted an accreditation since its
training and research activities comply with Section 3 of the Higher Education
Act and Section 32 of Act LII of 1999 as well as with the quality requirements of
accreditation set by HAC’s conceptual decision.
HAC evaluated the following degree programmes in the accreditation process:
Faculty of Arts
English Language and Literature
university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters – First diploma issued in
1998
English Language Teacher Training
college-level programme, full-time, 6 semesters – First diploma issued in 1997
Arabic Studies
university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters – First diploma issued in
1997
Hebraic Studies
university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters – First diploma issued in
1999
Communication
university-level programme, full-time, 8 semesters – First diploma issued in
1997
Latin Language and Literature
university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters – First diploma issued in
1998
Hungarian Language and Literature
university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters – First diploma issued in
1997
History of Art
university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters – First diploma issued in
2000
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German Language and Literature
university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters – First diploma issued in
1998
German Language Teacher Training
college-level programme, full-time, 6 semesters – First diploma issued in 1998
Ancient Greek
university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters – First diploma issued in
1998
Italian Language and Literature
university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters
First diploma issued in 2000
Sociology
university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters – First diploma issued in
1998
History
university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters – First diploma issued in
1997
Faculty of Theology
Religion Teacher Training
university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters – First diploma issued in
1997
Religion Teacher Training
college-level programme, part-time, 8 semesters – First diploma issued in 1994
Canon Law
university-level programme, full-time, 2 semesters – First diploma issued in
1997
Note: In cooperation with the Faculty of Law but within the Faculty of Theology,
this programme provides complementary undergraduate training in ecclesiastical
law under the direct supervision of the Holy See.
Theology
university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters – First diploma issued in
1635
Faculty of Law
Lawyer Training
university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters – First diploma issued in
2000
university-level programme, part-time, 10 semesters – First diploma issued in
2000
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HAC recommendations based on evaluation results (monitoring procedure
recommended):
Faculty of Arts:
Hebraic Studies: university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters
History of Art: university-level programme, full-time, 10 semesters
Italian Language and Literature: university-level undergraduate programme,
full-time, 10 semesters
Reason: no diploma issued in the year of evaluation
Deadline: 31 December 2001
Communication: university-level programme, full-time, 8 semesters
Reason: quality deficiencies identified by HAC in the course of evaluation
Deadline: 31 December 2001
Faculty of Law:
Lawyer Training: university-level programme, full-time: 10 semesters, parttime: 10 semesters
Reason: no diploma issued in the year of evaluation
Deadline: 31 December 2001
HAC detected differences in the terminology used for the following programmes
in the programme launching permit and in the diploma-titles used by the
institution:
Arabic Studies
Hebraic Studies
History of Art
Italian Language and Literature
Resolution no. 1999/7/II/2
Suspension of the accreditation process at John Wesley Pastor Training
College
Reason: deficiencies of content detected in the course of accreditation which
require extraordinary measures. HAC suspended the procedure and called the
Presidency of HAC to elaborate suggested future actions.
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Resolution no. 1999/8/IV/3
Repeated evaluation of the general social worker programme run by John
Wesley Pastor Training College
This evaluation process aims to decide whether
◊ the accreditation report prepared on the programme by the Visiting
Committee is valid for every form of training provided under the social
worker programme,
◊ the current curriculum and training practice satisfy the qualification
requirements,
◊ personal changes in teaching staff cause any deterioration in the quality of
training (if yes, the degree of deterioration should also be specified).
Composition of the Visiting Committee to be delegated:
Chairman: Mária Ludassy, DSc – ELTE
Members: Zsuzsa Ferge, DSc – ELTE,
Gábor I. Kovács, CSc – ELTE,
Gábor Hegyesi, CSc – BGGyTF.
Resolution no. 1999/7/II/3
Accreditation of the Esztergom Theological College
In compliance with Subsection (3), Section 81 and Section 122 of the effective
Higher Education Act and Section 114 thereunder including provisions on
institutions involved in theological higher education, the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee performed an accreditation procedure to evaluate the
quality of training and research conducted by the Esztergom Theological
College. Evaluation results have been discussed by HAC. The Esztergom
Theological College may be granted an accreditation since its training and
research activities will comply with the requirements specified for colleges
engaged in theological training under Sections 4 and 114 of the Higher Education
Act and with the quality requirements set for the accreditation of theological
colleges by HAC’s conceptual decision, if its appointed teachers obtain a PhD
degree by 30 June 2001.
HAC evaluated the following degree programme in the accreditation process:
Theology
college-level programme, full-time, 12 semesters
First diploma issued on 30 June 1996
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Note: The licensing of church institutions’ degree programmes related to
religious life and the elaboration of qualification requirements for such degree
programmes are not subject to a public administration procedure.
Based on evaluation results, HAC recommends a monitoring procedure for :
the entire institution, and the degree programme on
Theology: college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 12 semesters
Reason: quality deficiencies identified by HAC in the course of evaluation
Deadline: 31 December 2001
Resolution no. 1999/7/II/4
Accreditation of the Kırös College
Training and research conducted by Kırös College – established on 1 January
1998 through the integration of Teréz Brunszvik College for Kindergarten
Teachers’ and Sándor Kırösi Csoma College in compliance with Subsections 1
and 2, Section 1 of Act CXXVII of 1997 – satisfy the requirements set for
colleges by items a) and c), Subsection (1), Section 4 of Act LXXX of 1993 as
amended by the Parliament on 3 July 1996, as well as the quality criteria set for
college accreditation by HAC’s conceptual decision.
HAC evaluated the following degree programmes in the accreditation process:
Minority Teacher (Romanian): college-level programme, full-time, 8 semesters
Minority Teacher (Slovakian): college-level programme, full-time, 8 semesters
Kindergarten Teacher:
college-level programme, full-time, 6 semesters
college-level programme, part-time, 6 semesters
college-level programme, part-time, off-site, 6 semesters
college-level programme, part-time, 3 semesters
Finance:
college-level programme, full-time, 6 semesters
college-level programme, part-time, 8 semesters
Minority Kindergarten Teacher (Romanian):
college-level programme, full-time, 6 semesters
Human Resources Coordinator: full-time programme, 6 semesters
(to be terminated in the near future, the last year undergraduated in academic
year 1997/98)
Minority Kindergarten Teacher (Slovakian):
full-time programme, 6 semesters
part-time programme, 3 semesters
Primary School Teacher
full-time programme, 8 semesters
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college-level, part-time, off-site, 8 semesters
college-level, distance education (for students living outside Hungary), 8
semesters
college-level, part-time, 4 semesters
HAC recommendations based on evaluation results:
Monitoring procedure recommended for the following programmes:
Kindergarten Teacher: college-level programme, part-time, off-site, 6
semesters
Finance: college-level programme, part-time, 8 semesters
Human Resources Coordinator: full-time, 6 semesters
Primary School Teacher: full-time, 8 semesters
part-time, off-site, 8 semesters
distance education (for students living outside Hungary), 8 semesters
Reason: The evaluation process has not been completed, because the programme
had no final year students at the time of evaluation.
Deadline: 31 December 2001
HAC recommends to suspend the College’s right to issue diplomas for the
following programmes:
Kindergarten Teacher: part-time programme, 3 semesters
Minority Kindergarten Teacher (Slovakian): part-time programme, 3
semesters
Primary School Teacher: part-time programme, 4 semesters
Reason: Training under the above programmes is not in line with the levels
specified in Section 124/E of the Higher Education Act (graduate and
complementary undergraduate degree programmes).
Resolution no. 1999/8/IV/.1
Accreditation of János Bolyai Military College of Technology
In compliance with Subsection (4), Section 81 and Section 122 of the effective
Higher Education Act, the Hungarian Accreditation Committee performed an
accreditation procedure to evaluate the quality of training and research conducted
by János Bolyai Military College of Technology. Based on evaluation results,
training and research activities conducted by the College satisfy the criteria
specified in the Higher Education Act and the quality requirements of
accreditation set by HAC’s conceptual decision.
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HAC evaluated the following degree programmes in the accreditation process:
Electrical Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 8 semesters; part-time, 8
semesters; discipline: technical
Mechanical Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 8 semesters; part-time, 8
semesters; discipline: technical
Traffic Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 8 semesters; part-time, 8
semesters; discipline: technical
Chemical Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 8 semesters; discipline:
technical
Technical Computing
college-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 8 semesters; discipline:
technical
Security Systems Engineering
college-level undergraduate programme: full-time 8 semesters; part-time 8
semesters; discipline: technical
Business Administration
college-level undergraduate programme: full-time, 8 semesters; part-time, 8
semesters; discipline: economics
(to be terminated in the near future, last diploma in financial management issued
in 1999, title of new diploma: BSc in Business Administration, first diploma to
be issued in 2000)
Finance
college-level undergraduate programme: full-time 8 semesters; part-time 8
semesters; discipline: economics
(to be terminated in the near future, last diploma in financial management issued
in 1999, title of new diploma: BSc in Finance, first diploma to be issued in 2000)

HAC recommendations based on evaluation results:
Prior to completing the accreditation procedure for the Security Systems
Engineering programme run by the Budapest Polytechnic (comprising Donát
Bánki Polytechnic, Kálmán Kandó Polytechnic, Light Engineering College of
Technology, Miklós Ybl College of Technology, János Bolyai Military College
of Technology), HAC’s President invited an official position on the diploma
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release rights of certain institutions from Ádám Kiss, Deputy Secretary of State,
because the resolution which permits the launching of the degree programme
(57.007/1992.XIII.) does not provide any guidance in this issue.
HAC recommends a monitoring procedure for the following degree programs:
Electrical Engineering: college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 8
semesters
Mechanical Engineering: college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 8
semesters
Traffic Engineering: college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 8
semesters
Security Systems Engineering: college-level undergraduate programme, parttime, 8 semesters
Business Administration: college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 8
semesters
Finance: college-level undergraduate programme, part-time, 8 semesters
Reason: The accreditation process has not been completed, because the
programmes had no final year students at the date of evaluation. Deadline: 30
June 2002
Resolution no. 1999/9/II/1
Accreditation of the Gate of Dharma Buddhist College
The Gate of Dharma Buddhist College may be granted an accreditation since
its training and research activities will comply with the requirements specified
for colleges engaged in theological training under Sections 4 and 114 of the
Higher Education Act and with the quality requirements set for the accreditation
of theological colleges by HAC’s conceptual decision, if it eliminates the
detected deficiencies in compliance with Subsection (2), Section 122 by 30 June
2002.
HAC evaluated the following degree programme in the accreditation process:
Buddhist Teacher Training
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time, 8 semesters
First diploma issued on 30 June 1995
Note: The licensing of church institutions’ degree programmes related to
religious life and the elaboration of qualification requirements for such degree
programmes are not subject to a public administration procedure.
Based on evaluation results HAC recommends a monitoring procedure for:
The entire institution
Reason: quality deficiencies identified by HAC in the course of evaluation
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Deadline: 30 June 2002
Buddhist Teacher Training: college-level undergraduate programme, full-time,
8 semesters
Reason: quality deficiencies identified by HAC in the course of evaluation
Deadline: 30 June 2002
Resolution no. 1999/9/II/2
Accreditation of the Modern Business College
Research and training at the Modern Business College currently do not comply
with Subsection (1), Section 4 of the Higher Education Act and the requirements
set for accreditation by HAC, because the College has only one programme
suitable for qualification. Pursuant to Subsection (2), Section 122 of the Higher
Education Act, the College may eliminate this deficiency by 30 June 2002.
HAC evaluated the following degree programme in the accreditation process:
Commerce
college-level undergraduate programme, full-time: 8 semesters; part-time: 8
semesters; off-site, full-time: 8 semesters; off-site evening course: 8 semesters
no. of permit: 56.154/92.
qualification requirements: Government Decree no. 4/1996. (I.18)
discipline: economics
HAC recommends a monitoring procedure for the programme.
Reason:
Some methodology-related and business management subjects are represented in
the curriculum at a minimum level only. To increase the quality of training, they
should definitely get a higher weight. Curricula for academic year 2001/2002
should already reflect efforts to this effect. Training status must be checked by a
monitoring procedure to be completed by 31 December 2001.
The off-site, full-time programme and evening course should undergo a
monitoring procedure also because they have not issued diplomas yet.
Other programmes run by the College:
Business Administration: college-level undergraduate programme; full-time: 8
semesters; part-time: 8 semesters; off-site, full-time: 8 semesters
no. of permit: 37.005/98
qualification requirements: Government Decree no. 4/1996. (I.18)
discipline: economics
HAC recommends a monitoring procedure, because the programme had no final
year students at the date of evaluation. Deadline: 30 June 2002
Euro-Manager: specialised postgraduate programme, part-time, 4 semesters
no. of permit: 4/1995.
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qualification requirements: Decree no. 7/1999.(II.1.)OM by the Minister of
Education
discipline: economics
HAC recommends a monitoring procedure because the College did not provide a
programme description complying with the currently effective Higher Education
Act and Accreditation Guidebook in its Self-Evaluation Report.
Deadline: 30 June 2002
Marketing Manager: specialised postgraduate programme, part-time, 4
semesters
no. of permit: 4/1995.
qualification requirements: Decree no. 7/1999.(II.1.)OM by the Minister of
Education
discipline: economics
HAC recommends a monitoring procedure because the College did not provide a
programme description complying with the currently effective Higher Education
Act and Accreditation Guidebook in its Self-Evaluation Report.
Deadline: 30 June 2002
Official position of the Modern Business College on accreditation
HAC recommended a monitoring procedure arguing that some methodologyrelated and business management subjects were represented in the curriculum at
a minimum level only.
The only objection reported by the Visiting Committee, however, was that the
programme did not include Operations Research, a subject which should have
also been integrated into a comprehensive methodology examination. The
College found this comment justified and took corrective action in its curriculum
for academic year 1999/2000.
The remark that business management subjects are underrepresented in the
curriculum cannot be interpreted for the College, since its curriculum includes all
subjects specified in the programme’s qualification requirements. In addition to
this, students get a field training of one semester, they attend special seminars
held in a corporate environment and process corporate business case studies.
These forms of training give them practical experience and facilitate the
acquisition of business management skills. The high quality of these programme
components is verified by feedback from company instructors as well as
Hungarian and foreign senior managers.
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Resolution no. 1999/9/II/3
Accreditation of the College of Business Administration
Research and training at the College of Business Administration currently do not
comply with Subsection (1), Section 4 of the Higher Education Act and the
requirements set for accreditation by HAC, because the College has only one
undergraduate degree programme today. Pursuant to Subsection (2), Section 122
of the Higher Education Act, the College may eliminate this deficiency until 30
June 2002.
HAC evaluated the following degree programme in the accreditation process:
Business Management: college-level undergraduate programme, full-time: 7
semesters; part-time: 8 semesters; distance education: 8 semesters
no. of permit: 1996.VII.11.MKM
qualification requirements: Government Decree no. 4/1996. (I.18)
discipline: economics
HAC recommendations based on evaluation results:
HAC recommends a monitoring procedure for every form of training provided
under the programme.
Reason: The accreditation process has not been completed, because the
programme had no final year students at the date of evaluation.
Deadline: 30 June 2002
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IV. 2. Resolutions on accreditation procedures
Resolution no. 1999/1/V/1
Supplement to the rules of procedure for the evaluation of distance education
programmes
5. Rules of procedure for the evaluation of distance education programmes:
5.1 Rules of procedure for the evaluation of already functioning distance education
programmes
5.1.1 Functioning distance education programmes can be evaluated under an
institutional accreditation procedure complying with the Higher Education
Act. In its response to the invitation for accreditation, the institution shall
specify whether its degree programmes offer also other training options (fulltime, part-time) in addition to distance education.
5.1.2 Upon receiving a notification on a distance education programme, HAC
shall inform the head of the institution that the given programme will be
evaluated following the rules of procedure accepted for distance education
programmes. At the same time, HAC shall mail Appendix 5 of the
Accreditation Guidebook to the institution’s address.
5.1.3 The institution shall prepare a Self-Evaluation Report for the distance
education programme. Attachments to this report shall include:
• a chart indicating the position of the distance education
programme in the institution’s organisational structure and
training activities;
• the list of programmes offering a distance education option;
• name and telephone number of the person responsible for the
accreditation of distance education programmes;
• publishable materials including results of former evaluations by
other organisations, if any;
• training material packages developed for distance education
programmes shall always be evaluated observing the entire
training structure of the institution; one copy of each package used
for distance education programmes shall be presented to HAC.
The quality of training material packages used in distance education
programmes shall be assessed by comparing them to the information
provided in the Self-Evaluation Report and by random testing (for 25
percent of packages).
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5.1.4 Review of other aspects related to distance education programmes:
Teachers:
5.1.4.1 Besides the random testing of materials, HAC shall conduct
personal interviews with the teacher(s) responsible for the programme. These
interviews shall be made at a date agreed in advance, after all submitted
written materials have been reviewed. Interviews shall be integrated into the
evaluation process and they should be scheduled so that they would not delay
the completion of evaluation.
5.1.4.2 Interviews shall reveal whether teachers involved in the
distance education programme have been prepared for the resolution of
problems arising from the special nature of distance education, and if yes,
how.
Distance education training packages:
5.1.4.3 HAC shall review copyright issues related to training
materials. It shall be specified whether the institution holds the right to
adapt/use/publish materials.
Students:
Were students appropriately informed of the special features of
distance education? Did the institution sign a training contract with its
students?
Testing:
HAC shall collect a sufficient amount of information on the system of
evaluation and testing: how and when testing takes place, how the process is
controlled, etc.
5.2. Accreditation Report: The Visiting Committee shall attach the Accreditation
Report for distance education programmes to the Accreditation Report for the
institution/faculty. Subsequent to this point in time, the process (deadlines, designated
expert committee, feedback, information) shall be identical to that approved for fulltime and part-time programmes.
5.3 Application for the launching/establishment of a new distance education
programme:
In addition to data specified for full-time/part-time programmes (curriculum, teaching
staff, infrastructure – description pursuant to distance education-specific
requirements), applications for the launching/establishment of a new distance
education programme shall include:
• (a) description of the new programme’s full curriculum;
• (b) full description of a main subject for each programme (including all
semesters);
• (c) presentation of the full training package for subjects studied by first year
students of the new programme.
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Resolution no. 1999/1/V/2
Postponement of monitoring procedures
Monitoring procedures specified in HAC resolutions for institutions shall not
commence until the parliamentary resolution on the new system of institutions is
issued. (Scheduled date of issuance: mid-April 1999.) Nevertheless, HAC shall
develop and discuss a procedure which would ensure control over the completion
of actions prescribed for institutions under monitoring procedures launched to
evaluate integrated institutions.
Resolution no. 1999/1/V/3
Launching of new undergraduate degree programmes
To prevent further increase in the number of undergraduate degree programmes,
new undergraduate degree programmes may be established only if the difference
between the material taught there and at existing similar programmes is at least
40 percent.
Resolution no. 1999/2/VIII/2
Accreditation date for Dénes Gábor College
Evaluation will take place in the autumn semester of academic year 1999/2000.
Reason: the trial accreditation of distance education programmes is expected to
be completed in the spring semester of academic year 1998/99. The experience
gained in the test period will be integrated into the applicable rules of procedure.
Resolution no. 1999/4/X/2
Deadline for habilitation procedures underway at art universities
In compliance with Section 123 of the Higher Education Act, art awards
specified therein may be accepted as a replacement for a DLA degree in the
habilitation process of art universities until „institutional accreditation is fully
completed”. Under Section 122 of the Higher Education Act, the first round of
institutional accreditation shall be completed by 30 June 2000. HAC wants to
apply this deadline in habilitation procedures, because the teachers affected
cannot obtain a DLA degree from most DLA programmes accepted by HAC
earlier than 2000. Art universities may utilise the above described concession for
their teachers until 30 June 2000.
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Resolutions on habilitation and doctoral regulations
Resolution no. 1999/4/X/3/1
Modifications in the DLA Regulations of the Academy of Theatre and Motion
Picture Arts comply with the Higher Education Act and its complementary
decrees (the latest of which is Government Decree no. XIV/1997).
Resolution no. 1999/4/X/3/2
Habilitation Regulations and Doctoral Regulations of the University of
Veterinary Science comply with the Higher Education Act and its
complementary decrees (the latest of which is Government Decree no.
XIV/1997).
Resolution no. 1999/4/X/3/3
DLA Regulations of Ferenc Liszt Academy of Music comply with the Higher
Education Act and its complementary decrees (the latest of which is Government
Decree no. XIV/1997).
Resolution no. 1999/7/VI
Doctoral Regulations of the Sopron University comply with the Higher
Education Act and its complementary decrees (the latest of which is Government
Decree no. XIV/1997).
Resolution no. 1999/5II/2
On a complementary programme in pedagogy at Janus Pannonius University
of Arts and Sciences
In his letter dated 9 April 1999, JPTE’s Sub-Rector asked the President of HAC
to reclassify a pedagogy course specified as a specialised postgraduate
programme in the accreditation process into a university-level undergraduate
degree programme and have it accredited accordingly. In the explanation of this
request, he referred to an administrative error: the self-evaluation report
submitted in 1997 identified the pedagogy course as a specialised postgraduate
programme, although it was, in fact, a complementary undergraduate
programme already at that time.
Under Section 124/E of the Higher Education Act, a complementary
undergraduate programme shall provide university-level complementary training
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to a college-level programme in the same subject. The JPTE programme in
pedagogy does not satisfy the input criteria and, therefore, does not fulfil this
requirement. As a result, the Committee recommended to suspend the
programme. Taking into account the interests of students already admitted to the
course, students currently attending the three-year programme may pass their
exams in Pécs, and get a diploma issued by JPTE and signed by JPTE’s Rector.
Other institutions are also likely to have complementary undergraduate
programmes in pedagogy not in line with statutory regulations. To ensure that a
uniform procedure is applied, HAC asked the Ministry of Education to check the
lawfulness of programmes in all institutions providing training in pedagogy.
Resolution no. 1999/5/V/1
Conditions for and contents of Action Plans
If a higher education institution or its faculty does not satisfy the minimum
requirements specified by HAC but is likely to be able to satisfy them within a
predetermined time frame, HAC shall – observing the opinion of the expert
committee(s) and college(s) concerned – consider supporting the institution or its
faculty with an Action Plan.
An Action Plan shall include:
tasks undertaken by the management of the institution in order to satisfy
HAC requirements and checkpoints reviewed by HAC under a special
procedure on an annual basis;
information on the contract to be concluded by the institution in order to
provide legal protection to students if a pro-rated portion of the
undertaken tasks is not fulfilled.
The institution, faculty or programme concerned may get a temporary
accreditation for the term of the Action Plan.
The Secretariat of HAC shall develop its rules of procedure taking into account
the above.
Resolution no. 1999/6/V/1
Special procedure related to Action Plans
ACTION PLAN: In compliance with HAC Resolution no. 1999/5/V/1, if a
higher education institution or its faculty does not satisfy the minimum
requirements specified by HAC but is likely to be able to satisfy them
within a predetermined time frame, HAC shall – observing the opinion of
the expert committee(s) and college(s) concerned – consider supporting
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the institution or its faculty with an Action Plan. Action Plans shall include
deadline for tasks related to fulfilment of HAC requirements and
undertaken by the management of the given institution.
I.
Action Plans may be recommended by expert committees, visiting
committees, colleges, institutional expert committees in the following
cases:
1.
during the evaluation process of an application submitted either for
the establishment of a new institution or faculty, or for the
establishment/launching of a new degree programme;
2.
as a result of institutional evaluation.
II.
The recommendation for an Action Plan shall include
1.
HAC requirements,
2.
deadline including checkpoints and their respective dates,
3.
action sub-items checked by HAC within the specified time frame.
III.
The recommendation for an action plan shall be submitted to the
President of HAC by the Chairman of the competent college or
institutional expert committee.
IV.
The President of HAC shall notify the head of the given institution of the
possibility to draw an Action Plan in a letter including
1.
HAC requirements;
2.
deadline for drafting the Action Plan;
3.
deadline for the fulfilment of requirements including checkpoints
and their respective dates,
V.
The President of HAC shall call the attention of the head of the institution
to the fact that the Action Plan should specify the measures taken and the
regulations introduced by the institution to protect the rights of students if
a pro-rated portion of the undertaken tasks is not performed. This
documentation shall include any contract concluded by the institution with
other institutions to protect the rights of students.
VI.
After the institution’s Action Plan is submitted to the HAC Secretariat,
the Presidency of HAC and the competent members of the Plenum shall
outline a draft resolution for HAC.
VII.
If the Plenum does not support the Action Plan, it shall issue an
evaluation/institutional accreditation resolution, and notify the institution
concerned and the Minister of Education in the usual way.
VIII. If the Plenum supports the Action Plan, it may recommend the Minister
of Education to
1.
grant a conditional accreditation for the term of the supported
Action Plan (in the case of applications for the establishment of an
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institution or faculty, or for the establishment/launching of a new
degree programme);
2.
check the completion of measures prescribed based on the results of
institutional evaluation within a specified time frame (specified time
frame: term of the Action Plan supported by the Plenum).
IX.
Compliance with the deadlines specified in the Action Plan shall be
checked by a Committee designated by the Plenum.
X.
This Committee shall submit a report to the Plenum.
1.
If the pro-rated portion of the undertaken tasks is not performed, it
shall recommend the Plenum appropriate actions.
2.
If the report is positive, the Plenum shall accept it and notify the
institution in writing thereof.
XI.
When the deadline specified for the Action Plan expires, the Plenum
shall publish a final evaluation/institutional accreditation resolution, and
notify the institution and the Minister of Education in the usual way.
Resolution no. 1999/5/V/4
Preliminary accreditation of a new faculty
(amendment to item 2 of the evaluation procedure) – in order to accelerate the
procedure
III.
Evaluation procedure
1.
The Ministry of Education shall transfer to HAC applications for the
establishment of a new faculty complying with all requirements of form.
2.
Faculty establishment applications shall be addressed by the Extended
Presidency of HAC. The Extended Presidency shall include the
President, Vice Presidents and invited Plenum members. (The Presidency
shall invite competent Plenum members based on the type of institution
submitting the application and the type of faculties to be established.)
a/ If the application is related to a purely organisational issue not
affecting the quality of training provided by the degree programmes of
the accredited institution, the Extended Presidency shall decide whether
training and research activities to be conducted by the institution via its
new faculty require the establishment of a new faculty and whether the
application should be submitted to the Plenum, and it shall also articulate
a draft resolution.
b/ If the application includes the establishment/launching of a new
degree programme, the Presidency shall transfer the application for the
establishment/launching of a new degree programme for evaluation to
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the expert committee(s) competent based on the classification of the
specified degree programme(s) by discipline. The position elaborated by
the expert committee(s) shall be submitted by the chairperson of the
expert committee(s) to the Presidency. The Presidency shall decide
whether training and research activities to be conducted by the
institution via its new faculty require the establishment of a new faculty
and whether the application should be submitted to the Plenum, and it
shall also articulate a draft resolution.
The Plenum shall elaborate an opinion regarding the application.
The President of HAC shall send simultaneous notifications on the
respective HAC position and its explanation to
a)
the head of the applicant institution;
b)
the Ministry of Education.

3.
4.

Implications of the amendments effected in the Higher Education Act in 1999
for institutional accreditation
The entry into force of Act LII of 1999 – amending Act LXXX of 1993 on
reforming the system of institutions of higher education and on higher education
– adopted by the Parliament on 1 June 1999, and specifically, the text of the
adopted Act, requires modifications in HAC Resolution no. 1999/1/V/25. The
amended Higher Education Act does not require accreditation evaluation for
institutions established by way of transformation.
The paragraphs to follow include implications of the effective Higher Education
Act on institutional accreditation and the quality assurance of institutions:
•
•

HAC shall complete the first round of accreditation at all institutions
of higher education by 30 June 2000 (Section 122);
institutions of higher education (including undergraduate degree
programmes, specialised postgraduate programmes, accredited
vocational higher education programmes and doctoral programmes) shall

5

Monitoring procedures specified in HAC resolutions for institutions shall not
commence until the parliamentary resolution on the new system of institutions is
issued. (Scheduled date of issuance: mid-April 1999.) Nevertheless, HAC shall
develop and discuss a procedure which would ensure control over the completion
of actions prescribed for institutions under monitoring procedures even if they
get integrated with other institutions.
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•

•

be re-evaluated regularly but at least once in every eight years
(Subsection (4), Section 81 of the effective Higher Education Act);
the completion of measures prescribed by the latest evaluation shall
be checked within a pre-determined time frame (Item c) Subsection (4),
Section 81 of the effective Higher Education Act), that is, the requested
monitoring procedures shall be finished by the deadlines specified in the
respective HAC Resolutions (2002-2003);
quality assurance in higher education shall be implemented and
supported; the operation of the system shall be controlled on an ongoing
basis [Subsection (1), Section 80, Subsections (1)-(3), Section 59,
Subsection (5), Section 81 of the effective Higher Education Act].

Resolution no. 1999/6/V/2
Amendments to the Accreditation Guidebook
1) HAC shall elaborate a concept for the modification of the Accreditation
Guidebook developed to support institutional accreditation in line with the
new components of the Higher Education Act as amended by Act LII of
1999. Changes in procedure required by the amended Act shall put special
emphasis on
• the implementation of quality assurance and ongoing quality control;
• the auditing of HAC activities.
Deadline: 29 October 1999
2) Programme descriptions requested under monitoring procedures shall
comply with the concept of the Accreditation Guidebook to be modified.
3) Monitoring procedures prescribed in the first round of accreditation shall not
commence before November 1999.
4) Institutions included in the new system of institutions shall be classified as
institutions to be integrated and institutions not be integrated. Monitoring
procedures prescribed in the first round of accreditation shall be performed at
institutions not be integrated first. Scheduling within this class shall be
determined by HAC taking into account (sometimes overdue) deadlines
specified in HAC resolutions related to the accreditation of institutions.
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Supplement to the evaluation of applications for the establishment of a new
faculty
History:
1. Act LII on reforming the system of institutions of higher education allows
modifications in the faculty structure of successor institutions. HAC expects
to receive applications to this effect. Deadline for the submission of such
applications to the Ministry of Education: 31 July 1999.
2. Some applications for the establishment of a new faculty have already
reached HAC (applicants include both institutions to be integrated and
institutions not to be integrated). These applications and those to be
submitted by 31 July comply or will comply with the requirements specified
in HAC Resolution no. 1998/3/VI/4F on HAC principles and evaluation
procedure related to the establishment of new faculties.
3. Amending HAC Resolution no. 1998/3/VI/4F on HAC principles and
evaluation procedure related to the establishment of new faculties, HAC
decided at its latest meeting that applications for the establishment of a new
faculty not including an application for the establishment/launching of a new
degree programme or PhD programme shall be evaluated under an
accelerated procedure by a Presidency extended with competent Plenum
members.
4. Aspects for the evaluation of applications for the establishment of a new
faculty (from HAC Resolution no. 1998/3/VI/4F):
a)
Do training and research activities to be conducted by the institution via
its new faculty require the establishment of a new faculty? (Faculty
/Section 124/E of Higher Education Act/: a training and administrative
unit of a higher education institution which, proceeding in its scope of
responsibilities outlined under the Higher Education Act, organises and
fulfils tasks associated with higher education training provided by one or
several technically related degree programmes.)
b)
Will the conditions of institutional accreditation be available at the new
faculty? If not, can they be established?
A university faculty can be accredited, if preliminary evaluation
identifies at least one degree programme possessing the human
resources, facilities and equipment required by law for
university-level undergraduate programmes, general and
specialised postgraduate programmes and scientific research,
and if it has at least one degree programme in a scientific area
for which a PhD or DLA degree can be awarded.
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A college faculty can be accredited, if preliminary evaluation identifies
at least one degree programme possessing the human resources,
facilities and equipment required by law for college-level
undergraduate programmes,
general
and specialised
postgraduate programmes and ongoing research and
development.
Resolution no. 1999/6/V/2
Enforcing Act LII of 1999 on reforming the system of institutions of higher
education, HAC shall – in line with its overall mission and authorisation – assess
whether quality criteria have been properly asserted upon the completion of the
envisaged measures. Since integration itself will not generate new capacities,
modifications in the faculty structure shall be supported only if they facilitate the
improved utilisation of existing capacities already approved by an earlier
accreditation procedure. In light of this, the accelerated procedure developed for
the evaluation of faculty establishment applications aims to handle those cases in
which the successor institution’s total number of faculties would not exceed the
predecessor institutions’ total number of faculties. If this is not the case, the
accelerated procedure may be applied as an exception in those cases when the
applicant institution can convincingly prove that modifications would render
quality benefits without affecting the quality level of training and research either
at the new faculty or at existing old faculties. Regardless of this, new faculties
may continue to be established under the regular procedure specified in HAC
Resolution no. 1998/3/VI/4F. In line with the above outlined general principles,
HAC shall focus on the following criteria in its evaluation.
Evaluation criteria:
Will the new faculty structure ensure the concentration of intellectual power?
Does the new faculty have undergraduate degree programmes offering a
diploma? Do these degree programmes have the human resources, facilities and
equipment necessary for training?
Compared to the total number of registered first year students in academic year
1998/99, does the total number of first year students enrolled for the new
faculty’s degree programmes justify the establishment of a new faculty?
Does the faculty have the human resources, facilities and equipment necessary
for its envisaged research activities?
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Information to be attached to faculty establishment applications prepared in
compliance with HAC Resolution no. 1998/3/VI/4F. (These documents may be
submitted subsequently, if required.)
Preparatory Board proposal for the faculty structure of the successor institution
enclosing the respective positions of faculty and college councils – if the
applicant is an institution awaiting integration (Item d) Subsection (6), Section 5
of Act LII of 1999).
Relevant IDP sections – if the applicant is an institution awaiting integration
which indicated the intention of faculty establishment in its IDP.
Reason for modifying the (faculty) structure of the institution (awaiting
integration), reason for the establishment of new degree programme(s).
In compliance with section I.2 of HAC Resolution no. 1998/3/VI/4F (as a
potential supplement to the requested information) the institution shall explain in
detail
its ultimate goal including the mission, purpose, organisational features
as well as internal and external contacts of the new faculty;
the new faculty’s distinctive features relative to existing faculties;
methods to be applied for the fulfilment of the above goal with special
respect to guarantees regarding the quality of training and research.
Number of first year students registered for full-time undergraduate degree
programmes in academic year 1998/99, in a breakdown by degree programme
and in two types of classification:
by current (faculty) structure,
by envisaged faculty structure.
Number of full-time teaching staff in a breakdown by faculty according to
current and envisaged structure.
Any major change in the qualified teaching staff of degree programmes since the
date of the first round of accreditation.
Data on training to be provided by the undergraduate degree programmes of the
new faculty. (One table for each degree programme of the new faculty.)
Remarks:
Faculty establishment applications transferred to HAC but not closed with a
HAC Resolution yet – as well as new applications to be submitted to the Ministry
of Education until 31 July 1999 – will be evaluated with the Presidency of HAC
extended with competent Plenum members. Resolutions are expected to be
passed at the Plenum meeting of October 1999.
Supplements to earlier submitted faculty establishment applications requested
under this Resolution shall be submitted to the Ministry of Education.
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Resolution no. 1998/3/VI/4F on the form and content of faculty establishment
applications shall be applied also to cases when a (successor) institution intends
to establish more than one new faculties.
Resolution no. 1999/6/V/3
HAC shall elaborate a concept for the modification of the Accreditation
Guidebook developed to support institutional accreditation in line with the new
components of the Higher Education Act as amended by Act LII of 1999.
Changes in procedure required by the amended Act shall put special emphasis on
 the implementation of quality assurance and ongoing quality control;
 recommendations formulated during the auditing of HAC activities.
Deadline: 29 October 1999
Programme descriptions requested under monitoring procedures shall comply
with the concept of the Accreditation Guidebook to be modified.
Monitoring procedures prescribed in the first round of accreditation shall not
commence before November 1999.
Institutions included in the new system of institutions shall be classified as
institutions to be integrated and institutions not be integrated. Monitoring
procedures prescribed in the first round of accreditation shall be performed at
institutions not be integrated first. Scheduling within this class shall be
determined by HAC taking into account (sometimes overdue) deadlines specified
in HAC resolutions related to the accreditation of institutions.
Amendment of HAC Resolution no. 1998/3/VI/4F
Preliminary accreditation of a new faculty
HAC evaluation principles and evaluation procedure
I. Requirements on applications with regards to form
I.1
Data sheet
1.
Name and address of applicant institution;
2.
Name of the new faculty;
3.
Number of departments (training units) at the new faculty;
4.
List of degree programmes at the new faculty;
a)
programmes with a launching permit;
b)
programmes whose launching application is included in the faculty
establishment application;
5.
Title of the new faculty’s (planned) PhD / DLA programme and name of
its (envisaged) programme director
6.
Name and signature of the competent head of institution;
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7.
Date;
8.
Supplement: supporting resolution issued by the institution’s council
I.2
Reason for faculty establishment
I.3
Organisation chart of the institution and that of the new faculty
I.4
Planned departments (training units) of the new faculty
List of planned departments (training units). List of teachers working full-time
for the faculty under a public employment contract (or in the case of private
institutions, under an employment contract ) concluded for an indefinite period of
time indicating their scientific degrees.
I.5
Applications for the establishment/launching of a new degree programme
If the faculty establishment application includes also application(s) for the
establishment/launching of a new degree programme, such application(s) shall be
governed by requirements of form related to applications for the
establishment/launching of a new degree programme.
I.6
Envisaged fields of research
A brief summary (1 to 3 pages) on envisaged fields of research listing consultants
responsible for the individual fields of research by name
I.7
PhD / DLA application(s)
If the faculty establishment application includes also application(s) for the
establishment of a new PhD/DLA programme, such application(s) shall be
governed by the requirements of form related to applications for the
establishment of a new PhD/DLA programme.
II. Evaluation criteria
Faculty (Section 124/E of Higher Education Act): a training and administrative
unit of a higher education institution which, proceeding in its scope of
responsibilities outlined under the Higher Education Act, organises and fulfils
tasks associated with higher education training provided by one or several
technically related degree programmes.
1. Do training and research activities to be conducted by the institution via its
new faculty require the establishment of a new faculty?
2. Will the conditions of institutional accreditation be available at the new
faculty? If not, can they be established?
A university faculty can be accredited, if preliminary evaluation
identifies at least one degree programme possessing the human
resources, facilities and equipment required by law for university-level
undergraduate programmes, general and specialised postgraduate
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programmes and scientific research, and if it has at least one degree
programme in a scientific area for which a PhD or DLA degree can be
awarded.
A college faculty can be accredited, if preliminary evaluation identifies at
least one degree programme possessing the human resources, facilities
and equipment required by law for college-level undergraduate
programmes, general and specialised postgraduate programmes and
ongoing research and development.
3.

Are the quality requirements of awarding permits for the
establishment/launching of new degree programmes specified in the
application (compliance with qualification and programme requirements)
available? If not, can they be established?
See: qualification requirements of degree programmes, evaluation principles
and evaluation procedure related to applications for the launching of a new
degree programme

III. Evaluation procedure
In its Resolution no. 1998/VI/4F, the Plenum of HAC approved an evaluation
procedure for the preliminary accreditation of new faculties (see: item 6, section
III.2 of HAC By-Laws). In order to accelerate the procedure, the Plenum
replaced item 2 of the above mentioned Resolution with the following text at its
5th regular meeting in 1999:
1. The Ministry of Education shall transfer applications for the establishment of
a new faculty complying with all requirements of form to HAC.
2. Faculty establishment applications shall be addressed by the Extended
Presidency of HAC. The Extended Presidency shall include the President,
Vice Presidents and invited Plenum members. (The Presidency shall invite
competent Plenum members based on the type of institution submitting the
application and the type of faculties to be established.)
If the application is related to a purely organisational issue not affecting
the quality of training provided by the degree programmes of the
accredited institution, the Extended Presidency shall decide whether
training and research activities to be conducted by the institution via its
new faculty require the establishment of a new faculty and whether the
application should be submitted to the Plenum, and it shall also articulate a
draft resolution.
If the application includes the establishment/launching of a new degree
programme, the Presidency shall transfer the application for the
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3.
4.
a)
b)

establishment/launching of a new degree programme for evaluation to the
expert committee(s) competent based on the classification of the specified
degree programme(s) by discipline. The position elaborated by the expert
committee(s) shall be submitted by the chairperson(s) of the expert
committee(s) to the Presidency. The Presidency shall decide whether
training and research activities to be conducted by the institution via its
new faculty require the establishment of a new faculty and whether the
application should be submitted to the Plenum, and it shall also articulate a
draft resolution.
The Plenum shall elaborate an opinion regarding the application.
The President of HAC shall send simultaneous notifications on the respective
HAC position and its explanation to
the head of the applicant institution;
the Ministry of Education.

III.1.1 Suspension of a procedure
The President of HAC may suspend the evaluation procedure of an application if
a)
the Ministry of Education forwards a request to this effect by the head of
the applicant institution to the President of HAC;
b)
HAC evaluation identifies deficiencies of form and/or content which
prevent the application from being evaluated. The President of HAC shall notify
the Ministry of Education in writing thereof.
III.1.2 Rejected applications
If an application is rejected, the applicant may submit a new application in the
same subject to the Ministry of Education at any time.
When the evaluation procedure of an application is completed, the Secretariat of
HAC shall return all copies of the application (except for one) to the applicant
institution.
Resolution no. 1999/7/IV/1
Evaluation procedure for faculty establishment applications requesting
modifications in the faculty structure of institutions of higher education
a.) Faculty establishment applications awaiting HAC evaluation may be
classified into two groups:
1. applications at least with a „B”-grade IDP considered to be worthy of
support by FTT;
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2. other faculty establishment applications awaiting HAC evaluation.
b.) Based on HAC’s effective evaluation procedure for faculty establishment
applications – under which the Extended Presidency evaluating the
application „shall decide whether the application should be submitted to the
Plenum, and it shall also articulate a draft resolution” – the Plenum has
passed the following resolution:
At its meeting of 16 October 1999, the Extended Presidency shall follow
the order of procedure approved for the evaluation of faculty
establishment, and it shall
• articulate a draft resolution for the plenary session scheduled for
October for applications in class (1);
• decide whether applications in class (2) should be submitted to the
plenary session scheduled for October.
Resolution no. 1998/8/II/1
Principles for the evaluation of faculty establishment applications
The Extended Presidency elaborated its position based on the procedure
developed for the evaluation of faculty establishment applications and
considering formerly published evaluation criteria:
 Will the new faculty structure ensure the concentration of intellectual power?
 Does the new faculty have undergraduate degree programmes offering a
diploma? Do these degree programmes have the human resources, facilities
and equipment necessary for training?
 Compared to the total number of registered first year students in academic
year 1998/99, does the total number of first year students enrolled for the
new faculty’s degree programmes justify the establishment of a new faculty?
 Does the faculty have the human resources, facilities and equipment
necessary for its envisaged research activities?
General principles to support the evaluation of applications
1) The Extended Presidency of HAC found that no long-term strategic plans
were available for the development the desired faculty structure. As a
conceptual decision, the Extended Presidency developed the following
general principles:
a) Traditional faculties shall not be further fragmented. At large, multifaculty universities established in the course of institutional reform,
faculties are expected to obtain many of the powers currently held by
Rectors. In the wake of this shift in power, sluggish and inflexible liaison
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between fragmented, quasi-independent and -autonomous faculties of the
same area of science (or even the same discipline) would hinder the
coordination of training and research and prevent the establishment of a
complex approach on the students’ side.
b) Large university centres shall have a similar faculty structure. To enforce
this principle
i) existing, traditional faculties of art shall be kept in one preserving
their current complexity;
ii) every region shall have old or newly established faculties associated
with other social sciences (economics, law). In light of this, the
establishment of new faculties of economics in the individual regions
may be supported, if the conditions of operation are available.
c) The faculty structure established by Semmelweis University of Medicine
may serve as a model to follow. The establishment of faculties for
general medicine, dentistry and pharmacology in each regional centre
may be supported, if the conditions of operation are available.
d) Position established by the Extended Presidency on the proposed
independence of health colleges: The dominant role of medical
universities (faculties) in college-level health education shall be ensured
also by legal guarantees. That is, general professional supervision
without any legal support shall not be sufficient.
e) College faculty structure marks an educational policy issue in the first
place. (A faculty structure following the university model may pave the
way for a future upgrade into a university.)
Changes in faculty distribution and in the faculty structure of
integrated colleges may be supported if they ensure well-organised
training at the given institution, facilitate inter-programme
coordination and coherence, lead to a potential increase in the
selection of programmes offered, guarantee the concentration of
intellectual power and enable an appropriate distribution of the
available infrastructure.
2) Statement on faculty names:
a) Diversity in the names of existing and newly established faculties shall
not be supported.
b) Names of college-level faculties shall indicate their college-level nature.
c) Names of college-level faculties shall not include the word „science”.
Proposed names:
Faculty of Humanities, Faculty of Natural Studies, Faculty of Social Studies,
Faculty of Economics, Faculty of Agriculture, Faculty of Medicine, Faculty of
Technical Studies, Faculty of Arts
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3) New faculties, whose establishment is justified in line with the above
principles, shall be set up at a later stage rather than now, amidst the
integration process.
4)
Resolution no. 1999/8/II/2/13
Evaluation of name change applications submitted by successor faculties
• Faculty names indicated in the Ministry of Education submission are given in
italics
• Names proposed by HAC are marked with an *
1. Universities
Former name

---Debrecen
University

ELTE

West
Hungarian
University,
Sopron

St Stephen
University,
Gödöllı

College Faculty
of Healthcare
(DOTE)
Gusztáv Bárczi
College for the
Training of
SecondarySchool Teachers
of Disabled
Children
College Faculty
of Geodesy and
Grading
Faculty of
Agricultural
Mechanical
Engineering
Faculty of
Agriculture
Jászberény
College for
General-School
Teachers’
Training
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Name proposed in the
submission by the
Ministry of Education
Faculty of Rural
Development and
Agricultural Economy
Faculty of Health
Sciences

Name proposed by HAC

Faculty of Rural Development and
Agroeconomics*
College Faculty of Healthcare

College Faculty for the
Training of SecondarySchool Teachers of
Disabled Children

College Faculty for the Training of
Secondary-School Teachers of
Disabled Children

College Faculty of
Geographic Information
Technology

College Faculty of Geodesy and
Grading

Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering

Faculty of Agricultural Mechanical
Engineering

Faculty of Agriculture
and Environmental
Sciences
College Faculty of
Jászberény

Faculty of Agricultural Sciences
and Environmental Management
College Faculty for General-School
Teachers’ Training
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St Stephen
University,
Gödöllı

Semmelweis
University

Pécs
University of
Arts and
Sciences

College of
Nyíregyháza

Faculty of
Horticulture

Faculty of Horticultural
Sciences

Faculty of Horticultural Sciences

Faculty of Food
Industry
HIETE Faculty
of Postgraduate
Training in
Medicine
Hungarian
University of
Physical
Education
College Faculty
of Healthcare

Faculty of Food
Engineering and Science
Faculty of Health
Sciences

Faculty of Food Science

Faculty of Physical
Education and Sport
Science

Faculty of Physical Education
Science and Sport Science

Faculty of Health
Sciences

College Faculty of Healthcare

Gyula Illyés College
Faculty

Gyula Illyés College Faculty of
Pedagogy*

Gyula Illyés
College of
Pedagogy

II. Colleges
Faculty of Humanities and
Arts
Faculty of Economics and
Social Sciences
Faculty of Technical and
Agricultural Sciences
Faculty of Natural Sciences

College Faculty of
Károly Eszterházy Humanities
College
College Faculty of Natural
Sciences
College Faculty of
Humanities
Dániel Berzsenyi College Faculty of Natural
College
Sciences
College Faculty of Physical
Education and Arts

Faculty of Health Sciences

College Faculty of
Humanities and Arts*
College Faculty of
Economics and Social
Studies*
College Faculty of
Technology and
Agriculture*
College Faculty of Natural
Studies*
College Faculty of
Humanities and Social
Studies*
College Faculty of Natural
Studies*
College Faculty of
Philology*
College Faculty of Natural
Studies*
College Faculty of Arts and
Physical Education*
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Resolution no. 1999/8/VI/1
Classification of programmes run by institutions of higher education by
discipline6
1. A higher education institution may provide specialised postgraduate training
or accredited vocational higher education training only under degree
programmes associated with a discipline included in table (A).
TABLE (A): list of institutions of higher education as per Appendix 1 to the
effective Higher Education Act indicating the disciplines (areas of art) where
conditions for the launching and running of specialised postgraduate programmes
or accredited vocational higher education programmes are available.
TABLE (B): proposed classification of specialised postgraduate programmes with
qualification requirements published under a separate decree.
TABLE (C): proposed classification of accredited vocational higher education
programmes approved by HAC.
2. Any institution may request modification in the classification (by discipline
or area of art) approved by the Plenum. The procedure for such requests is
outlined under item 2 of this agenda.
3. Degree programmes shall be associated with a discipline or art according to
HAC classification. Evaluating qualification criteria, HAC shall classify new
degree programmes by discipline (area of science) in the future.
(Interdisciplinary programmes can be associated with more than one
discipline). Classification-related decisions shall be made by the Plenum of
HAC based on recommendations by Evaluating Committees and Colleges.
4. The Plenum of HAC suggests that institutions should initiate the launching
of a specialised postgraduate programme related to the discipline of their
undergraduate degree programmes only if they can provide the teaching staff
required for the training content specified under the qualification
requirements of the given programme. (Section 81 of the amended Higher
Education Act requires quality assessment for all levels of training including
specialised postgraduate programmes).
6

discipline: based on the qualification system applied by the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences {Subsection 1), Section 124/E of Higher Education Act}
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Table A
Institution

Approved disciplines for vocational higher education
programmes and specialised postgraduate
programmes

Theological Seminary of the Seventh Day
Adventist Church
János Apáczai Csere College for GeneralSchool Teachers’ Training
College of Public Administration

Theology

University of Veterinary Science

Veterinary
Medicine
Economics
Theology
Economics
Pedagogy

Biology

Pedagogy

Sociology

Literature
History
Literature
Linguistics
Economics

Pedagogy

Linguistics

Economics
Sociology
Technical Sciences

Pedagogy
Political Science

Economics
Pedagogy
Geology
Technical Sciences
Economics
Pedagogy

Political Science

Sociology

Pedagogy
Traffic sciences
Physics
Literature

Mathematics
Chemistry
Architecture

College of Business Administration
Baptist Theological Academy
Donát Bánki Polytechnic
Gusztáv Bárczi College for the Training
of Secondary-School Teachers of
Disabled Children
Elek Benedek College for Kindergarten
Teachers’ Training
Dániel Berzsenyi College for SecondarySchool Teachers’ Training
György Bessenyei College for SecondarySchool Teachers’ Training
János Bolyai Military College of
Technology
Budapest University of Economics
Budapest Technical University

Budapest College for General-School
Teachers’ Training
Comenius College for General-School
Teachers’ Training
V.M. Csokonai College for PrimarySchool Teachers’ Training
Debrecen University of Agricultural
Sciences
spin-off MF.K (Hódmezıvh.)
MVKF.K (Szarvas)
Debrecen University of Medicine
Debrecen Reformed Theological
University
Eger Theological College
József Eötvös College for General-School
Teachers’ Training

Pedagogy

Literature

Sociology

Law

Technical Sciences
Sociology

Pedagogy

Pedagogy
Pedagogy

Literature

Geology

Economics

Agriculture

Medicine

Sociology

Agriculture
Agriculture
Biology
Theology
Theology
Pedagogy

Technical Sciences
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Institution

Approved disciplines for vocational higher education
programmes and specialised postgraduate
programmes

Loránd Eötvös University of Arts and
Sciences

Law
Biology
Philosophy
Physics
Geology

Esztergom Theological University
Károly Eszterházy College for SecondarySchool Teachers’ Training
Budapest Lutheran Theological Academy

Theology
Literature
Sociology
Theology

Franciscan Theological College
Dénes Gábor Technical College
Engineering Industry and Automation
College of Technology
Gödöllı University of Agricultural
Sciences

Theology
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences

Economics
Pedagogy

Biology
Geology

Economics
Agriculture

Technical Sciences
Pedagogy

Agriculture
Agriculture
Theology
Pedagogy

Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences

Economics

spin-off MFK (Mezıtúr)
spin-off MFK (Nyíregyháza)
Gyır Theological College
Hajdúböszörmény College for
Kindergarten Teachers’ Training
Imre Haynal University of Health
Sciences
Imre Haynal University of Health
Sciences
Janus Pannonius University of Arts and
Sciences

Jászberény College for General-School
Teachers’ Training
Attila József University of Arts and
Sciences

Gyula Juhász College for SecondarySchool Teachers’ Training
Kalazantinum Piarist Theological College
Kálmán Kandó Technical College
Gáspár Károli Calvinist Academy
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Literature
Chemistry
Mathematics
Art History
Pedagogy

Ethnography
Linguistics
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
History

Economics

Pedagogy

Sociology

Medicine
Pedagogy

Sociology

Creative and
Performance Arts
(Fine Arts and
Music)
Law
Biology
Philosophy
Pedagogy

Physics
Geology Literature
Economics
Technical Sciences
Art History
Ethnography

Pedagogy
Linguistics
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
History

Literature

Sociology

Law
Biology
Philosophy
Physics
Geology
Literature
Literature

Chemistry
Economics
Mathematics
Agriculture
Technical Sciences
Ethnography
Pedagogy

Pedagogy
Linguistics
Psychology
Sociology
History
Music

Theology
Economics
Theology
Literature

Technical Sciences
Pedagogy
Linguistics

Pedagogy
History
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Institution
Kecskemét College for General-School
Teachers’ Training
College of Commerce and Economics
College of Commerce, Hospitality and
Tourism
University of Horticulture and Food
Industry
spin-off Horticulture College Faculty
János Kodolányi College
Lajos Kossuth University of Arts and
Sciences

Ferenc Kölcsey Reformed College for
General-School Teachers’ Training
Light Engineering College of Technology
Kırös College
College of Foreign Trade
Ferenc Liszt Academy of Music
Hungarian School of Design
Hungarian Academy of Fine Arts
Hungarian Dance Academy
Hungarian University of Physical
Education
Miskolc University

spin-off Dunaújváros College Faculty
Modern Business College
András Petı Institute for Teaching and
Teacher Training for the Handicapped
International Business School
National Institute for the Training of
Rabbis
Pannon
PATE ÁTK (Kaposvár )
University of PATE GMTK (Keszthely)
Agricultural PATE MTK (Móvár)
Sciences
St. Gerard Theological College of
Pannonhalma
Pápa Reformed Theological College
Péter Pázmány Catholic University

Approved disciplines for vocational higher education
programmes and specialised postgraduate
programmes
Pedagogy
Economics
Economics

Pedagogy

Chemistry

Agriculture

Technical Sciences

Agriculture
Literature
Law
Biology
Philosophy
Physics
Geology
Literature
Pedagogy

Economics
Chemistry
Economics
Mathematics
Technical Sciences
Ethnography
Pedagogy
Literature

Pedagogy
Linguistics
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
History
Music

Economics
Technical Sciences
Economics
Pedagogy
Economics
Creative and Performance Arts (Music)
Musicology
Architecture
Applied Arts
Creative and Applied Arts (Fine Arts)
Creative and Performance Arts (Dance)
Pedagogy
Psychology
Law
Philosophy
Geology
Literature
Economics
Technical Sciences
Economics
Pedagogy

Pedagogy
Pedagogy
Pedagogy
Pedagogy
Biology

Technical Sciences
Ethnography
Pedagogy
Linguistics
Political Science
Economics

Sociology
History
Music

Economics
Economics
Economics

Pedagogy

Literature
Art History
Pedagogy

Linguistics
Sociology
History

Pedagogy

Economics
Theology
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Theology
Theology
Law
Philosophy
Theology
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Approved disciplines for vocational higher education
programmes and specialised postgraduate
programmes

Institution
Pécs University of Medicine
Pécs Theological College
College of Finance and Accountancy
Pentecostal Theological College
Police College
Sárospatak Reformed Theological
Academy
Semmelweis University of Medicine
Sola Scriptura Seminary and Theological
College
Sopron University
Szeged Theological College
Albert Szent-Györgyi University of
Medicine
St. Athanasius Greek Catholic
Theological College
St. Bernard Cistercian Theological
College
St. Paul Academy
István Széchenyi College

Biology
Medicine
Theology
Economics
Theology
Law
Theology

Sociology

Chemistry

Biology
Theology

Pharmacology

Medicine

Biology
Geology
Economics
Theology
Biology
Medicine
Theology

Agriculture
Technical Sciences
Pedagogy

Architecture
Applied Arts

Pharmacology
Sociology

Chemistry

Military Science

Theology

Academy of Theatre and Motion Picture
Arts
Gate of Dharma Buddhist College
Veszprém University
Veszprém Theological College
János Vitéz Roman Catholic College for
General-School Teachers’ Training
John Wesley Pastor Training College
Miklós Zrínyi University for National
Defence
Zsámbék Catholic College for GeneralSchool Teachers’ Training
Miklós Ybl College of Technology

Theology
Economics
Pedagogy
Music
Technical Sciences Political Science
Creative, Applied and Performance Arts (Theatre and Motion
Picture Arts)
Theology
Pedagogy
Economics
Geology
Linguistics
Mathematics
Literature
Technical Sciences
Chemistry
Theology
Sociology
Pedagogy
Sociology
Literature
Theology
Military Science

Pedagogy
Technical Sciences

Pedagogy

Sociology

Economics

Technical Sciences

Pedagogy

Table B
Title of specialised postgraduate
programme with qualification
requirements
Addiction Consultant
Teacher of Material Structure
Pedagogy of Family and Child
Protection
Drama Instruction
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No. of decree establishing
the programme
14/1997. (II.18.) MKM
21/1999. (VAGY3.) OM
33/1999. (VIII. 24.) OM
8/1998. (XII.1.) OM

Discipline
Medicine
Physics
Pedagogy
Pedagogy or Performance Art
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Title of specialised postgraduate
programme with qualification
requirements
Health Promotion and Mental Health
Specialist
Adult Education Specialist
Higher Education Student
Counsellor
Pedagogy for the Integration of
Challenged Children
Instructor – Primary School Teacher
Children’s Dance Instructor
Children’s Dance Instructor –
Kindergarten Teacher
Rehabilitation Consultant for
Challenged Children
Teacher Specialised in the Early
Development of Hearing-Impaired
Children
Teacher of Games and Recreation
Teacher of Experimental Physics
Teacher of Environmental Physics
Non-profit Management
Public Education Management
Mental Health
Montessorian Pedagogy
Motion Picture and Media Culture
Labour and Organisational
Psychology
Museum Pedagogy
Speech Therapist
Kindergarten Teacher of
Environmental Education
Kindergarten Specialist
Kindergarten Teacher, Development
Kindergarten and Primary School
Teacher, Physiotherapist
Career Counsellor
Educational Evaluation
Educational Psychology
Special Examination in Pedagogy
Rehabilitation Therapeutist
Rehabilitation Swimming Instructor
Teacher of Statistics and Physics
Social Manager
Supervisor
Counselling – Psychology
Dance and Drama Education
Primary School Teacher,
Development
Curriculum Development

No. of decree establishing
the programme

Discipline

6/1998. (III.25.) MKM

Pedagogy

12/1997. (II.18.) MKM
30/1997. (X.16.) MKM

Pedagogy
Psychology

7/1998. (III.25.) MKM

Pedagogy

28/1999. (VII.6.) OM
13/1997. (II.18.) MKM
27/1999. (VII.6.) OM

Pedagogy
Pedagogy
Pedagogy

8/1998. (III.25.) MKM

Pedagogy

5/1999. (II.1.) OM

Pedagogy

25/1999. (VII.6.) OM
21/1999. (VAGY3.) OM
21/1999. (VAGY3.) OM
12/1998. (III.25.) MKM
8/1997. (II.18.) MKM
9/1997. (II.18.) MKM
34/1999. (VIII. 24.) OM
9/1998. (III.25.) MKM
5/1998. (IX.29.) OM

Pedagogy
Physics
Physics
Sociology or Economics
Pedagogy
Psychology
Pedagogy
Literature and Pedagogy
or Applied Art
Psychology and Economics

35/1999. (VIII. 24.) OM
10/1997. (II.18.) MKM
9/1998. (XII.1.) OM

Pedagogy
Pedagogy
Pedagogy

29/1999. (VII. 6.) OM
28/1997. (IX.16.) MKM
4/1998. (II.13.) MKM

Pedagogy
Pedagogy
Pedagogy

19/1999. (IV.21.) OM
12/1999. (III.8.) OM
5/1998. (IX.29.) OM
41/1999.(X.13.) OM
10/1998. (III.25.) MKM
4/1999. (II.1.) OM
21/1999. (VAGY3.) OM
11/1998. (III.25.) MKM
13/1998. (III.25.) MKM
5/1998. (IX.29.) OM
20/1999. (IV.21.) OM
28/1997. (IX.16.) MKM

Pedagogy
Pedagogy
Psychology and Pedagogy
Pedagogy
Pedagogy
Pedagogy
Physics
Sociology or Economics
Psychology
Psychology
Pedagogy and Literature
Pedagogy

12/1999. (III.8.) OM

Pedagogy
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Title of specialised postgraduate
No. of decree establishing
programme with qualification
the programme
Discipline
requirements
Study and Career Counselling
3/1999. (II.1.) OM
Pedagogy
Administration of Public Education
11/1997. (II.18.) MKM
Pedagogy
Societal and Civic Studies
18/1999. (IV.21.) OM
Pedagogy
Talent Development
29/1997. (IX.16.) MKM
Pedagogy
Nature Studies and Environmental
2/1999. (II.1.) OM
Pedagogy
Consciousness
Senior Kindergarten Teacher
13/1997. (II.18.) MKM
Pedagogy
Musical Education
26/1999. (VII.6.) OM
Pedagogy
specialised postgraduate programmes in law and administration
Banking Law
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Insurance Law
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Family Law
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Demography
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Sociology
European Law
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Penal Business Law
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Administration System Specialist
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Law of Trade in Real Estate
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Law for Family Protection
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Counsellors
Law for Economists
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Law for Engineers
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Law for Medical Doctors
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Budgetary Control
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Environmental Administration
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Law of Environmental Protection
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Traffic Law
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Foreign Trade Law
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Labour Relations
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Financial Management of
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Municipalities
Law for Political Scientists
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Political Science
Personnel Management
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Social Management
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Social Security
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Corporate Law
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
Customs Administration
6/1999. (II.1.) OM
Law
university-level specialised postgraduate programmes in economics
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Agricultural Economics (formerly:
Economics for Agricultural
Engineers)
Agricultural Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Actuary
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics or Mathematics
General Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Banking Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Interior Affairs and Economy
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Insurance
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics or Mathematics
Health Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics or Medicine
Statistical Analysis
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
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Title of specialised postgraduate
No. of decree establishing
programme with qualification
the programme
Discipline
requirements
Value Analysis
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
European Studies
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Law or Political Science
Project Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Business Administration
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Financial Auditing
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Economic Policy
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Production Computing (college7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
level)
Pharmaceutical Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Human Resource Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics or Sociology
IT Manager
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Trade in Real Estate
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Industrial Right Protection
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics or Law
Economics for Lawyers
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Futurology and Forecast (strategy
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
development)
Environmental Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Financial Management of Public
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Administration
Public Services Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Logistics Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Marketing
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Master of Business Administration
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Economics for Engineers
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
International Economic (and
Business) Relations and International
Business
International Advertising
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Management
Economics for Medical Doctors and 7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Pharmacists
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Finance (formerly: specialised
programme in finance for
economists)
Financial Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Political Expert
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics and Political Science
Human Resources Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Regional and Urban Development
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Tourism
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Teacher of Business and Economics 7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics and Pedagogy
Business Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Urban Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Defence Economy
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Management and Organisation
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
college-level specialised postgraduate programmes in economics
Management of Trade in Goods
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Euro-Manager
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
European Union
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics and Political Science
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Title of specialised postgraduate
No. of decree establishing
programme with qualification
the programme
Discipline
requirements
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Financial Computing (formerly:
specialised programme in financial
computing for system
administrators)
Tourism and Hotel Business
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Commercial Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Economics
Economics for Engineers (formerly: 7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
programme for engineers for a
supplementary degree in economics)
Foreign Trade Finance Management 7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Marketing Communication
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Marketing Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
International Marketing
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
International Forwarding
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Finance, Tax and Financial Auditing 7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Finance, Tax, Fees and Customs
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Duty
Banking Finance
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Corporate Finance
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Public Relations
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Advertising
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Diplomacy
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics and Political Science
Corporate Accounting
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Far East Intercultural Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Total Quality Management (TQM)
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Business and Marketing
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Business Management
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Catering and Hotel Business
7/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
university-level specialised postgraduate programmes in technical sciences
Analytical Chemistry
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Chemistry
Quality Assurance of Analytical
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences or Chemistry
Testing
Material Handling Engineering
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Material Science Engineering and
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Physics
Banking IT
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences or Mathematics
and Economics
Construction Automation
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Engineering
Construction Industry Finance
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Construction Industry Law
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Building Renovation and
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Maintenance
Building Insulation
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Development and Manufacturing of 8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Light Sources
Fine Chemistry Operations
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences or Chemistry
Gas Industry (university-level)
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
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Title of specialised postgraduate
programme with qualification
requirements
Geodesy and Geographic
Information
Geotechnics
Welding
Hydraulics and Pneumatics
(university-level)
Heat Treatment
Real Estate Specialist
Industrial Furnaces
Industrial Design
Automation Computing
Automotive Engineering
Automotive Design
Automotive Management
Conservation and Vehicle
Maintenance
Soft Cold-Moulder
Ceramics Industry
Contracting
Metallurgical Automation
Corrosion
Environmental Protection
Technical Specialist in Traffic
Management
Traffic Construction
Traffic Management
Research and Development
Secondary Raw Material Processing
Management
Quality Management
Quality
Industrial Safety
Protection of Historic Monuments
Technical Diagnostics
Instrumental Analytics
Oil Industry
Petrochemistry
Reactor Technology
Technical Translation and
Interpretation
Structural Engineering
Toolmaking and Manufacturing
Silicate Industry Management
Colour Dynamics
Technology Management
Tribology
Glass Industry
Operative Logistics

No. of decree establishing
the programme

Discipline

8/1999. (II.1.) OM

Technical Sciences

8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM

Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences

8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM

Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences

8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM

Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences

8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM

Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences and Economics
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Economics or Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences and Economics
Technical Sciences and Economics
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences and Applied Art
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences or Chemistry
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences

8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
8/1999. (II.1.) OM

Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences and Applied Art
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
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Title of specialised postgraduate
No. of decree establishing
programme with qualification
the programme
Discipline
requirements
Urban Construction and
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Management
Chemical Taxology
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences or Chemistry
Electric Machinery and Drives
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Power Engineering Machinery and
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Equipment
Hydraulic Construction
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
college-level specialised postgraduate programmes in technical sciences
Steel Production
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
General IT
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Safety Specialist
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Sewerage and Waste Water
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Purification
Energy Management
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Architectural Design
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Building
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Building Maintenance
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Building Services Engineering
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Financial Management
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Financial Coordination
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Gas Industry
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Welded Structures
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Welding
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Rolling Mill Product Development
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Hydraulics and Pneumatics
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
IT Management
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Intelligent Monitoring Systems for
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Power Engineering Equipment
Maintenance
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Corrosion
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Environmental Resources
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Management
Environmental Management
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Environmental Protection
8/1999. (II.1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Utilities Maintenance
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Logistics and Transportation
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Management
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics or Technical Sciences
Microwave PCM
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Telecommunications
Quality
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences and Economics
Technical Computing
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Technical Environment
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Subcontracting
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Computer Networks
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Computers in Automation
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Technical Sciences
Coordination
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Urban Maintenance and
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
Economics
Administration
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Title of specialised postgraduate
programme with qualification
requirements
Product Development
Design
Operational Maintenance
Business
Lighting Engineering
Computer Aided Design,
Manufacturing and Testing of
Electric Machinery
Water Supply and Water Purification
Hydraulic Construction
Water Management
Drainage

No. of decree establishing
the programme

Discipline

8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM

Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Economics
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences

8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM
8/1999. (II. 1.) OM

Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences
Technical Sciences

Table C
Title of accredited vocational
higher education programme
Commercial Manager
Catering Manager
Tourism Manager
Financial Administrator
Accounting Administrator
Banking Administrator
Power Engineer Assistant
Chemical Mechanical Engineer
Assistant
Institutional Communicator
Press Technician
Sport Communicator
Moderator
Picture Diagnostics Assistant
Food Industry Manager
Chemical Engineer Assistant
Logistics Technical Manager Assistant
Waste Management Technologist
Electrical Engineer Assistant
IT Statistician and Financial Planner
Commercial Foreign Correspondent
Medical Diagnostics Laboratory
Technologist
Head of Secretariat
Surface Protection Technologist
Environmental Protection Technologist
Recycling Technologist
Chemical Testing Technologist
Technical Optician
Product Planner Technical Manager
Assistant

Discipline
Economics
Economics
Economics
Economics
Economics
Economics
Engineering
Engineering
Literature
Literature
Literature
Literature
Medicine
Agriculture
Engineering
Engineering
Agriculture
Engineering
Economics
Economics
Medicine
Economics
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Physics
Engineering
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Title of accredited vocational
higher education programme

Discipline

Engineer Assistant
Licentiate in Midwifery
Technical Computing Assistant
Physical Environment Engineer
Assistant
Agricultural Manager Assistant
Legal Assistant
Agro-Commercial Manager Assistant
Advertising Coordinator
Sales Coordinator
Infant and childcare specialist
Youth Counsellor
Wood Industry Production Planner
Manager Assistant
Agricultural Technical Manager
Assistant
Nursing, three-year college-level
programme

Engineering
Medicine
Engineering
Engineering
Agriculture
Law
Agriculture
Economics
Economics
Pedagogy
Pedagogy
Engineering
Agriculture
Medicine

Resolution no. 1999/8/VI/2
Principles of classification by discipline and area of art
Lists provided in tables (A), (B) or (C) and approved by Resolution VI/1 may be
subject to amendment in the following cases:
a)
if the Higher Education Act itself, or its Appendix 2 including the list of
institutions is changed – (A) is subject to amendment;
b)
if an institution establishes a undergraduate degree programme not
indicated among the disciplines listed in table (A) – (A) is subject to
amendment;
c)
if the national qualification requirements of new specialised postgraduate
programmes are announced in a separate decree, or new accredited
vocational higher education programmes are entered into the National
Qualifications Register - (B) or (C) is subject to amendment;
d)
if an institution disapproving of positioning requests changes. (If HAC
supports the request, the relevant table shall be amended.)
e)
if, based on evaluation results, HAC recommends that amendments be
adopted on the list.
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Evaluation procedure of applications submitted to change classification
1.Evaluation criteria
a) If the reclassification request is satisfied, does the institution have the relevant
human resources, facilities and equipment to launch specialised postgraduate
programmes in the requested discipline?
b) Is the reclassification of qualification requirements justified by the proportion
of major fields of study?
2.Content of application
Name of applicant institution
a)
Subject of application: on which list, and which discipline /field or art the
institution wishes to add / drop
b)
Grounds for application which must include:
i)
ii)
iii)

c)

title of undergraduate programme(s) in the requested area of science
list of full-time qualified teachers / researchers of the given field by name
and degree
A list of maximum 10 publications of each listed teacher / researcher
from the last 10 years. Each entry should include the author(s), title,
place and time of publication
Authorised signature of applicant institution’s head

3.
Application should be addressed to: President of HAC (HAC Secretariat
1146. Ajtósi Dürer sor 19/21). Applications must be sent in three copies.
4. Evaluation procedure
a) The evaluation procedure shall be carried out by an expert committee in
charge of the relevant discipline described in the application. The chair of the
committee shall submit the recommendation to the College in charge.
a) The chair of the committee may grant support independently of other
committee members.
b) Applications may be rejected based on the committee’s joint position
(Applications lacking essential information necessary for evaluation shall be
rejected.)
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c) The College in charge shall submit a draft resolution to the Plenum.
d) The Plenum shall make a decision concerning the application.
e) HAC President shall inform the applicant and the Deputy State Secretary of
the resolution
Deadline for evaluation: Second ordinary plenary session following the
application’s date of arrival to the Secretariat
Resolution no. 1999/8/VII/1/1
Amending the validity of accreditation
Based on the relevant statutory regulations, an accreditation shall be valid for 8
years following the date of the relevant HAC Resolution.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

János Apáczai Csere College for General-School Teachers’ Training
Dániel Berzsenyi College for Secondary-School Teachers’ Training
Elek Benedek College for Kindergarten Teachers’ Training
Budapest College for General-School Teachers’ Training
Comenius College for General-School Teachers’ Training
V.M. Csokonai College for Primary-School Teachers’ Training
Károly Eszterházy College for Secondary-School Teachers’ Training
Engineering Industry and Automation College of Technology
Jászberény College for General-School Teachers’ Training
Gyula Juhász College for Secondary-School Teachers’ Training
Kandó Kálmán Polytechnic
Kecskemét College for General-School Teachers’ Training
College of Commerce and Economics
College of Commerce, Hospitality and Tourism
Ferenc Kölcsey Reformed College for General-School
Light Engineering College of Technology
College of Foreign Trade
College of Finance and Accountancy
Police College
Miklós Ybl College of Technology
János Vitéz Roman Catholic College for General-School Teachers’ Training
Hungarian Dance Academy

Hungarian Academy of Fine Arts
Academy of Theatre and Motion Picture Arts
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Resolution no. 1999/8/VII/1/2

Changing the validity of accreditation
The institutions listed below still do not comply with the requirements laid down
in Section (3) and (4) of the Higher Education Act, but the deadline to rectify
their deficiencies has been altered. Their accreditation shall be valid until 30 June
2000.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

University of Veterinary Science
Budapest University of Economics
Debrecen University of Agricultural Sciences
University of Horticulture and Food Industry
Hungarian University of Physical Education
Pannon University of Agricultural Sciences
Pécs University of Medicine, Pécs
Sopron University

Albert Szent-Györgyi University of Medicine
Theological Seminary of the Seventh Day Adventist Church
Eger Theological College
Esztergom Theological College
Franciscan Theological College
Pentecostal Theological College, Budapest

Veszprém Theological College
Hajdúböszörmény College for Kindergarten Teachers’ Training

Resolution No.1999/8/VII/2
Preparation for the second round of accreditation
For the new system of institutions established as of 1 January 2000
1.1. The second round of accreditation of non-integrated institutions shall
be initiated by HAC in its accreditation notice. Delivery of notice: date
of first HAC Resolution + (max) 8 years
1.2. The second round of accreditation for integrated institutions established
as a result of transformation shall begin in 2002. Schedule and date for
delivery of notice shall be determined by HAC.
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2. In the course of the second round of accreditation, HAC shall proceed
according to the quality assessment scheme and procedure described in the
new edition of its Accreditation Guidebook. The Guidebook, a revised
version of the previous issue, is planned to be published in the near future.
Reasons behind this revision and HAC’s quality assessment criteria are
included in Appendix VII/2 distributed to and approved by participants of the
meeting.
Resolution no. 1999/8/VII/3
Evaluation of distance education programmes
Conditions for quality assurance are laid down in Appendix no. 5 of the
Accreditation Guidebook. Accredited distance education programmes are entitled
to issue a diploma equivalent to that of full-time programmes.
Resolution no. 1999/8/VII/4.
Evaluation of off-site training programmes
Off-site training programmes can be accredited if
• the programme has a launching permit;
• if the institution or one of its faculties already offers an equivalent full-time
programme;
• it complies with accreditation requirements including HAC quality
requirements.
Accreditation procedure
For the launching of off-site vocational programmes
1. Requirements of content and layout of applications to be submitted to OM
are laid down in the relevant OM–MAB–FTT agreement.
2. HAC’s evaluation process shall comply with the principles of evaluation and
rules of procedure of applications related to the launching of new degree
programmes.
For functioning off-site programmes
Functioning off-site training programmes may have to be evaluated for the
following reasons:
1. Due to the fact that after 30 June 2002 off-site training programmes can only
be upheld with a special ministerial permit, institutions may initiate an
accreditation procedure to obtain such a permit.
2. If the first HAC resolution related to the given institution’s accreditation
prescribed a monitoring procedure for the evaluation of its off-site training
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programme. (The relevant rules of procedure are laid down in HAC
Resolution 1998/3/VI/4H.)
3. As part of the next (second) round of accreditation, each training programme
(including off-site ones) shall be subject to re-evaluation. (Rules of
procedure are laid down in the Accreditation Guidebook, under the section
on the general rules of evaluation procedure .)
If an off-site programme has to be evaluated for either of the reasons
mentioned in 1) and 2), the criteria and procedure of evaluation shall be the
same.
Evaluation of off-site training programmes launched by institutions shall comply
with the rules of procedure developed by HAC for monitoring procedures.
(Resolution no. 1999/8/VII/5.).
Resolution no. 1999/8/VII/5
Amendment of evaluation principles and rules of monitoring procedure
Amendment of Resolution no. 1998/3/VI/4H
Monitoring procedure: sub-procedure that may be included in the accreditation
evaluation due every eight year.

1.

2.
3,

1.
2,

I.
HAC proposes to launch monitoring procedure
If, during the evaluation of a higher education institution or the quality
assessment of a unit (institution, faculty, programme)
a)
HAC detects a deficiency which can be rectified by an
established deadline,
b)
a programme did not have final year students at the time of the
evaluation.
If the evaluation of an off-site training programme is initiated by the
Minister with the intention to uphold training.
If the evaluation of a distance education programme is initiated by the
institution or the minister
II. Rules of procedure
HAC President shall inform head of institution of the launching of the
monitoring procedure, its reasons, process and date.
HAC and the institution shall prepare the monitoring procedure.
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a)

b)

Based on the guidebook received from HAC, the institution shall
prepare the documentation necessary for the monitoring
procedure by the date the procedure is to be launched.
The Plenum shall appoint a Visiting Committee (VC), and an
Expert Committee for Institutional Accreditation (ECI) to discuss
VC reports.
i)
Procedure to select and approve chair and members of
the Visiting Committee (VC) shall be conducted
according to the rules of procedure for institutional
accreditation. (Chair of the Visiting Committee should
preferably be chair or member of the committee in
charge of the first round of evaluation.)
ii)
Appointment of an Expert Committee for Institutional
Accreditation (ECI) in charge shall be conducted
according to the rules of procedure for institutional
accreditation.

3.

The Visiting Committee (VC) shall conduct the evaluation in the course
of which it
a)
may hold a preparatory meeting;
b)
may pay a visit to the institution if necessary (at a time arranged
beforehand);
c)
may organise a meeting to reconcile reports;
d)
shall develop a report to be submitted by VC chairman to the
Expert Committee for Institutional Accreditation (ECI).
4. ECI shall discuss VC report and prepare a draft text for the ECI report to be
submitted to the Plenum.
5. President of HAC shall send ECI report to head of institution. Head of
institution may add written comments to the report within 14 days.
6. The Plenum, with full knowledge of ECI report and written remarks by head
of institution, shall make a decision.
7. HAC President shall inform both the institution and the Minister of the HAC
Resolution.
Deadline for conducting a monitoring procedure: 6 months from the starting date
of the procedure set in the notification sent to the institution.
III. Suspending a monitoring procedure
HAC Plenum may suspend the evaluation procedure if the head of the
institution in question approaches HAC President with such a request
(with due reasoning).

1.
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2.

HAC Plenum may suspend an evaluation procedure if, during evaluation,
it detects a deficiency of form and/or content which requires emergency
steps to be taken. HAC Plenum is entitled to decide what procedure
should be followed.

IV.
Consequences of HAC’s negative position
If, during its monitoring procedure, HAC decides that the institution or any of its
faculties do not comply with the objectives of the educational institution due to
inferior training quality, it may make a recommendation that
1.
the given programme’s right to conduct exit examinations or issue
diplomas be
a)
suspended or
b)
withdrawn for a certain period of time, or
c)
in the case of private institutions, state recognition be withdrawn;
2.
a)
the higher education institution be dissolved or
b)
its state recognition be withdrawn
3.
the execution of necessary measures be checked upon in a fixed period of
time.

IV. 3. Visiting committees in charge of accreditation
Resolution no. 1999/1/IV/1
VC chairs and members involved in on-site visits due in spring 1999
Loránd Eötvös University of Arts and Sciences
Faculty of Law
Chair:
Miklós Kengyel CSc, JPTE
Members:
István Balogh, DSc MTA PtI
Lajos Besenyei CSc JATE
Tibor Kalas Sc ME ÁJK
Miklós Lévay DSc, ME
Attila Rácz DSc ÁF
József Ruszoly DSc KLTE
Outside experts:
Prof. Hans Georg Heinrich
József Hajdú, JATE
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Faculty of Arts and Sciences
Chair:
Mihály Balázs DSc, JATE
Members:
Anthony Oberschall PhD Univ. of North Carolina
Árpád Berta DSc JATE
Károly Csúri CSc, JATE
Márta Fehér DSc BME
Tivadar Gorilovics CSc KLTE
Tamás Kozma DSc KLTE
Endre Nagy CSc JPTE
Bálint Rozsnyai CSc JATE
Ferenc Szakály Corresponding Member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
(CMHA), MHA TI
György Szépe CSc JPTE
Zoltán Újváry DSc KLTE
Faculty of Natural Sciences
Chair:
László Somlyódy, Member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (MHA),
BME
Members:
Sándor Antus DSc KLTE
Dezsı Beke DSc KLTE
Dénes Berényi MHA MTA, ATOMKI
Attila Borhidi CMHA MTA, JPTE
Péter Friedrich MHA MTA, MTA
Kálmán Gyıry MHA MTA, KLTE
Attila Kuba CSc JATE
László Markó MHA MTA, VE
Ernı Nemecz MHA MTA, VE
Gábor Péceli DSc BME
Dénes Petz DSc BME
György Pokol CSc BME
Péter Richter DSc BME
Tamás Roska MHA MTA, MTA SzTAKI
Ferenc Schweitzer DSc MTA
Gábor Szabó DSc JATE
Tibor Szederkényi DSc JATE
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Outside experts:
Tamás Bíró CSc KFKI
Zoltán Daróczy MHA MTA, KLTE
László Hatvani DSc JATE
Ferenc Móricz DSc JATE
László Nyeste DSc, BME
Mihály Novák DSc JATE
Zoltán Sándor Varga DSc KLTE
Teacher Training College
Chair:
Gábor Székely CSc, BGyTF
Members:
Árpád Balogh CSc, BGYTF
Józsefné Domby JGYTF
János Gál BDTF
Gábor Kocsis BGYTF
Rózsa Raisz CSc, EKTF
Esztergom Theological College
Chair:
Géza Kuminetz, PhD PPKE Faculty of Theology
Member:
Attila Puskás PhD PPHF
Substitute member:
P. Márton Antalóczy PhD PPKE ÁJK
Theological Seminary of the Seventh Day Adventist Church
Chair:
András Reuss PhD EHE
Members:
Ferenc Szőcs PhD KGRE
Magdolna Ritoók CSc ELTE
Ralph Enlow USA
Pentecostal Theological College
Chair:
Jenı Szigeti CSc, Pentecostal Theological College
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Members:
György Benyik PhD SZHF
János Pásztor PhD KGRE
Ralph Enlow USA
Pécs Theological College
Chair:
Péter Erdı PhD PPKE
Members:
József Török PhD PPHF
Katalin Horváth Szabó CSc PPHF
Gate of Dharma Buddhist College
Chair: Gyula Wojtilla
Miklós Zrínyi University for National Defence
Coordinating chair: Károly Kocsis CSc GATE
Faculty of Management and Organisation
Chair:
Károly Kocsis CSc, GATE
Members:
Károly Balaton CSc BKE
Gábor Péceli DSc, BME
István Sárkány CSc RF
Outside expert:
Rudolf Hecht Wien Military Academy
Faculty of Military Science
Chair:
Lajos Berek CSc BJKMF
Members:
Béla Király ret. chief colonel prof. emeritus
István Kovács, CSc BJKMF
Sándor Szakály CSc Institution and Museum of Military History
Lajos Hajma CSc HM ret.
Outside expert:
Armin Steinkamm München Bundeswehr Universität
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János Bolyai Military College of Technology
Chair:
Róbert Tuschák MHA MTA
Members:
Zoltán Boross DSc
János Csőrös CSc
Sándor Kemény DSc
Gilicze Éva Kövesné CSc
Lajos Laibl CSc
Imre Rudas CSc
Dezsı Sima CSc KKMF
László Zombory DSc
Semmelweis University of Medicine
Coordinating chair: László Muszbek, MHA MTA
Faculty of General Medicine
Chair:
Gyula Telegdy SZOTE MHA MTA
Chairs:
György Balázs DSc DOTE
Miklós Csanády DSc SZOTE
Éva Gönczöl DSc SZOTE
János Hunyadi DSc DOTE
László Kovács CMHA MTA, DOTE
András Semjén CSc MTA KKK
Gyula Soltész DSc POTE
Gyula Szegedi CMHA MTA, DOTE
János Szolcsányi a.m. MTA, POTE
Substitute members:
Sándor Damjanovich MHA MTA, DOTE
Illés Dési DSc SZOTE
Gyula Papp, MHA MTA, SZOTE
Botond Penke DSc SZOTE
Faculty of Dentistry
Chair:
Albert Mari CSc SZOTE
Members:
Gusztáv Keszthelyi CSc DOTE
Gyula Szabó CSc POTE
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Gizella Rehák CSc Children’s Dentistry Dept.
Substitute members:
András Fazekas CSc SZOTE
Ádám Kovács CSc SZOTE
Faculty of Pharmacology
Chair:
Géza Mezey DSc DOTE
György Falkay DSc SZOTE
Sándor Antus DSc DOTE
Árpád Tósaki CSc
László Tóth CSc
Resolution No. 1999/1/IV/2
Budapest Technical University
Degree programme in Public Education Management
Visiting Committee for the trial accreditation of the distance education
programme
Chair:
Károly Kocsis CSc, GATE
Members:
Lajos Kiss Tóth CSc EKTF
Ilma Kovács CSc BKE
Expert:
Márta Zsoldos BGGyTF
Resolution no. 1999/2/X/1
Changes in the list of chairs and members of Visiting Committees for
accreditation visits due in spring 1999
Loránd Eötvös University of Arts and Sciences
Faculty of Arts and Sciences
Resigned:
Károly Csúri CSc
New members:
Károly Gadányi CSc
Péter Molnár CSc DOTE
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Faculty of Natural Sciences
Resigned:
Károly Nemetz MHA MTA
László Hatvani DSc expert
New member:
Gyula Szöır DSc
Semmelweis University of Medicine
Faculty of General Medicine
Resigned:
György Balázs DSc DOTE
Recommended Visiting Committee members for accreditation visits due in
spring 1999:
Gate of Dharma Buddhist College
Chair:
Gyula Wojtilla
Members:
Ágnes Birtalan CSc
Imre Hamar CSc
Prof. Ernst Steinkellner Univ. Wien
Prof. Lallanji Gopal, Banaras Hindu Univ.
Imre Haynal University of Health Sciences
Faculty of Postgraduate Training in Medicine
Chair:
László Muszbek, MHA MTA
Members:
László Vécsei DSc SZOTE
Péter Örs Horváth DSc POTE
Péter Molnár CSc DOTE
College Faculty of Healthcare
Chair:
Zsolt Lukácskó PhD DOTE
Members:
Györgyi Horváth PhD SZOTE
József Buda CSc POTE
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Resolution no. 1999/3/III/5
Changes in the composition of Visiting Committees
ELTE Faculty of Law
Resigned: Attila: Rácz DSc
ELTE Faculty of Arts and Sciences
Resigned: Károly Csúri CSc JATE
New member: Árpád Bernáth DSc JATE
SOTE
Faculty of General Medicine
New members:
Ádám Balogh DSc SZOTE
József Bódis DSc Pécs County Hospital
Esztergom Theological College
Resigned: Attila Puskás
Antalóczy P. Márton (substitute member)
New member:
János Székely PhD PPKE
Miklós Zrínyi University for National Defence
New member:
András Bényei DSc BME
Resolution no. 1999/3/III/6
Budapest Technical University
Degree programme in Public Education Management
VC chair and members for the trial accreditation of the distance education
programme
Resigned:
Ilma Kovács CSc BKE
Márta Zsoldos BGGyTF
New member:
Erzsébet Golnhofer CSc ELTE
Resolution no. 1999/4/V/1
Chairs of visiting committees for accreditation visits due in autumn 1999
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CHURCH INSTITUTIONS:
Baptist Theological Academy
Chair of Visiting Committee (VC):
Asztrik Várszegi Arch Abbot, Benedictine Abbey of Pannonhalma
Gáspár Károli Calvinist Academy
Chair of Visiting Committee (VC):
Lajos Szabó EH
National Institute for the Training of Rabbis
Chair of Visiting Committee (VC):
Botond Gál DRE
Sola Scriptura Seminary and Theological College
Chair of Visiting Committee (VC):
Endre Török ELTE BTK
PRIVATE AND FOUNDATION INSTITUTIONS
János Kodolányi College
Chair of Visiting Committee (VC):
László Csizmadia KVIF
András Petı Institute for Teaching and Teacher Training for the
Handicapped
Chair of Visiting Committee (VC):
Mária Barna HIETE College Faculty
Resolution No.1999/4/V/2
Gödöllı University for Agricultural Sciences
Gyöngyös College Faculty
Visiting Committee for distance education programme
Chair:
Zoltán Bedı DSc MTA Research Institute, Martonvásár
Members:
Zoltán Klement MHA MTA, MTA Research Institute for Plant Preservation
Antal Penninger CSc BME
Gábor Udovecz CSc Agricultural Economics Institute of Research and
Information Science
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Expert:
Chris W. van Seventer Holland
Resolution no. 1999/5/IV/1
VC chairs and members for accreditation visits due in autumn 1999
FOUNDATION INSTITUTIONS
János Kodolányi College
Chair: József Tasnádi, CSc, BKE
International Business School
Chair of Visiting Committee (VC): József Vörös DSc, Janus Pannonius
University
András Petı Institute for Teaching and Teacher Training for the
Handicapped
Chair:
Mária Barna, CSc, HIETE College Faculty
Members:
Irén Fehér, CSc ACSJTf
Márta Peja CSc BAZ County Hospital, Miskolc
Éva Szél CSc SZOTE College Faculty, Szeged
CHURCH INSTITUTIONS:
Baptist Theological Academy
Chair: Asztrik Várszegi Arch abbot, Benedictine Abbey of Pannonhalma
Members:
Károly Fekete DRHE
Kirk E. Lowery, PhD Westminster Theological Seminary, USA
Substitute members:
Antal Mihály Nagy Sárospatak Reformed Theological Academy
Roger Capps, PhD Baptist Church of Beaufort
Gáspár Károli Calvinist Academy
Coordinating Chair of Visiting Committee (VC):
Lajos Szabó, EHE
Faculty of Theology
Members:
András Reuss EHE
Károly Fekete DRH
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Ferenc Pálhegyi CSc BGGYTF
Faculty of Arts and Sciences
Chair:
Ernı Kulcsár Szabó a. m. MTA, ELTE
Teacher Training College Faculty
Selection of a chair is in progress.
Rabbinical Seminary – Jewish University
Chair:
Botond Gaál DRHE
Members:
György Benyik Catholic Theological College, Szeged
Károly Fekete DRHE
Gábor Hegyesi BGGYTF
Selection of a foreign expert and that of an expert in pedagogy is in progress.
Resolution 1999/6/IV/4
VC chairs and members for accreditation visits due in autumn 1999
János Kodolányi College
Members:
László Józsa CSc VE
István Piskóti CSc ME
Gábor Székely Sc BGYTF
Substitute member:
Árpád Barta CSc KF
International Business School
Chair:
József Vörös DSc JPTE
Members:
Iván Bélyácz DSc JPTE
József Temesi CSc BKE
Rabbinical Seminary – Jewish University
Chair:
Botond Gaál, Debrecen Reformed Theological University
Member:
László Tamás Szabó CSc KLTE
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Gáspár Károli Calvinist Academy
College for the Training of Primary School Teachers
Chair:
Sándor Cseh, János Apáczai Csere College for General-School Teachers’
Training
Sola Scriptura Seminary and Theological College
Chair:
Endre Török, ELTE BTK
Members:
Sándor Szathmáry Association of Arts, Miskolc
Martin H. Kobialk, Germany
Substitute members:
Dr. Jean Michel Martin CUPS Collonges sous Saléve, France
Ferenc Pálhegyi CSc BGGYTF
Gate of Dharma Buddhist College
Foreign expert:
Kameshwar Nath Mishra, Central Institute of Higher Tibetian Studies,
Department of Sanskrit, India
Resolution no. 1999/7/III/4.
Gáspár Károli Calvinist Academy
Faculty of Theology
Chair:
Lajos Szabó EHE
Members:
András Reuss EHE
jr. Károly Fekete DRHE
Ilona Cserfalvi Nanszákné, KFRTF
Faculty of Arts and Sciences
Chair:
Ernı Kulcsár Szabó, a.m. MTA, ELTE
Members:
István Dobos PhD KLTE
Jenı Kiss DSc ELTE
Gábor Gyáni DSc MTATTI
Katalin Beke PhD KLTE
Pálné Ritoók CSc ELTE
College for the Training of Primary School Teachers
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Chair:
Sándor Cseh
Members:
Fábiánné, Kocsis Lenke JTF
jr. Károly Fekete DRE
Huba Bálványos BTE
V. MISCELLANEOUS RESOLUTIONS
Resolution no. 1999/2/X/2
HAC Resolution no. 1998/6/VII/38 concerning the establishment of a new degree
programme (children’s dance instructor specialised training programme) applied
for by the legal predecessor of Kırös College (Teréz Brunszvik College for
Kindergarten Teachers’ Training) in 1997 shall be amended as follows:
Rejection of the application submitted by the legal predecessor (Teréz Brunszvik
College for Kindergarten Teachers’ Training) shall be reviewed by virtue of the
fact that, in the meantime, Kırös College has been established as a result of the
integration procedure. As the effective statutory regulations entitle Kırös College
to issue diplomas for primary school teachers, HAC Resolution shall be
amended.
Resolution No.1999/2/X/3.
Position issued by the Committee for Ethical Incompatibility concerning the
establishment of civil law relations between HAC members and higher education
institutions
Neither effective statutory regulations nor HAC regulations entail any
instructions or restrictions as regards to civil law relations between HAC
members and higher education institutions.
If a HAC member has concluded, or is to conclude a civil law contract with a
higher education institution in order to transfer a property right in return for any
compensation, s/he shall inform HAC thereof.
Resolution no. 1999/2/X/4.
The Habilitation Committee of Ferenc Liszt Academy of Music shall prescribe
language requirements for its DLA programme at its own discretion, for a
temporary period lasting until 30 June 2000.
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Resolution no. 1999/2/X/5.
Based on a former conceptual decision by HAC, the Presidency shall elaborate a
position on the integration of the Budapest University of Economics and Public
Administration and the University of Kaposvár and inform the Minister thereof.
Resolution no. 1999/3/VIII/2
Position of HAC Presidency
As regards to a motion tabled on 24 February 1999 about reforms in the system
of higher education institutions
If institutions classified as universities wish to add further faculties to the
existing ones, enlarged institutions shall still be regarded as universities.
If the composition of institutions is different from the one described in the
previous application, HAC shall adopt the following position:
Loránd Eötvös University of Arts and Sciences, Budapest
Changes indicated in the motion tabled shall not affect university status of the
post-integration institution established as Loránd Eötvös University of Arts and
Sciences.
Budapest University of Economics and Public Administration
The new institution emerging from an integration between the Budapest
University of Economics and the College of Public Administration does not
comply with the university-related requirements of Section (3) of the effective
Higher Education Act.
At its extraordinary meeting of January 1999, the Plenum of HAC elaborated a
position on the intended establishment of an institution called Budapest
University of Arts and Sciences. Under this position, HAC considered integration
between the Budapest University of Economics and ELTE problematic, as the
impact of this move on the quality of research and education cannot be reliably
assessed.
University of Kaposvár, Kaposvár
The new institution emerging from an integration between V.M. Csokonai
College for Primary School Teachers’ Training and Pannon University of
Agricultural Sciences does not comply with the university-related requirements
of Section (3) of the effective Higher Education Act.
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HAC expresses its concern over the establishment of Kaposvár University not
solely because the previous motion has meanwhile been altered to a considerable
extent but also for the following reasons:
Integrating the Animal Husbandry Faculty of Pannon University in Kaposvár and
the Agricultural Faculty of Georgikon in Keszthely into different institutions
separates two basic branches of agriculture, and prevents the science of animal
husbandry and the science of plants from being taught and researched together,
which would be of utmost importance as the former has gained internationally
appreciated standards in Kaposvár, while the latter has earned world-wide
recondition in Keszthely.
Therefore, the separation of the two faculties as planned in the new motion
would lead to disintegration rather than integration, and therefore, would hinder
the attainment of the ultimate government objective. The quality criteria
elaborated by HAC also serve the purpose of integration. To achieve this, quality
education and research should be preserved rather than dispersed.
Resolution no. 1999/2/IX
Position about doctoral education and obtaining a degree
1. DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of its opinion on PhD and DLA training programmes, the
Hungarian Accreditation Committee shall use terms with the following content:
1.1. School, programme, training, topic
Doctoral school shall mean an organisational unit at a higher education
institution whose training courses prepare students for the acquisition of a
doctoral degree. Other higher education institutions or research institutions may
also contribute the functioning of a doctoral school. Doctoral schools shall
undertake their activities in the framework of one or more doctoral programmes.
Doctoral education shall mean regular education, research and control activities
aimed to acquire a doctoral degree, and provide a continual supply of scientific
and education experts.
Doctoral topic shall be a research area, which, in the phase of elaboration,
enables the candidate (assisted by a supervisor) to acquire scientific methods, to
draw rateable conclusions, to present scientific papers, lectures and finally to
prepare a doctoral dissertation.
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1.2. Senior instructors, other instructors
The head of the doctoral school shall bear full responsibility for scientific and
educational standards exhibited in the school.
The founders of the doctoral school shall be full-time or part-time instructors or
researchers. Each founder shall be a founder of only one institution. To replace
founding instructors, new full-time members may be appointed following due
and relevant procedure, and under the same conditions and liabilities.
The head of the doctoral school shall be the director of the doctoral programme.
If the doctoral school has more than one programmes, then head of the doctoral
school shall be either one of the programme directors or another instructor
complying with the given quality requirements.
A supervisor of a doctoral topic may be any scientist with a scientific
qualification, who is responsible for assisting and guiding the study and research
work of the doctoral candidate(s).
A full-time founder of the doctoral school can be an instructor or a researcher
who has a full-time public employee or other equivalent type of contract with the
institution, holds a scientific degree in the given discipline, has at least three
more years to work until retirement at the date of foundation, and is not on
permanent unpaid leave.
A part-time founder of the doctoral school can be a professor emeritus, a teacher
with a scientific degree or a scientific researcher of the given discipline, who,
based on a recommendation by the head of doctoral school, is considered to be fit
to instruct students and do research at the doctoral school by the Doctoral
Council.
2.1. Councils, bodies, regulations
Doctoral council shall be a body which is appointed by the council of the
university to organise, supervise, and regularly evaluate doctoral education, and
which awards a doctoral degree to successful candidates. If justified, a doctoral
council may be appointed for each faculty of the institution.
The doctoral council shall be independent in scientific matters. Its decisions are
binding unless doctoral regulations are breached or a procedural error is detected.
Applications for appeal are subject to the Rector’s decision.
Members of the doctoral council with a voting right shall be university teachers
and/or members or corresponding members of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences (MTA). At least one third of council members shall be part-time
members, who are not employed by the institution, and are either members or
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corresponding members of MTA. PhD students of the programme shall be
represented in the doctoral council by at least one elected member.
The doctoral council shall adopt regulations concerning doctoral activities, which
shall enter into force subsequent to the university council’s approval and with
HAC’s consent.
The National Doctoral and Habilitation Council shall be composed of chairs of
university-level doctoral councils and habilitation committees and other
scientists. This body shall coordinate doctoral education and habilitation
procedures, elaborate and publish recommendations and positions, and represent
related issues on a national level.
Activities of the heads of doctoral schools may be assisted by the council of the
doctoral school. Its members shall be appointed and dismissed by the doctoral
council of the university, based on a recommendation by the head of doctoral
school.
1.4. Education, exams, diplomas and degrees
Doctoral degree shall mean a scientific qualification. A doctoral diploma shall
certify that, based on his/her achievements, its holder is fit to engage in scientific
activities.
Doctoral degrees can be obtained following individual preparation or
participation in a taught course (full-time, state- or self-paid study; or part-time
programme whose participants have a full-time job besides doing the doctoral
course – so far wrongly referred to as „corresponding” programme).
Entrance and supervision requirements for individual work shall be laid down in
a separate document to be included in doctoral rules and regulations.
Conditions for the procedure to receive a doctoral degree shall also be laid down
under doctoral rules and regulations.
These conditions are as follows: pass the doctoral examination, present
individual scientific research work, speak two languages on a level necessary for
scientific activities (a „C” state exam certificate from one of the languages, or an
equivalent language exam certificate), defend PhD thesis in public. In
exceptional and well-grounded cases, the candidate may request an exemption
from this last requirement from HAC.
A higher education institution may have only one doctoral school per discipline,
unless – in exceptional and well-grounded cases – HAC decides otherwise.
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1.5 Area of science, discipline, scientific degree programme
1.5.1. Area of science shall be one of the following three major fields: social
sciences and humanities, sciences dealing with flora and fauna, and sciences
focusing on the inorganic world including mathematics and engineering.
Theology and the arts do not fit into any of the three categories.
1.5.2. Discipline shall be used in compliance with MTA’s classification as
outlined in the Appendix. The list of disciplines laid down in the Appendix may
be changed with the consent of MTA’s Doctoral Council only. This condition
shall remain valid until a new government decree is issued.
1.5.3. Disciplines can be further divided into programmes, then into subject
matters and finally topics.
1.5.4. Interdisciplinary research may be related to more than one area of science,
discipline or programme.
2. ESTABLISHMENT AND APPROVAL OF DOCTORAL SCHOOLS
2.1 General issues
A university may organise doctoral education and award doctoral degrees in
disciplines for which HAC had approved the establishment of a doctoral school.
2.2

Applications to establish doctoral school, conditions of establishment

2.2.1.

Applications to establish a doctoral school shall be submitted to HAC.
Applications shall be forwarded to HAC with the countersignature of the
Rector following approval by the doctoral council of the university. The
Rector of the university shall take full responsibility for the accuracy of
data indicated in the application and shall verify their reliability by his
signature.
2.2.2. The appendix of applications shall contain the doctoral rules and
regulations of the university.
2.2.3. HAC shall consider an application if it meets the basic requirements
described below:
a) The head of the doctoral school shall be a full-time founder of the
doctoral school, a professor employed full-time by the university, and a
member or corresponding member of the Hungary Academy of Sciences
(MTA). MTA doctors shall be considered as doctors of science.
b) The doctoral school shall have at least two more MTA doctors, one of
whom may be a part-time member.
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c) As far as other members of the doctoral school are concerned, it shall
have four further instructors or professors with a scientific qualification
and habilitation. Not more than two of such member professors may be
part-time teachers or researchers.
d) Members listed in points a–c shall take part in educational and
research work at the doctoral school on a regular basis, and shall not
reside permanently in a foreign country.
e) Applications shall include the scientific biography of instructors along
with the presentation of their scientific activities over 5 years prior to the
application’s submission.
f) Applications shall describe the school’s international relations and
provide a detailed outline of the principles of quality assurance in
teaching and research.
2.2.4. In the case of accreditation applications concerning arts and theology
programmes, it is satisfactory to hold a DLA or a PhD degree for the
fulfilment of general requirements (2.2.2. a, and b,).
2.2.5. Applications with a deficiency of form shall not be considered and shall
be returned to the applicant institution by HAC.
2.2.6. If a doctoral school has more than one programme, each programme
shall comply with the requirements described in a, and c, except for the
rule concerning the programme director. In this case, the programme
directors shall meet the requirements outlined in point a, spend 50% of
his working time at the institution, and hold a title of professor emeritus
as a continuation of his/her previous appointment.
2.3.

Judgement and evaluation of applications

HAC shall lay down a set of requirements for each discipline to judge
applications. HAC requirements shall be reconciled with the competent
department of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and with the National
Doctoral and Habilitation Council (ODHT).
After considering opinions provided by experts and an expert committee, HAC
shall evaluate applications and decide whether to accept or reject them. A foreign
expert may also be requested to participate in the evaluation procedure if
necessary. Foreign experts shall be invited in writing via HAC’s International
Advisory Board.
HAC’s Plenum shall either accept or reject applications. Institutions with a
rejected application may apply in the same discipline one year later.
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HAC’s approval shall cover taught programmes and the acceptance of individual
doctoral candidates only. Other forms of education shall be examined by HAC
under a separate procedure.
3. OPERATING DOCTORAL SCHOOLS
3. 1. Assignment of instructors, training and exams
3.1.1. Doctoral schools shall be officially established upon HAC’s approval.
HAC’s approval shall name the head of the doctoral school.
3.1.2. The head of the doctoral school shall be appointed by the university Rector
based on a recommendation by the university-level doctoral council and
with the consent of HAC.
3.1.3.Programme directors and instructors of the doctoral school shall be
appointed by the university-level doctoral council based on a recommendation by
the head of the doctoral school. Appointments may be withdrawn on the
recommendation of the head of the doctoral school. Appointments terminate if
any of the conditions laid down in the application fails to be realised.
3.1.4.Instructors entitled to be supervisors shall be teachers of the doctoral
school, professors emeritus of the university and scientific researchers.
3.1.5.Doctoral education shall be organised in a credit-system. Details shall be
outlined in the doctoral rules and regulations of the relevant institution.
3.1.6.The detailed doctoral programme including the current scheme of training,
the supervisors and the syllabus shall be approved by the doctoral council.
3.1.7.After completing doctoral studies, the doctoral council shall make a
decision when to launch the procedure to obtain a doctoral degree.
3.1.8.Rules for licensing a procedure to obtain a doctoral degree based on
individual preparation shall be laid down in the doctoral regulations. Further
requirements concerning the procedure shall be determined for each discipline
based on a uniform set of criteria.
3.1.9.The doctoral examination shall be taken in front of a board of examiners.
The board shall be composed of persons holding a scientific qualification, and it
shall be appointed by the doctoral council. At least one third of the board shall
consist of persons who are neither full-time public employees of the given
university, nor instructors of the programmes organised by the doctoral school.
3.1.10.The university shall notify HAC of every doctoral degree awarded.
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3.2.

Doctoral dissertation and its defence

Doctoral dissertations shall be defended in front of an evaluation panel in an
open debate. The university shall ensure publicity for the debate. The chair of the
evaluation panel shall be an instructor competent in the relevant disciple and
employed by the university. The chair and members of the panel shall be
appointed by the university’s doctoral council. At least one third of the board
shall be composed of outside experts.
Prominent representatives of the given field shall be invited to participate in the
debate. The topic of the dissertation and propositions concerning new methods
and conclusions shall be attached to the invitation card.
The dissertation abstract shall include the name of the supervisor and the names
of the opponents one of whom must be an outside expert, as well as the names of
evaluation panel members.
Doctoral candidates are recommended to indicate the name of their doctoral
school and the name of their supervisor in their publications.
4.

QUALITY ASSURANCE OF DOCTORAL SCHOOLS

4.1. University responsibilities
The doctoral council shall continually monitor the operation of doctoral
programmes. In order to do so, it may rely on opinions expressed by doctoral
candidates and recently graduated PhD holders, and it may also invite the
comments of an outside expert.
The doctoral council of the university shall submit regular reports on the quality
of doctoral schools’ operation to the university council. The Rector of the
university shall forward one copy of the report to HAC with an attached position
written by the university council.
4.2. HAC responsibilities
HAC shall regularly assess the quality of training at doctoral schools.
In order to do so, it shall
investigate and evaluate the operation of doctoral schools starting from the date
of the second round of accreditation.
set up a special committee to continually monitor doctoral schools. The special
committee shall assess the standards of doctoral programmes and doctoral theses
on a regular basis.
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5.

SUSPENSION/TERMINATION
OPERATION

OF

DOCTORAL

SCHOOLS’

5.1. Initiative by university
The university-level doctoral council may recommend to suspend or terminate a
doctoral school’s operation, if conditions have materially changed causing a
severe deterioration in the quality of education.
The university Rector shall forward his/her proposal to suspend or terminate
operation along with a detailed reasoning to HAC.
HAC shall investigate the proposal with the involvement of HAC experts and
competent expert committee(s) and decide whether to terminate or suspend the
doctoral school’s operation.
Programmes shall be terminated by the university. HAC shall be notified of
termination by the university’s Rector.
5.2. Initiative by HAC
A committee appointed by HAC especially for this purpose shall continually
monitor the individual doctoral schools and report observations on quality issues
to the Plenum.
If, during an accreditation procedure or under continuous monitoring, HAC
detects any quality hazard, it shall propose means to improve the situation. It
shall also specify a deadline for improvement and check implementation.
If the severity of deterioration observed by HAC requires more stringent
measures than those described under 5.5, HAC may launch an extraordinary
procedure and ask the Rector to initiate self-evaluation at the doctoral school.
The relevant Self-Evaluation Report shall be reviewed by the university’s
doctoral council.
When this process is completed, HAC may delegate a Visiting Committee (VC)
to the doctoral school. This committee may include a foreign expert, if necessary.
The Visiting Committee (VC) shall prepare a report, based on which HAC
Plenum shall decide whether to suspend or terminate the doctoral school’s
operation. HAC shall publish detailed information on the procedure.
6.

PROVISIONAL AND MISCELLANEOUS ACTIONS

6.1. Amendments to legal regulations pertaining to the establishment of doctoral
schools may be proposed by HAC.
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6.1

Applications concerning the establishment of doctoral schools shall be
submitted at the date defined in the amended legal regulations.
6.2
Until the relevant legal regulations are amended, higher education
institutions may initiate changes in current doctoral programmes approved by
HAC only if the proposed changes are fully supported by programme directors
and they do not violate any effective legal regulation.
6.4. The changes described above shall be implemented upon the entry into force
of the regulation but within a maximum of 3 years.
Resolution no. 1999/5/VIII/1
Relationship between universities and colleges in technical higher education
Pursuant to the Higher Education Act, colleges may launch 5-year undergraduate
university programmes and universities may also launch 3-year undergraduate
college programmes.
Since there is a rather obscure picture in technical higher education concerning
the extension of college-level programmes to university level both under the two
types of undergraduate programme and in complementary undergraduate
education, HAC’s ad hoc joint technical committee has accepted the following
proposal:
University education following college training shall last for 3 years, or for a
period necessary for the collection of the required credits. University-level
complementary undergraduate education may be conducted only by those degree
programmes of an institution which have an accredited PhD programme or have
exhibited outstanding research activities recognised by HAC.
Candidates interrupting their university studies after three years shall not be
granted a college degree. Such candidates shall participate in practical training
lasting for about one year. *
Principles accepted for technical higher education shall not have a universal
effect. Therefore, the Plenum suggests that positions be elaborated also for other
fields taking into account their specific features.
* For the awarding of college degrees, however, the given programme’s collegelevel qualification requirements shall apply, and the institution shall have the
right to issue college-level diplomas.
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Resolution no. 1999/5/VIII/2
Declining JPTE’s application for the launching of an undergraduate
programme in archaeology
HAC’s position on the appeal regarding the rejection of the archaeology
undergraduate programme applied for by the Faculty of Arts of Janus Pannonius
University of Arts and Sciences.
In accord with its previous Resolution no. 1998/6/VII/59, HAC shall repeatedly
reject JPTE’s application (code 506) for the launching of a undergraduate
programme in archaeology.
Reasons:
HAC has not been fully convinced that the teaching of the two historical periods
described in the application would be of acceptable quality. (The instructor
expected to be in charge of instructing the period of Roman provinces has been
appointed for a civil servant position, his employment relations with the
institution are temporarily terminated, while the instructor of ancient archaeology
does not seem to have scientific qualifications – based on his submitted CV.)
The infrastructural background (library) is not satisfactory either.
Notice issued by the Minister of Education regarding the negative HAC
Resolution on JPTE’s undergraduate programme in archaeology
I have received HAC Resolution no. 1999/5/VIII/2 regarding JPTE’s
application for the launching of a undergraduate programme in archaeology
which confirms HAC’s earlier position and repeatedly rejects the application.
The Dean of JPTE’s Faculty of Arts and Sciences, supported by JPTE’s Rector,
has approached me with the request that I should advise HAC to reconsider their
decision. In his opinion, the Dean touches upon several issues concerning the
quality of the programme which clearly lie in HAC’s sphere of competence.
With regards to the fact that the Council for Higher Education and
Scientific Research made a similarly negative decision at its meeting of 8
December 1998, I informed JPTE’s Rector that I could not give my permission to
launching the new undergraduate programme in archaeology. I also suggested
that they should submit a new application in which they explain in detail why,
and in what respect they do not share the decision of the two bodies, and they
demonstrate with grounded reasoning what changes have taken place since the
submission of their first application. (Obviously, this was not the Council’s task
to investigate new circumstances, although this was one of the objections raised
by JPTE.)
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I hereby ask HAC to pay distinctive attention to the arguments described
above when reconsidering Janus Pannonius University’s new application.
Resolution no. 1999/5/VIII/5
PATE’s application to establish a new college-level programme
which is, in fact, not a new programme, since it corresponds to the qualification
requirements of the Cultivation Engineering programme described in
Government Decree no. 146/1998 (IX.9) on the qualification requirements of
undergraduate programmes in agricultural higher education. Therefore, PATE’s
application requests the launching rather than the establishment of a new
undergraduate programme. Title of programme: Cultivation Engineering
Resolution No.1999/7/VII/1
Provisional tasks concerning doctoral schools and habilitation processes with
regard to reforms in the system of higher education institutions
HAC shall support the position issued by the National Doctoral and Habilitation
Council.
Legal predecessors called University Doctoral Council (UDC) and Habilitation
Committee (HC) shall keep their licences and continue to operate as a temporary
UDC and temporary HC in an intra- and inter-institutional form until 30 June
2001. These University Doctoral Councils and Habilitation Committees may
accept applications concerning individual doctoral activities until 31 December
2000 the latest, and habilitation applications until 31 March 2001, the latest.
They shall take care of doctoral and habilitation procedures underway until the
deadline indicated above.
New UDCs and HCs shall be formed until 31 March 2000. They shall gradually
take over doctoral training and habilitation issues from pervious bodies except
for the procedures already underway. If professional competence and external
control cannot be guaranteed on a university-level, it is possible to set up facultylevel or discipline-based doctoral councils and habilitation committees for the
granting of doctoral and habilitation degrees. In this case, UDC and HC shall
transfer the right of decision making and shall only exercise legal supervision.
In 2000, the headcount for state grants shall be distributed within the universities
and among the institutions based on the current structure of institutions and in
line with the principles recommended by NDHC for 1999. The new principles
and algorithm of headcount distribution complying with the new structure of
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institutions shall be elaborated until 31 March 2001. Relevant recommendations
shall be put forward by the National Doctoral and Habilitation Council.
Resolution no. 1999/9/VII
Special rules of procedure for the DLA programme of Ferenc Liszt Academy of
Music
In agreement with the decision made by the autonomous institution, HAC claims
that individual doctoral candidates might need a longer period of time following
the release of their undergraduate diploma than that covered by the doctoral grant
to exhibit the personal development necessary for obtaining a DLA degree. This
development, however, shall not be linked to age. The evaluation panel shall
have the right to evaluate „individual professional achievements” irrespective of
any time limit, with special respect to outstanding musical performers. The
evaluation panel may also decide to follow the practice already common among
doctoral councils of other universities, namely, that based on the presented
excellent publication (artistic performance), it may issue a preliminary
assessment on the prospects of submitting an application.
VI. BUDGET
Resolution no. 1999/2/VII
HAC’s budget in 1998

Revenues
Transfers
Amount
taken over
Total
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Revenues
Prelim. budget Final budget
2,748,000
2,796,601
1,200,000,000 1,200,000,000
10,471,000
10,670,238
133,382,000

133,630,039
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Expenditure
Prelim.
budget
to
66,201,000

Payments
personnel
Contributions
Out-of-pocket
expenses
Total

Final budget
57,448,633

24,921,000
33,597,000

21,509,557
31,118,317

133,382,000

118,282,413

In 1997, HAC Secretariat had a total budget HUF 82.5 million. The preliminary
budget for 1998 amounted to HUF 120 million increased by a HUF 20.7 million
residue from 1997 which was allocated for the settlement of the previous year’s
outstanding obligations.
Institutional revenues realised during the year and the residual amount taken over
from the Professors’ House resulted in a final budget of HUF 133.4 million. This
paved the way for increasing the honoraria payable to experts, HAC and VC
members.
Filling vacancies, the Secretariat’s headcount has been raised to 18.5.
Despite circumspect and prudent budget management, HAC had a budget residue
(balance at hand) of HUF 11.9 million and outstanding commitments of HUF 4
million also in 1998.
As a result, the majority of vacancies could only be filled in the second half of
the year. Since equipment necessary for successful operation shall be purchased
under public procurement procedure, lead times turned out to be longer than
expected.
HAC shall continue to rely on the assistance of the Professors’ House in budget
management.
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Resolution no. 1999/3/V
HAC’s Budget in 1999
Preliminary budget
Amount
Payments to personnel
90,627,000
Contributions: social
31,619,000
security and healthcare
contribution
Out-of-pocket expenses (+
VAT) including foreign
37,893,000
expert costs and
International Advisory
Board spending
Accumulation
10,000,000
170,139,000
Total
In compliance with the Finances Act, the Ministry of Education validated its
blocking obligation and reduced HAC’s preliminary budget by HUF 24 million,
which led to the following changes:
Modified preliminary budget
Amount
Payments to personnel
80,097,000
Contributions: social security
28,149,000
and healthcare contribution
Out-of-pocket expenses (+
27,893,000
VAT) including foreign
expert costs and International
Advisory Board spending
Accumulation
10,000,000
146,139,000
Total
Financing in 1999 shall be conducted based on the modified preliminary budget.
Despite the curtailment of financial resources, it is still possible to effect a
moderate increase in expert honoraria. Honoraria payable to HAC members shall
be increased to an extent corresponding to the rise in minimum wage and be
calculated using the same index numbers.
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Government Decree no. 2043/1999. prescribes headcount reduction for
budgetary institutions, which requires one HAC Secretariat employee to be laid
off. In light of this, the Secretariat shall have a 20-strong staff in 1999.
The HAC’s participation in the Higher Education Reform Project
The HAC is a sub-component of the Higher Education Reform Project in
Hungary, that is partly financed from a loan granted by the World Bank. Within
the framework of this project the HAC implemented the following tasks in 1999:
first and foremost it signed a contract with the CRE (Association of European
Universities) – that was selected through a bidding procedure – to complete the
external evaluation of the HAC. The final report on their findings is due mid
2000. The extramural Plenary Session of the HAC on the integration of higher
education institutions, as well as the information session for the deans of the
universities and for the director-generals of the colleges about the annual reports
to be submitted on the institutions’ quality assurance also took placewithin this
project. This resource also made possible the technical assistance to the HAC that
was realised through employing two full time staff to perform the tasks of project
management and through the procurement of computer devices.
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VII. BY-LAWS OF THE HUNGARIAN ACCREDITATION
COMMITTEE
Resolution no., 1999/4/X/1
For the ongoing control of the level of educational and scientific activities, for
the furtherance of quality assessment, and quality assurance in higher education,
the Government establishes the Hungarian Accreditation Committee (HAC).
The HAC is a body made up of 30 members. Half of the members (15 persons)
come from the institutions of higher education, the other half from the scientific
research institutes (10 persons) and professional associations (5 persons). They
must hold at least a doctoral degree.
The members of the HAC and its president are appointed for three years by the
Minister of Education on proposition of the Prime Minister. The appointment
may be extended once only.
In the interest of guaranteeing the representation of all disciplines, the HAC
offers the position to non-voting members. The term of non-voting members
appointed by the plenum concurs with the time of appointment of voting
members.
I.
I.1
I.1.1
1.

The organizational and operating procedures of the HAC
The Plenum
Members of the Plenum
The HAC plenum is the highest body of the HAC, whose operations and
members are regulated by Gov. Decree 66/1997. (IV. 18.) Sections § 2326.
2.
Members of the body:
a)
The HAC members
b)
Non-voting members.
3.
At HAC sessions a representative of the National Union of Students also
takes part as a non-voting member.
4.
At HAC sessions, a representative
a)
of the Higher Education and Research Council, or
b)
of the National Doctoral and Habilitation Council, respectively
also takes part as a permanent non-voting member.
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5.

I.1.2
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

I.1.3

Besides those appointed by provision of law, taking part in plenary
meetings with the right of consultation are persons invited by the plenum
at the proposal of the HAC president.
Jurisdiction of the Plenum
The Plenum exercises the jurisdiction guaranteed in the HAC rules of
law.
In questions involving its scope of duties and falling within its
jurisdiction, the Plenum:
a)
Adopts a standpoint,
b)
expresses an opinion,
c)
decides,
d)
furthermore, it approves doctoral programs.
The Plenum may relegate individual spheres of jurisdiction to the
president, the presidium, and to the various bodies.
The non-transferable spheres of jurisdiction are the following:
a)
Framing or modifying the By-Laws,
b)
Personnel questions (except if it becomes necessary to appoint a
new member of the visiting committee. In this case, at the
proposal of the chair of the Visiting Committee, the president of
the HAC offers the position to the new member and informs the
Plenum at its next meeting);
c)
In program accreditation matters:
i)
Decisions on Ph.D./D.L.A. programs,
ii)
Opinion on requirements for academic degrees,
iii)
Opinion expressed on accreditation of new
programs/faculties,
iv)
Opinion expressed on accreditation of operating
programs/faculties;
d)
Institutional accreditation matters:
i)
Preliminary accreditation opinion expressed on
institutions or faculties to be established,
ii)
Standpoint adopted on operating institutions;
e)
Planning the budget and approving the report on the budget.
In so far as any person or body acts in behalf of the plenum, that person
or body is bound to report to the plenum on any decision passed in that
matter at its next meeting. The plenum has the right to review the
decision made in the transferred sphere of jurisdiction. The ruling may be
made public only after the Plenum has approved it.
The Plenum session
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1.

The president convenes the plenum session. The members are to receive
the invitation to the session with the planned agenda at least two days
before the session.
The Plenum is convened as becomes necessary but at least six times
yearly.
The president is bound to convene a plenary session if, with the
designated agenda, at least one-third of the voting members propose it in
writing.
The president leads the plenum session or if s/he is incapacitated, his
appointed co-chair.
After opening the session, the president ascertains that a quorum is
present, then proposes that the agenda be approved.
There is a quorum at the plenum if more than half of the voting members
are present.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Any member may propose that a matter of agenda be debated,
which is not included in the invitation. A proposal to add a matter
to the agenda must be submitted in writing to the president of the
HAC at the latest two days prior to the session. The plenum
decides with a simple majority whether the proposal is to be
included on the agenda.

I.1.4
1.

Passing of resolutions
The Plenum passes a resolution by open or secret ballot with a simple
majority. To pass the HAC budget, more than 50% of the members of the
plenum must vote „yes”. The members vote with either a „yes” or „no”
on proposals. In the case of equal number of „yes” and „no” votes,
a)
by open ballot, the president gives the casting vote;
b)
by secret ballot, the vote is repeated until a simple majority is
reached.
A qualified majority, that is, at least two-thirds of the voting plenary
members voting „yes” is necessary:
a)
To approve and modify the By-Laws;
b)
Consent to dismiss the secretary-general.
The vote of more than half of those present at the session is necessary to
approve the budget plan and the report on the budget.
The Plenum decides by secret ballot:
a)
In matters involving the Plenum members themselves,
b)
Institutional accreditation matters.

2.

3.
4.
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5.

6.
7.

8.

I.1.5
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Beyond the cases mentioned above, the Plenum can order secret ballot in
exceptional cases if at least one-third of the voting members present at
the session propose it, or if proposed by the HAC president.
The Plenum decides on a block vote with a simple majority in personnel
matters regarding non-members.
The results of the voting are determined by a three-member election- and
returning committee. The chair of this committee and its two members
are proposed by the HAC president. Their appointment is decided by the
simple majority of the Plenum. The Secretariat cooperates in the work of
the election-committee.
In the sense of Section 25. § (3) of the Government Decree 66/1997.
(IV.18) covering the HAC „in expressing an opinion reflecting the HAC
standpoint, no HAC member can take part with voting rights, who in that
given case is involved in a working relationship with the involved
institution or is otherwise in a financial remunerative relationship
contract, furthermore, from whom for whatever reason an objective
evaluation is not to be expected in the matter.” Before passing a decision,
the chair leading the session must signal this intention.
Fees for members of the Plenum
The members of the Plenum (HAC members and non-voting members)
receive a fee, whose sum is determined by the Plenum within the
framework of the yearly budget.
As a basis for determining the fee for the Plenum, the current year’s
minimum wage serves as a base of comparison:
a)
For the president, nine times the minimum wage;
b)
For co-chairs, four times the minimum wage;
c)
For members, twice the minimum wage.
The members of the Plenum receive a monthly fee
a)
In recognition of work as a committee chair,
b)
For participation in the work of ad hoc committees established to
accomplish concrete assignments.
The payment of the fee occurs twice yearly by bank transfer. The mode
of payment and details pertaining to it are covered by the economic
regulations of the Secretariat.
Voucher: lists of attendance at sessions, or written reports of experts.
In as far as any member of the Plenum is called upon to perform any
other tasks (participation in VC work, giving an expert opinion, etc.),
then the fee and the conditions of payment are covered by the HAC
Secretariat’s financial regulations.
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I.1.6 The system of an HAC member establishing a private law (civil rights)
legal relationship with an institution of higher education
In as far as a member of the HAC has signed a contract or wishes to do so, with
any institution of higher education for financial remuneration under civil law
(private law), s/he must inform the president of the HAC of this.
I.2
Presidency
I.2.1 The President
1.
The HAC is represented by a president. The president convenes and
leads Plenary sessions, coordinates the work of the Colleges and expert
committees, as well as the work of other bodies, directs the professional work of
the Secretariat and practices the rights set up in Higher Education Act Section 81.
§ (6) regarding specific employer’s rights. The president delegates his
employer’s rights, with the exception of appointments and dismissals, to the head
of the Secretariat.
2.
The president is deputized by the vice-president s/he has called upon in
each case in his incapacitation, or a vice-president selected by a decision of the
vice-presidents.
3.
The HAC president is elected by an HAC secret ballot from the ranks its
own members.
4.
To elect an HAC president, a majority vote of the HAC members is
necessary. In the second round of elections, only the three candidates,
respectively, only the two candidates receiving the most votes in the third round
are eligible. (HAC Gov. d. 29. § (1) (2))
5.
The president of the HAC is mandated by the Minister of Education upon
the proposition of the Prime Minister.
I.2.2 The Vice-Presidents
1.
Three vice-presidents help with the work of the HAC president. Only
Plenum members with full voting rights can become vice-presidents. The
determining factor in their selection is the division of labor in the areas of
science according to the following:
a)
Social sciences and humanities,
b)
life sciences,
c)
physical and technical sciences.
2.
The vice-presidents, acting within the scope of their duties, help in the
work of the president:
a)
coordination of the work of the colleges, expert committees and
other bodies,
b)
in the coordination of duties in regard to institutional
accreditation,
c)
in doctoral training and habilitation procedures,
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d)

3.
4.
5.

I.3
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
I.4
1.
2.

perform the regulatory duties involved with the HAC
organization and its operation.
The HAC president makes a proposal as to the persons of the vicepresidents.
The election of the vice-presidents occurs with secret ballot with a simple
majority needed.
The president of the HAC calls upon the vice-presidents to discharge the
duties of the position.
Colleges
The HAC operates colleges according to areas of sciences, or to fulfill
specified duties. The Plenum establishes the status of the colleges with
its decision upon the proposition of the HAC president, and
simultaneously elects their members.
The colleges are the bodies of the HAC making proposals, preparing
decisions, expressing opinions and by relegated authority, decisionmaking bodies. The president of the HAC can request the colleges to
accomplish various specific duties.
The chairs of the colleges are voting members of the HAC, members of
the colleges, HAC voting members or HAC non-voting members and
external experts selected at the request of the HAC president.
The HAC president makes propositions as to the persons making up the
college chairs. Their election occurs with secret ballot with a simple
majority needed.
Official members of the colleges
a)
plenum-members competent according to the specific disciplines,
as well as
b)
the chairs of the committees for institutional accreditation.
The president of the HAC requests the participation of the chairs and
members of the colleges in the work of the colleges.
The colleges themselves determine their mode of functional and
operational procedure, which in turn are approved by the HAC plenum.
A listing of the HAC colleges was published in: Accreditation in
Hungary 7: p60, 1999.
Expert committees
The HAC operates expert committees for the accreditation of programs,
institutions and others.
The chairs of the expert committees are members of the plenum, who are
elected by the HAC plenum by secret ballot with a simple majority upon
the proposal of the HAC president.
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3.

The members of the expert committees are elected by a simple majority
by the HAC plenum by block vote, at the proposal of the chairs of the
expert committees.
The chairs of the expert committees and the members are called upon to
participate in the work of the expert committee by the HAC president.
The detailed rules of the order of procedure and operation of the expert
committees are laid down in the order of procedure established by the
HAC.
The members of the expert committees receive no fee for their
participation in the work of the expert committees.
The list of the HAC expert committees was published in: Accreditation
in Hungary 7: pp61-82, 1999.
Ad hoc committees
The Plenum of the HAC may set up ad hoc committees to investigate
specific questions involved with preparing decisions.
Any member of the HAC may make a proposal to set up an ad hoc
committee, along with the determination of its assignment.
The president of the ad hoc committee is a member of the Plenum, the
president of the HAC makes a proposal as to his person.
The election of the ad hoc committee occurs with secret ballot, with a
simple majority.
The members of the ad hoc committee are elected by block vote of the
HAC Plenum on the proposal of the committee chair by a simple
majority.
The president of the HAC calls upon the chair and members of the ad
hoc committee to participate in the work of the committee.
The order of procedure and operation of the ad hoc committee is
regulated by the order of procedure of the expert committee.
The chair of the committee reports the results of the operation of the ad
hoc committee to the Plenum.
The members of the ad hoc committee requested to examine a particular
concrete question do not receive a fee for accomplishing this duty.
Interdisciplinary committees
The HAC Plenum may form permanent so-called interdisciplinary
committees to pass judgment on interdisciplinary-type requests. The
Plenum decides on the necessity of setting up interdisciplinary
committees.
The Plenum elects the chair of the committee from amongst Plenum
members. The president of the HAC proposes the person for this post.
The election of the chair occurs with secret ballot with a simple majority.

4.
5.

6.
7.
I.5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
I.6
1.

2.
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3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
I.7
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
I.8
1.

2.

The members of the committee are elected upon the proposal of the
committee chair by block vote by the HAC Plenum by open ballot with a
simple majority.
The president of the HAC calls upon the committee chair and the
members of the committee to participate in the work of the committee.
The ad hoc committee’s order of procedure and operation sets the
committee’s order of procedure and operation. The judges of the
petitions within the scope of the committee’s competence, when
necessary after consulting with the competent chairs of the committee(s)
for program accreditation, are called upon by the chair of the
interdisciplinary committee. In the case of debate in competency
questions, all the members of the HAC presidium decide.
The chair of the committee reports the results of the operation of the
committee to the Plenum.
The members of the committee do not receive a fee for accomplishing
committee duty.
A listing of the interdisciplinary committees is included in APPENDIX NO.
1.
Advisory Committees
The HAC may operate advisory committees to determine concrete duties.
The chair of the advisory committee is elected by the HAC Plenum with
a simple majority at the proposal of the HAC president. (In the event of
plenum-member, by secret ballot.)
The members of the committee are elected by the HAC Plenum by open
ballot by block vote at the proposition of the committee chair.
The president of the HAC calls upon the chair of the committee and its
members to participate in the work of the committee.
The advisory committees themselves determine their own order of
procedure and operation, which in turn is approved by the HAC Plenum.
The members of the committee do not receive a fee for their participation
in the work of the committee.
A listing of the HAC advisory committees is included in APPENDIX NO. 1.
Visiting Committees
In the interest of effective institutional accreditation, the HAC Plenum
establishes visiting committees for each institution, for institutions with
multiple faculties, generally one visiting committee (hereinafter: VC) per
faculty.
Regarding decisions on institutional accreditation, the VC is the body of
the HAC preparing decisions and making proposals and suggestions.
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3.

The HAC president, in concurrence with the competent expert
committee’s chair, makes a proposal as to the person of the VC chair.
The election of the VC chairs occurs by block vote with a simple
majority.
The VC chair proposes members for its committee to the Plenum and
they may then be elected if the involved institution has not previously
raised objection to the persons.
Any person involved in a working relationship with the involved
institution or in any contractual relationship with financial remuneration;
furthermore, from whom for whatever reason an objective opinion is not
to be expected, may not be elected as a member of the VC.
The HAC Plenum elects the VC members by block vote with a simple
majority.
The chair and the members of the visiting committee are called upon by
the HAC president to participate in the work of the committee.
The order of procedure and operation of the VC is laid down by the order
of procedure and operation established by the HAC.
The results of the operation of the VC are reported by the chair of the
committee to the involved expert committee for institutional
accreditation (hereinafter: ECI).
The members of the VC receive a fee for their work. The fee and the
conditions for payment thereof are included in the HAC Secretariat’s
financial regulations.
Committees for institutional accreditation
The expert committees for institutional accreditation are the permanent
committees whose duties are:
a)
To debate the report of the visiting committees for
institutions/faculties within their sphere of competence and to
submit it as a draft resolution to the HAC Plenum;
b)
In the case of requests for institutional preliminary accreditation
(establishing institutions/faculties, requesting operation within
Hungary) they express an opinion in the matter of the application
and submit it as a draft resolution to the Plenum.
The chairs of the ECI are members of the Plenum, who are elected by the
HAC Plenum by secret ballot with a simple majority upon the
proposition of the HAC president and with the concurrence of the chair
of the ECI college.
The number of persons comprising the ECI is five to nine. The ECI
members: the chairs of the competent expert committees for program
accreditation, when necessary their members, or external experts. The

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

I.9
1.

2.

3.
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members are elected on the basis of the ECI chair’s proposal by block
vote of the HAC Plenum by a simple majority.
4.
The work of the ECI is coordinated by the college of the ECIs. The
members of the college are the ECI chairs. The chair of the college is the
vice chair approved by the Plenum, upon the proposal of the HAC
president.
5.
The detailed regulations of the ECI order of procedure and operation are
laid down in the order of procedure and operation established by the
HAC.
6.
A listing of the HAC committees for institutional accreditation is
included in APPENDIX NO. 1.
7.
The members of the committees for institutional accreditation do not
receive a fee for their participation in the work of the expert committee.
I.10
Special committees
1.
The special committees are the bodies of the HAC which make
proposals; adopt opinions; prepare decisions and which pass decisions in
conferred jurisdiction.
2.
The chairs of the special committees are members of the Plenum upon
whose person the president of the HAC makes proposals.
3.
The election of the chairs of the special committees occurs with secret
ballot, with a simple majority.
4.
The members of the special committee (plenum members and/or external
experts) are elected upon the proposal of the committee chair by block
vote of the HAC Plenum, with a simple majority.
5.
The chairs and members of the special committees are called upon by the
HAC president to participate in the work of the committee.
6.
The special committees determine their own order of procedure and
operation and the Plenum approves these.
7.
A listing of the HAC special committees is included in APPENDIX NO. 1.
8.
The members of the special committees do not receive a fee for their
participation in the work of the committee.
I.11
International Advisory Body
1.
The session of the HAC International Advisory Board is led by the HAC
president. The Board expresses its opinion in the form of
Recommendations, which are officially forwarded to the Plenum
members and to the acting supervising minister.
2.
The members of the Board are elected by the Plenum by block vote upon
the proposal of the HAC president with a simple majority.
3.
The president of the HAC calls upon the members of the Board for their
participation in the work of the advisory body.
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4.

The International Advisory Board establishes its own order of procedure
and operation.
The members of the Board do not receive a fee for their participation in
the work of the committee.

5.

I.12

External Experts, Reviewers

Hereinafter external expert, reviewer: expert
1.
An expert can be called upon by the HAC president/co-chair or the chair
of a HAC committee for program accreditation or an ad hoc committee.
2.
A foreign expert must be called upon if:
a)
The head of an application for a Ph.D./D.L.A. program or the institution
filing the application is in a position of monopoly in Hungary regarding the
effected discipline(s),
b)
If an unbiased opinion is not to be expected from an Hungarian expert.
3.
A foreign expert may be called upon if the involved person, especially in
the case of a new discipline, requests it.
4.
A foreign expert may be requested by the president of the HAC, or upon
his authority, one of the co-chairs.
5.
The external experts receive a fee for their work. The conditions for the
fees and their mode of payment are included in the HAC Secretariat financial
regulations.
I.13
Secretariat
The order of organization and operation of the Secretariat is regulated by
independent By-Laws.
II.

The order of procedure and operation of the bodies

Abbreviations used:
VC: Visiting Committee
ECI: Expert Committee for Institutional Accreditation
II.1

Committees preparing program accreditation proposals

Types of expert committees duties:
1.
Proposal on applications.
Types of applications:
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2.

a)
Ph.D. / D.L.A. programs
b)
National qualification requirements
c)
Request to launch new degree programs and other programs
Other duties stipulated by Plenum decision.

II.1.1

Order of procedure and operation of expert committees

Forming opinions on applications
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

If the application regards accredited vocational higher education
programs, then the expert committee for the accreditation of vocational
higher education programs adopts an opinion on it.
If the application regards a college for program accreditation, then all
competent expert committees for program accreditation adopt an opinion
on it.
If the application regards several colleges for program accreditation, then
a)
If there is an authorized interdisciplinary committee, then that
one expresses an opinion,
b)
If there is no standing interdisciplinary committee, then the
Plenum appoints an ad hoc committee to express an opinion, or
initiates the establishment of an interdisciplinary committee.
In the reporting of an opinion by a committee, the committee chair is
authorized to:
a)
Call upon the experts;
b)
Request the opinion of a chair of another expert committee
without a committee decision;
c)
For evaluation of the application, gather information on site;
d)
Request the opinion of the committee within the framework of a
committee session;
e)
Determine the necessity of a personal hearing before the
committee applying (in this case the hearing is conducted by the
committee chair and a written transcript is prepared of it);
f)
Make a positive proposal so that s/he subsequently informs the
committee of this.
In order to decline an application, the agreement of a majority of the
committee is necessary.
In the process of expressing an opinion, within his authority as chair,
regarding the proposal in the matter of the application
a)
the chair of the expert committee for program accreditation puts
the proposal before the competent college,
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b)

the ad hoc, or the interdisciplinary committee chair submits the
proposal to the Plenum.

Further Duties
In the case of further duties of expert committees stipulated by Plenum decisions,
the chair of the expert committee, taking into consideration the regulations of the
Plenum decision, determines the mode of procedure.
Order operations
1.

A session of the expert committee must be held as circumstances require
(taking into consideration the deadlines and number of the issues).
The session of the expert committee is convened by the chair of the
expert committee so that the invitations include the agenda. This
invitation should reach the members a minimum of five days prior to the
session.
In matters in which a member of the expert committee is directly
involved, s/he may not be present at the debate of that matter of the
agenda.
The written material of matters on the agenda (the applications and the
anonymous evaluations) are at the disposal of the members at the HAC
Secretariat for their inspection.
A quorum is present in the expert committee if more than half the
members are present.
At the session of the expert committee, any member may make a
proposal to adopt a matter of agenda at the recital of the agenda. The
expert committee votes upon the admission of the new matter of the
agenda.
The expert committee adopts a standpoint with open ballot, with a simple
majority. There is secret ballot voting if at least one member of the
expert committee requests this. The members adopt a standpoint on the
proposal by a „yes” or „no” vote.
A memorandum is prepared of the expert committee meeting, which the
chair of the committee, in the case of conflict of interest or
incapacitation, the chair called upon by him to conduct the session,
countersigns.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

II.1.2
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The HAC operates colleges by areas of science, or to fulfill determined duties.
The colleges are the bodies of the HAC that make proposals, express opinions,
prepare decisions and in relegated jurisdiction, pass decisions. The president of
the HAC may call upon the colleges to provide further concrete duties.
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

The competent college passes its decision with open ballot in the given
application matter after receiving the opinion(s) of the chair(s) of the
expert committee(s):
a)
By written justification it can return the matter for renewed
debate to the expert committee(s).
b)
In the form of a draft resolution, the college chair submits the
decision passed by the college in the matter of the application to
the Plenum.
In the case of providing a concrete task requested by the HAC president,
the college chair decides the method of procedure.
College sessions must be convened as circumstances require (taking into
consideration the deadlines and number of the issues).
The session of the college is to be convened by the college chair so that
the planned agenda is included in the invitation, which should reach the
members at least five days prior to the session.
In some matters in which a member of the college is directly involved,
s/he may not be present at the debate of that matter of the agenda. If due
to the absence of the involved member the given field of expertise
remains without representation, then the member who is appointed by the
chair leading the session debating this issue must be invited from the
competent expert committee. The appointed representative of the expert
committee has the authority to submit the standpoint adopted by the
expert committee with the mediation of the competent co-chair in writing
before the Plenum.
The written material of matters on the agenda (the applications and the
anonymous evaluations) are at the disposal of the members at the HAC
Secretariat for their inspection.
A quorum of the college session is present if more than half of the
members are present.
The college adopts a standpoint with open ballot, with a simple majority.
The voting is secret if at least one member requests this. The members
adopt a standpoint on a proposal by a „yes” or „no” vote.
A memorandum is prepared of the college meeting, which the chair of
the college, or in the case of conflict of interest or incapacitation, the
chair called upon by him to conduct the session, countersigns.
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II.2

Committees preparing opinions on institutional accreditation

1.

The ad hoc visiting committee for a given institution, participating in
(preliminary) accreditation evaluation, whose composition is decided by
the disciplines of the degree programs in the institution/faculties being
investigated. The VC (preliminary) accreditation report of the
institution/faculty is summarized in the accreditation report (hereinafter
VC report).
2.
The committees for institutional accreditation are permanent HAC
committees. The VC report is evaluated by the competent ECI(s).
a)
Institutions with one faculty, or in the case of more faculties, the
ECI appointed beside the VC is the competent one;
b)
In the case of institutions with more faculties, the VCs and the
competent ECIs are appointed by faculties;
c)
If more than half the activities of an institution/faculty being
investigated cannot be classified into any ECI competency, then,
upon the proposal of the ECI College chair, the HAC Plenum
assembles an ECI made up of the members of the expert
committee for program accreditation closest to the activities of
the institution/faculty, which functions as the competent ECI for
the investigated institution/faculty.
d)
The report of the institution accreditation is submitted to the
Plenum
i)
By the ECI chair, if an ECI evaluated the VC report,
ii)
By the ECI College chair, if more than one ECI
evaluated the VC report.
II.2.1 Visiting Committees
1.
VC chair
a)
The president of the HAC makes a proposal as to the chairs of the
visiting committees in concurrence with the competent rector/general director of
the institution. (In the case of institutions with more faculties more chairs can be
appointed for each faculty).
b)
In the event of appointing faculty VCs, the Plenum requests one of the
faculty VC chairs (if possible a plenum member), to coordinate the work of the
faculty visiting committees (coordinating VC chair).
c)
The HAC president calls upon in writing, the VC chair approved by the
Plenum to perform the duties of VC chair(s).
2.
VC members
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a)

3.

4.
5.
6.

The VC chair, within the timeframe in his letter offering the
position, makes a proposal as to the persons to become members
of the VC. The VC consists of 3-6 members, depending on the
number of investigated faculties, or if it does not have faculties,
then depending on the number of degree programs. These
committee members are recognized and qualified experts in their
field of specialization and have the requisite professional
experience.
b)
VC member can be:
i)
HAC expert committee member;
ii)
external expert.
c)
No-one can be a VC member who:
i)
Has any work relations with the institution in the process
of accreditation proceedings;
ii)
Against whom the head of the institution under
accreditation procedure has a written objection(s) of
merit.
d)
In particularly justified cases, the VC chair, previous to the visit,
may make a proposal to request an external expert, who helps in
the work of the VC by accomplishing special partial tasks. The
HAC president decides on whether to make the request. The VC
external expert cannot be anyone who:
i)
Has any work relations with the institution under
accreditation proceedings;
ii)
Against whom the head of the institution under
accreditation procedure has a written objection of merit;
An external expert requested to accomplish a specific task prepares his
expert opinion authenticated by his signature, based on
pertaining parts of the institution’s self-evaluation report, and, if
necessary, on his personal visit on the day(s) of the planned visit.
The HAC president submits to the Plenum the list of the members
proposed by the VC chair. The proposal may only include persons who
satisfy the conditions set out in provisions a.) - d.).
The VC members, external experts are called upon by the HAC president
in a written request to participate in the work of the visiting committee.
The list of VC members approved by the Plenum must be forwarded to
the Institution at least 30 days prior to the visit.
If any member of the VC or an external expert is in the meantime
unavoidably incapacitated that s/he cannot take part in the work, then the
HAC president may decide upon a new appointee. This appointee is
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proposed by the VC chair and must not be objected to by the involved
institution. The Plenum must also give its authorization.
If the VC chair, due to unavoidable incapacitation arising in the
meantime, cannot participate in further work, then the HAC president
proposes to the Plenum as to the person of the new chair to continue the
work.
The expert taking part in the accreditation evaluation must
a)
Have thorough knowledge in the field of accreditation, including
the operational and procedural regulations concerning HAC, its
method of assessment and knowledge of its documents
(requirement of expertise in accreditation);
b)
Must be free from all such influence, which could bias his
objective evaluation of the matter (requirement of impartiality);
c)
Must comply with the rules of confidentiality (requirement of
confidential procedure);
d)
Must participate in the briefings organized by the HAC
Secretariat in order to acquire and maintain proficiency.
The Secretariat keeps records of the VC members for the purpose of
requesting possible further expert work.

7.

8.

9.

Preparation for the visit
10.

The VC chair makes a one-day visit to the institution under accreditation
proceedings. The head of the Institution and the VC chair agree in the
course of the visit made for the purpose of mutually orienting and
gathering information:
a)
On the date of a max. 3-day visit;
b)
Schedule of the visit:
i)
Visit(s) with the heads of the institution/school;
ii)
Timing of the visits to departments;
iii)
Visits to lectures, exercises;
iv)
Possibilities, timing of visit to instruction in departments;
v)
Visits to libraries, laboratories, classrooms, practice sites,
etc.;
vi)
Meeting with students.
c)
Further things to be done;

11.

The VC members receive the Accreditation Guidebook, as well as the
Rector/ Dean volumes of the institution’s self-evaluation report, or the
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12.

13.

General Director’s volume. At least one week is to be guaranteed for
studying these.
The VC chair summons the VC members for the purpose of preparing
the visit and to discuss how the work will be divided amongst the
members. Topics for the discussion are:
a)
The assessment policies, the order of the accreditation process.
b)
The division of work among VC members;
i)
Duties of assessing degree programs (by degree
program)
ii)
Duties on a departmental level
iii)
Duties on an institutional level
iv)
Miscellaneous things to be done
v)
On the basis of the discussed division of work, handing
over the description of the degree programs pertaining to
the VC members.
The members can indicate to the HAC Secretariat at the briefing (or later
in the process of evaluation) whether they lay a claim prior to the visit to
the parts of the self-evaluation report that are kept at the institution. The
request is forwarded to the person responsible for the accreditation at the
institution by the HAC program officer in charge.

The visit and preparation of the report
14.

15.

16.

17.

The maximum 3-day visit proceeds according to the schedule and
division of work discussed at the VC briefing by the VC (faculty) chair
and the head of the institution (faculty) undergoing the accreditation
procedure. The (faculty) VC chair can convene (a) consultation(s) with
the participation of the VC members about the work in the course of the
visit.
The (faculty) VC chair prepares a report on the visit, which includes
problems uncovered in the process of evaluating the institution, the
accreditation standpoint adopted by the VC chair about the institution, as
well as the requirements which they propose as a condition for an
assessment as „accreditable”. The report must include a proposal, which
relates to the further course of the plans for the accreditation procedure.
In the course of the work of the Visiting Committee, official minutes are
prepared as a supplement. This is necessary for preparing the visit, as
well as the completeness of the documents supporting the visit.
The report is made up of three main sections:
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a)

Summary: of the institution, in the case of faculty VCs of the
individual faculties, with the reasons for the accreditation
assessment of individual faculties; summary of the accreditation
assessment of degree programs (by level of instruction, within
this, forms of instruction) with the reasons for the assessment,
furthermore, remarks, proposals by the VC for the further course
(accreditation plan) of the institution, of the institutional and
faculty accreditation procedure.
b)
Detailed report: detailed description of the reasons for the
accreditation assessment in the summary, which includes all such
information which the Visiting Committee wishes to pass to the
attention of the HAC expert committees, the Plenum, or the
Institution.
c)
Appendices:
i)
Partial reports prepared by the VC members and
forwarded to the chair,
ii)
The official minutes of the visit.
The chair assembles the individual sections of the partial report by the
VC members of areas they investigated.
The VC members forward their partial reports within two weeks of the
visit to the VC chair.
The report of the visiting committee members, certified by their
signature, is forwarded to the HAC Secretariat by the (faculty) VC chair
along with the appendix, within a month of the visit. Any VC member
may word his separate opinion with regard to those items covered in the
report, which separate opinion the chair attaches to the report.
In the case of institutions with multiple faculties, the coordinating VC
chair can summon an arbitration discussion with the participation of the
faculty VC chairs, no later than before the faculty VC report is admitted
to ECI debate.

18.
19.
20.

21.

II.2.2 Order of operation of expert committees for institutional accreditation
(ECI)
1.

The ECI’s duty is:
a)
To debate the report of the institutional/faculty visiting
committees within their sphere of competence and in the event of
their agreement, to submit it to the HAC Plenum;
b)
In the event of requests for institutional preliminary accreditation
(establishing institution/faculty, request for permission to operate
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2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.

II.3

in Hungary) to adopt a standpoint in the matter of the request and
to submit it as a draft resolution to the Plenum.
ECI session is to be convened as required (taking into consideration the
deadline and number of the issues).
The ECI session is to be convened by the expert committee chair, so that
the invitation including the summary VC report and the planned agenda
must reach the members at least five days prior to the session.
A member of the expert committee who is involved in any issue of the
agenda in question cannot be present at the debate of that issue.
The background material of issues on the agenda (applications, selfevaluation reports, detailed reports) is available for perusal in the HAC
Secretariat by any member not involved in the matter.
The ECI chair may request any expert committee for their standpoint
prior to the session.
There is a quorum at the session if more than half the members are
present.
The opinions of the expert committee are adopted by open ballot, with a
simple majority. There is secret ballot voting if that is requested by at
least one member of the expert committee. The members adopt an
opinion on a proposal with either a „yes” or „no” vote.
A memorandum is prepared of the session, which the chair of the expert
committee, in the event of a conflict of interest or his incapacitation, the
chair appointed by him to lead the session, countersigns.
The so-called „ECI report”, containing the standpoint of the ECI, is sent
to the heads of institutions by the HAC president.
The ECI report is submitted to the Plenum by the competent ECI chair,
or in the event of more competent ECIs, by the ECI College chair.
External experts, reviewers

Hereinafter external expert, reviewer: expert
1.

2.
3.

For the assessment of a given application, the HAC president/vice
president, or the expert committee or ad hoc committee chair may call
upon an expert to accomplish part of the work of the expert committee.
The deadline for the preparation of the expert opinion is two calendar
weeks.
The opinion of the expert remains anonymous, unless the expert agrees
to make it public. Only the identification number of the expert may
appear on the documents.
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4.

III.

The opinion of the experts must be weighed; this however, does not bind
the expert committee. In the case of significant differences of opinion, a
third expert must be called upon.
Revealing the identity of an expert to a third party can be allowed only
upon written request by the third party, and only after the written
permission of the HAC president.
The HAC scope of duties and their order of procedure

III.1

Scope of authority of the HAC

1.

Accreditation:
a)
Program accreditation
i)
decision on Ph.D./D.L.A. programs
ii)
expression of opinion on national qualification
requirements
iii)
accreditation of requested degree and other programs to
be launched
iv)
accreditation of running degree and other programs
b)
Accreditation of Institutions
i)
preliminary accreditation of integration, association,
institution, faculty to be established
ii)
preliminary accreditation of foreign institution requesting
permission to operate in Hungary
iii)
accreditation of functioning institution
Further duties:
a)
Adopting a standpoint based on the Higher Education Act,
Section 81. § (1) b), in line with the implementation of the
prevailing Higher Education Act, in matters effecting education
quality:
i)
education – here doctoral training is also included –
ongoing investigation and observance of questions
regarding its quality;
ii)
doctoral and habilitation matters;
iii)
matters concerning theological and church higher
education;
iv)
matters concerning higher education in the arts;
v)
matters concerning military and police higher education;
vi)
further matters involving the quality of education.
b)
Expression of opinion:
i)
Rules for the application of the credit system;

5.

2.
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ii)

Drafts of international agreements regarding recognition
and equivalency of diplomas.

III.2 Order of procedure for scopes of authority
III.2.1 Judgment of applications to launch new Ph.D. /D.L.A. programs
1.

The HAC Secretariat formally checks the application for launching a
new degree program
2.
Report by a expert committee:
a)
The application comes before the competent expert committee(s)
for assessment based on the discipline it belongs to.
b)
The competent chair of the expert committee(s) call(s) upon at
least two reviewers.
c)
A standpoint is adopted in connection with the application by the
expert committee(s), which the chair of the expert committee(s)
forward(s) to the competent college(s).
3.
The competent college(s) adopt(s) a standpoint in the matter of the
application, decide(s) upon whether to submit it to the Plenum, or draft(s)
a resolution.
4.
The Plenum passes a decision on the matter of the application.
5.
The HAC president informs the rector/general director of the institution
applying on the standpoint adopted by the HAC and its reasons in the
matter of the application.
Deadline: within six months of receipt in the HAC Secretariat of a formally
completely acceptable application.
III.2.2 Order of procedure for evaluating national qualification requirements for
undergraduate and special postgraduate programs
1.

2.

In addition to simultaneously informing the HAC President, the Ministry
of Education informs the institution that the Ministry of Education will
forward the application(s) submitted to it by the institution to the HAC,
providing it/they fulfill(s) all formal requirements, so that the HAC can
formulate its standpoint on it/them.
Assessment by the expert committee:
a)
The application, according to its placement in the proper
discipline, comes before the expert committee(s) responsible for
its assessment.
b)
The chair of the responsible expert committee(s) call(s) upon at
least two reviewers.
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c)

An opinion is expressed in connection with the application by the
expert committee(s), which is forwarded by the chair of the
expert committee to the competent college(s).
3.
The college(s) responsible adopt(s) a standpoint in the matter of the
application, decide(s) on whether to submit it to the Plenum, or draft(s) a
resolution on it.
4.
The Plenum expresses an opinion on the matter of the application.
5.
The opinion expressed by the HAC in the matter of the application and
its reasons is reported by the HAC president simultaneously
a)
To the rector/general director of the institution requesting it;
b)
To the Ministry of Education requesting the assessment.
Deadline: within six months of receipt in the HAC Secretariat of a formally
completely acceptable application.
III.2.3 Order of procedure for evaluating undergraduate and special
postgraduate programs to be launched
1.

The Ministry of Education informs the institution (besides the
simultaneous report of the HAC president) that the Ministry of Education
will forward the application(s) submitted to it by the institution which
fulfills all formal requirements for qualification requirements for
assessment to the HAC.
Assessment by the expert committee:
a)
The application, according to its placement in the proper
discipline, comes before the expert committee(s) responsible for
its assessment.
b)
The chair of the responsible expert committee(s) call(s) upon at
least two reviewers.
c)
An opinion is expressed in connection with the application by the
expert committee(s), which is forwarded by the chair of the
expert committee to the competent college(s).
The college(s) responsible adopt(s) a standpoint in the matter of the
application, decide(s) on whether to submit it to the Plenum, or draft(s) a
resolution on it.
The Plenum expresses an opinion on the matter of the application.
The opinion expressed by the HAC in the matter of the application and
its reasons is reported by the HAC president simultaneously
a)
To the rector/general director of the institution requesting it;
b)
To the Ministry of Education requesting the assessment.

2.

3.

4.
5.
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Deadline: within six months of receipt in the HAC Secretariat of a formally
completely acceptable application.
III.2.4 Order of procedure for evaluating vocational higher education programs
1.
Approval and registration of a vocational higher education program
a)
The institution of higher education hands in the training program
to the HAC (after the responsible minister adopts a position,
based on the examination and professional requirements
presented to him, whether the vocational higher education
program has been registered in the National Qualifications
Register, and whether the professional and examination
requirements can be issued).
b)
The HAC Secretariat formally examines the request. The head of
the secretariat may request additional material to supplement any
formal inadequacies from the institution of higher education
making the request.
c)
The HAC adopts a standpoint on approval of the vocational
higher education program.
i)
The chair of the expert committee for the accreditation of
vocational higher education programs calls upon at least
two reviewers for their opinion on the program, the
expert committee then adopts a standpoint in connection
with the request.
ii)
The Plenum expresses an opinion.
iii)
The HAC president informs the person making the
request and the Minister of Education of the opinion.
Deadline: within six months of receipt in the HAC Secretariat of a formally
completely acceptable application.
2.

Permission to launch an accredited vocational higher education program
a)

b)

c)

The institution of higher education submits the application
acquired from the National Qualifications Register for launching
a vocational higher education program to the HAC.
The HAC Secretariat formally examines the request. The head of
the secretariat may request additional material to supplement any
formal inadequacies from the institution of higher education
making the request.
The HAC expresses an opinion and informs the involved parties.
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i)

ii)
iii)

The expert committee for the accreditation of vocational
higher education programs adopts a standpoint on the
request for launching a degree program after which the
chair of the expert committee submits its opinion to the
Plenum.
The Plenum expresses an opinion.
The HAC president informs the institution making the
request of the decision taken and forwards the request
with the opinion to the Minister of Education.

Deadline: within six months of receipt in the HAC Secretariat of a formally
completely acceptable application.
III.2.5 Preliminary accreditation of an institution of higher education to be established
VC: Visiting Committee
ECI: Expert Committee for Institutional Accreditation

1.

The application to establish an institution filed with the Ministry of
Education, in as far as it complies with all formal requirements, is
forwarded by the Ministry of Education to the HAC.
If a decisive part of the integrated institution to be established is
comprised of formerly an independently operating institutions, then it is
necessary to file for a special accelerated process for assessing the
application. The HAC president determines how to conduct the special
process.
The application to establish an institution comes before the ECI closest to
the type of institution specified for an opinion:
a)
If the application includes establishing or launching a degree
program, then, on the basis of its proper place as a discipline of
the named degree program(s), the application to establish or
launch a degree program can be given to the competent expert
committee(s) for an opinion, if necessary can ask the opinion of
the qualified ECI chair to select the experts. The standpoint
adopted by the expert committee(s) is forwarded by the chair of
the expert committee to the ECI expressing an opinion.
b)
Appointment of a Visiting Committee:
The chair of the VC
i)
If an ECI is competent, then its chair,

2.

3.
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ii)

If more ECIs are competent, then another person called
upon by the HAC president in agreement with the chair
of the ECI.
The VC chair with the agreement of the ECI College chair may
call upon a further two visiting committee members, possibly
expert(s) (if possible, from among the reviewers for establishing
/launching degree programs).
c)
Preparing visits and reports.
d)
The competent ECI, if more ECIs competent, then of the
members of the supplementary ECI of the competent expert
committee(s) closest to the activities of the institution selected,
express an opinion on the basis of the VC report; decide on its
submission to the Plenum, or draft a resolution. The chair of the
ECI presents the report (with the addition of possible substitute
members).
4.
The Plenum expresses an opinion in the matter of the application.
5.
The HAC president simultaneously reports on the opinion expressed by
the HAC in the matter of the application and its reasons to
a)
The head of the institution to be established;
b)
The Ministry of Education requesting the opinion.
Deadline: within 120 days of receipt in the HAC Secretariat of a formally
completely acceptable application.
III.2.6 Preliminary accreditation of a faculty/school to be established
ECI: Expert Committee for Institutional Accreditation
1.

2.

The Ministry of Education forwards the application, submitted to the
Ministry of Education to establish a faculty/school, formally completely
complying with the standards, to the HAC.
The application to establish a faculty/school comes before the ECI for an
opinion according to the type of faculty/school specified.
a)
If the application for establishing/launching a faculty/school also
includes a request to establish or launch a degree program, then
the head of the institution’s degree program gives the application
to establish/launch a degree program on the basis of the place of
the specified degree program(s) within a discipline to the
competent expert committee(s) for an opinion. The expert
committee(s)’ chair forward(s) the opinion of the expert
committee(s) to the competent ECI.
b)
The competent ECI expresses an opinion on whether the
institution’s current or desired instructional or research activity
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justifies the organization of a faculty/school; decides on whether
to submit it to the Plenum, or drafts a resolution.
3.
The Plenum expresses an opinion on the application.
4.
The HAC president simultaneously informs the following about the HAC
opinion and its reasons on the matter of the application:
a)
The head of the institution applying;
b)
The Ministry of Education requesting an opinion.
Deadline: within six months of receipt by the HAC Secretariat of the formally
completely acceptable application.
III.2.7 Preliminary accreditation of an association or integrated institution to be
established
1.
The Ministry of Education forwards an application for integration, which
must be formally completely acceptable, to the HAC for the purpose of
preliminary accreditation.
2.
The HAC president calls upon at least two plenary members as experts to
evaluate the application.
3.
If these experts judge that the complexity of the application warrants a
special expedited procedure, to have the HAC at its next plenary meeting
express an opinion in the matter of the integration’s preliminary
accreditation, then the experts called upon may initiate filing a special
procedure. The HAC president determines whether special procedure is
warranted and how it is to be conducted.
4.
If the application for integration also includes an application for
preliminary accreditation as a faculty/school, then the HAC investigates
within the framework of the institutional preliminary accreditation of the
faculty, whether the existing or desired instructional and research activity
of the institution justifies faculty organization.
5.
The experts draft a resolution to the Plenum. The reasons for the
resolution must mention how the conditions pursuant to Higher
Education Act Section 12/A. § (3), provisions b) - c) have been realized.
6.
The Plenum expresses an opinion in the matter of the application.
7.
The HAC president informs the Ministry of Education requesting the
opinion of said opinion and its reasons expressed by the HAC in the
matter.
Deadline: Preliminary accreditation of association and integrated institution is
examined by the HAC in an abbreviated procedure, and the plenum adopts its
standpoint on it at its next scheduled session.
III.2.8 Preliminary accreditation of foreign institution requesting permission to
operate in Hungary
VC: Visiting Committee
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ECI: Expert Committee for Institutional Accreditation

1.

The formally completely acceptable application for preliminary
accreditation, submitted to the Ministry of Education, is forwarded by the
Ministry of Education to the HAC.
2.
Appointment of the ECI expressing an opinion:
a)
The application comes to the ECI closest to the type of the
applying institution for an opinion.
b)
If more than half of the activities of the investigated institution
cannot be classified into any ECI competency, then upon the
proposal of the ECI College chair, the ECI closest to the
institution’s activities expresses an opinion of the investigated
institution. The ECI College chair may supplement the ECI, with
the agreement of the chair of the ECI expressing an opinion, with
an alternate member selected from the members of the competent
expert committee(s).
3.
Procedure for expressing an opinion:
a)
Visiting Committee’s designation:
The VC chair
i)
If an ECI is competent, then its chair,
ii)
If more than one ECI is competent, then in agreement
with the ECI College chair, another person called upon
by the HAC president.
The VC chair, with the agreement of the HAC president, may call upon
two further visiting committee members, possibly expert(s).
b)
Preparing a visit and report.
c)
The ECI expressing an opinion expresses a standpoint on the
basis of the VC’s report on the matter of the application, decides
on whether to forward it to the Plenum, or drafts a resolution.
The ECI chair expressing an opinion submits it.
4.
The Plenum expresses an opinion in the matter of the application.
5.
The HAC president simultaneously informs the following about the HAC
opinion and its reasons on the matter of the application:
a)
The head of the institution applying;
b)
The Ministry of Education requesting the opinion.
Deadline: within six months of receipt by the HAC Secretariat of the formally
completely acceptable application.

III.2.9 Order of procedure for the accreditation of a functioning institution of
higher education
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VC: Visiting Committee
ECI: Expert Committee for Institutional Accreditation
1.
Commencement of accreditation evaluation:
a)
The HAC sends a request to the Institution;
b)
The Institution responds to the HAC request.
2.
The Institution and the HAC prepare the evaluation:
a)
The Institution prepares the Self-Evaluation Report;
b)
The HAC appoints the Visiting Committee.
Deadline: Within 3 months of sending out the request.
3.
The VC prepares for the visit:
a)
The HAC official in charge formally examines the SelfEvaluation Report;
b)
The chair of the VC makes a one-day preliminary visit;
c)
The VC holds a preparatory session.
4.
The VC visits and prepares a report.
Deadline: within one month of the visit.
5.
The competent committee(s) for institutional accreditation debate(s) the
VC report. It (they) then submit(s) the draft resolution produced based on
the VC report to the Plenum:
a)
If one ECI is competent, then the ECI chair submits the draft
resolution to the Plenum;
b)
If more ECIs are competent, then the chair of the ECI College
submits the draft resolution to the Plenum.
6.
The HAC president forwards the draft resolution to the head of the
institution, who may add written remarks to it.
7.
The HAC Plenum adopts a standpoint.
8.
The HAC president informs the head of the institution, the Minister of
Education, and the public of the plenum standpoint.
Deadline: Within 18 months of sending out the request.
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III.2.10 Order of procedure for monitoring procedure
VC: Visiting Committee
ECI: Expert Committee for Institutional Accreditation

1.

The HAC president informs the head of the Institution of the
commencement of the monitoring procedure.
2.
The Institution and the HAC prepare the evaluation of the monitoring
accreditation:
a)
The Institution prepares the written materials necessary for the
monitoring procedure;
b)
The Plenum appoints the expert ad hoc committee (VC), or the
competent ECI who will debate the VC report.
3.
The VC conducts the examination:
a)
(May) hold(s) briefing;
b)
If necessary visits the Institution;
c)
May hold(s) meeting to discuss the report;
d)
Prepares a report, which the VC chair sends to the ECI chair.
4.
The ECI debates the VC report.
5.
The HAC president forwards the draft resolution to the head of the
institution, who may add written comments to it.
6.
The HAC Plenum adopts a standpoint.
7.
The HAC president informs the head of the institution of the plenum
decision, as well as the Minister of Education and the public.
Deadline: The point of time, of which the head of the Institution was notified in
writing regarding the commencement of the monitoring procedure.
IV.
Miscellaneous and closing stipulations
1.
The reasons of the HAC opinions must include such details that the
cogency of the decision can be judged on their basis.
2.

Those involved must be informed of the time of the program and
institutional accreditation decision eight days prior to said decision. The
committee chair submitting the draft resolution to the Plenum must give
a hearing to the head of the applying institution if s/he requests it.

3.

If the HAC president within 30 days of receipt of the HAC resolution
receives a complaint due to material error, s/he can then direct a reexamination of the matter. The order of procedure of a re-examination
due to a material error:
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a)
b)

c)

4.

The HAC president requests a standpoint from the committee(s)
participating in preparing the resolution.
If, according to the committee
i)
the HAC opinion is well-founded, and no material error
occurred, then the HAC president informs the person
lodging the complaint of this.
ii)
the complaint of the person lodging the protest is
legitimate, that is, a material error did occur, then the
competent College(s) draft(s) a new resolution before the
Plenum.
As a result of the re-examination of the matter, the Plenum does
the following as far as its earlier resolution
i)
If it does not modify it, then the HAC president informs
the person lodging the complaint of this fact.
ii)
If it does modify it, then the HAC president informs the
Ministry of Education and the person lodging the
complaint of this fact.

In the case of contesting the HAC resolution, the procedure is:
a)

b)

c)
d)
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The petition addressed to the minister and submitted to the HAC
president, lodging a complaint about non-compliance with the
procedural regulations or the system of requirements, is
forwarded by the HAC president to the Minister of Education.
The petition filing a complaint must comprise the infringement
of the HAC regulation(s), that is, must include,
i)
that the HAC procedure in adopting a standpoint has not
complied with which legal provision, or which HAC
provision of its By-Law(s), or
ii)
how far it deviates from compliance with the detailed
order of procedure, or requirements.
The Minister of Education may send an appeal within his legal
supervisory jurisdiction to the HAC president.
The HAC is obligated to investigate the items in the minister’s
appeal within the specified timeframe. The HAC president
requests an opinion depending on the content of the minister’s
appeal.
i)
From the expert committee for law and political science,
and/or
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ii)

e)

The By-Laws committee (the special committee
connected with the HAC’s operations and scope of
duties), and/or
iii)
From the expert committee(s) participating in the
preparation of the decision.
The HAC president informs the Minister of Education of the
HAC resolution as a result of examining the complaint with its
reasons within the specified deadline.

5.

The By-Laws at hand come into force temporarily upon its approval, and
permanently on the 15th day following its approval by the Minister of
Education. With this final approval, the temporary By-Laws of the
Hungarian Accreditation Committee simultaneously lose their validity.

6.

The HAC president provides for the making public of the By-Laws at
hand in compliance with those of statutory provisions.

The HAC’s Sub-Committees
1000 COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES
Expert committees for program accreditation
1010 Sociology
1020 Economics and Business
1040 Linguistics, Classics and Oriental Studies
1050 Literature and Ethnography
1060 Arts and Doctor of Liberal Arts
1070 Psychology
1075 Pedagogy
1080 History
1100 Philosophy
1110 Law and Political Science
1120 Theology and Religion
1130 Media and Communications
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2000 COLLEGE OF LIFE SCIENCES
Expert committees for program accreditation
2010 Agriculture
2020 Medicine, Pharmaceutics and Health Sciences
2030 Biology
3000 COLLEGE OF PHYSICAL AND TECHNICAL SCIENCES
Expert committees for program accreditation
3010 Chemistry
3020 Physics
3030 Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
3040 Mechanical Engineering
3050 Architecture, Construction and Transport
3060 Mathematics
3080 Earth Sciences
3090 Military Science
5000 COLLEGE OF COMMITTEES FOR INSTITUTIONAL
ACCREDITATION
Expert committees for institutional accreditation
5010
5020
5030
5040
5050
5060
5070
5080
5090
5100
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Agricultural institutions
Church institutions
Armed Forces institutions
Economics institutions
Technical and Engineering institutions
Art institutions
Medical and Health institutions
Teacher Training institutions
Social Sciences and Humanities institutions
Natural Sciences institutions
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The members of the Committees for institutional accreditation are chosen from
among the qualified expert committees for program accreditation. The qualified
expert committees for program accreditation are:
Within Social Sciences and Humanities ECI: Sociology; Economics and
Business; Linguistics; Classics and Oriental Studies; Literature and
Ethnography; Arts and Doctor of Liberal Arts training; Psychology; Pedagogy;
History; Philosophy; Law and Political Science; Theology and Religion.
Within Life Sciences ECI: Biology; Chemistry; Physics; Mathematics; Earth
Sciences.
Within Physical and Technical Sciences: Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science; Mechanical Engineering; Architecture and Transport..
Within other ECIs: only one expert committee for program accreditation
competent. In this case the ECI may agree in part or totally with the expert
committee for program accreditation.
6000 THE HAC SPECIAL COMMITTEES
6010
6020
6030
6040
6050
6061

Ethical in Incompatibility Matters
College Accreditation
Accreditation in the International Context
Modern Information Technology and Distance Education
Finances and Budget
Regulations for Vocational Higher Education

7000 INTERDISCIPLINARY COMMITTEES
7010
7020
7030
7040
7050
7060

Leadership and Management
Teacher Training
Information Science
European Studies
Environmental Studies
Vocational Higher Education

8000 ADVISORY COMMITTEES
8010
8020
8030

Quality Assurance
Accredited Vocational Higher Education
Accreditation of Faculties/Schools
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VIII. ANNOUNCEMENTS
Resolution no. 1999/4/X/4
HAC and the reform of higher education
Report by HAC President András Róna-Tas (presented on 30 April 1999) on the
role of the Hungarian Accreditation Committee in the higher education reform
project launched by the Republic of Hungary:
On 4 March 1998, the Hungarian Government and the World Bank signed a
Loan Agreement for an extensive reform project (Higher Education Reform
Project). The first component of the programme sets out strategic objectives.
HAC is involved in this section as an individual subcomponent.
Hence HAC assumes an active role in the implementation of Hungary’s higher
education reform project. During the course of its activities, HAC shall ensure
that existing values are preserved and shall do its utmost to facilitate quality
improvement in the long run.
Detailed tasks undertaken by HAC:
HAC shall participate in the creation of a flexible higher education system
complying with the requirements of a market-oriented economy and EU
accession. To achieve this objective, it shall work out ways to reform and speed
up accreditation procedures.
HAC shall develop and implement new and novel accreditation procedures to
respond to needs emerging in the course of integration. HAC shall facilitate
integration by preserving quality.
HAC shall establish ongoing quality assurance in the field of higher education,
develop the necessary principles and methods, and create a new system for
consultation and supervisory functions.
HAC shall be evaluated in an international context, based on international
standards and with the involvement of external evaluation bodies. Our ultimate
goal with this process is to make HAC’s activities more efficient, transparent and
controllable and to increase HAC’s international recognition.
The body of HAC and its Secretariat shall reach enhanced levels of efficiency
and transparency in the near future.
HAC Secretariat has started the implementation of subtasks under the World
Bank Project in due time, with distinct attention paid to the guiding principles
laid down by the Office for Higher Education Development Programmes
(OHDP).
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Opinion issued by the Minister of Education (ME) on HAC Resolution no.
1998/8/IX. 3
Dániel Berzsenyi Teacher Training College submitted an application to
launch a college-level undergraduate degree programme in communication
studies on 26 February 1997. In its above referenced Resolution, the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee adopted a position in which it disagreed with the
launching of the degree programme. At its meeting on 14 October 1998,
however, the Higher Education and Research Council (HERC) supported the
same application.
With full knowledge of the opposing HERC and HAC positions, and
considering the expert opinions the two bodies had relied on, as well as the
analysis provided by Berzsenyi College (which I attach for your information) and
other circumstances, and exercising my powers under Item (d), Subsection (1),
Section (74) of Act LXXX of 1993 on Higher Education, I have decided to
permit the launching of the communication studies degree programme for the
following reasons.
The above mentioned application was evaluated more than 1.5 years after
its submission. In May 1998, however, the two evaluating bodies and the
Ministry of Education published a new regulation with an effective date of
September 1998 in which they provided a more detailed description of their
requirements and specified new requirements of content for applications. As a
result, the information included in Berzsenyi College’s application may be less
detailed than required under the subsequently adopted regulation.
The introductory part of HAC’s evaluation and the context of some
statements clearly reveal that the evaluator questioned the relevance of the
college-level degree programme and s/he had suggested rejection of the
application based on the inferior quality of similar programmes run elsewhere in
the country. Moreover, the evaluator does not seem to be familiar with the
notions of double majors and postgraduate education. HAC established its
reasoning on this background material (and corrected only one of its wrong
assertions, concerning the status of the head of department, where HAC’s first
sentence is in direct contradiction with the essence of its reasoning).
Statements included in the first sentence of HAC’s reasoning refer to
professional guidelines which cannot be disputed. I have, however, also
considered that Berzsenyi College was actively involved in the development of
national qualification requirements for a specialised postgraduate degree
programme in motion picture and media culture, based on which it had been
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granted the permission to launch the programme. Therefore, activities of
instructors are likely to be related to communication studies, and they must have
done relevant research work (as without that, their application to launch the
degree programme would not have been supported, and even if this point was not
discussed that time, research work may have been carried out since then).
Despite HAC arguments, the plan to launch a double major programme cannot be
questioned, as this is what the document for programme establishment
prescribes. The curriculum shall not be subject to revisions due to the double
major concept. Overlaps referred to in the reasoning are natural in double major
training, and they may obviously be very different in type and depth for all the
variations of double majors advertised. In this college there are about 30
programmes, with varying amounts of overlaps. It is therefore impossible to
expect from the College to indicate all these differences in a curriculum
submitted for one particular programme. I believe, however, that the College will
be able to eliminate overlaps in the actual training process.
I agree with the argument which claims that the curriculum failed to
indicate the number of lessons common in part-time courses, reduced by 2/3
(although the total of 1935 lessons you have calculated is also inaccurate, as only
one of the elective subjects should be taken into consideration). This, however,
might be interpreted as a missing footnote, a mistake easily rectifiable, to which
the College’s attention has been drawn.
Although the written HAC opinion fails to notice, the material issued by
Berzsenyi College neatly illustrates how practical training is planned to take
place (See Appendix 5 about practical supervisors’ responsibilities: The daily
Vas Népe, the weekly Savaria Forum, and the local Szombathely TV guaranteed
the conditions of practical training in a declaration including personal data to
support their statements. Also, the course description titled PRACTICE includes
a detailed report of all the above and makes clear references to the practical
benefits of other subjects). HAC also received information about relevant
facilities and equipment (library, video studio, computer labs, video cameras,
VHS, TVs, media centre had been listed, although were not described in full
details). The listed facilities had been described as of high standards by HAC
during institutional accreditation.
As far as scientific workshop activities to facilitate training are
concerned, the material failed to provide sufficient information. I have, however,
decided to rely upon the fact that Savaria-Press, one of the most productive and
long standing publishing houses of Hungarian higher education, operates in
Berzsenyi College. In addition to that, the College has a video studio of
outstanding quality which makes programmes in cooperation with local and
regional television companies.
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In its background opinion, HERC concluded that the new degree
programme would fulfil a genuine need in the region, it would enhance the
quality of communication studies also on a national level and facilitate healthy
competition in the training market. The application received top or second grades
also based on other criteria.
Summary: I decided to consider the regional benefits articulated in HERC’s
evaluation rather than the quality concerns raised in the first and last sentences of
the HAC report. Relying on its recently launched sister programme, however, the
College has probably managed to satisfy all the above described requirements in
the meantime.
Opinion issued by the Minister of Education (ME) on HAC Resolutions no.
1999/1/VII/23 and no. 1999/1/VII/24
Based on the affirmative position of the Minister’s Conference,
qualification requirements for three specialised postgraduate degree programmes
(museum pedagogy, pedagogy of family and child protection, Montessorian
pedagogy) are to be issued soon. As part of interministerial reconciliation, the
position adopted by the Minister’s Conference will be sent to you under a
separate cover today. This opinion includes some references to history, that is, to
HAC’s rejection of the first programme mentioned above, its rejection of the
child and youth protection programme, and finally, its support of the family
pedagogy programme (these last two programmes have been integrated
subsequently). Pursuant to the Higher Education Act, I shall give the reasons for
my decision in the this letter.
As far as the museum pedagogy programme is concerned, I have
approved the issuance of qualification requirements, the launching of the
programme, and the amendment of some of the qualification requirements in line
with HAC’s opinion for the reasons as follows:
HERC claims that this programme fulfils an untapped need in education and may
function as an engine to future growth, which fits in neatly with the long-term
objectives of the university. HERC awarded high grades to the programme also
based on other assessment criteria.
Despite the fact that one of its experts has also made a clear reference to
the programme as fulfilling a genuine need, HAC opted for the rejection of the
application — mainly because it opposes the very concept of comprehensive
programmes. (HAC claims that museum pedagogy, as such, is non-existent, it
can be interpreted only in correlation with some other disciplines, e.g. folklore or
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natural sciences.) Under the next argument evolving from this very philosophy
HAC doubts that it would be possible to establish „an individual programme
training specialists on a full cultural domain” in a specialised programme
offering the number of lessons specified. (The background opinions seem to be
even more explicit: institutions might well launch „specialised degree
programmes” in museum pedagogy for every area of undergraduate education.)
Expert opinions concerning the major subject matters of the programme have
been labelled as „undifferentiated and contradictory” by HAC, which is again
attributable to preconceptions about the aims and nature of the programme. I
consider HAC concerns related to the absence of aesthetics and anthropology
from the curriculum contradictory and secondary in priority (at the same time
HAC criticised the programme for being too much focussed on art history and
fine arts). The last HAC argument deemed the presented exam plan inadequate.
(It turns out only from the background material that HAC drew certain
conclusions about the nature of the whole programme from the subject of a
comprehensive exam, and that it found exam teaching in a museum setting
problematic.) Taking HAC’s observations into account, the above contradictions
have been eliminated. (One of the comprehensive exams has been changed so
that it would require students to present adequate knowledge about museums
related to their special field of undergraduate education. Exit exam conditions
have also been modified: instead of exam teaching, students are now required to
lead a final workshop session in a museum setting).
Public education officials have decided to support museum pedagogy as
a specialised qualification for the following reasons. Museum pedagogy is an
important scientific domain of pedagogy taught world-wide (also in a
postgraduate form), which has a very comprehensive syllabus and is easy to
teach after basic pedagogical education. Its virtue lies in its ability to offer
teachers a more extensive insight into many related specialised fields of
undergraduate education. The programme enriches the essentially verbal and
cognitive nature of classroom education with visuals, aesthetics, motion, games,
and the great experience of discovery, creation and cooperation. Besides
emotional, community and aesthetic education, museum studies also foster the
learning process, in the strict and traditional sense of the word. The programme
facilitates ongoing personality development also on the part of the teacher,
because it offers him/her a comprehensive overview of multiple cultural fields
affiliated to his/her first major. This is the reason why we have voted against the
idea of having „specialised degree programmes” in museum pedagogy.
We have, however, accepted that the scope of studies related to the given
professional area needs to be enhanced. In the qualification requirements we
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have split the section „special topics” into separate subsections for compulsory
and optional electives and have increased the time of training (from a total of
12% to 15%-20% + 0%-15%). Under the subsection for compulsory electives
undergraduate studies have to study a type of museum closely affiliated with the
given undergraduate degree programme.
The human resources of programme launching and the sites of practical
training have been accepted by HAC. (It used to be an essential argument to get
support for the launching of new programmes, but the new amendment has
referred this matter into institutional competence.)
Establishment of a postgraduate degree programme in child and youth
protection is clearly a task to be undertaken by public education. HAC, however,
failed to mention this fact under its reasons for rejection, and it also omitted that
qualification requirements of the family pedagogy programme (supported by
HAC) already comprise the training objectives of child and youth protection.
(Additional topics covered by family pedagogy include sexual, family and
parental education.)
HAC rejected the application for child and youth protection for the
reason that it seemed to share the main objectives of an already existing
undergraduate degree programme in social pedagogy, and also because it found
that the programme failed to offer the amount of legal training necessary for the
accomplishment of child protection tasks at schools. Nevertheless, more
specialists are needed to tackle child protection tasks than released by social
pedagogy programmes. Not only in schools, but also in dormitories and in each
of Hungary’s 3-4000 public education institutions, there is a strong demand for
teachers who are competent to fulfil this task. Since we do not support the
launching of two overlapping programmes in this field, we suggest that the
purpose of child and youth protection be more emphatically demonstrated in the
name and syllabus of the envisaged family pedagogy programme.
The newly emerging programme will be titled pedagogy of family and
child protection. (Its students, however, have to select either family pedagogy or
child and youth protection as their major field of specialisation). Social pedagogy
undergraduates will now have the chance to select one of these two
specialisation’s (and they shall be granted an exemption from subjects already
covered by their undergraduate programmes, since they have a deeper general
knowledge in this field than that offered by the specialised postgraduate
programme).
The proportion of particular fields has not been identified in the draft for
the family pedagogy programme, and the total number of lessons was somewhat
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more modest here than in other programmes (260 lessons). HAC itself supported
the application on the condition that the total number of lessons would reach 400.
If the programme had 450 lessons, there might be a possibility to integrate legal
subjects and increase the amount of legal training under the qualification
requirements of the merged programme in line with HAC recommendations.
Following the issuance of the relevant Decree, in order to enforce the
objectives of integration, all three programme permits will specify ELTE (rather
than the faculty itself) as the site of training. In our letter addressed to the Rector
of ELTE we shall concede that their application for the establishment of a child
and youth protection programme has been rejected. In order to launch the merged
programme, we require cooperation between the Faculty of Arts and the Faculty
for Primary School Teachers (initiators of the child and youth protection
programme) the conditions of which shall be laid down in an interfaculty
agreement. ELTE’s attention will be called to the fact that they shall review the
curriculum of the above described merged programme and that of their museum
pedagogy programme in line with the effected modifications.
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IX. QUALITY REQUIREMENTS
Resolution no. 1999/6/V/7
Requirements for degree programs
Sociology Subcommittee
Definition:
• The basic (preparatory) courses of sociology are as follows: history of
sociology, theory of sociology, social organization, social mobility,
methodology of sociology, social history, social psychology, main processes
in demography, social policy, economics, cultural anthropology.
• Main specialization courses (pertaining to the professional core curriculum):
at least ten courses relative to the established research and educational
subfields of sociology but not pertaining to the basic (preparatory) courses or
to those preparing for intellectual tasks.
• Possible research areas of sociology and social policy correspond to
disciplines which provide a basis for the above courses.
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
in basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 4B/VI/3/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Sociology Subcommittee, the Subcommittee recommends
incorporating specific quality requirements as specified below. These
requirements should be applied as directives in the case of already operating
degree programs.
1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the Sociology Subcommittee covers all degree programs the
name of which contains the words sociology or social policy in any form
whatsoever, as well as those in which the number of professional credit units in
relevant subjects exceeds 30 % of all professional credit unit requirements
specified in the degree program.
General and specific qualification requirements in degree programs are regulated
by formerly published government decrees (4/1996 and 6/1996 (I.18.)) and
ministerial decrees on the relevant qualification requirements for higher
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education degree programs, and by future government and ministerial decrees
and amendments, specifying the objectives of the program, the level of the
qualification and the professional qualification, the name of the certificate, the
duration and main areas of study of the program, and testing of knowledge. In the
absence of such information, the requirements that an institution has worked out
and submitted or is going to submit should be compared with corresponding
qualification requirements of already operating degree programs.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 50 % of instructors should hold a full-time public servant status in their
educational institution (or in a non-state institution, a status equivalent to the
public servant status). In the case of launching a new degree program, the person
responsible for the degree program should be a full-time employee of the
educational institution and his/her status should be maintained during at least a
complete period of instruction of the degree program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should hold a scientific degree
and the status of a full-time university professor or, in exceptional cases,
university associate professor whose capacity to conduct independent
professional work is ascertained. This person should be responsible for one of the
basic or main specialization courses and should indeed teach one of the basic or
main specialization courses.
The persons responsible for basic or main specialization courses should be
university professors or associate professors.
At least half of the basic and main specialization lectures should be given by
university professors or habilitated associate professors. The person responsible
for the degree program should be a university associate professor or, in
exceptional cases, a college associate professor. The persons responsible for
basic courses should indeed instruct. The persons responsible for basic and main
specialization courses should hold a scientific degree.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
A university degree program calls for an instructor (researcher) who is an
internationally recognized authority (cited author) in his/her discipline, holds a
scientific degree (preferably a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
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degree or a habilitated instructor) and has founded a scientific school. Instructors
should publish articles in scientific journals on a regular basis.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
A college degree program calls for an instructor (researcher) who is an
internationally recognized authority (cited author) in his/her discipline, holds a
scientific degree (preferably a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences or a
habilitated instructor) and has founded a scientific school (consisting of at least
three persons).
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms and teaching materials for educational and demonstration
purposes, or in the absence of such facilities, provision made for their supply in a
given time span are necessary conditions to fulfill.
A department, faculty or university library should provide relevant scientific
journals, course texts and computers indispensable for instruction.
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms and teaching materials for educational and demonstration
purposes, or in the absence of such facilities, provision made for their supply in a
given time span are necessary conditions to fulfill.
A department, faculty or college library should provide relevant scientific
journals and course texts.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1.

2.

3.

The person responsible for a doctoral program should be an internationally
recognized (cited) and habilitated university professor or associate professor
who holds the highest scientific degree.
The main research areas of the discipline should possibly be represented as
sub- or part programs in the Ph.D. program. The person responsible for a
subprogram should be an internationally recognized habilitated instructor.
Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a regular basis.
70 % but at least half of the instructors should be habilitated doctors and
full-time instructors of the university which has submitted the degree
program.
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Economics and Business Subcommittee
Definition:
In 1996 the Subcommittee proceeded to the elaboration of the basic and core
curricula of economics and this classification including all basic and
specialization subfields constitutes a basis for the discipline.
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
in basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
The qualification requirements relative to different areas of study in
undergraduate higher education of economics are regulated by the 4/1996
government decree, therefore the Subcommittee has no formal obligations. This
government decree regulates different levels of higher education (university or
college) in terms of proportions of educational subfields and obligatory courses
in various degree programs. It encompasses a fairly great number of specialties:
At a university level: Business
Economic
Sociologist-Economist
Social policy-maker-Economist
Expert in political sciences-Economist
International Relations
Teacher of Economics majoring in Business
Teacher of Economics majoring in Economics
At a college level: Commerce and Trade
Hotel and catering trade
Finance
Accountancy
Economic Computer Technology
Foreign Trade
International Communication
Organizing Business and Enterprises
Teacher of Economics majoring in Trade
Teacher of Economics majoring in hotel and catering trade
Teacher of Economics majoring in tourism and hotels
With regard to these specialties, the government decree defines the objectives of
the degree program, the level of the qualification and the professional
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qualification, the duration and main areas of study of the program and testing of
knowledge.
1. Qualification requirements
There have been a number of applications for launching economic degree
programs not defined in the above government decree. If the applications
concern establishing a degree program, they should necessarily contain
qualification requirements. These requirements should comply with the
provisions of the government decree in terms of content, structure and detail.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. Personal data in applications
Presently, personal data are mentioned at different points in applications, which
makes it rather difficult to control compliance with requirements. Normally, it is
this dispersal of information which enables applicants to conceal inadequacies
and deficiencies. Therefore, it is essential that instructors' data should be
enumerated at one point in applications in an integrated fashion. These data
should be as follows:
what course the instructor is responsible for,
what course the instructor instructs,
the instructor's legal status in the educational institution,
the name of the institution where the instructor holds a full-time
employee status,
the instructor’s qualifications (specifying the name of the degree and the
place where it was
obtained),
the instructor's scientific degree,
the name of the scientific discipline in which the scientific degree was
conferred.
2.2. The legal status of instructors
At least 65 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status in their
educational institution. In the case of launching a new degree program, the
person responsible for the degree program should be a full time employee of the
educational institution and his/her status should be maintained during at least a
complete period of instruction of the degree program.
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Quality requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should hold a scientific degree in
economics (with the exception of doctor universitatis (dr.univ.) from now
onwards) and a full-time employee status. This instructor should be responsible
for one of the main specialization courses which he/she should indeed instruct.
The persons responsible for basic (preparatory) courses should be instructors
who hold a scientific degree corresponding to their scientific discipline. At least
40 % of full-time instructors should hold a scientific degree and at least 30 % of
them in economic disciplines.
Economists heading the program should hold a D.Sc. degree and a full-time
employee status in their educational institution, and it is essential that they have
acquired at least ten years' professional experience. 75 % of full professors or
associate professors responsible for courses which end in an exit examination
should hold a full-time employee status in their educational institution.
60 % of professors or associate professors responsible for courses which end in
an exit or comprehensive examination should hold a full-time employee status in
their educational institution. The persons responsible for courses should hold a
scientific degree, and it is important for instructors who are not employed fulltime to have acquired at least five years' professional experience. Instructors'
scientific, academic and publishing activities should fall within the scientific
discipline which they teach. There should be an internationally recognized
research program conducted on a national scale in specific scientific subfields of
the degree program. 40 % of full-time instructors should hold a scientific degree
and participate in research conducted in scientific disciplines of institutionally
organized degree programs. The head of the research program should hold a
scientific degree (at least a D.Sc. degree).
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should hold a scientific degree in
economics and a full-time instructor status in his/her educational institution. This
instructor should be responsible for one of the main specialization courses which
he/she should indeed instruct. The persons responsible for basic (preparatory)
courses should be instructors who hold a scientific degree corresponding to their
scientific discipline.
At least 15 % of full-time instructors should hold a scientific degree, and at least
10 % of them in economic disciplines.
At least 80 % of professors or associate professors responsible for courses which
end in a comprehensive examination should hold a full-time employee status in
their educational institution. 60 % of professors or associate professors
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responsible for courses which end in an exit or comprehensive examination
should hold a full-time employee status in their educational institution. The
persons responsible for modules defined in the syllabus should hold a scientific
degree and should be well-known experts with a great deal of practical
experience.
Instructors' scientific, academic and publishing activities should fall within the
scientific discipline which they teach.
2.3. Publishing activities:
The following may be included in the publication index of instructors: scientific
books, university or college course texts, articles or papers published in wellknown national or foreign scientific journals, lectures rendered in scientific
conferences and published in their proceedings. Articles published in daily
newspapers or magazines may not be taken into consideration.
If an instructor has not published any articles for more than five years, further
information should be provided about his/her recent professional (scholarly)
activities.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
3.1. In university degree programs:
Possessing a self-managed real estate is a necessary condition to fulfill.
Furthermore, there should be at least two or three lecture halls large enough to
accommodate 150-200 persons, 10-15 seminar halls large enough to
accommodate 20-25 persons, departments consisting of two or three offices,
rooms for the purposes of cultural representations or students' access, printing
facilities, university press, necessary teaching syllabi and proper teaching
materials for demonstration purposes, hardware, PCs and software. At the
university there should be an average of 10 students per computer with access to
Internet, whereas during seminars the access rate should be 2 students per
computer. For specialization courses electronic support materials (CD-ROMs)
and documents should be provided for.
For the purposes of instructing the degree program a department, faculty or
university library of at least 50,000 copies should contain all national and at least
five of the foreign scientific journals. The scientific book stock of the library
should provide, in at least in 25 copies, a significant part of the writings referred
to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the main specialization courses.
Proper research conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should be
provided for.
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3.2. In college degree programs:
Possessing a self-managed real estate is a necessary condition to fulfill.
Furthermore, there should be at least two or three lecture halls large enough to
accommodate 150-200 persons, 10-15 seminar halls large enough to
accommodate 20-25 persons, departments consisting of two or three offices,
rooms for the purposes of cultural representations or students' access, printing
facilities, university press, necessary teaching syllabi and proper teaching
materials for demonstration purposes, hardware, PCs and software. At the college
there should be an average of 10 students per computer with access to Internet,
whereas during seminars the access rate should be 2 students per computer. For
specialization courses electronic support materials (CD-ROMs) and documents
should be provided for.
For the purposes of instructing the degree program a department or college
library of at least 30,000 copies should contain all national and at least five of the
foreign scientific journals. The scientific book stock of the library should
provide, in at least in 15-20 copies, a significant part of the works referred to in
the bibliography of the syllabi of the main specialization courses.
Proper research conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should be
provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1.

2.

3.

4.

The person responsible for a doctoral program or subprogram may only be
an internationally recognized university professor (cited author) who holds a
scientific degree or a title equivalent to a Doctor of Science degree (a Doctor
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree).
The persons responsible for doctoral subjects should be university
professors, associate professors or researchers who hold a scientific degree
or habilitation.
The instructors participating in the doctoral program should hold either a
scientific degree (a Doctor of Science, candidate of science, Ph.D.) normally
acquired more than three years before or, in at least 50 % of cases, they
should have high level professional experience. Instructors should publish
articles in scientific journals on a regular basis and/or participate in research
programs.
60 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status at the university
which has submitted the doctoral program.
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Linguistics, Classics and Oriental Studies Subcommittee
Definition:
• The basic (preparatory) courses of Linguistics are as follows: theory of
linguistics, syntax, semantics, phonology, morphology, historical linguistics.
• The main specialization courses (pertaining to the professional core
curriculum) of linguistics are as follows: textual linguistics, linguistic
stylistics, theory of pragmatics, psycholinguistics, socio-linguistics,
historical comparative linguistics, applied linguistics, history of linguistics.
Introduction to philology must be included in the basic (preparatory) courses
of linguistics and literature degree programs.
• Possible research areas of linguistics correspond to disciplines which
provide a basis for the courses mentioned above.
• Classics and oriental studies include courses which correspond to their
particular and complex nature.
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Linguistics, Classics and Oriental Studies Subcommittee, the
Subcommittee recommends incorporating specific quality requirements as
specified below. These requirements should be applied as directives in the case
of already operating degree programs.
With regard to degree programs placed in this category, special attention should
be given to the requirements of live foreign languages and the Latin language by
taking into consideration the particularities of the degree program concerned.
1. Qualification requirements
The professional competence of the Subcommittee:
The following degree programs fall within the exclusive professional competence
of the Linguistics, Classics and Oriental Studies Subcommittee:
a)
b)
c)
d)

degree programs exclusively relative to linguistics,
classics degree programs,
oriental studies degree programs,
linguistics and literature degree programs,
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as well as all other degree programs which are assigned to professional
competence of the Subcommittee by the Hungarian Accreditation Committee.
Presently, these are as follows:
a) Degree programs exclusively relative to linguistics:
General and applied linguistics degree programs, theoretical linguistics degree
programs, Finno-Ugrian degree programs, linguistics degree programs,
Hungarian language degree programs.
b) Classics degree programs:
Latin, Greek
c) Oriental Studies degree programs (only at a university level):
Altaic studies degree programs, Arabic studies degree programs, Assyriology
degree programs, Egyptology degree programs, Hebrew studies degree programs,
Indiology degree program, Iranian (Persian) studies degree programs, Japanese
studies degree programs, Chinese studies degree programs, Mongolian studies
degree programs, Tibetan studies degree programs, Turkology degree programs.
d) Linguistics and literature degree programs:
d.1. In university degree programs:
Hungarian language and literature degree programs, Hungarian as a foreign
language (Hungarology) degree programs, American Studies degree programs,
English language and literature degree programs, Bulgarian language and
literature degree programs, Czech language and literature degree programs,
Esperanto studies degree programs, Estonian language and literature degree
programs, Finnish language and literature degree programs, French language and
literature degree programs, Dutch language and literature (Netherlandic Studies)
degree programs, Croatian language and literature degree programs, Polish
language and literature degree programs, German language and literature degree
programs, Italian language and literature degree programs, Russian language and
literature degree programs, Portuguese language and literature degree programs,
Rumanian language and literature degree programs, Scandinavian languages and
literatures (Swedish, Danish, Norwegian) degree programs, Spanish language
and literature degree programs, Serbian language and literature degree programs,
Slovakian language and literature degree programs, Neohellenic language and
literature degree programs, Ukrainian language and literature degree programs.
d.2. Minority studies degree programs:
Croatian minority degree programs, German minority degree programs,
Rumanian minority degree programs, Serbian minority degree programs,
Slovakian minority degree programs, Slovenian minority degree programs.
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d.3. College level degree programs (covering a period of four years):
English teacher training degree programs, French teacher training degree
programs, Hungarian language and literature teacher training degree programs,
German teacher training degree programs, Italian teacher training degree
programs, Russian teacher training degree programs, Rumanian teacher training
degree programs, Ukrainian teacher training degree programs.
d.4. College level degree programs (covering a period of three years):
English teacher training degree programs, French teacher training degree
programs, German teacher training degree programs, Italian teacher training
degree programs, Russian teacher training degree programs, Spanish teacher
training degree programs.
Specialized post-graduate degree programs based on basic (undergraduate)
education are also included here. Minimum requirements are considered as
fulfilled by the Subcommittee if the application for launching a specialized postgraduate degree program has been submitted by an institution which provides
basic (undergraduate) education. If the application for launching a specialized
post-graduate degree program has been submitted by an institution which does
not provide basic (undergraduate) education, the Subcommittee will forward its
recommendations to the College after having taken this fact into consideration.
Definition of degree programs according to student participation rate
With regard to requirements relative to teaching personnel, a distinction should
be made between degree programs with a large student participation rate
(hereinafter: large degree programs) and degree programs with a small student
participation rate (hereinafter: small degree programs). The dividing line of a
distinction in terms of student participation rate is the number of students
comprised in at least two seminar groups (a minimum of 30 persons). In the
above enumeration, all degree programs included in groups (a), (b) and (d), and a
number of degree programs listed in group (c) are presently regarded as small
degree programs.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
With regard to small and large degree programs, there should be at least three
instructors in a degree program who hold a full-time (174 hours per month)
public servant status in the educational institution. In the case of launching a new
degree program, the person responsible for the degree program should be a fulltime employee of the educational institution and his/her status should be
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maintained during at least a complete period of instruction of the degree
program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to large degree programs, the person responsible for the degree
program should be a university professor who holds a full-time employee status
and is responsible for one of the basic or main specialization courses, and indeed
teaches one of the basic or main specialization courses. The persons responsible
for the basic or main specialization courses should be university associate
professors.
In the case of at least 30 students per year provision should be made that at least
25 % of the courses specified in the syllabus of the degree program may be
chosen on an optional basis.
With regard to small degree programs, the person responsible for the degree
program should be a university professor or a university associate professor who
holds a full-time employee status and is responsible for one of the basic or main
specialization courses, has obtained the appropriate qualifications and indeed
teaches one of the basic or main specialization courses. The persons responsible
for the basic or main specialization courses should be university associate
professors or university assistant professors who hold a Ph.D. degree.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a college professor who
holds a full-time employee status and is responsible for one the basic or main
specialization courses. The persons responsible for the basic or main
specialization courses should be college associate professors.
In the case of at least 30 students per year provision should be made that at least
10 % of the courses specified in the syllabus of the degree program may be
chosen on an optional basis.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to large degree programs, there should be research conducted on an
international scale in at least three disciplines corresponding to the nature of the
degree program, one of which should pertain to the branch of linguistics. With
regard to small degree programs, there should be research conducted on an
international scale in a discipline corresponding to the nature of the degree
program which may pertain to the branch of linguistics as well.
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Respectively, large degree programs call for at least three instructors who hold a
scientific degree, at least one of whom holds a doctor of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences degree, possesses extensive international recognition and has
founded a scientific school consisting of at least of three persons. With regard to
small degree programs there should be at least one instructor who holds a
scientific degree.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree program there should be basic or applied research
programs conducted on a national scale in at least one discipline corresponding
to the nature of the degree program in which linguistics is included.
Provision should be made for a scientific workshop which operates in a
discipline corresponding to the nature of the degree programs concerned and
which may comprise the teaching staff of more than one department.
With regard to college degree programs there should be at least one instructor
who holds a scientific degree.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
According to student participation rate the following should be provided for:
3.1. In university degree programs:
Free access to well-equipped lecture halls necessary for lectures and wellequipped classrooms necessary for seminars or practical courses.
For the purposes of instructing the degree program there should be a department,
scientific, faculty or university library which provides at least five of the most
important scientific journals and the scientific book stock of which contains a
significant part of the works referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the
main specialization courses.
There should be a computer and audiovisual network which provides up-to-date
services to which students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper
research conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be
provided for.
With reference to classics degree programs certain scientific / scholarly
dictionaries (thesauruses, OLD), manuals (Real encyclopaedia), as well as works
of classical authors not used on a daily basis in university practice are also
indispensable.
3.2. In college degree programs:
Free access to well-equipped lecture halls necessary for lectures and wellequipped classrooms necessary for seminars or practical courses.
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For the purposes of instructing the degree program there should be a department,
scientific, faculty or college library which provides at least five of the most
important scientific journals (at least one of which written in a foreign language
depending on the specialty) and the scientific book stock of which contains a
significant part of the works referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the
main specialization courses.
There should be a computer and audiovisual network which provides up-to-date
services to which students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper
research conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be
provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1.

2.

3.
4.

The person responsible for an A type program may only be an
internationally recognized university professor (cited author) who has
achieved a scientific performance equivalent to a doctor of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences degree. The person responsible for a very broad
program should also be an instructor who has achieved a scientific
performance equivalent to a doctor of Hungarian Academy of Sciences
degree. The persons responsible for B type programs may also be habilitated
associate professors.
A scientific workshop is a prerequisite for both A and B type accreditation.
There is a scientific workshop if the person responsible for the program has
a sufficient number of students who have already proved their capacity to
conduct high-level research by obtaining study bursaries, scientific degrees
as well as by publishing scientific articles.
51 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status at the university
which has submitted the doctoral program.
In the case of an A type program it is essential that the person responsible
for the program has published 10-15 international and 20-30 Hungarian cited
papers. In the case of a B type program the person responsible for the
program is expected to have published 6-8 international and 15-20
Hungarian cited papers.

Requirements relative to physical resources and services
•

Proper physical resources and services conditions (an office) should be
provided for doctoral students.
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•
•

Doctoral students should benefit by the same working conditions as provided
for teaching assistants.
Depending on the size of the programs as well as the instructor and student
participation rate access should be provided to at least five scientific journals
in a department, faculty or university library.
Literature and Ethnography Subcommittee

Definition:
Literature:
• The basic (preparatory) courses of literature are as follows: General
literature (poetry, rhetoric, stylistics, literature hermeneutics), history of
literature (history of Hungarian and world literature, history of the literature
of modern languages, history of the science of literature), comparative
literature, auxiliary sciences of literature (textology, philology, prosody).
• The main specialization courses of literature are as follows: history of
culture and civilization, sociology of literature, anthropology of literature,
mentality history, comparative art science (with special reference to history
of literature).

•

•

Ethnography and Folklore:
The basic (preparatory) courses of ethnography in present day Hungary are
as follows: folklore, ethnography, ethnology (i.e. Hungarian and European
comparative and general ethnography as well as studies relative to people
living outside Europe).
The main specialization courses (pertaining to the professional core
curriculum) of ethnography are as follows: cultural anthropology, social
anthropology, visual anthropology, ethnographical museology. These imply
additional areas of science and interdisciplinary syllabi: historical
anthropology, economic anthropology, religious ethnology, art ethnology,
ethnomusicology,
ethnopsychology,
ethnogeography,
ethnogenesis,
ethnohistory, ethnosociology, ethnology of minorities etc.

I. Establishing and launching a degree program
in basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Literature and Ethnography Subcommittee, the Subcommittee
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recommends taking into consideration specific quality requirements as specified
below. These requirements should be applied as directives in the case of already
operating degree programs.
With regard to degree programs placed into this category special attention should
be given to language knowledge requirements: before taking their exit
examination all students are required to obtain at least one intermediate level and
one elementary level language certificate.
1. Qualification requirements
The following degree programs fall within the competence of the Literature and
Ethnography Subcommittee:
a) Degree programs exclusively relative to literature
b) Language and literature degree programs
c) All degree programs that are assigned to the competence of the Literature
and Ethnography Subcommittee by the Hungarian Accreditation Committee.
Presently, these degree programs are as follows:
a) Degree programs exclusively relative to literature:
Theory of literature
Hungarian literature
Comparative literature
b) Language and literature degree programs
b.1. In university degree programs:
Hungarian language and literature degree programs, Hungarian as a foreign
language (Hungarology) degree programs, American Studies degree programs,
English language and literature degree programs, Bulgarian language and
literature degree programs, Czech language and literature degree programs,
Esperanto studies degree programs, Estonian language and literature degree
programs, Finnish language and literature degree programs, French language and
literature degree programs, Greek language and literature degree programs,
Dutch language and literature (Netherlandic Studies) degree programs, Croatian
language and literature degree programs, Polish language and literature degree
programs, Latin language and literature degree programs, German language and
literature degree programs, Italian language and literature degree programs,
Russian language and literature degree programs, Portuguese language and
literature degree programs, Rumanian language and literature degree programs,
Scandinavian languages and literatures (Swedish, Danish, Norwegian) degree
programs, Spanish language and literature degree programs, Serbian language
and literature degree programs, Slovakian language and literature degree
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programs, Neohellenic language and literature degree programs, Ukrainian
language and literature degree programs etc.
b.2. Minority studies degree programs:
Croatian minority degree programs, German minority degree programs,
Rumanian minority degree programs, Serbian minority degree programs,
Slovakian minority degree programs, Slovenian minority degree programs.
b.3. College level degree programs (covering a period of four years):
English teacher training degree programs, French teacher training degree
programs, Hungarian language and literature teacher training degree programs,
German teacher training degree programs, Italian teacher training degree
programs, Russian teacher training degree programs, Rumanian teacher training
degree programs, Ukrainian teacher training degree programs.
b.4. College level degree programs (covering a period of three years):
English teacher training degree programs, French teacher training degree
programs, German teacher training degree programs, Italian teacher training
degree programs, Russian teacher training degree programs, Spanish teacher
training degree programs.
c) Ethnography degree programs:
c.1. In university degree programs:
Ethnographer (student of social sciences majoring in ethnography), ethnographic
musicologist, teacher of ethnography, cultural anthropologist, general
anthropologist.
c.2. In college degree programs:
Historian of music (researcher of folk music).
Specialized post-graduate degree programs based on basic (undergraduate)
education are also included here. Minimum requirements are considered as
fulfilled by the Subcommittee if the application for launching a specialized postgraduate degree program has been submitted by an institution which provides
basic (undergraduate) education. If the application for launching a specialized
post-graduate degree program has been submitted by an institution which does
not provide basic (undergraduate) education, the Subcommittee will forward its
recommendations to the College after having taken this fact into consideration.
Definition of degree programs according to student participation rate
With regard to requirements relative to teaching personnel, a distinction should
be made between A type degree programs (hereinafter: large degree programs)
and B type degree programs (hereinafter: small degree programs). There may be
two possibilities to make such a distinction in degree programs:
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1.

2.

The distinction is based on student participation rate: there is a large degree
program if the number of students pursuing their studies in a year is
equivalent or superior to at least two seminar groups (i.e. approximately 30
persons). There is a small degree program if the student participation rate
does not reach this dividing line.
The distinction is made on the basis of the number of departments which are
responsible for the degree program. Consequently, there is a large degree
program if at least two departments are responsible for it.

2. Requirements relative to personnel:
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
With regard to large degree programs, at least 66 % of instructors should hold a
full-time employee status in their educational institution.
With regard to small degree programs, at least 51 % of instructors should hold a
full-time employee status in their educational institution.
In the case of launching a new degree program, the person responsible for the
degree program should be a full-time employee of the educational institution and
his/her status should be maintained during at least a complete period of
instruction of the degree program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to large degree programs, the person responsible for the
degree program should be a university professor who holds a full-time employee
status and is responsible for one of the basic or main specialization courses and
indeed teaches one of the basic or main specialization courses. The persons
responsible for the basic or main specialization courses should be university
associate professors. In the case of at least 30 students per year provision should
be made that at least 25 % of courses specified in syllabus of the degree program
may be chosen on an optional basis.
With regard to small degree programs, the person responsible for the
degree program should be a university professor or a university associate
professor who holds a full-time employee status and is responsible for one of the
basic or main specialization courses and indeed teaches one of the basic or main
specialization courses. The persons responsible for the basic or main
specialization courses should be university associate professors or university
assistant professors holding a Ph.D. degree.
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2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a college
professor who holds a full-time employee status and is responsible for one of the
basic or main specialization courses. The persons responsible for the basic or
main specialization courses should be college associate professors. In the case of
at least 30 students per year provision should be made that at least 25 % of
courses specified in syllabus of the degree program may be chosen on an optional
basis.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to large degree programs, there should be research conducted on an
international scale in at least three disciplines corresponding to the nature of the
degree program, one of which should pertain to the branch of literature or
ethnography. With regard to small degree programs, there should be research
conducted on an international scale in a discipline corresponding to the nature of
the degree program.
Respectively, large degree programs call for at least three instructors who hold a
scientific degree, at least one of whom holds a doctor of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences degree or is a university professor and possesses extensive
international recognition. With regard to small degree programs there should be
at least one instructor who holds a scientific degree.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs there should be basic or applied research
programs conducted on a national scale in at least one discipline corresponding
to the nature of the degree program.
Provision should be made for a scientific workshop which operates in a
discipline corresponding to the nature of the degree program(s) concerned and
which may comprise the teaching staff of more than one department.
With regard to college degree programs there should be at least one instructor
who holds a scientific degree.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
According to student participation rate the following should be provided for:
3.1. In university degree programs:
There should be well-equipped lecture halls necessary for lectures and wellequipped classrooms necessary for seminars or practical courses.
For the purposes of instructing the degree program a department, scientific,
faculty or university library should provide the most important scientific journals,
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year-book series and at least five of the regular annual books. The scientific book
and periodical stock as well as the non-traditional forms of information delivery
of the library should contain a significant part of the works (at least 70-80 %)
referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the main specialization courses.
There should be a computer and audiovisual network which provides up-to-date
services to which students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper
research conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations, appropriate
devices and conditions for conducting field work, documentation and keeping
public records (archives) (photography, videos, sound-recording, text
transcription, etc.) should also be provided for.
3.2. In college degree programs:
There should be well-equipped lecture halls necessary for lectures and wellequipped classrooms necessary for seminars or practical courses.
For the purposes of instructing the degree program a department, scientific,
faculty or college library should provide at least three of the most important
scientific journals and year-book series. The scientific book stock of the library
should contain a significant part of the works referred to in the bibliography of
the syllabi of the main specialization courses.
There should be a computer and audiovisual network which provides up-to-date
services to which students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper
research conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations, appropriate
devices and conditions for conducting field work, documentation and keeping
public records (archives) (photography, videos, sound-recording, text
transcription, etc.) should also be provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. The person responsible for an A type program may only be an
internationally recognized university professor (cited author) who has
achieved a scientific performance equivalent to a Doctor of Science degree
(doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences). The persons responsible for
B type programs may also be habilitated associate professors.
2. A scientific workshop is a prerequisite for both A and B type accreditation.
There is a scientific workshop if the person responsible for the program has
a sufficient number of students who have already proved their capacity to
conduct high-level research by obtaining study bursaries, scientific degrees
as well as by publishing scientific articles.
3. 51 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status at the university
which has submitted the doctoral program.
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Requirements relative to physical resources and services
•
•
•

•

Proper physical resources and services conditions (an office) should be
provided for doctoral students.
Doctoral students should benefit by the same working conditions as provided
for teaching assistants.
Depending on the size of the programs as well as instructor and student
participation rate access should be provided to at least five scientific journals
in a department, faculty or university library.
When calculating and attributing operational costs, the expenditure
generated by the field work and research of doctoral students, their journeys
in Hungary or abroad as well as their travelling and accommodation costs
should be incorporated in ethnography, cultural anthropology, folklore and
ethnomusicology degree programs.
Arts and D.L.A. Subcommittee

Definition:
• The competence of the Subcommittee is defined by the 105/1998 (V.23.)
government decree as well as any other degree programs which have some
kind of artistic content.
• The basic (preparatory) courses of degree programs: as defined by different
branches of art.
• The main specialization courses (pertaining to the professional core
curriculum) of degree programs: as defined by different branches of art.
• Possible creative and/or theoretical areas of study of degree programs: as
defined by different branches of art.
• Specialized post-graduate education, D.L.A. or Ph.D. doctoral programs: to
be defined in particular cases.
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 4B/VI/3/1998 and 1/IV/6/1998 resolutions of the
Hungarian Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling
within the competence of the Art History and D.L.A. Subcommittee, the
Subcommittee recommends taking into consideration specific quality
requirements as specified below. These requirements should be applied as
directives in the case of already operating degree programs upon accreditation of
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the educational institution. They must be applied for education tracks (offcampus training, correspondence, distance education, etc.).
1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the Subcommittee covers all degree programs which train and
qualify persons in specific areas of art for creative or performing activities,
educational or scientific research, as well as all those which depict some kind of
artistic content.
General and specific qualification requirements in degree programs are regulated
by the 105/1998 (V.23.) government decree on the qualification requirements for
basic higher education degree programs, specifying the objectives of the
program, the level of the qualification and the professional qualification, the
name of the certificate, the duration and main areas of study of the program, and
testing of knowledge. In the case of establishing a new degree program the
qualification requirements that an institution has worked out and submitted
should be compared with corresponding qualification requirements of already
operating degree programs. Considering the particularities of higher education
institutions of Art which make them so different from universities of Science, it
is highly recommended to emphasize the importance and distinctive features of
artistic training courses during the elaboration process of basic (preparatory)
courses. Focus on artistic creation should also be catered for.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
Pursuant to paragraphs B/1 and C/1 of the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution 60 % of
instructors (but in the case of small degree programs at least three instructors)
should hold a public servant status in their educational institution. At least 50 %
of instructors should hold a scientific or artistic degree. In the case of launching a
new degree program, the person responsible for the degree program should be an
instructor who holds a public servant status in the educational institution and
entirely fulfills his/her educational tasks. The status of this instructor should be
maintained during at least a complete period of instruction of the degree
program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor
or, in exceptional cases a university associate professor who is creative and the
founder of a school, holds a scientific degree and is responsible for one of the
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basic or main specialization courses, and indeed teaches one of the basic or main
specialization courses.
The persons responsible for the basic and main specialization courses should be
university professors or habilitated associate professors. At least half of the basic
and main specialization lectures should indeed be given by university professors
or habilitated associate professors. The responsibility for the basic and main
specialization courses should be shared between instructors who comply with the
above requirements.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a college professor or a
habilitated university associate professor or, in exceptional cases, a college
associate professor who is responsible for one of the basic or main specialization
courses, and indeed teaches one of the basic or main specialization courses.
The persons responsible for the basic and main specialization courses should
hold an artistic and/or scientific degree. At least half of the basic and main
specialization lectures should indeed be given by instructors who hold an artistic
and/or scientific degree. The responsibility for the basic and main specialization
courses should be shared between instructors who comply with the above
requirements.
2.3. Requirements relative to creative art and/or research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs there should be a number of
instructors participating in the degree program who are internationally
recognized, hold an artistic and/or scientific degree and have created an artistic
and/or scientific workshop of an international reputation. In the course of their
artistic activities instructors should attain results regarding development, creative
art and/or development of teaching, and should publish articles in artistic and/or
scientific journals on a regular basis.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs there should be at least one recognized
instructor who holds an artistic and/or scientific degree. In addition to their active
engagement in artistic activities, instructors should publish articles in artistic
and/or scientific journals, educational reviews and popular scientific magazines
on a regular basis, and should attain results regarding development, creative art
and/or development of teaching.
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3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classes and teaching materials for education and demonstration
purposes, workshops, studios, or in the absence of such facilities, provision made
for their supply in a given time span are necessary conditions to fulfill.
For the purposes of instructing the degree program there should be a department,
scientific, faculty or university library which provides the most important
scientific journals and the scientific book stock of which contains a significant
part of the up-to-date works referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the
main specialization courses. The scientific journal stock of the library should
include the most relevant journals relative to the major research areas of the
degree program.
There should be a computer and audiovisual network which provides up-to-date
services to which students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper
research conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations and their
continuous development should also be provided for.
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classes and teaching materials for education and demonstration
purposes, workshops, studios, or in the absence of such facilities, provision made
for their supply in a given time span are necessary conditions to fulfill.
For the purposes of instructing the degree program there should be a department,
faculty or college library which provides the most important scientific journals
and the scientific book stock of which contains a significant part of the up-to-date
works referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the main specialization
courses. There should be a computer and audiovisual network which provides
up-to-date services to which students may gain regular access in an organized
form. Proper research conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations and
their continuous development should also be provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. The person responsible for the program may only be an internationally
recognized university professor (or, in exceptional cases, an associate
professor) who is creative and founder of a school, and preferably holds the
highest artistic or scientific degree or award.
2. The major creative and/or research areas of the artistic or scientific
disciplines should be represented as sub- or part programs in the doctoral
program. The person responsible for a subprogram should be an
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3.

4.

internationally recognized, habilitated instructor (normally a university
professor or associate professor) who has founded a scientific or artistic
workshop of an international reputation. Normally, so that Ph.D. or D.L.A.
programs are conferred recognition, they should include greater areas of
study of the artistic or scientific disciplines. In exceptional cases, a
remarkably outstanding artistic and/or scientific program may be accredited
separately as well.
50 % of instructors participating in the program should hold a scientific
and/or artistic degree normally acquired more than five years before (Doctor
of Science, candidate of science, Ph.D., D.L.A.), or an equivalent artistic
award.
At least half of the instructors should hold a public servant status (during at
least 50 % of the working time) at the university which has submitted the
program.

III. Artistic awards which may be taken into consideration for teachers of
Art
Pursuant to paragraph 123.§ (8) of the Higher Education Act, for the purposes of
habilitation and appointment of university or college professors or university
associate professors only those artistic and educational awards may be taken into
consideration on a temporary basis from the following awards - instead of D.L.A.
degrees - which correspond to the applicant's scientific discipline. In the case of
launching a new degree program or submitting a D.L.A. application, instructors
who have been habilitated or appointed university or college professors or
associate professors in an institution - through taking the following artistic
awards into consideration - may be regarded as having an artistic degree.
-The Kossuth and Széchenyi Awards as defined in the 1990/XII. Act.
-Artistic and educational awards as defined in the 4/1992 (III.6) decree of the
Ministry of Culture published pursuant to paragraph XXXI / 7.§ (1) of the 1991
Act.
-Jászai Mari Award (recognition for actors)
-József Attila Award (recognition in literature)
-Márai Sándor Award (recognition for the life-work of writers)
-Balázs Béla Award (recognition for cinematographic works of art)
-Munkácsy Mihály Award (recognition in fine arts)
-Ferenczy Noémi Award (recognition in decorative arts)
-Balogh Rudolf Award (recognition in the art of photography)
-Erkel Ferenc Award (recognition in music, for composers)
-Harangozó Gyula Award (recognition in dance)
-Liszt Ferenc Award (recognition in music)
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-Táncsics Mihály Award (recognition in journalism)
-Hortobágyi Károly Award (recognition for acrobats)
-Szentgyörgyi Albert Award (recognition for founding a new school)
-Apáczai Csere János Award (recognition for educational and pedagogical work)
-Kiss Árpád Award (recognition for pedagogical work)
-Magyar Felsıoktatásért Emlékplakett Award (Memorial Plaque granted for the
Hungarian Higher Education) (recognition in higher education)
-Németh László Award (recognition for educational and pedagogical work)
-Karácsony Sándor Award (recognition for encouraging students' personality
development)
-Éltes Mátyás Award (recognition for teachers who deal with handicapped
persons)
-Brunszvik Teréz Award (recognition for pedagogical work in kindergarten
schools)
-Arany Katedra Emlékplakett (Golden Stratum Memorial Plaque) (recognition
for pedagogical work)
-Pedagógus Szolgálati Emlékérem (Memorial medal for pedagogical work)
(recognition for educational and pedagogical work).
Presently, awards other than those mentioned above may not be taken into
consideration by the Hungarian Accreditation Committee. The above awards
may only be taken into consideration if their holder has obtained a university or
college degree.
Psychology Subcommittee
Definition:
• The basic (preparatory) courses of psychology are as follows: general
psychology, personality psychology, development psychology and social
psychology.
• The main specialization courses (pertaining to the professional core
curriculum) of psychology are as follows: biological and social science basis
of psychological phenomena, statistical basis for psychological dataprocessing, applied psychological subjects: clinical and medical psychology,
labor and organization psychology, pedagogical and school (educational)
psychology, vocational counseling psychology.
• Possible research areas of psychology correspond to disciplines which
provide a basis for the above courses.
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I. Establishing and launching a degree program
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 2/III/2/1996 resolution of the National
Accreditation Committee and the By-Laws of the Hungarian Accreditation
Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the competence of
the Psychology Subcommittee, the Subcommittee recommends incorporating
specific quality requirements as specified below. These requirements should be
applied as directives in the case of already operating degree programs.
1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the Psychology Subcommittee covers all degree programs the
name of which contains the word psychology in any form whatsoever, as well as
those in which the number of professional credit units in relevant subjects
exceeds 30 % of all professional credit unit requirements specified in the degree
program.
Qualification requirements relative to psychology degree programs are to be
published in government decree.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 60 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status in their
educational institution or in another associate or partner institutions as specified
in the Higher Education Act. In the case of launching a new degree program, the
person responsible for the degree program should be a full-time employee of the
educational institution and his/her status should be maintained during at least a
complete period of instruction of the degree program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor
who has acquired a doctoral degree in psychology. This instruction should hold a
full-time public servant status in the higher education institution which intends to
establish / launch the degree program. Furthermore, this person should be
responsible for one of the basic or main specialization courses.
The persons responsible for basic or main specialization courses should be
university professors or associate professors and at least half of the basic and
main specialization lectures should indeed be given by instructors who hold a
scientific degree.
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2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor
or college professor or habilitated university associate professor who has
acquired a scientific degree in psychology. This instructor should hold a full-time
public servant status in the higher education institution which intends to establish
/ launch the degree program. Furthermore, the person responsible for the degree
program should be responsible for one of the basic or main specialization
courses. The persons responsible for the basic and main specialization courses
should hold a scientific degree and at least half of the basic and main
specialization lectures should be given by instructors who hold a scientific
degree.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs in at least two major research areas
there should be an internationally recognized instructor (cited author) who holds
a scientific degree (preferably a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
degree) and has founded a scientific school. Instructors should publish articles in
scientific journals on a regular basis and/or should produce development results.
At least half of the instructors should hold a scientific degree corresponding to
their scientific discipline and at least 10 % of them should be habilitated.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs in at least one main research area there
should be an internationally recognized instructor (cited author) who holds a
scientific degree (preferably a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
degree or a habilitated instructor) and has founded a scientific workshop.
Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a regular basis and/or
should produce development results. At least 40 % of instructors should hold a
scientific degree corresponding to their scientific discipline.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
A higher education institution may only initiate establishing and/or launching a
degree program both at a university and a college level if there is an independent
psychology department in the institution and if the department has a properly
equipped psychology laboratory. A further prerequisite is a computer network
providing up-to-date services to which students may gain access on a regular
basis in an organized form.
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A scholarly library providing relevant psychology monographs (including
learned papers written in English) as well as psychological journals (including
foreign psychological journals) is a prerequisite for an institution that intends to
launch a psychology degree program.
Proper conditions for writing thesis papers should be provided for by the
institution that intends to launch a psychology degree program.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1.

2.
3.
4.

The person responsible for an A type program may only be an
internationally recognized university professor who holds a doctor of
psychology degree. The person responsible for a B type program may also
be a habilitated university professor or a university associate professor. A
scientific workshop is a prerequisite for both A and B type accreditation.
The head a doctoral subject may only be a habilitated university professor,
an associate professor or a researcher.
The instructors participating in the program should hold a scientific degree
and at least 20 % of them should be habilitated doctors.
At least half of the instructors participating in the program should hold a
full-time public servant status at the university which has submitted the
doctoral program. Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on
a regular basis, and/or should produce development results.
Pedagogy Subcommittee

Definition:
The following degree programs fall within the competence of the Pedagogy
Subcommittee:
• Training programs for kindergarten teachers, primary school teachers,
college or university instructors, teachers dealing with handicapped persons
as well as basic and complementary programs provided in the framework of
these degree programs.
• Pedagogy degree programs (as independent degree programs at college and
university level).
• Major specialized post-graduate degree programs: pedagogical (educational,
psychological etc.) post-graduate training programs for those who have
acquired a degree in pedagogy; post-graduate training programs for those
who have acquired a degree in pedagogy by supplementing specific areas of
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•

•

•
•
•

study in basic undergraduate education (e.g.: for the purposes of
management, economics, law and other expert tasks); post-graduate training
programs for primary school teachers and secondary school teachers with
regard to specific areas of study or disciplines in basic higher education.
A special form of post-graduate training programs is a university level
supplementary training program of the undergraduate curriculum of a
college level pedagogy degree program.
Post-graduate training programs defined in the above first two cases may
only be launched by an institution which provides undergraduate education
in pedagogy degree programs. In the third case specified above, all
institutions are eligible for launching a program if they provide
undergraduate education in an area of science or discipline which is
connected to teacher training. In such a case, the instruction of pedagogy and
psychology courses and modern up-to-date knowledge should be provided
for in the framework of organizational cooperation in at least 20 % of the
training time.
Pedagogy doctoral programs.
The evaluation of any other applications which have a pedagogical content
of at least 20 %.
With regard to the evaluation of applications relative to the launching and
establishing of the degree programs mentioned above, the Subcommittee
will take into consideration the Higher Education Act in force, the provisions
and the professional qualification requirements of the relevant government
decrees as well as relevant resolutions and provisions of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee.

I. Establishing and launching a degree program
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 111/1997 (VI.27.) government decree (which is
still in force) and the 1/VI/3/1998 resolution of the Hungarian Accreditation
Committee.
1. Qualification requirements
With regard to degree programs falling within its competence, the Pedagogy
Subcommittee examines compliance with provisions relative to general or
specific qualification requirements defined in government and ministerial decrees
with special reference to the objectives of the program, the level of the
qualification and the professional qualification, the name of the certificate, the
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duration and main areas of study of the program, the proportion of theoretical
and practical training, and testing of knowledge. In the absence of acknowledged
qualification requirements, they should be worked out by the institution which
has submitted the application for the degree program. In accordance with the
above:
Content requirements of establishing and launching a degree program
The application submitted should contain the following information:
The application and adaptation of all relevant disciplinary and pedagogy
qualification requirements in force (for kindergarten teachers, primary school
teachers and secondary school teachers) relative to the degree program. In the
absence of such requirements, they should be worked out and enclosed in a
structure as specified by the relevant provisions of the Higher Education Act.
The basis of the degree program in terms of different areas of study and
disciplines
The reasons why a degree program has been launched or established, the place
and role it assumes in the Hungarian higher education system, in the given region
and institution.
The qualification that can be obtained at the end of the training program (the
content, level and nature of the degree).
The objectives of the degree program.
The subjects and the curricula of the degree program, their nature and the number
of courses (possibly specified in credit points), the instruction of courses
(possibilities of enrolment for these courses), the planned number of years
(semesters) (curriculum network) should be indicated.
Outlining the syllabi of different courses (course content, main areas of study,
definition of requirements and checking compliance with these requirements),
the bibliography of basic scientific books to be studied, the enumeration of
leading and cooperating instructors.
The curriculum and syllabi of different courses should provide for the following
in an adequate proportion and structure: the theoretical basis of pedagogy,
psychology and sociology, the preparation for the vocation of teaching and
education, exercises for enabling the personality development of students, course
pedagogy, group and individual exercises at schools, fundamental theory of
research and methodology in pedagogy required for such exercises; in the case of
pedagogy degree programs the theory of research and methodology of pedagogy
; during the complete period of instruction the nature and different types of
testing, evaluation, assessment.
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2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 70 % of instructors should hold a full-time public servant status (or a
status equivalent to the public servant status) in their educational institution. In
the case of launching a new degree program, the person responsible for the
degree program should be a full-time employee of the educational institution and
his/her status should be maintained during at least a complete period of
instruction of the degree program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
The leading instructor or the person responsible for the degree program should
hold a scientific degree, preferably in pedagogy or psychology (or, in a degree
program for the education of handicapped children, an area of study relative to
such remedial education).
With regard to pedagogy degree programs the person responsible for a university
level degree program should be a university professor who holds a doctor of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree acquired in pedagogy, in a college level
degree program he/she should be a college professor who holds a scientific
degree in pedagogy.
At least three more instructors from among those participating in the degree
program should hold a scientific degree (preferably one of them holding his/her
degree in pedagogy or psychology).
The persons responsible for basic or main specialization courses should be
habilitated university professors or associate professors.
It is essential that the person responsible for the degree program and the
instructors responsible for courses have acquired at least five years' professional
experience in a training program equivalent to the degree program or in another
institution providing an equivalent degree program.
2.3 Requirements relative to research personnel
The application should contain a short curriculum vitae of the instructors
participating in the degree program, at the most ten of the most important papers
that they have published in the last five years in relevant areas of study or
research of the degree program.
With reference to the degree program submitted, the application should contain
all research attainments and projects, conditions regarding personnel in the
institution, as well as the national and international relations that the institution
has established.
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The application should include a description of the scientific workshops
operating in relevant areas of study of the degree program and scientific relations
recognized on an international or national scale.
Other requirements: The application should contain a planned student
participation rate in the degree program, conditions of admission, and data
relative to eventual changes in evolution of student participation rate.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services (finance and
materials)
For the purposes of a successful instruction of the degree program the institution
submitting the application should have classrooms, teaching materials for
educational or demonstration purposes and properly equipped student
laboratories.
For the accomplishment and instruction of group and individual exercises at
schools there should be a sufficient number of leading instructors and schools
providing high quality education and, accordingly, the institution which has
submitted the application should provide a statement including a short
justification.
The instruction of the degree program should be supported assisted by a
department and/or central library the scientific book stock of which contains a
significant part of the classical course texts and up-to-date works referred to in
the bibliography of the contained syllabi of the main specialization courses. The
scientific journal stock of the library should include the most important journals
in at least three of the major areas of study of the degree program.
The instruction of the degree program should be supported by a computer
network which provides up-to-date services to which instructors and students
may gain regular access in an organized form.
Proper research conditions necessary for writing thesis papers and dissertations
relative to pedagogy should also be provided for.
4. Requirements relative to organization
Degree programs relative to teacher training may only be launched by an
institution where there is an independent or joint pedagogy and psychology
department (institute) operating.
The coordination of methodology, teacher training and instruction of teacher
trainees at schools should come under the direction of a controlling body (an
organizational framework) (e.g.: a teacher training center, institute or
professional personnel).
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The integration of the institution also provides the necessary conditions of an
efficient continuation of the planned degree program as well as the operation of
the organizational framework.
If the launching of the degree program is concurrent with the establishment of an
institution, it is essential that further provisions of the law should be examined
during the authorization process.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
During the accreditation process of doctoral programs in submitted applications
the provisions of the 4A/VI/3/1998 resolution of the HAC will prevail. The
special criteria relative to pedagogy degree programs are specified below.

1. The accreditation of a pedagogy degree program may be initiated by an

2.

3.

4.

institution where there is an independent department (institute) of pedagogy
operating and there are pedagogy degree programs provided in basic
(undergraduate) education.
The major research areas (at least three) of pedagogy should be represented
as sub- or part programs in the doctoral program. A Ph.D. program which
covers less than three of the major research areas of pedagogy (contains less
than three subprograms) may only be accredited as an exception in the case
of a remarkably outstanding scientific performance.
The person responsible for the doctoral program should be a university
professor who holds a full-time public servant (or an equivalent) status
during at least 50 % of the working time at the university submitting the
program, and has acquired a Doctor of Science degree (a doctor of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree) in pedagogy. This instructor should
carry on publishing activities on a regular basis, and is expected to have
written 6-10 international and 20-30 Hungarian (cited) scientific articles.
Furthermore, at least three more instructors among those responsible for
subprograms and doctoral subjects should hold a doctor of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences degree. All the instructors assuming responsibility for
subprograms should hold a scientific degree (a Ph.D. or a C.Sc.) in
pedagogy, whereas the persons responsible for doctoral subjects should
acquire a degree in other disciplines corresponding to the nature of the area
of science.
A nationwide recognition of the scientific workshop of the department which
has submitted the application is a prerequisite for accreditation. Applications
should specify what place and role the doctoral program will assume among
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5.

6.

7.

other doctoral programs of the institution as well as national doctoral
programs in pedagogy. Moreover, applications should define how the
subsequent activities that persons who have acquired a scientific degree
carry on with a view of developing pedagogy will be followed up and
encouraged.
The application should identify basic and major doctoral subjects, systems of
assessment, evaluation and testing, what national and international
relationships the department (institute) maintain, as well as conditions
regarding teaching personnel (underpinned with curriculum vitae data).
The scientific book stock of the library of the institution which has submitted
the pedagogy doctoral program should contain at least one thousand books
in the field of pedagogy, a smaller proportion of which being Hungarian and
a larger proportion being written in a foreign language (including the most
modern writings as well). In addition, it should include at least ten
Hungarian and international scientific journals.
With a view of accomplishing appropriate work in the scientific workshop of
the doctoral program sufficient personnel, services and up-to-date computer
or technical laboratory conditions should be provided for.
History Subcommittee

Definition:
• The basic (preparatory) courses of history are as follows: history of Hungary
(Hungarian prehistory, prehistory and antiquity in Hungary, Middle Ages,
Early Modern Ages, Modern Ages, the most modern ages), world history
(prehistory, antiquity, Middle Ages, Early Modern Ages, Modern Ages, the
most modern ages).
• The main specialization courses of history are as follows: archival research,
museology, auxiliary sciences of history, history of the science of history,
history of economics, social history, history of philosophy, history of
culture, art history.
• The four major and traditional areas of study of archeology are as follows:
prehistorical, antic (classical and provincial) archeology, the archeology of
the Great Migrations and Middles Ages (including Hungarian prehistorical
archeology) which focus in the first place on the complete subject matter of
the archeology of Hungary (i.e. the Carpathian Basin) and, in non-negligible
proportions, of world archeology (i.e. mainly Euroasian archeology).
• The main specialization courses of archeology are as follows: as a
supplement to the curricula of the basic (preparatory) courses museology,
computer and cartographical science, measurement and excavation exercises
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•

are necessary conditions to fulfill. The general background for these courses
is provided by the instruction of world and Hungarian history. The
acquisition of the basic essentials of other auxiliary social and natural
sciences (numismatics, science of documents, science of seals, history of
writing, history of ethnography and art history, anthropology, archeological
zoology and botany) is also desirable.
Possible research areas of archeology normally correspond to those specified
in bullet 1 but in accordance with present-day practice they may cover areas
specified in bullet 2 as well.

I. Establishing and launching a degree program
in basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Areas of study in specialized post-graduate education correspond to the possible
research areas of the degree program.
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the History Subcommittee, the Subcommittee recommends
incorporating specific quality requirements as specified below. These
requirements should be applied as directives in the case of already operating
degree programs.
1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the History Subcommittee covers history degree programs
which are at present as follows:
– university level historian degree programs,
– university level teacher of history degree programs,
– college level teacher of history degree programs,
as well as all those in which the number of professional credit units in relevant
subjects exceeds 30 % of all professional credit unit requirements specified in the
degree program. These are for instance:
– university level archivist degree programs,
– university level musicologist degree programs.
Establishing or launching an archeology degree program may only be authorized
in the form of a university level archeology degree program. An archeology
degree program should include both the four major archeology disciplines and
the other connecting disciplines as specified above.
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General and specific qualification requirements in degree programs are regulated
by formerly published and draft government decrees on the relevant qualification
requirements for already elaborated undergraduate higher education degree
programs as well as those that are being elaborated. These qualification
requirements specify the objectives of the program, the level of the qualification
and the professional qualification, the duration and main areas of study of the
program, and testing of knowledge. In the absence of such information, the
requirements that an institution has worked out and submitted or is going to
submit should be compared with corresponding qualification requirements of
already operating degree programs.
Archeology courses may be instructed in university or college level teacher
training degree programs as well as university level museology degree programs
but no archeologist degrees may be conferred. With reference to general and
specific qualification requirements see the above paragraph.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 70 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status in their
educational institution. In the case of launching a new degree program, the
person responsible for the degree program should be a full-time employee of the
educational institution and his/her status should be maintained during at least a
complete period of instruction (4 or 5 years) of the degree program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor
who has acquired a Doctor of Science degree or a doctor of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences degree, holds a full-time employee status and is
responsible for one of the main specialization courses which he/she indeed
instructs.
The persons responsible for basic or main specialization courses should be
habilitated university associate professors or university professors who hold a
Doctor of Science degree or a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
degree.
The persons responsible for basic or main specialization courses should be
university professors or habilitated university associate professors, and at least
half of the basic and main specialization lectures should be given by university
professors or habilitated associate professors. The responsibility for the basic and
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main specialization courses should be shared respectively between three
instructors who comply with the above requirements.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a college professor who
is responsible for a course which he/she indeed instructs. The persons responsible
for courses should hold a scientific degree.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
With regard to archeology degree programs in at least three major research or
science areas (or, in exceptional cases, in two research areas) there should be a
university professor who holds a scientific degree, preferably a Doctor of Science
or a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree, or a habilitated
university associate professor who holds a scientific degree. Furthermore, there
should be a sufficient number of university assistant professors and university
teaching assistants who work as instructors.
It is desirable that instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a
regular basis, and at least 60 to 75 % of them should hold a degree in their
scientific disciplines. At least 30 % of instructors should be habilitated.
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
The instructor should be a university professor who holds a scientific degree,
preferably a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree, or a
habilitated university associate professor who holds a scientific degree.
University assistant professors and university teaching assistants may also
participate in the instruction of the degree program. Instructors should to publish
articles in scientific journals on regular basis. At least 60 % of instructors should
hold a scientific degree in their scientific disciplines, and at least 30 % of them
should be habilitated.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
40 % of instructors should hold a scientific degree. Instructors should publish
articles in scientific journals on regular basis. At least 30 % of instructors should
hold a scientific degree, and at least 15 % of them should be habilitated.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services:
3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing relevant courses classrooms and teaching
materials for demonstration purposes are necessary conditions to fulfill. There
should be a department or a scholarly library which contains at least five of the
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most important scientific journals, and according to student participation rate a
sufficient number of course texts, scientific books and source materials used in
the course of instructing the degree program. The appropriate scientific book
stock for instructing world history should also be provided for.
For the purposes of instructing relevant courses in archeology degree programs
classrooms and teaching materials for demonstration purposes are necessary
conditions to fulfill. There should be a scholarly library in the department which
contains all the major national scientific journals as well as some (an accessible
proportion of) foreign journals. According to student participation rate the library
should provide a sufficient number of course texts, scientific books and source
materials used in the course of instructing the degree program. The possibility to
gain access to the scientific book and journal stock of disciplines listed above
(under bullet 2 in Definition) on the premises of the library, or by means of
interlibrary loan or photocopying should be provided for.
Fieldwork and excavation exercises as well as preservation and processing of
excavation findings in museums should be provided for by means of wages and
appropriate equipment.
Software and hardware requirements of computer-aided instruction should be
provided for. The acquisition of at least two foreign languages at an appropriate
level supported by all necessary physical resources and services of the instruction
should be ensured.
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing relevant courses classrooms and teaching
materials for demonstration purposes are necessary conditions to fulfill. There
should be a department or a scholarly library which contains at least five of the
most important scientific journals, and according to student participation rate a
sufficient number of course texts, scientific books and source materials used in
the course of instructing the degree program. The appropriate scientific book
stock (at least in Hungarian) for instructing world history should also be provided
for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1.

The person responsible for the doctoral program should be an internationally
recognized university professor (or associate professor) who holds a Doctor
of Science or a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree and
has published 3-5 monographs.
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2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

The person responsible for a subprogram may only be a university professor
who holds a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree and has
published 3-5 monographs.
At least 70 % of the instructors teaching in the subprograms should hold a
scientific degree and are expected to have published at least 3-5 publications.
70 % of instructors should hold a full-time public servant status in their
educational institution.
With regard to Ph.D. programs those who write a dissertation in economic or
social history should take up courses in economics and sociology during at
least one semester, those who write a dissertation in political history should
take up courses in political sciences during at least one semester, and all
those writing a dissertation in cultural history should take up courses in the
history of philosophy during at least one semester.
The major research areas of archeology should be represented as sub- or part
programs in the doctoral program. The person responsible for a subprogram
may only be a habilitated instructor (normally a university professor or at
least an associate professor) who is internationally recognized (cited to the
same extent as a Doctor of Science or a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences) and has founded a scientific school (consisting of at least three
persons). A Ph.D. program which covers less than three of the major
research areas of archeology (contains less than three subprograms) may
only be accredited as an exception in the case of remarkably outstanding
scientific performance.
The persons participating in the doctoral program should hold a scientific
degree (Doctor of Science or doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
candidate of science, Ph.D.) acquired not less than three years before, and at
least 50 % of them should be habilitated doctors. Instructors should publish
scholarly works or articles in scientific journals on a regular basis.
70 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status at the university
which has submitted the doctoral program.

Supplementary provisions
– After the above system of requirements has come into force, applications
relative to establishing and launching a degree program may only be
approved if they comply with these requirements.
– In the case of already operating degree programs a period of five years may
be granted to achieve full compliance with the above requirements. After
these five years have elapsed, the person responsible for the already
operating degree program must solicit the monitoring of the accreditation.
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–

The accreditation of degree programs that operate in compliance with the
above system of requirements should be monitored at least every eight years.

The Subcommittee accepts the above professional minimum requirements but
acknowledges that they cannot be fulfilled presently. However, the
Subcommittee considers that it is desirable that institutions make efforts to adapt
to them.
Philosophy Subcommittee
Definition:
A philosophy degree program may only be launched in a university if it trains
experts who have acquired proper knowledge in major periods of the history of
philosophy including today's main trends and the following traditional areas of
systematic philosophy:
Social philosophy, History of philosophy, Political philosophy, Religious
philosophy, Ethics, Esthetics, Logic, Metaphysics, Epistemology, Philosophy of
Science, Philosophy of the Mind, Language philosophy.
Establishing and launching a degree program
in basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Philosophy Subcommittee, the Subcommittee recommends
taking into consideration specific quality requirements as specified below. These
requirements should be applied as directives in the case of already operating
degree programs.
1. Qualification requirements
The level of qualification: MA
The professional qualification: teacher of philosophy, undergraduate in social
sciences
The duration of training program: eight semesters
The main areas of study: those specified as the objectives of the degree program
Evaluation and testing of knowledge: end-of-term examinations (at least sixteen),
mostly oral examinations administered at regular intervals
Comprehensive / exit examinations:
- at least two examinations, oral and written
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-

they should consist of both an oral and a written part, especially in
comprehensive examinations
- the first comprehensive examination should come after the Renaissance.
Other requirements: acquisition of proper reading skills in foreign scholarly texts
by the time of the first comprehensive examination.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
Establishing and launching a degree program in basic higher education and
specialized post-graduate education may only be acknowledged if, for the
purposes of teaching the major areas of study of philosophy, there is a sufficient
number of instructors who hold a full-time public servant status.
The requirement of a regular publishing activity at an appropriate level is to be
fulfilled by the instructors of the degree program.
Instructors are required to publish high level scientific (scholarly) papers on a
regular basis.
It is desirable that the leading instructors of the degree program should fulfill the
same publishing requirements as expected from the instructors of a B type Ph.D.
program.
The minimum student participation rate in the case of first (beginner) years is 15
students.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
A scholarly library of at least 20,000 copies accessible in the registered office of
the university, and a computer network suitable for computer access in
humanities studies are necessary conditions to fulfill.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
In the case of A type accreditation, the person responsible for the doctoral
program should comply with the following publishing requirements: 10
recognized international publications (a book, a part of a book, an article
published in a scientific journal).
In the case of B type accreditation, the person responsible for the doctoral
program should comply with the following publishing requirements: 5
recognized international publications or 15 recognized national publications (a
part of a book, a preface, a translation, scientific and/or philosophical essays on
the basis of the above criteria).
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Law and Political Science Subcommittee
Definition:
• The basic (preparatory) courses of law are as follows: all courses ending in a
comprehensive and exit examination.
• The basic (preparatory) courses of political sciences are as follows: history
of the theory of political sciences (world history and Hungarian history),
modern political philosophies, modern social theory, the Hungarian political
system, comparative politics, history of politics (world history and
Hungarian history), constitutional law, international politics, methodology of
social sciences research. The main specialization courses (pertaining to the
professional core curriculum): at least ten courses relative to the established
research and educational subfields of political sciences which do not pertain
to the basic (preparatory) courses or to those preparing for intellectual tasks.
• Possible research areas of law and political sciences correspond to
disciplines which provide a basis for the above courses.
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
in basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 4B/VI/3/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Law and Political Sciences Subcommittee, the Subcommittee
recommends incorporating specific quality requirements as specified below. In
the case of degree programs that are going to be established or launched these
requirements should be implemented after the time of legislation in proportion to
the given time span, whereas in the case of already operating degree programs
they are to be applied upon accreditation of the institution. In the case of
education tracks (off-campus training, correspondence, distance education etc.)
these requirements should be applied as directives.
1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the Law and Political Sciences Subcommittee covers law,
political sciences and administration degree programs as well as all those the
name of which contains the words law or, political sciences in any form
whatsoever, and/or those in which the number of professional credit units in
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relevant subjects exceeds 30 % of all professional credit unit requirements
specified in the degree program.
General and specific qualification requirements in degree programs are regulated
by formerly published government and ministerial decrees (6/1999 (II.1.)
Ministry of Education) on the relevant qualification requirements for higher
education degree programs, and by future government and ministerial decrees,
specifying the objectives of the program, the level of the qualification and the
professional qualification, the name of the certificate, the duration and main areas
of study of the program, and testing of knowledge. In the absence of such
information, the requirements that an institution has worked out and submitted or
is going to submit should be compared with corresponding qualification
requirements of already operating degree programs.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 50 % of instructors should hold a full-time public servant status in their
educational institution (or in non-state institutions, such as church or foundationrun institutions, a status equivalent to the public servant status) and entirely fulfill
their educational and research tasks. In the case of launching a new degree
program, the person responsible for the degree program should hold a status as
specified above in the educational institution, and his/her status should be
maintained during at least a complete period of instruction of the degree
program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should possibly be a university
professor who holds a full-time public servant status in the educational institution
(or in non-state institutions, such as church or foundation-run institutions, a status
equivalent to the public servant status) and entirely fulfills his/her educational
and research tasks. This instructor should be responsible for one of the basic or
main specialization courses and should indeed teach one of the basic or main
specialization courses. The persons responsible for basic or main specialization
courses should be university professors or associate professors and at least half of
the basic and main specialization lectures should indeed be given by university
professors or associate professors. Compliance should be ensured with the
requirement that every year at least one instructor who holds a full-time
employee status and possibly a scientific degree should participate in the
instruction of every course ending in a comprehensive or exit examination. If the
instructor who holds a full-time employee status has not acquired a scientific
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degree, it is necessary in the instruction of the subject concerned to call for the
participation of a part-time instructor who holds a scientific degree.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for a degree program should be a university professor, a
college professor or a habilitated university associate professor or, in exceptional
cases, a college associate professor who is responsible for one of the basic or
main specialization courses and indeed instructs one of the basic or main
specialization courses. The persons responsible for basic and main specialization
courses should possibly be college professors and hold a scientific degree. At
least half of the basic and main specialization lectures should indeed be given by
instructors who hold a scientific degree.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs there should be an internationally
recognized instructor (cited author) participating in the degree program who
holds a scientific degree (preferably a doctor of Hungarian Academy of Sciences
degree) and has founded a scientific school. Instructors should publish articles in
scientific journals on a regular basis and/or should produce development results.
Possibly 50 % of all instructors appointed and working full or part-time should
hold a scientific degree in their scientific discipline, and it is desirable that at
least 30 % of them should be habilitated.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs there should be a recognized instructor
(cited author) participating in the degree program who holds a scientific degree
(preferably a doctor of Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree or a habilitated
instructor). Instructors should publish articles in scientific and/or educational
journals on a regular basis and/or should produce results regarding development
and/or development of teaching. Possibly 50 % of all instructors appointed and
working full or part-time should hold a scientific degree, and it is desirable that at
least 15 % of them should be habilitated.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for educational and demonstration
purposes and student laboratories, or in the absence of such facilities, provision
made for their supply in a given time span are necessary conditions to fulfill. For
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the purposes of instructing a degree program and its courses there should be a
department, faculty or university library which contains the most important
scientific journals and the scientific book stock of which provides a significant
part of the up-to-date works referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the
basic and main specialization courses. The scientific journal stock of the library
should contain the most important journals relative to research areas of the
degree program where there is actual research conducted. There should be a
computer network which provides up-to-date services to which students may
gain regular access in an organized form. Proper research conditions for writing
thesis papers and dissertations and their continuous development should also be
provided for.
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for educational and demonstration
purposes and student laboratories, or in the absence of such facilities, provision
made for their supply in a given time span are necessary conditions to fulfill. For
the purposes of instructing a degree program and its courses there should be a
library which contains the most important scientific journals and the scientific
book stock of which provides a significant part of the up-to-date works referred
to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses.
There should be a computer network which provides up-to-date services to which
students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper research
conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations and their continuous
development should also be provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. The person responsible for the doctoral program should possibly be an
internationally recognized (cited) university professor (or, in exceptional
cases, a university associate professor) who holds a Doctor of Science
degree or title (or, in exceptional cases a Ph.D. degree).
2. The major research areas of the discipline should be represented as sub- or
part programs in the doctoral program. The person responsible for a
subprogram may only be habilitated instructor (normally a university
professor or, in exceptional cases, an associate professor) who is
internationally recognized (cited to the same extent as required by a doctor
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences) and has founded a scientific school.
A Ph.D. doctoral program which contains less than three of the major
research areas of the discipline (contains less than three sub- or part
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3.

4.

programs) may only be accredited as an exception, in the case of remarkably
outstanding scientific performance.
The instructors participating in the program should hold a scientific degree
acquired more than three years before (Doctor of Science, candidate of
science, Ph.D.), and at least 50 % of them should be habilitated. Instructors
should publish articles in scientific journals on a regular basis and/or should
produce development results.
At least half of the instructors should hold a full-time public servant status at
the university which has submitted the doctoral program (or, in the case of
non-state institutions, such as in church or foundation-run institutions, a
status equivalent to the public servant status) and should entirely fulfill their
research and educational tasks.
Theology and Religion Subcommittee

Definition:
• The competence of the Subcommittee covers the following degree programs:
theologian degree programs, teacher of religion degree programs, instructor
of religion degree programs, religion degree programs and all other degree
programs which have some content relative to religious life.
• The basic (preparatory) courses of degree programs are as follows: in all of
the above degree programs all courses that end in a comprehensive or exit
examination.
• The main specialization courses (pertaining to the professional core
curriculum) are as follows: other obligatory courses.
• Possible research areas of the degree programs are as follows: in the case of
theologian and teacher of theology degree programs research of source
materials, history, regular data-processing and practical knowledge.
• Specialized post-graduate programs (including doctoral programs):
presently, there are no specialized post-graduate programs, only theology
doctoral programs exist.
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
in basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 4B/VI/3/1998 and the 1/IV/6/1998 resolutions of
the Hungarian Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs
falling within the competence of the Theology and Religion Subcommittee, the
Subcommittee recommends incorporating specific quality requirements as
specified below. In the case of degree programs that are going to be established
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or launched these requirements should be implemented in proportion to the given
time span, whereas in the case of already operating degree programs they are to
be applied upon accreditation of the institution. In the case of education tracks
(off-campus training, correspondence, distance education etc.) these
requirements should be applied as directives.
1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the Subcommittee covers all degree programs the name of
which contains the words religion or theology in any form whatsoever, as well as
all those which have some content relative to religious life.
General and specific qualification requirements in degree programs are regulated
by formerly published and draft government decrees on the relevant qualification
requirements for already elaborated undergraduate higher education degree
programs as well as those that are being elaborated, specifying the objectives of
the program, the level of the qualification and the professional qualification, the
name of the certificate, the duration and main areas of study of the program, and
testing of knowledge. In the absence of such information, the requirements that
an institution has worked out and submitted or is going to submit should be
compared with corresponding qualification requirements of already operating
institutions.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
Pursuant to paragraphs B/1 and C/1 of the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution 60 % of
instructors (but in the case of small degree programs at least three persons)
should hold a full-time employee status in their educational institution and should
entirely fulfill their educational and research tasks. At least 50 % of instructors
should hold a scientific degree. In the case of launching a new degree program,
the person responsible for the degree program should be a full-time employee of
the educational institution, and his/her status should be maintained during at least
a complete period of instruction of the degree program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor
(or, in exceptional cases, a university associate professor) who holds a full-time
employee status and a Doctor of Science degree and whose capacity to conduct
independent professional work is ascertained. This person should be responsible
for one of the basic or main specialization courses and should indeed teach one
of the basic or main specialization courses.
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The persons responsible for basic or main specialization courses should be
university professors or habilitated associate professors and at least half of the
basic and main specialization lectures should indeed be given by university
professors or habilitated associate professors. The responsibility for basic or main
specialization courses should be shared between instructors who comply with the
above requirements.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for a degree program should be a university professor, a
college professor or a habilitated university associate professor, or in exceptional
cases, a college associate professor who is responsible for one of the basic or
main specialization courses and indeed teaches one of the basic or main
specialization courses.
The persons responsible for basic and main specialization courses should
possibly hold a scientific degree or accomplish scientific activities of the same
scholarly level as recognized by the Hungarian Accreditation Committee. At
least half of the basic and main specialization lectures should indeed be given by
instructors who hold a scientific degree. The responsibility for basic or main
specialization courses should be shared between instructors who comply with the
above requirements.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs there should be an internationally
recognized instructor (cited author) participating in the degree program who
holds a scientific degree and has founded a scientific workshop of an
international reputation. Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals
on a regular basis and/or should produce development results.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs there should be an internationally
recognized instructor (cited author) participating in the degree program who
holds a scientific degree or accomplishes scientific activities of the same
scholarly level as recognized by the Hungarian Accreditation Committee.
Instructors should publish articles in scientific and/or educational journals and
popular scientific magazines on a regular basis and/or should produce results
regarding development and/or development of teaching.
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3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services:
3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for educational and demonstration
purposes, or in the absence of such facilities, provision made for their supply in a
given time span are necessary conditions to fulfill. In a teacher training program
it is indispensable to have a sufficient teaching personnel and appropriate
methodology devices or to provide for their supply in a given time span. In a
non-teacher training program the requirement of special presentation materials or
their supply in a given time span should be complied with in the most important
of major research areas.
For the purposes of instructing the degree program and its courses there should
be a department, faculty or university library which contains the most important
scientific journals and the scientific / scholarly book stock of which provides a
significant part of the up-to-date works referred to in the bibliography of the
syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses. The scientific journal stock
of the library should contain the most important journals relative to research
areas of the degree program where there is actual research conducted. There
should be a computer network which provides up-to-date services to which
students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper research
conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations and their continuous
development should also be provided for.
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for educational and demonstration
purposes, or in the absence of such facilities, provision made for their supply in a
given time span are necessary conditions to fulfill. In a teacher training program
it is indispensable to have a sufficient teaching personnel and appropriate
methodology devices or to provide for their supply in a given time span. In a
non-teacher training program the requirement of special presentation materials
and laboratories or their supply in a given time span should be complied with in
the most important of major research areas.
For the purposes of instructing the degree program and its courses there should
be a department, faculty or college library which contains the most important
scientific journals and the scientific / scholarly book stock of which provides a
significant part of the up-to-date works referred to in the bibliography of the
syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses. There should be a computer
network which provides up-to-date services to which students may gain regular
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access in an organized form. Proper research conditions for writing thesis papers
and dissertations and their continuous development should also be provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. The person responsible for the doctoral program should be an internationally
recognized (cited) university professor who holds a public servant or an
equivalent status during at least 50 % of the working time at the university
which has submitted the program. This instructor should hold a Doctor of
Science degree or a title or is expected to have attained a scientific
performance of the same scholarly level.
2. The major research areas of the discipline should be represented as sub- or
part programs in the doctoral program. The person responsible for a
subprogram should be an internationally recognized, habilitated instructor
(normally a university professor, or an associate professor) who holds a
scientific degree and has founded a scientific workshop of an international
reputation.
3. 50 % of the instructors participating in the program should hold a scientific
degree (Doctor of Science, candidate of science, Ph.D.) acquired more than
three years before, and possibly 50 % of them should be habilitated doctors.
Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a regular basis.
Theology doctors who have not yet acquired a scientific degree may also
instruct in the doctoral program but they should acquire a Ph.D. degree until
the end of the first period of instruction of the degree program.
4. At least half of the instructors should hold a full-time public servant status
during at least 50 % of the working time at the university which has
submitted the doctoral program

Media and Communications Subcommittee
Definition:
• The science of communication is an independent interdisciplinary social
science.
• Communication degree programs are both theory and practice oriented and
train students for the profession.
• The objectives of the training for all those who acquire a degree in
communication degree programs are as follows:
• To gain a general overview of the nature and operation of society,
• To gain a general overview of social communication as a social subsystem,
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•
•
•
•
•

To gain a general overview of the major institutions of social
communication,
To gain a general overview of the major arenas of social communication,
To be prepared for the empirical examination of social communication
and/or
To be prepared for carrying out communication work in the most important
institutions of social communication.
In consideration of the above, the major disciplines and areas of study of
communication degree programs are as follows: direct human
communication, institutions and arenas of social communication, social
psychology of communication, sociology of communication, cultural
anthropology
of
communication,
intercultural
communication,
communication theories, empirical methods of social research,
communication technologies and their history, economics of social
communication, communication and politics, communication and law,
communication and ethics.

I. Establishing and launching a degree program
in basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Journalism and Communication Subcommittee, the
Subcommittee recommends incorporating specific quality requirements as
specified below. These requirements should be fulfilled in the case of already
operating degree programs as well upon accreditation of the institution.
1. Qualification requirements
Communication is of a complex nature and its subject matter contains other
social or even natural science subjects as well. Even already at the stage of
introduction special attention should be devoted to basic knowledge of these
sciences, such as social psychology, sociology, philosophy, logic, semiotics,
(applied) linguistics.
Other courses of communication degree programs pertaining to the core
curriculum correspond to specializations which may vary according to different
training programs. With regard to university degree programs, there should be at
least two different specializations, whereas in the case of college degree
programs one specialization may suffice. The content description of these
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specializations is rather rudimentary in the present paper as they vary
considerably.
Possible specializations may be grouped under a couple of basic categories.
These are as follows:
• Social communication (focusing on another discipline which may even be
sociology, anthropology or economics (marketing, Public Relations) ),
• Institutional communication (which may be a specialization based on
sociology providing general knowledge of the media but which may include
training programs directly connected to the operation of the written and
electronic media)
• International communication (which generally focuses on the legal,
economic and cultural implications of cross-regional and especially crossborder communication and particular communication problems of the
European Union)
• Communication of open systems (which focuses on how embedded these
systems are as to society, and does not only provide specialized computer
knowledge).
In addition, the importance of different courses that represent new technologies
of information-processing, such as computer science or different types of
journalism training programs like those connected to radio, television and
electronics, should be given special attention.
The name of the degree that may be granted in the degree program:
Both university and college degrees may be granted in the degree program. The
degree granted in the degree program contains the name of the profession which
can be:
“communicator” or
expert in communication,
Furthermore, the specialization or the name of a corresponding qualification if
there is any (e.g.: journalist, communication advisor, communication researcher)
should be indicated.
The structure of the degree program
A communication degree program may be provided in the framework of both
university and college undergraduate education or specialized post-graduate
education. Both in college and university communication degree programs it is
advisable to make a distinction between an introductory stage (approximately 2
to 4 semesters) and a specialization stage (approximately 4 to 6 semesters) based
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on the first stage. In the case of such a program structure if the specialization
stage is basically provided by the department which is responsible for the degree
program, the program will necessarily differ from other disciplinary training
programs. The department responsible for the degree program will make use of
the system of knowledge and methodology of other disciplines and will complete
them with special aspects typical of communication. As a result, these
specialization programs will more or less follow other disciplinary training
programs but they will not in the least be identical with them. (In other words,
they should not correspond to a cultural anthropology or a computer specialist
training program crammed into a three-year-long training program if these are
the specializations but they should provide training in cultural anthropology and
computer science which brings a number of current social communication
problems or communication aspects to the foreground.)
A practical training program is important both at a university and a college level.
In a college level communication training program the practical aspect should
dominate over the nature of the degree program. A practical training program
may under no circumstances be shorter than a semester. Practice may be carried
on already in the stage of introduction in the form of field work which makes use
of social science methods but practical training taken in a strict sense may only
be a part of the specialization stage. The relevant course requirements should be
indicated in the course syllabus respectively. For this purpose, the training
institution should call for help from outside (editorial offices, studios, institutes
conducting opinion polls etc.). The training institution is expected to conclude
and possess valid cooperation agreements regularly, which should make it
possible for students in every specialization to apply and test in practice a
basically theoretical knowledge that they have acquired. Practical training may
be provided for in the organization or under the direction of a unit or
department(s) of the institution which offers the communication degree program
but it should be proved that this unit or department fulfills all the requirements
relative to staff and teaching materials necessary for practical training.
With regard to specialized post-graduate education, degrees may only be granted
in a communication degree program if university or college level undergraduate
education is provided in a degree program which includes communication among
its preparatory courses. These are as follows:
– in higher education of technology: computer specialist degree programs,
– in higher education of Art: degree programs for training cameramen,
photographers, graphic artists or visual communication degree programs,
– in higher education teacher training programs: drawing and visual education
teacher training degree programs,
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–
–

in higher education training programs for students in humanities: foreign
language and literature degree programs,
in higher education humanities training programs: lawyer, economist and
manager degree programs.

Each training institution has the right to determine on its own how the curriculum
of the communication degree program should cover the above objectives in
education and research. When evaluating and accrediting an application for
launching a degree program, the Journalism and Communication Subcommittee
examines course contents and the relations they bear to each other in the totality
of the degree program. During the evaluation process the presence of these
objectives will be a major viewpoint.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
Due to its mainly interdisciplinary nature the communication degree program
calls for a fairly big number of instructors. In addition to the instructors of the
main specialization courses this need may be catered for by taking on part-time
teachers or instructors paid by the lesson. Ideally, the major part of the
instruction of the degree program should be provided for by an independent
department of communication. The department should employ full-time teachers
(by concluding contracts for a fixed period of time (several years) or by granting
a public servant status). With regard to the number of teaching staff, there should
be a minimum of three instructors in the department. This number may be
increased according to the number of specializations.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
Quality requirements relative to teaching personnel are governed by the relevant
resolution of the Hungarian Accreditation Committee.
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor
who has acquired an appropriate scientific degree, holds a full-time employee
status and is the leading instructor of one the basic or main specialization
courses.
The instructors responsible for basic or main specialization courses should be
associate professors or assistant professors who hold an appropriate scientific
degree. An instructor may be responsible for several courses as well.
Provision should be made for the introduction of the credit system as soon as
possible. It is essential that obligatory courses that assume a special importance
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in the training program have all necessary conditions for attendance (e.g.: basic
courses should not overlap in the time-table, basic courses should be provided in
a sufficient number etc.).
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a college professor or a
university associate professor who holds an appropriate scientific degree and is
the leading instructor of one the basic or main specialization courses. The
instructors responsible for basic or main specialization courses should be college
associate professors who hold an appropriate scientific degree.
In exceptional cases, until the elaboration of the professional qualification
system, the person responsible for the degree program may be a nationally
recognized instructor who does not hold a degree but works in a practical area of
science relative to communication.
Provision should be made for the introduction of the credit system as soon as
possible.
It is essential that obligatory courses assuming a special importance in the
training program have all necessary conditions for attendance specified in the
curriculum.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs there should be research conducted on
an international scale in two or three disciplines that correspond to the nature of
the degree program and the specializations. It is desirable that leading instructors
should found a recognized scientific school which may comprise the teaching
personnel of several degree programs or departments.
.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs there should be at least one research
program conducted on a national scale that correspond to the nature of the degree
program and the specializations. A scientific workshop may comprise the
teaching personnel of several degree programs or departments.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services:
According to student participation rate the following should be provided for:
3.1. In university degree programs:
A sufficient number of sizeable and well-equipped classrooms necessary for
seminars is a necessary condition to fulfill.
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There should be a department, scientific, faculty or university library (libraries)
to which students may gain access at any time, and which for the purposes of
instructing the degree program provides at least five of the most important
scientific journals (including several journals written in foreign languages). The
scientific book stock of the library (libraries) should contain a significant part of
the (Hungarian and foreign) writings referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi
of the basic and main specialization courses.
There should be a computer and audiovisual network which provides up-to-date
services to which students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper
research conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be
provided for.
3.2. In college degree programs:
A sufficient number of sizeable and well-equipped classrooms necessary for
seminars is a necessary condition to fulfill.
There should be a college or department library (libraries) to which students may
gain access at any time, and which for the purposes of instructing the degree
program provides at least five of the most important scientific journals (including
at least one written in a foreign language). The scientific book stock of the library
(libraries) should contain a significant part of the (Hungarian and foreign)
writings referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the basic and main
specialization courses.
There should be a computer and audiovisual network which provides up-to-date
services to which students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper
research conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be
provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. The person responsible for an A type program may only be an
internationally recognized university professor (cited author) who has
achieved a scientific performance equivalent to a doctor of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences degree. The person responsible for a broad program
should also be an instructor who has achieved a scientific performance
equivalent to a doctor of Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree. The
person responsible for a B type program may be a habilitated associate
professor.
2. A scientific workshop is a prerequisite for both A and B type accreditation.
There is a scientific workshop if the person responsible for the program has
a sufficient number of students who have already proved their capacity to
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3.

conduct high-level research by obtaining study bursaries, scientific degrees
as well as by publishing scientific articles.
In the case of an A type program it is essential that the person responsible
for the program has published 10 international and 20 Hungarian cited
papers. In the case of a B type program the person responsible for the
program is expected to have published 6 international and 15 Hungarian
cited papers.

Requirements relative to physical resources and services
– Proper physical resources and services (an office) should be provided for
doctoral students.
– Doctoral students should benefit by the same working conditions as provided
for teaching assistants.
– There should be a computer and audiovisual network which provides up-todate services to which instructors may gain regular access. Proper conditions
for continuous research should also be provided for.
Agriculture Subcommittee
Definition:
• Agriculture covers a great number disciplines (cultivation of plants,
horticulture, silviculture, animal breeding, veterinary training, agricultural
mechanical engineer, agricultural economics, industry of comestible
products, environmental and land management which are instructed both at a
university and college level.
• The objective of the training program: the training of qualified agricultural
experts who have the capacity to plan, prepare and ensure the operation and
the quality assurance of production processes that correspond to their
specialization and scientific discipline, as well as to adapt to changing
market conditions, engage in public life activities resulting from their
intellectual existence and participate in specialized post-graduate education.
Furthermore, experts who have acquired a university degree should have the
capacity to recognize, utilize or develop new scientific results as well as join
in scientific research. College degree programs focus on practice.
• Major areas of study: in addition to basic (preparatory) courses in agriculture
(chemistry, physics, mathematics, botany, zoology, microbiology, genetics,
computer science) basic (preparatory) courses which correspond to the
particularities of the degree programs.
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•

•

The professional core curriculum contains the subject matter of special areas
of science which does not only include natural sciences but also technical,
economic and legal knowledge.
It further incorporates social sciences, management and language knowledge
that correspond to and are generated by the particularities of the degree
programs. In all stages of agricultural higher education professional practice
is obligatory. A versatile undergraduate education makes it possible for
undergraduates to find different career opportunities or, if needs be, opt for
another profession.

I. Establishing and launching a degree program
in basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Agriculture Subcommittee, the Subcommittee recommends
incorporating specific quality requirements as specified below. These
requirements should be applied as directives in the case of already operating
degree programs.
1. Qualification requirements
General and specific qualification requirements in degree programs are regulated
by the 146/1998 (IX.9.) government decree on the qualification requirements for
degree programs of undergraduate higher education in agriculture, specifying the
objectives of the program, the level of the qualification and the professional
qualification, the duration and main areas of study of the program, and testing of
knowledge.
The competence of the Agriculture Subcommittee covers all degree programs
included in the 146/1998 government decree, other degree programs the name of
which contains any of the areas of study defined above, as well as all those in
which the number of professional credit units in relevant subjects exceeds 30 %
of all professional credit unit requirements specified in the degree program.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 70 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status in their
educational institution. In the case of launching a degree program, the person
responsible for the degree program should be a full-time employee of the
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educational institution and his/her status should be maintained during at least a
complete period of instruction of the degree program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a habilitated university
professor who holds a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree and
a full-time employee status. This instructor should be responsible for one of the
basic or main specialization courses and should indeed instruct one of the basic
or main specialization courses.
The persons responsible for basic or main specialization courses should be
university professors or habilitated associate professors who hold a full-time
employee status and a scientific degree. At least half of the basic and main
specialization lectures should be given by instructors who hold a scientific
degree. Instructors in practical courses are expected to have acquired appropriate
professional experience.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor, a
college professor, or a university associate professor who holds a full-time
employee status and is responsible for one of the basic or main specialization
courses and indeed instructs one of the basic or main specialization courses.
30 % of the persons responsible for the basic or main specialization courses
should hold a full-time employee status and a scientific degree, and at least one
third of them should be habilitated.
A significant part (50 %) of the basic and main specialization lectures should be
given by instructors who hold a scientific degree. Instructors in practical courses
are expected to have acquired appropriate professional experience.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs in at least two research areas of
agriculture there should be an internationally recognized (cited) instructor
(researcher) who holds a scientific degree (preferably a doctor of Hungarian
Academy of Sciences degree) and has founded a scientific school (consisting of
at least three persons). Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on
a regular basis and/or should produce development results. At least 50 % of
instructors should hold a scientific degree in their scientific discipline, and at
least 30 % of them should be habilitated.
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2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs respectively in at least one research area
of agriculture there should be a recognized (cited) instructor (researcher) who
holds a scientific degree and has founded a scientific school (consisting of at
least three persons). Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals
and/or popular scientific magazines on a regular basis. At least 30 % of
instructors should hold a scientific degree in their scientific discipline, and at
least 30 % of them should be habilitated.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services:
3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses and
practical courses properly equipped classrooms, teaching materials for
educational and demonstration purposes, student laboratories, practice farms and
buildings are necessary conditions to fulfill. For the purposes of instructing a
degree program in agriculture there should be a department, faculty or university
library which contains the most important scientific journals and the scientific
book stock of which provides a significant part of the up-to-date works referred
to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses.
The scientific journal stock of the library should contain the most important
journals relative to research areas in agriculture. There should be a computer
network which provides up-to-date services to which students may gain regular
access in an organized form. Proper research conditions for writing thesis papers
and dissertations should also be provided for.
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses and
practical courses properly equipped classrooms, teaching materials for
educational and demonstration purposes, student laboratories, practice farms and
buildings are necessary conditions to fulfill. For the purposes of instructing a
degree program in agriculture there should be a department, faculty or college
library which contains the most important scientific journals and the scientific
book stock of which provides a significant part of up-to-date works referred to in
the bibliography of the syllabi of different courses. There should be a computer
network which provides up-to-date services to which students may gain regular
access in an organized form. Proper research conditions for writing thesis papers
and dissertations should also be provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
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1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

The major research areas of agriculture (A type programs) should be
represented as subprograms (B type programs).
The person responsible for the program and the person responsible for the
subprogram may only be an internationally recognized (cited) university
professor who holds a Doctor of Science degree or a title (a doctor of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences) and has created a scientific school
(consisting of several persons).
The persons responsible for doctoral subjects should be habilitated
university professors, university associate professors or researchers who
hold a scientific degree.
The instructors participating in the program should hold a scientific degree
(Doctor of Science, candidate of science, Ph.D.) acquired not less than three
years before, and at least 50 % of them are expected to have acquired high
level professional experience. Instructors should publish articles in scientific
journals on a regular basis and/or should produce development results.
60 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status at the university
which has submitted the doctoral program.

Medicine, Pharmaceutics and Health Sciences Subcommittee
Definition:
• In university medicine and pharmacology degree programs there are general
practitioners, dentists and pharmacologists trained. Requirements relative to
such degree program are governed by the qualification requirements of the
36/1996 (III.5.) government decree.
• In college degree programs, which are governed by the qualification
requirements of the above government decree, training is provided in other
areas of study of medicine (male/female nurse, community nurse, dietician,
an expert in physiotherapist, emergency officer, optometrist, a public
hygiene and sanitary inspector, medical laboratory assistant, etc.).
• The major research areas of medicine and pharmacology are as follows:
basic research (biology, biochemistry, microbiology etc.) and clinical
research (curative procedures, up-to-date medical interventions etc.),
pharmaceutical research (new medicines, pharmaceutical technologies).
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
in basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
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Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Medicine, Pharmacology and Health Subcommittee, the
Subcommittee recommends specific quality requirements as specified below.
These requirements should be applied as directives in the case of already
operating degree programs.
1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the Medicine, Pharmacology and Health Subcommittee
covers all degree programs the name of which contains the word medicine,
clinic(al), pharmacology in any form whatsoever, as well as all those in which
the number of professional credit units in subjects relative to health and
pharmacology exceeds 30 % of all professional credit unit requirements specified
in the degree program.
The competence of Subcommittee does not cover degree programs the name of
which contains the above words but which, in their content, actually correspond
to an application in medical, clinical, pharmacological disciplines (such as health
manager, clinical engineer etc.). In the case of such degree programs the
Subcommittee upholds its rights for evaluation.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 90 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status in their
educational institution. The particularities of medicine and pharmacology degree
programs require absolute commitment on the behalf of the educational
institution as educational responsibility may not be assumed otherwise. In the
case of launching a new degree program, the person responsible for the degree
program should be a full-time employee of the educational institution and his/her
status should be maintained during at least a complete period of instruction of the
degree program. An instructor may not be responsible for more than three degree
programs.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor
who holds a full-time employee status and is responsible for one of the basic or
main specialization courses and indeed instructs one of the basic or main
specialization courses.
The persons responsible for basic or main specialization courses should be
university professors or, in exceptional cases, habilitated associate professors. At
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least half of the basic and main specialization lectures should be given by
university professors or associate professors. The responsibility for basic or main
specialization courses should be shared respectively between at least three
instructors who comply with the above requirements.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor, a
college professor or a habilitated university associate professor who holds a fulltime employee status and is responsible for one of the basic or main
specialization courses and indeed instructs one of the basic or main specialization
courses.
The persons responsible for basic or main specialization courses should hold a
scientific degree. At least half of the basic and main specialization lectures
should be given by instructors who hold a scientific degree. The responsibility
for basic or main specialization courses should be shared respectively between at
least three (two)instructors who comply with the above requirements.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs in at least three major research areas
of medicine, and in at least two major research areas of pharmacology there
should be an internationally recognized (cited) instructor who holds a scientific
degree (preferably a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree) and
has founded a scientific school (consisting of at least of three persons).
Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a regular basis, and/or
should produce development results. At least 75 % of them should hold a
scientific degree in their specific discipline, and that at least 30 % of them should
be habilitated.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs in at least one major research area
there should be a recognized (cited) instructor (researcher) who holds a scientific
degree (preferably habilitation) and has founded a scientific school (consisting of
at least of three persons). Instructors should publish articles in scientific and/or
educational journals and popular scientific magazines on a regular basis, and/or
should produce results regarding development and/or development of teaching.
At least 30 % of instructors should hold a scientific degree, and that at least 10 %
of them should be habilitated.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
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3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for demonstration purposes and student
laboratories are necessary conditions to fulfill. For the purposes of instructing the
degree programs there should be a department, faculty or university library
which contains the most important national and foreign scientific journals and the
scientific book stock of provides a significant part of the up-to-date works
referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the basic and main specialization
courses. The scientific journal stock of the library should contain the most
important journals relative to (at least three) research areas of the degree program
where there is actual research conducted. There should be a computer network
which provides up-to-date services to which students may gain regular access in
an organized form. Proper research conditions for writing thesis papers and
dissertations and their continuous development should also be provided for. The
institution should ensure the appropriate quality of education with responsibility
on premises used for carrying on practical training (hospitals, pharmacies etc.).
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for demonstration purposes and student
laboratories are necessary conditions to fulfill. For the purposes of instructing
college degree programs there should be a department, faculty or college library
which contains at least five of the most important scientific journals and the
scientific book stock of which provides a significant part of the up-to-date works
referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the basic and main specialization
courses. There should be a computer network which provides up-to-date services
to which students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper
conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations and their continuous
development should also be provided for. The institution should ensure the
appropriate quality of education with responsibility on premises used for carrying
on practical training (hospitals, out-patient service etc.).
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. The person responsible for the program should be an internationally
recognized (cited) university professor who holds scientific degree or a title
equivalent to a Doctor of Science degree (a doctor of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences degree).
2. The major research areas in medicine and pharmacology should be
represented in the name of the doctoral program, and details should be
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3.

4.

indicated in the subprograms. The person responsible for a subprogram may
only be an internationally recognized instructor (cited to the same extent as a
doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences) who is possibly a habilitated
instructor holding a scientific degree and has founded a scientific school
(consisting of at least three persons). A Ph.D. program which covers less
than three of the major research areas of medicine and pharmacology
(contains less than three subprograms) may only be accredited as an
exception in the case of remarkably outstanding scientific performance.
Instructors participating in the program should hold a scientific degree
(Doctor of Science, candidate of science, Ph.D.) acquired not less than three
years before, and at least of 50 % of them should be habilitated doctors.
Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a regular basis
and/or should produce development results.
50 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status at the university
which has submitted the doctoral program.
Biology Subcommittee

Definition:
• Basic (preparatory) courses: mathematics, biometrics, computer science,
biophysics, general and inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, physical
chemistry.
• Main specialization courses (pertaining to the professional core curriculum):
comparative anatomy, phytology, biochemistry, molecular cell biology,
microbiology, botany, zoology, genetics, immunology, botanical taxonomy,
zootaxonomy, human biology, ecology, biogeography, etiology, evolution
biology.
• Research areas: biochemistry, biophysics, biometrics, theoretical biology,
anatomy, anthropology, histology, the biology of development, physiology,
endocrinology, neurobiology, etiology, cell biology, genetics, immunology,
virology,
microbiology,
biotechnology,
microbial
taxonomy,
phytotaxonomy, zootaxonomy, biosystematics, biogeography, paleobiology,
evolution biology, ecology, ecotoxicology, phytocenology, hydrobiology,
biology of the soil.
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
in basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
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Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Biology Subcommittee, the Subcommittee recommends
incorporating specific quality requirements as specified below. These
requirements should be applied as directives in the case of already operating
degree programs.
1. Qualification requirements
General and specific qualification requirements in biology degree programs are
regulated by the 166/1997 (X.3.) government decree on the relevant qualification
requirements for degree programs in basic higher education of natural science
and technology, specifying the objectives of the program, the level of the
qualification and the professional qualification, the duration and main areas of
study of the program, and testing of knowledge.
The competence of the Biology Subcommittee covers all degree programs
included in the 166/1997 (X.3.) government decree, other degree programs the
name of which contains the word biology (discipline) in any form whatsoever, as
well as all those in which the number of professional credit units in relevant
professional core courses exceeds 30 % of all professional credit unit
requirements specified in the degree program.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 70 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status in their
educational institution. In the case of launching a degree program, the person
responsible for the degree program should be a full-time employee of the
educational institution and his/her status should be maintained during at least a
complete period of instruction of the degree program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a habilitated university
professor who holds a full-time employee status and a doctor of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences degree. This instructor should be responsible for one of the
basic or main specialization courses and should indeed instruct one of the basic
or main specialization courses.
The persons responsible for the main specialization courses in biology
(approximately a total of 14 to 16 courses) should be university professors or
habilitated associate professors. At least half of the basic and main specialization
lectures should be given by university professors or habilitated associate
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professors. Instructors in practical courses are expected to have acquired
appropriate professional experience.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor, a
college professor or a university associate professor who holds a full-time
employee status and is responsible for one of the basic or main specialization
courses and indeed instructs one of the basic or main specialization courses.
The persons responsible for the main specialization courses in biology
(approximately a total of 10 to 12 courses) should be instructors who hold a fulltime employee status and a scientific degree. A significant part (50 %) of the
basic and main specialization lectures should be given by instructors who hold a
scientific degree. Instructors in practical courses are expected to have acquired
appropriate professional experience.
2.3 Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs in at least five research areas relative
to the main specialization courses of biology there should be an internationally
recognized (cited) instructor who holds a scientific degree (preferably a doctor of
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree) and has founded a scientific school
(consisting of at least of three persons). Instructors should publish articles in
scientific journals on a regular basis and/or should produce development results.
At least 50 % of instructors should hold a scientific degree in their specific
discipline and at least 30 % of them should be habilitated.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs in at least one major research area
relative to the main specialization courses of biology there should be a
recognized (cited) instructor (researcher) who holds a scientific degree and has
founded a scientific school (consisting of at least of three persons). Instructors
should publish articles in scientific journals and/or popular scientific magazines
on a regular basis. At least 30 % of instructors should hold a scientific degree and
that at least 30 % of them should be habilitated.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses and
practical courses properly equipped classrooms, teaching materials for
demonstration purposes, student laboratories, agricultural practice farms and
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buildings are necessary conditions to fulfill. For the purposes of instructing
degree programs in biology there should be a department, faculty or university
library which contains the most important scientific journals and the scientific
book stock of which provides a significant part of the up-to-date works referred
to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses.
The scientific journal stock of the library should contain the most important
journals relative to research areas of biology. There should be a computer
network which provides up-to-date services to which students may gain regular
access in an organized form. Proper research conditions for writing thesis papers
and dissertations should also be provided for.
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses and
practical courses properly equipped classrooms, teaching materials for
demonstration purposes, student laboratories, agricultural practice farms and
buildings are necessary conditions to fulfill. For the purposes of instructing
degree programs in biology there should be a department, faculty or college
library which contains the most important scientific journals and the scientific
book stock of which provides a significant part of the up-to-date works referred
to in the bibliography of the syllabi of different courses. There should be a
computer network which provides up-to-date services to which students may
gain regular access in an organized form. Proper conditions for writing thesis
papers and dissertations should also be provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. Within the major research areas of biology (A type programs) specializations
should be represented as subprograms (B type programs).
2. The person responsible for the program and the person responsible for a
subprogram may only be an internationally recognized university professor
(cited author) who holds a scientific degree or a title equivalent to a Doctor
of Science degree (a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree)
and has founded a scientific school (consisting of several persons).
3. The head a doctoral subject should be a habilitated university professor, an
associate professor or a researcher who holds a scientific degree.
4. Instructors participating in the program should hold a scientific degree
(Doctor of Science, candidate of science, Ph.D.) acquired not less than three
years before, or at least 50 % of them should have high level professional
experience. Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a
regular basis and/or should produce development results.
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5.

60 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status at the university
which has submitted the doctoral program.
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Chemistry Subcommittee
Definition:
• The basic (preparatory) courses of chemistry are as follows: general
chemistry, analytical chemistry, inorganic chemistry, physical chemistry,
organic chemistry, chemical technology.
• Main specialization courses (pertaining to the professional core curriculum)
of chemistry are as follows: material structure and quantum theory,
spectroscopy, colloidal and macromolecular chemistry, co-ordination and
metallo-organic chemistry, heterogeneous reactions and catalysis,
biochemistry, environmental chemistry.
• Possible research areas of chemistry are as follows: theoretical chemistry,
research relative to molecular structure, analytical chemistry, physical
chemistry, spectroscopy, reaction kinetics, research relative to reaction
mechanisms, catalysis, photochemistry, electrochemistry, inorganic
chemistry, solid-state chemistry, nuclear chemistry, coordination chemistry,
metallo-organic chemistry, organic chemistry, pharmaceutical chemistry,
biochemistry, comestible product chemistry, chemical technology, technical
chemistry, chemical engineer sciences, environmental chemistry, colloidal
chemistry, macromolecular chemistry.
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Chemistry Subcommittee, the Subcommittee recommends
incorporating specific quality requirements as specified below. These
requirements should be applied as directives in the case of already operating
degree programs upon the accreditation of the institution, and in the case of
degree programs that are going to be established or launched they should be
implemented after the time of legislation in proportion to the given time span.
1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the Chemistry Subcommittee covers all degree programs the
name of which contains the words chemistry or chemist in any form whatsoever,
as well as all those in which the number of professional credit units in relevant
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chemistry subjects exceeds 30 % of all professional credit unit requirements
specified in the degree program.
General and specific qualification requirements in degree programs are regulated
by formerly published government decrees ( 157/1996 (X.22.) and 166/1997
(X.3.), amendment: 8/1999 (II.1.), 152/1998 (IX.18.) ) and ministerial decrees on
the relevant qualification requirements for degree programs in higher education
of natural science and technology, as well as by future government and
ministerial decrees and amendments, specifying the objectives of the program,
the level of the qualification and the professional qualification, the duration and
main areas of study of the program, and testing of knowledge.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 60 % of instructors should hold a full-time public servant (or an
equivalent) status in their educational institution. In the case of launching a
degree program, the person responsible for the degree program should be a fulltime employee of the educational institution and his/her status should be
maintained during at least a complete period of instruction of the degree
program. Compliance with these requirements should be ensured permanently.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor
who holds a full-time employee status, a scientific degree and a degree of the
doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. This instructor should be
responsible for one of the basic or main specialization courses and should indeed
instruct one of the basic or main specialization courses. An instructor may not be
responsible for more than one degree program.
The persons responsible for basic and main specialization courses should be
instructors who hold a full-time employee status and a scientific degree.
Chemistry lectures in basic courses should be given by university professors or
habilitated associate professors. At least half of the lectures in main
specialization courses should be given by university professors or habilitated
associate professors. Responsibility for basic and further main specialization
courses should be shared respectively between three instructors who comply with
the above requirements.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a college professor or a
habilitated university associate professor who holds a full-time employee status
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and is responsible for one of the basic or main specialization courses and indeed
instructs one of the basic or main specialization courses.
The persons responsible for basic and main specialization courses should be
instructors who hold a full-time employee status and at least 30 % of them should
hold a scientific degree. At least half of the basic and main specialization lectures
should be given by instructors who hold a scientific degree. Responsibility for
basic and further main specialization courses should be shared respectively
between two instructors who comply with the above requirements.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs in at least three major research areas
of chemistry there should be an internationally recognized (cited) instructor who
holds a scientific degree (preferably a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences degree) and has founded a scientific school. Instructors should publish
articles in scientific journals on a regular basis. It is a special advantage if the
scientific activity of the instructor is completed by an outstanding development
attainment (invention or development of an industrial procedure, technology,
new medicine or plant-health product which are then applied). At least 60 % of
instructors should hold a scientific degree in a discipline relative to chemistry.
Moreover, it is desirable to increase this percentage.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs in at least one major research area of
chemistry there should be a recognized (cited) instructor (researcher) who holds a
scientific degree in chemistry (preferably a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences degree or habilitation). Instructors should publish articles in scientific
and/or educational journals and popular scientific magazines on a regular basis
and/or should produce results regarding development or development of
teaching. At least 40 % of instructors should hold a scientific degree in relevant
disciplines of chemistry.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for demonstration purposes and student
laboratories are necessary conditions to fulfill. Technical instruments for the
purposes of instructing basic spectroscopic methods (infra-red, NMR, UV visible
spectroscopy) and separation techniques (gas chromatography, HPLC) should be
provided for. In a teacher training program it is indispensable to have a sufficient
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teaching personnel and appropriate chemical methodology laboratories. There
should be a department, faculty or university library which contains the most
important scientific journals relative to chemistry and the scientific book stock of
which provides a significant part of the course texts referred to in the
bibliography of the syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses. There
should be a computer network which provides up-to-date services to which
students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper research
conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be provided for.
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for demonstration purposes and student
laboratories are necessary conditions to fulfill. Technical instruments for the
purposes of instructing basic spectroscopic methods (infra-red, UV visible
spectroscopy) and separation techniques (gas chromatography, HPLC) should be
provided for. In a teacher training program it is indispensable to have a sufficient
teaching personnel and appropriate chemical methodology laboratories. There
should be a department, faculty or college library which contains the most
important scientific journals relative to chemistry and the scientific book stock of
which provides a significant part of the course texts referred to in the
bibliography of the syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses. There
should be a computer network which provides up-to-date services to which
students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper conditions for
writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. The person responsible for the doctoral program may only be an
internationally recognized university professor (cited author) who holds a
scientific degree or a title equivalent to the doctor of chemistry degree (a
doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree).
2. The major research areas of the program should be represented as
subprograms. The person responsible for a subprogram may only be an
internationally recognized university professor (cited author) who holds a
scientific degree or a title equivalent to the doctor of chemistry (a doctor of
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree).
3. Instructors participating in the doctoral program should hold a scientific
degree (Doctor of Science, candidate of science, Ph.D.), and at least 50 % of
them should be habilitated doctors. Instructors should publish articles in
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4.

scientific journals on a regular basis and/or should engage in effective
technical development.
60 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status at the university
which has submitted the doctoral program.
Physics Subcommittee

Definition:
• The basic (preparatory) courses of physics are as follows: mechanics,
thermodynamics, electromagnetics, optics, solid state physics, quantum
physics (atomic and molecular physics, nuclear physics, particle physics),
astronomy, mathematics.
• The main specialization courses (pertaining to the professional core
curriculum) of physics are as follows: theoretical mechanics,
electrodynamics, theory of relativity, statistical physics, quantum mechanics,
atomic and molecular physics, biophysics, solid-state physics, nuclear
physics, particle physics, theory of space, astrophysics, environmental
physics.
• Possible research areas of physics are: mathematical physics, atomic and
molecular physics, optics and laser physics, biophysics, solid-state physics,
statistical physics, nuclear physics, particle physics, theory of space,
astrophysics (astronomy and space physics), environmental physics.
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
In basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Physics Subcommittee, the Subcommittee recommends
incorporating specific quality requirements as specified below. These
requirements should be applied as directives in the case of already operating
degree programs.
1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the Physics Subcommittee covers all degree programs the
name of which contains the word physics in any form whatsoever, as well as all
those in which the number of professional credit units in relevant physics
subjects exceeds 30 % of all professional credit unit requirements specified in the
degree program.
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General and specific qualification requirements in degree programs are regulated
by the 166/1997 (X.3.) government decree on the relevant qualification
requirements for degree programs in basic higher education of natural sciences,
and by the 157/1996 (X.22.) government decree on the relevant qualification
requirements for degree programs in basic higher education of technology,
specifying the objectives of the program, the level of the qualification and the
professional qualification, the duration and main areas of study of the program,
and testing of knowledge.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 60 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status in their
educational institution. In the case of launching a new degree program, the
person responsible for the degree program should be a full-time employee of the
educational institution and his/her status should be maintained during at least a
complete period of instruction of the degree program. An instructor may not be
responsible for more than three degree programs.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a doctor of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences or a university professor who holds a full-time
employee status and is responsible for one of the basic or main specialization
courses and indeed instructs one of the basic or main specialization courses.
The persons responsible for basic and main specialization courses should be
instructors who hold a full-time employee status and have acquired a scientific
degree.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a college professor who
holds a full-time employee status and is responsible for one of the basic or main
specialization courses and indeed instructs one of the basic or main specialization
courses.
The persons responsible for basic and main specialization courses should be
instructors who hold a full-time employee status. At least 30 % of these
instructors should be college professors who hold a scientific degree.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
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With regard to university degree programs in at least three major research areas
of physics there should be an internationally recognized (cited) instructor
(researcher) who holds a scientific degree equivalent to a doctor of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences degree and has founded a scientific school (consisting of at
least three persons). Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a
regular basis and/or should produce development results. At least 75 % of
instructors should hold a scientific degree in their scientific disciplines, and at
least 30 % of them should be habilitated.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs in at least one major research area of
physics there should (possibly) be a recognized (cited) instructor (researcher)
who holds a scientific degree and has founded a scientific school (consisting of at
least three persons). Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals
and/or popular scientific magazines on a regular basis, and/or should produce
results regarding development or development of teaching.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for demonstration purposes and student
laboratories are necessary conditions to fulfill. In a teacher training program it is
indispensable to have a sufficient teaching personnel and appropriate
methodology laboratories in physics. In a non-teacher training program there
should be special measurement laboratories in at least three of the major research
areas of physics. For the purposes of instructing physics degree programs there
should be a department, faculty or university library which contains at least five
of the most important scientific journals and the scientific book stock of which
provides a significant part of the up-to-date works referred to in the bibliography
of the syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses. The scientific journal
stock of the library should contain the most important journals relative to (at least
three) research areas of the degree program where there is actual research
conducted. There should be a computer network which provides up-to-date
services to which students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper
research conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be
provided for.
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for demonstration purposes and student
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laboratories are necessary conditions to fulfill. In a teacher training program it is
indispensable to have a sufficient teaching personnel and appropriate
methodology laboratories in physics. In a non-teacher training program there
should be special measurement laboratories in at least three of the major research
areas of physics. For the purposes of instructing physics degree programs there
should be a department, faculty or university library which contains at least five
of the most important scientific journals and the scientific book stock of which
provides a significant part of the up-to-date works referred to in the bibliography
of the syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses. There should be a
computer network which provides up-to-date services to which students may
gain regular access in an organized form. Proper conditions for writing thesis
papers and dissertations should also be provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. The person responsible for the doctoral program may only be an
internationally recognized university professor (cited author) who holds a
scientific degree or a title equivalent to the Doctor of Science degree (a
doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree).
2. The major research areas of physics should be represented as subprograms in
the doctoral program. The person responsible for a subprogram may only be
a habilitated instructor (normally a university professor) who is
internationally recognized (cited to the same extent as a doctor of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences) and has founded a scientific school
(consisting of at least three persons). A Ph.D. program which covers less
than three of the major research areas of physics (contains less than three
subprograms) may only be accredited as an exception in the case of
remarkably outstanding scientific performance.
3. Instructors participating in the program should hold a scientific degree
(Doctor of Science, candidate of science, Ph.D.) acquired not less than three
years before, and at least 50 % of them should be habilitated doctors.
Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a regular basis
and/or should produce development results.
4. 70 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status at the university
which has submitted the doctoral program.
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Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Subcommittee
Definition:
As defined in the curriculum requirements.
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
In basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 4B/VI/3/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. The requirements specified below should be applied as
directives in the case of already operating degree programs.
1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Subcommittee covers all degree programs the name of which contains the words
electrical engineering, computer science, information technology or computer
technology in any form whatsoever, with the exception of teaching training
degree programs accredited in faculties of natural sciences. These include the
following:
1. University level electrical engineering degree programs
2. University level technical computer science degree programs
3. College level electrical engineering degree programs
4. College level technical computer science degree programs
General and specific qualification requirements of the above degree programs (1
to 4) are regulated by the 157/1996 (X.22.) government decree on the
qualification requirements for degree programs in higher education of
technology, specifying the objectives of the program, the level of the
qualification and the professional qualification, the duration and main areas of
study of the program, and testing of knowledge.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 60 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status in their
educational institution. In the case of launching a degree program, the person
responsible for the degree program should be a full-time employee of the
educational institution and his/her status should be maintained during at least a
complete period of instruction of the degree program.
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2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor
who holds a full-time employee status and a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences degree. This instructor should be responsible for an important
specialization course and should indeed instruct that particular or another
specialization course.
The persons responsible for main specialization courses pertaining to the
professional core curriculum should be university professors who hold a full-time
employee status or instructors/researchers who have acquired a scientific degree.
A greater part of areas of science (a minimum of four) should be instructed by
professors who enjoy international recognition and have the capacity to found a
scientific school. Where professional and designing skills are a part of the course
content, instructors are expected to have acquired efficient professional
experience in industry.
In addition to a minimum student participation rate of 50 persons per year and a
recommended 8 to 10 students per instructor rate, the staff ratio should be as
follows:
5-10 % university professors, 25-40 % leading instructors, an additional 20-30 %
instructors who hold a Ph.D. degree and have acquired appropriate scientific
degrees or habilitation in the area of study which they instruct.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a college professor (a
university professor or a habilitated university associate professor) who holds a
full-time employee status and is responsible for an important specialization
course and indeed instructs that particular or another specialization course. In the
case of at least 30 % of specialization courses pertaining to the professional core
curriculum instructors responsible for them should hold a scientific degree.
Where professional and designing skills and design are a part of the course
content, instructors are expected to have acquired efficient professional
experience in industry.
In the case of launching a degree program, the above requirements should be
applied proportionately for already taught years as well.
2.3 Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs in at least three major research areas
there should be an internationally recognized (cited) instructor (researcher) who
holds a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree and has founded a
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scientific school (consisting of at least three persons). In addition, in at least one
major research area the instructors (the institution) should maintain durable and
efficient relationship with industry. Instructors should publish articles in
scientific journals on a regular basis, and/or should produce development results.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs in at least one major research area there
should be a recognized instructor (researcher) who holds a scientific degree and
is engaged in research and development of an international reputation. Instructors
should publish articles in scientific and/or educational journals and popular
scientific magazines on a regular basis, and/or should produce results regarding
development or development of teaching.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
For the purposes of instructing different courses properly equipped classrooms,
teaching materials for demonstration purposes, measurement and computer
laboratories for students are necessary conditions to fulfill. There should be a
department, faculty or university library which contains at least fifteen of the
most important scientific journals and the scientific book stock of which provides
at least one of the course texts referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of
each subject. There should be a computer network which provides up-to-date
services to which students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper
research, design and measurement conditions for writing thesis papers and
dissertations should also be provided for.
For the purposes of acquiring and practicing the subject matter of instruction
students need a minimum of 8 to 10 hours per week of individual instrument
access (computer terminals, technical instruments).
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. The person responsible for the doctoral program may only be an
internationally recognized university professor (cited author) who holds a
degree or a title equivalent to a Doctor of Science degree (a doctor of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree).
2. Instructors or researchers participating in the doctoral program should hold a
scientific degree (Doctor of Science, candidate of science, Ph.D.) acquired
not less than three years before, and at least 50 % of them should hold a
Doctor of Science or a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
degree. Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a regular
basis and/or should produce development results.
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3.

50 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status at the university
which has submitted the doctoral program.
Mechanical Engineering Subcommittee

Definition:
• The basic (preparatory) courses of mechanical engineering are as follows:
physics, chemistry, technical mechanics, rheology, thermodynamics,
electrotechnics, mathematics and materials science.
• The main specialization courses (pertaining to the professional core
curriculum) of mechanical engineering are as follows: basic knowledge of
mechanics (machine parts, machine design and construction), computer
science, regulation theory, knowledge relative to economics, technologies
and the environment.
• Possible research areas of mechanical engineering are as follows: in addition
to the courses specified above, subjects relative to certain objects (such as
machine tools, vehicles, power stations) or processes (technologies,
energetics, heat supply etc.).
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
In basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 4B/VI/3/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Mechanical Engineering Subcommittee, the Subcommittee
recommends incorporating specific quality requirements as specified below.
These requirements should be applied as directives in the case of already
operating degree programs.
1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the Mechanical Engineering Subcommittee covers all degree
programs the name of which contains the word mechanical engineering any form
whatsoever, as well as all those in which the number of professional credit units
in relevant mechanical engineering subjects exceeds 30 % of all professional
credit unit requirements specified in the degree program.
General and specific qualification requirements in programs are regulated by
formerly published government decrees ( 157/1996 (X.22.) and 38/1999 (II.26.) )
on the relevant qualification requirements for degree programs in higher
education of technology, as well as by future government and ministerial decrees,
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specifying the objectives of the program, the level of the qualification and the
professional qualification, the duration and main areas of study of the program,
and testing of knowledge.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 60 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status in their
educational institution. In the case of launching a new degree program, the
person responsible for the degree program should be a full-time employee of the
educational institution and his/her status should be maintained during at least a
complete period of instruction of the degree program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor
who holds a full-time employee status and a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences degree, and has attained outstanding performance in science or industry.
This person should be responsible for one of the basic or main specialization
courses and should indeed instruct one of the basic or main specialization
courses.
The persons responsible for basic and main specialization courses should be
university professors or associate professors who hold a full-time employee
status. At least half of the basic and main specialization lectures should be given
by university professors or associate professors. The responsibility for basic and
main specialization courses should be shared respectively between three
instructors who comply with the above requirements. A significant part (at least
30 %) of instructors participating in a mechanical engineering degree program
are expected to have acquired appropriate and efficient professional experience
of more than two years in industry. At least 50 % of all instructors should hold a
scientific degree.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a college professor who
holds a full-time employee status and is responsible for one of the basic or main
specialization courses and indeed instructs one of the basic or main specialization
courses.
A significant part (at least 30 %) of the persons responsible for basic and main
specialization courses should hold a scientific degree. At least half of the basic
and main specialization lectures should be given by instructors who hold a
scientific degree. The responsibility for basic and further main specialization
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courses should be shared respectively between three (two) instructors who
comply with the above requirements. At a college level at least half of the
leading instructors are expected to have acquired appropriate and efficient
professional experience of more than two years in industry.
2.3 Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs in at least three major research areas
of mechanical engineering there should be an internationally recognized (cited)
instructor who holds a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree and
has founded a scientific school (consisting of at least three persons). In addition,
in at least one major research area the instructors (the institution) should maintain
durable and efficient relationship with industry. Instructors should publish
articles in scientific journals on a regular basis, and/or should produce
development results.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs in at least one major research area of
mechanical engineering there should be a recognized instructor (researcher) who
holds a scientific degree and has founded a scientific school (consisting of at
least three persons). Instructors should publish articles in scientific and/or
educational journals and popular scientific magazines on a regular basis, and/or
should produce results regarding development or development of teaching.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for demonstration purposes and students
laboratories are necessary conditions to fulfill. In a teacher training program it is
indispensable to have a sufficient teaching personnel and appropriate
methodology laboratories. For the purposes of instructing mechanical
engineering degree programs there should be a department, faculty or university
library which contains at least five of the most important scientific journals and
the scientific book stock of which provides a significant part of the up-to-date
works referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the basic and main
specialization courses. The scientific journal stock of the library should contain
the most important journals relative to research areas of the degree program
where there is actual research conducted. There should be a computer network
which provides up-to-date services to which students may gain regular access in
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an organized form. Proper research conditions for writing thesis papers and
dissertations should also be provided for.
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for demonstration purposes and students
laboratories are necessary conditions to fulfill. In a teacher training program it is
indispensable to have a sufficient teaching personnel and appropriate
methodology laboratories. For the purposes of instructing mechanical
engineering degree programs there should be a department, faculty or college
library which contains at least five of the most important scientific journals and
the scientific book stock which provides a significant part of the up-to-date
works referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the basic and main
specialization courses. There should be a computer network which provides upto-date services to which students may gain regular access in an organized form.
Proper conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be
provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. The person responsible for the doctoral program may only be an
internationally recognized university professor (cited author) who holds a
degree or a title equivalent to the Doctor of Science degree (a doctor of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree).
2. The major research areas of mechanical engineering should be represented
as subprograms in the doctoral program. The person responsible for a
subprogram may only be a habilitated instructor (normally a university
professor) who has founded a scientific school (consisting of at least three
persons).
3. A significant part (approximately 50 %) of instructors participating in the
doctoral program should be habilitated or hold a scientific degree, whereas
other instructors are expected to have acquired appropriate and efficient
professional experience of more than two years in industry.
4. 50 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status at the university
which has submitted the doctoral program.
Architecture, Construction and Transportation Subcommittee
Definition:
As defined in the specific curriculum requirements.
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
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Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 4B/VI/3/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Architecture, Construction and Transportation Subcommittee,
the Subcommittee recommends incorporating specific quality requirements as
specified below. These requirements should be applied as directives in the case
of already operating degree programs.
1. Qualification requirements
The competence the Architecture, Construction and Transportation
Subcommittee covers all degree programs which fall within the above
disciplines.
The Architecture, Construction and Transportation Subcommittee acknowledges
the provisions of the 157/1996. (X.22.) government decree (although it contains
inaccuracies due to overregulation).
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 60 % of instructors should hold a full-time public employee status in
their educational institution.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs: (with the exception of architecture planning specialty)
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor
who holds a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree and a full-time
employee status. This instructor should be responsible for one of the main
specialization courses and should indeed instruct this particular (or another) main
specialization course.
The persons responsible for the main specialization courses pertaining to the
professional core curriculum should be university professors who hold a full-time
employee status, or instructors / researchers who hold a scientific degree. A
greater part of areas of science should be instructed by professors who enjoy
international recognition and have the capacity to found a scientific school.
2.2.2. Architecture - construction design
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor
who has acquired a D.L.A. degree or a Kossuth or an Ybl award and a full-time
employee status. This instructor should be responsible for one of the main
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specialization holds courses and should indeed instruct this particular (or
another) main specialization course.
At least 30 % of the instructors responsible for courses should hold a D.L.A.
degree or an Ybl award.
2.2.3. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a habilitated college
professor (university professor or a habilitated university associate professor)
who holds a full-time employee status and is responsible for an important
specialization course and should indeed instruct this particular (or another) main
specialization course.
At least 30 % of all other specialization courses should be taught by instructors
who hold a scientific degree.
2.3 Requirements relative to research personnel
With regard to basic (preparatory) courses the evaluation of scientific activities
should be accomplished in accordance with the established practice (i.e. the
Subcommittee does not intend to deal with details that could lead to
overregulation). With regard to specialization courses evaluation is a more
difficult task. Due to the special importance of creative work, it is desirable to
follow the evaluative criteria specified under 2.2.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms and teaching materials for demonstration purposes,
measurement and student laboratories are necessary conditions to fulfill. In a
teacher training program it is indispensable to have a sufficient teaching
personnel and appropriate methodology laboratories.
There should be a department, scientific, faculty or university library which
provides the most important scientific journals and the scientific book stock of
which contains a significant part of the up-to-date works referred to in the
bibliography of the syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses.
There should be a computer network which provides up-to-date services to which
students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper research
conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be provided for.
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms and teaching materials for demonstration purposes,
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measurement and student laboratories are necessary conditions to fulfill. In a
teacher training program it is indispensable to have a sufficient teaching
personnel and appropriate methodology laboratories.
There should be a department, scientific, faculty or college library which
provides the most important scientific journals and the scientific book stock of
which contains a significant part of the up-to-date works referred to in the
bibliography of the syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses.
There should be a computer network which provides up-to-date services to which
students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper research
conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. Instead of 'public servant status' 'employee status' may be regarded as
sufficient.
2. It is recommended to consider D.L.A. degrees as equivalent with Ph.D.
degrees.
3. It is more appropriate to use the expression 'doctoral student' instead of 'a
writer of a dissertation'. (Moreover, it is advisable to avoid an excessive use
of expressions of a foreign origin.)
Mathematics Subcommittee
Definition:
• Basic (preparatory) courses: algebra and arithmetic, analysis, geometry,
probability calculation, computer science.
• Main specialization courses: discrete mathematics, theory of sets and
mathematical logic, applications of mathematics, mathematical statistics and
its applications, operation research, physical mathematics, elementary
mathematics, computer science, theory and methodology of programming,
applied computer science, methodology of teaching mathematics and
computer science.
• Research areas: mathematical logic and theory of sets, discrete mathematics,
algebra and arithmetic, classical analysis, function analysis, differential
equations, control theory, geometry, topology, probability calculation,
mathematical statistics and its applications, numerical mathematics,
operation research, computer science, theory and methodology of
programming, applied computer science, physical mathematics, applications
of mathematics, methodology of teaching mathematics and computer
science.
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•

For the purposes of the present paper, the word computer science should be
understood as mathematical computer science.

I. Establishing and launching a degree program
in basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Mathematics Subcommittee, the Subcommittee recommends
incorporating specific quality requirements as specified below. These
requirements should be applied as directives in the case of already operating
degree programs.
1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the Mathematics Subcommittee covers all degree programs
the name of which contains the words mathematics (or the name of one of the
basic courses of mathematics), computer science or computer technology in any
form whatsoever, as well as all those in which the number of professional credit
units in relevant subjects of mathematics exceeds 30 % of all professional credit
unit requirements specified in the degree program.
The evaluation of mathematics and computer science relative to higher education
of technology will fall into the competence of the Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science Subcommittee after calling for the opinion of the Mathematics
Subcommittee.
General and specific qualification requirements are regulated by the 166/1997
(X.3.) government decree on the relevant qualification requirements for degree
programs in basic higher education of natural sciences and technology.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 75 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status in their
educational institution. In the case of launching a new degree program, the
person responsible for the degree program should be a full-time employee of the
educational institution and his/her status should be maintained during at least a
complete period of instruction of the degree program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
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The person responsible for the degree program should be a habilitated university
professor who holds a full-time employee status and a doctor of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences degree. This instructor should be responsible for one of the
basic or main specialization courses and should indeed instruct one of the basic
or main specialization courses.
The persons responsible for the main specialization courses should be instructors
who hold a full-time employee status and a scientific degree. The persons
responsible for 70 % of courses should carry out research in a mathematical
discipline which is related to the subject matter of the course that they are
responsible for. At least half of the basic and main specialization lectures should
be given by university professors or habilitated associate professors.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a college professor who
holds a full-time employee status and a scientific degree and is responsible for
one of the basic or main specialization courses and indeed instructs one of the
basic or main specialization courses.
At least 50 % of the persons responsible for the basic and main specialization
courses should be college professors who hold a full-time employee status and a
scientific degree. At least half of the basic and main specialization lectures
should be given by instructors who hold a scientific degree.
2.2.3. In teaching training programs:
The person responsible for the methodology of mathematics and computer
science should be a full-time instructor of the educational institution and a
nationally recognized authority in methodology. This should be ascertained by
the instructor's publishing activity as well as by his/her activities regarding
organization and direction in the public life of the scientific discipline.
This instructor is expected to have acquired educational experience in an
appropriate type of school.
2.3 Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs in at least three research areas of
mathematics and computer science there should be an internationally recognized
(cited) instructor (researcher) who holds a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences degree and has founded a scientific school (consisting of at least of
three persons). Instructors (researchers) should publish articles in scientific
journals on a regular basis. At least 75 % of instructors should hold a scientific
degree in their scientific discipline and at least 30 % of them should be
habilitated.
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2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs in at least one major research area of
mathematics and computer science there should be a recognized (cited) instructor
(researcher) who holds a scientific degree and has founded a scientific school
(consisting of at least of three persons). Instructors should publish articles in
scientific journals and/or popular scientific magazines on a regular basis. At least
30 % of instructors should hold a scientific degree.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses
appropriately equipped classrooms and proper teaching materials / equipment
(computers) are necessary conditions to fulfill. For the purposes of instructing
mathematics and computer science degree programs there should be a
department, faculty or university library which contains the most important
scientific journals and the scientific book stock of which provides a significant
part of the up-to-date works referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the
basic and main specialization courses. The scientific journal stock of the library
should contain the most important journals relative to (at least three of) the major
research areas of mathematics where there is actual research conducted. There
should be a computer network which provides up-to-date services to which
students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper research
conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be provided for.
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses
appropriately equipped classrooms and proper teaching materials / equipment
(computers) are necessary conditions to fulfill. For the purposes of instructing
mathematics and computer science degree programs there should be a
department, faculty or college library which contains the most important
scientific journals and the scientific book stock of which provides a significant
part of the up-to-date books and journals referred to in the bibliography of the
syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses. There should be a computer
network which provides up-to-date services to which students may gain regular
access in an organized form. Proper conditions for writing thesis papers and
dissertations should also be provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
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1.

2.

3.

4.

The person responsible for the program may only be an internationally
recognized university professor (cited author) who holds a scientific degree
or a title equivalent to a Doctor of Science degree (a doctor of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences degree).
The major research areas of the disciplines should be represented as
subprograms. The person responsible for a subprogram may only be a
habilitated instructor (normally a university professor) who is internationally
recognized (cited to the same extent as required from a doctor of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences) and has founded a scientific school
(consisting of at least three persons). A Ph.D. program which covers less
than three of the major research areas of mathematics and computer science
(contains less than three subprograms) may only be accredited as an
exception in the case of remarkably outstanding scientific performance.
Instructors participating in the program should hold a scientific degree
(Doctor of Science, candidate of science, Ph.D.) acquired not less than three
years before, and at least 50 % of them should be habilitated doctors.
Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a regular basis
and take part in important scientific conferences.
70 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status at the university
which has submitted the doctoral program.

Earth Sciences Subcommittee
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
In basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Earth Science Subcommittee, the Subcommittee recommends
incorporating specific quality requirements as specified below. These
requirements should be applied as directives in the case of already operating
degree programs.
1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the Earth Science Subcommittee covers all degree programs
which focus on the Earth, the atmosphere and the hydrosphere, as well as all
those in which the number of relevant subjects of the professional core
curriculum exceeds 30 %.
General and specific qualification requirements in degree programs are regulated
by government decrees on the relevant qualification requirements for degree
programs in basic higher education of natural sciences ( 166/1997 (X.3.) ), of
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agriculture ( 146/1998 (IX.9.) ) and of technology, specifying the objectives of
the program, the level of the qualification and the professional qualification, the
duration and main areas of study of the program, and testing of knowledge.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 60 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status in their
educational institution. In the case of launching a degree program, the person
responsible for the degree program should be a full-time employee of the
educational institution and his/her status should be maintained during at least a
complete period of instruction of the degree program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor
who holds a full-time employee status and a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences degree. This instructor should be responsible for one of the main
specialization courses pertaining to the professional core curriculum and should
indeed instruct one of the basic or main specialization courses.
The persons responsible for main specialization courses pertaining to the
professional core curriculum should be instructors who hold a full-time employee
status and a scientific degree.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a college professor who
holds a full-time employee status and is responsible for one of the main
specialization courses pertaining to the professional core curriculum and indeed
instructs one of the main specialization courses.
At least 30 % of the instructors holding a full-time employee status and
responsible for the main specialization courses pertaining to the professional core
curriculum should hold a scientific degree.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs in at least three major research areas
there should be an internationally recognized (cited) instructor (researcher) who
holds a scientific degree equivalent to a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences degree and has founded a scientific school (consisting of at least three
persons). Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a regular
basis and/or should produce development results. At least 75 % of instructors
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should hold a scientific degree in their scientific disciplines, and at least 30 % of
them should be habilitated.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs in at least one major research area there
should be a recognized (cited) instructor (researcher) who holds a scientific
degree and has founded a scientific school (consisting of at least three persons).
Instructors should publish articles in scientific and/or educational journals and
popular scientific magazines on a regular basis, and/or should produce results
regarding development or development of teaching.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for demonstration purposes, student
laboratories and terrain measurement systems are necessary conditions to fulfill.
In a teacher training program it is indispensable to have a sufficient teaching
personnel and appropriate methodology laboratories. In a non-teacher training
program there should be terrain measurement equipment as well as special
measurement laboratories in at least three of the major research areas of the
discipline. For the purposes of instructing earth science degree programs there
should be a department, faculty or university library which contains at least five
of the most important scientific journals and the scientific book stock of which
provides a significant part of the up-to-date works referred to in the bibliography
of the syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses. The scientific journal
stock of the library should contain the most important journals relative to (at least
three) research areas of the degree program where there is actual research
conducted. There should be a computer network which provides up-to-date
services to which students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper
research conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be
provided for.
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for demonstration purposes, student
laboratories and terrain measurement systems are necessary conditions to fulfill.
In a teacher training program it is indispensable to have a sufficient teaching
personnel and appropriate geographical methodology laboratories. In a nonteacher training program there should be terrain measurement equipment as well
as special measurement laboratories in at least three of the major research areas
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of the discipline. For the purposes of instructing earth science degree programs
there should be a department, faculty or college library which contains at least
five of the most important scientific journals and the scientific book stock of
which provides a significant part of the up-to-date works referred to in the
bibliography of the syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses. There
should be a computer network which provides up-to-date services to which
students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper conditions for
writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. The person responsible for the doctoral program may only be an
internationally recognized university professor (cited author) who holds a
scientific degree or a title equivalent to the Doctor of Science degree (a
doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree).
2. The major research areas of the discipline should be represented as
subprograms in the doctoral program. The person responsible for a
subprogram may only be a habilitated instructor (normally a university
professor) who is internationally recognized (cited to the same extent as a
doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences) and has founded a scientific
school (consisting of at least three persons). A Ph.D. program which covers
less than three of the major research areas of the discipline (contains less
than two subprograms) may only be accredited as an exception in the case of
remarkably outstanding scientific performance.
3. The instructors participating in the program should hold a scientific degree
(Doctor of Science, candidate of science, Ph.D.) acquired not less than three
years before, and at least 50 % of them should be habilitated doctors.
Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a regular basis
and/or should produce development results.
4. 70 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status at the university
which has submitted the doctoral program.
Military Science Subcommittee
Definition:
The objective the degree program should comply with
• on one hand, the requirements of the Hungarian Army, Frontier Guards,
national security, police and defense forces;
• on the other hand, the requirements contained in the amended 1993/LXXX
Higher Education Act.
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With regard to the objectives of degree programs, military higher education
should take NATO norms into consideration and should aim at appropriate
compliance with them.
The level of the qualification and the professional qualification:
In military higher education university and college degrees may be conferred.
On one hand, the professional qualification should comply with the requirements
of the Hungarian Army, Frontier Guards, national security, police and defense
forces, and on the other hand, in its name and content, it should be convertible
with corresponding civilian professional qualifications.
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
In basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Military Science Subcommittee, the Subcommittee
recommends incorporating specific quality requirements as specified below.
These requirements should be applied as directives in the case of already
operating degree programs.
1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the Military Science Subcommittee covers all degree
programs the name of which contains the words military, defense or security in
any form whatsoever, as well as all those in which the number of professional
credit units in subjects relative to military science or the armed services and the
police force exceeds 30 % of all professional credit unit requirements specified in
the degree program.
With regard to degree programs falling within the competence of the
Subcommittee, general and specific qualification requirements are regulated by
formerly published government decrees ( 28/1999 (II.12.) and 55/1999 (III.31.) )
and ministerial decrees on the relevant qualification requirements for degree
programs in higher education of military science and the armed services, as well
as by future government or ministerial decrees, specifying the objectives of the
program, the level of the qualification and the professional qualification, the
duration and main areas of study of the program, and testing of knowledge.
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2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
At least 60 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status in their
educational institution. In the case of launching a new degree program, the
person responsible for the degree program should be a full-time employee of the
educational institution and his/her status should be maintained during at least a
complete period of instruction of the degree program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
1-3 university professors (or habilitated university associate professors),
2-4 university associate professors,
3-5 instructors who have acquired a doctoral degree in their scientific discipline.
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor
who has acquired a doctoral degree in his/her scientific discipline and holds a
full-time employee status at the university. This instructor should instruct one of
the basic or main specialization courses.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
1-2 college professors,
2-4 college associate professors,
1-2 instructors who have acquired a doctoral degree in their scientific discipline.
The person responsible for the degree program should be a college professor who
has acquired a doctoral degree in his/her scientific discipline and holds a fulltime employee status. This instructor should instruct one of the basic or main
specialization courses.
With regard to university and college degree programs the persons responsible
for courses should be instructors who have acquired a doctoral degree in their
scientific discipline and hold a full-time employee status in their educational
institution.
Every year the minimum student participation rate in first (beginner) years is
determined by the Ministry of Defense after considering the needs of the
Hungarian Army, the Ministry of Interior, Frontier Guards, national security and
defense forces.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs there should be an instructor who is
recognized (cited) in military science, has acquired a doctoral degree in a his/her
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scientific discipline and has founded a scientific school (consisting of at least
three persons). Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a
regular basis and/or should produce development results. At least 60 % of
instructors should hold a scientific degree in their scientific discipline.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs there should be an instructor who is
recognized (cited) in military science, has acquired a doctoral degree in a his/her
scientific discipline and has founded a scientific school (consisting of at least
three persons). Instructors should publish articles in scientific and/or educational
journals and popular scientific magazines on a regular basis, and/or should
produce results regarding development or development of teaching. At least 50
% of instructors should hold a doctoral degree.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for demonstration purposes,
professional show-cases and, if needs be, student laboratories and practice
terrains are necessary conditions to fulfill. For the purposes of instructing
military science degree programs there should be a department, faculty or
university library which contains the most important scientific journals and the
scientific book stock of which provides a significant part of the up-to-date works
referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the basic and main specialization
courses. The scientific journal stock of the library should contain the most
important journals relative to the major research areas of the discipline. There
should be a computer network which provides up-to-date services to which
students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper research
conditions for writing thesis papers should also be provided for.
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic courses properly equipped classrooms,
teaching materials for demonstration purposes, professional show-cases and, if
needs be, student laboratories and practice terrains are necessary conditions to
fulfill. For the purposes of instructing military science degree programs there
should be a department, faculty or college library which contains the most
important scientific journals and the scientific book stock of which provides a
significant part of the up-to-date works referred to in the bibliography of the
syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses. There should be a computer
network which provides up-to-date services to which students may gain regular
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access in an organized form. Proper conditions for writing thesis papers should
also be provided for.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. The person responsible for the doctoral program may only be a recognized
university professor (cited author) who has acquired a doctoral degree and
habilitation and holds a full-time employee status at the university.
2. The person responsible for a subprogram may only be a habilitated instructor
who has acquired a doctoral degree and is recognized (cited) in the
profession.
3. The instructors participating in the program and/or the persons responsible
for doctoral subjects should be university professors, associate professors or
senior staff who have acquired a doctoral degree in their scientific discipline,
or casually collaborating external experts recognized in the profession.
Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a regular basis
and/or should produce development results.
4. A significant part (more than 50 %) of instructors should hold a full-time
employee status at the university which has submitted the doctoral program.
European Studies Interdisciplinary Committee
Definition:
The basic (preparatory) courses of degree programs falling within the
competence of the European Studies Interdisciplinary Committee correspond to
courses which, for the purposes of instructing the degree programs specified in
this subchapter, are enumerated under the specific qualification requirements
(draft qualification requirements).
I. Establishing and launching a degree program
in basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 4A/VI/3/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the European Studies Interdisciplinary Committee, the
Subcommittee recommends incorporating specific quality requirements as
specified below. These requirements should be applied as directives in the case
of already operating degree programs.
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1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the European Studies Interdisciplinary Subcommittee covers
the following degree programs:
− degree programs on modern European economy, society and history of
culture;
− degree programs on the development of European thinking;
− degree programs on the history, the institutional development, political, legal
and economic aspects of the European integration process.
Specialized post-graduate degree programs based on basic (undergraduate)
education are also included here. Minimum requirements are considered as
fulfilled by the Subcommittee if the application for launching a specialized postgraduate degree program has been submitted by an institution which provides
basic (undergraduate) education. If the application for launching a specialized
post-graduate degree program has been submitted by an institution which does
not provide basic (undergraduate) education, the Subcommittee will forward its
recommendations to the College after having taken this fact into consideration.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
In the case of launching European Studies degree programs there should be at
least three instructors in the degree program who hold a full-time (174 hours per
month) public servant status in the educational institution. In the case of
launching a new degree program, the person responsible for the degree program
should be a full-time employee of the educational institution and his/her status
should be maintained during at least a complete period of instruction of the
degree program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs, the person responsible for the degree
program should be a university professor who holds a full-time employee status
and is responsible for one of the basic or main specialization courses, and indeed
teaches one of the basic or main specialization courses. Furthermore, this
instructor is expected to carry on a publishing activity as far as possible in the
area of science that he/she instructs. The persons responsible for the basic or
main specialization courses should be university associate professors.
In the case of at least 30 students per year provision should be made that at least
25 % of the courses specified in the syllabus of the degree program may be
chosen on an optional basis.
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2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a college professor who
holds a full-time employee status and is responsible for one the basic or main
specialization courses. Furthermore, this instructor is expected to carry on a
publishing activity as far as possible in the area of science that he/she instructs.
The persons responsible for the basic or main specialization courses should be
college associate professors.
In the case of at least 30 students per year provision should be made that at least
10 % of the courses specified in the syllabus of the degree program may be
chosen on an optional basis.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs it is required that research should be
conducted on an international scale in at least three disciplines corresponding to
the nature of the degree program (possibly in linguistics, law, sociology,
philosophy, economics, political sciences, history, 'European culture',
administration).
Respectively, there should be at least three recognized instructors in the degree
program who hold a scientific degree, possibly at least one of whom holds a
doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree, possesses extensive
international recognition and has founded a scientific school consisting of at least
of three persons.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree program it is required that basic or applied
research programs should be conducted on a national scale in at least one
discipline corresponding to the nature of the degree program. Provision should be
made for a scientific workshop which operates in a discipline corresponding to
the nature of the degree program concerned and which may comprise the
teaching staff of more than one department. With regard to college degree
programs there should be at least one instructor who holds a scientific degree.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
According to student participation rate the following should be provided for:
3.1. In university degree programs:
Free access to well-equipped lecture halls necessary for lectures and wellequipped classrooms necessary for seminars or practical courses.
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For the purposes of instructing the degree program there should be a department,
scientific, faculty or university library which provides at least five of the most
important scientific journals and the scientific book stock of which contains a
significant part of the works referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the
basic and main specialization courses.
There should be a computer and audiovisual network which provides up-to-date
services to which students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper
research conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be
provided for.
Provision should be made for a European Documentation Center and access to
European data-bases should be ensured.
3.2. In college degree programs:
Free access to well-equipped lecture halls necessary for lectures and wellequipped classrooms necessary for seminars or practical courses.
For the purposes of instructing the degree program there should be a department,
scientific, faculty or college library which provides at least five of the most
important scientific journals (at least one of which written in a foreign language
depending on the degree program), and the scientific book stock of which
contains a significant part of the works referred to in the bibliography of the
syllabi of the basic and main specialization courses.
There should be a computer and audiovisual network which provides up-to-date
services to which students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper
research conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be
provided for.
Provision should be made for a European Documentation Center and access to
European data-bases should be ensured.
II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. The person responsible for an A type program may only be an
internationally recognized university professor (cited author) who has
achieved a scientific performance equivalent to a doctor of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences degree. The person responsible for a very broad
program should also be an instructor who has achieved a scientific
performance equivalent to a doctor of Hungarian Academy of Sciences
degree. The person responsible for a B type program may be a habilitated
associate professor.
2. A scientific workshop is a prerequisite for both A and B type accreditation.
There is a scientific workshop if the person responsible for the program has
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3.
4.

a sufficient number of students who have already proved their capacity to
conduct high-level research by obtaining study bursaries, scientific degrees
as well as by publishing scientific articles.
51 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status at the university
which has submitted the doctoral program.
In the case of an A type program it is essential that the person responsible
for the program has published 10-15 international and 20-30 Hungarian cited
papers. In the case of a B type program the person responsible for the
program is expected to have published 6-8 international and 15-20
Hungarian cited papers.

Requirements relative to physical resources and services
– Proper physical resources and services (an office) should be provided for
doctoral students.
– Doctoral students should benefit by the same working conditions as provided
for teaching assistants.
– Depending on the size of the programs as well as the instructor and student
participation rate access should be provided to at least five scientific journals
in a department, faculty or university library.
Environmental Studies Interdisciplinary Committee
Definition:
Environmental studies and teaching training programs
• The basic (preparatory) courses of Environmental Studies degree programs
are as follows: basic knowledge of earth sciences (aerology, climatology,
geology, geophysics, pedology, geomorphology, hydrology, natural
geography), basic knowledge of biology (botany, zoology, genetics,
evolution biology, microbiology), basic knowledge of chemistry (organic
and inorganic biochemistry, physical chemistry), ecology, protection of
nature and the environment.
• Main specialization courses (pertaining to the professional core curriculum)
of Environmental Studies degree programs are as follows: environmental
chemistry and analysis, measurement techniques, aerology (physics and
chemistry of the atmosphere), environmental microbiology, biology of the
soil, limnology, phytocenology, botanical and zoological geography,
ecophysiology, ecotoxicology, environmental evaluation, environmental
law, environmental management, biology of the protection of the
environment, population biology.
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•

•

Possible research areas of Environmental Studies degree programs are as
follows: aerology (physics and chemistry of the atmosphere), environmental
biochemistry, population ecology, science of vegetation, terrestrial ecology,
hydrobiology, environmental microbiology, ecophysiology, biology of the
soil, ecology of the landscape, research relative to biodiversity, toxicology,
parasitology, protection of nature, protection of the environment, law of the
protection of the environment, nature management, environmental
management, environmental modeling, biogeochemical cycles.
Specialized post-graduate disciplines of Environmental Studies degree
programs (including doctoral programs) are as follows: ecology, science of
vegetation, ecophysiology, hydrobiology, environmental chemistry,
environmental biochemistry, aerology (physics of the atmosphere),
geophysics, environmental physics, biology of the soil, environmental
modeling, biology of the protection of the environment, research relative to
biological resources.

Environmental engineering degree programs
•

•

•

Basic (preparatory) courses: mathematics, computer science, physics,
organic and inorganic chemistry, physical chemistry, biological ecology,
geology, meteorology, basic knowledge in engineering, economics,
management, environmental economics, environmental law.
Main specialization courses (pertaining to the professional core curriculum):
courses connected to Environmental engineering degree programs in natural
sciences and technology, ecology, mechanics and construction, geology,
analytical chemistry, environmental chemistry, measurement techniques,
protection of nature and the landscape, technological systems of and their
modeling, territorial development and territorial management, protection of
air purity, protection of water quality, water management, noise and
vibration clearance, energetics, security, computer science relative to space,
risk analysis, evaluation of the condition of the environment, environmental
auditing, medicine and health, refuse recuperation and management,
environmental chemical technology.
Possible research areas: techniques and technologies of reducing pollution of
the environment, measurement techniques of the protection of the
environment, environmental modeling, environmental management,
protection of the environment (protection of air purity, protection of water
quality, noise clearance, protection of the landscape and the soil),
environmental-friendly construction.
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•

•

Specialized post-graduate disciplines (including doctoral programs):
technologies of environmental management, environmental modeling.
Techniques, equipment, measurement devices and measurement techniques,
examination methods of protection of the environment. Environmental
computer science. Evaluation of the condition of the environment.
The name of the degree: environmental engineer.

Environmental management and agricultural engineering degree programs
•

•

•

Basic (preparatory) courses: basic knowledge of natural sciences and
technology (botany, zoology, chemistry, physics, mathematics, computer
science and technology); basic knowledge of ecology, environmental
ecology, meteorology, pedology, water supply management, soil and
biogeography, the protection of the nature and the environment; basic
knowledge of agricultural production (cultivation of plants, horticulture,
lawn management, forest management, game management, animal breeding,
agricultural strategies, land exploitation) and their relationships to the
environment; basic knowledge of economics and social sciences
(environmental economics, sociology, agricultural, territorial and business
management, business and environmental law, accountancy, finance and
commerce); basic knowledge of environmental evaluation, planning and
development (mathematics, statistics, data-processing, computer science
relative to space, territorial planning, constructed environment design,
melioration, recultivation and environmental technology).
Main specialization courses (pertaining to the professional core curriculum):
genetics, microbiology, mechanics, statistics, global environmental
problems, land cultivation, plant protection, foraging, hygiene, game
biology, agricultural production and environmental load; basic knowledge of
social sciences (philosophy, history of culture, communication,
environmental aesthetics, environmental ethics, professional language).
Possible research areas: landscape ecology, natural resources and systems,
agricultural production and environment, land exploitation strategies and
systems, adapting agricultural systems, protection of the environment, nature
and landscape, monitoring, measurement and analysis of the environment,
environmental information systems, computer science relative to space,
territorial economics, environmental economics, territorial development,
territorial (settlements, regions) planning, estate planning, professional
communication, public communication, environmental aesthetics and ethics.
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•

Specialized post-graduate disciplines (including doctoral programs):
protection of the environment, nature and landscape, ecological agriculture,
environmental economics, natural resources economy, territorial planning
and development, cultural ecology and communication.

I. Establishing and launching a degree program
In basic higher education and specialized post-graduate education
Evaluation principles governing the establishing and launching of degree
programs are contained in the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee. With reference to degree programs falling within the
competence of the Environmental Studies Interdisciplinary Committee, the
Subcommittee recommends incorporating specific quality requirements as
specified below. These requirements should be applied as directives in the case
of already operating degree programs.
1. Qualification requirements
The competence of the Environmental Studies Interdisciplinary Subcommittee
covers all degree programs the name of which contains the words teacher of
environmental studies, environment studies, environmental engineering,
environmental technology, environmental management and agricultural
engineering, water and environment management, landscape management and
agricultural engineering, and ecology in any form whatsoever, as well as all
those in which the number of professional credit units in the subjects mentioned
above exceeds 30 % of all professional credit unit requirements specified in the
degree program.
General and specific qualification requirements in degree programs are regulated
by government decrees on the relevant qualification requirements for degree
programs in basic higher education of technology ( 157/1996 (X.22.) ), natural
sciences ( 166/1997 (X.3.) ) and of agriculture ( 146/1998 (IX.9.) ), specifying
the objectives of the program, the level of the qualification and the professional
qualification, the duration and main areas of study of the program, and testing of
knowledge. In the absence of such information, the requirements that an
institution has worked out and submitted or is going to submit should be
compared with corresponding qualification requirements of already operating
degree programs.
2. Requirements relative to personnel
2.1. The legal status of instructors:
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At least 60 % of instructors should hold a full-time employee status in their
educational institution, including researchers of research institutes sponsored by
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. In the case of launching a new degree
program, the person responsible for the degree program should be a full-time
employee of the educational institution and his/her status should be maintained
during at least a complete period of instruction of the degree program.
2.2. Requirements relative to teaching personnel
2.2.1. In university degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a university professor
who has acquired a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree and
holds a full-time employee status. This instructor should be responsible for one
of the basic or main specialization courses and should indeed teach one of the
basic or main specialization courses.
The persons responsible for basic and main specialization courses should be
instructors who hold a full-time employee status and have acquired a scientific
degree.
2.2.2. In college degree programs:
The person responsible for the degree program should be a college professor who
holds a full-time employee status and is responsible for one of the basic or main
specialization courses and indeed instructs one of the basic or main specialization
courses.
At least 30 % of the instructors responsible for basic and main specialization
courses should hold a scientific degree.
2.3. Requirements relative to research personnel
2.3.1. In university degree programs:
With regard to university degree programs in at least three major research areas
there should be an internationally recognized (cited) instructor (researcher) who
holds a doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences degree and has founded a
scientific school (consisting of at least three persons). Instructors should publish
articles in scientific journals on a regular basis and/or should produce
development results. At least 75 % of instructors should hold a degree in their
scientific discipline, and at least 30 % of them should be habilitated.
2.3.2. In college degree programs:
With regard to college degree programs in at least one major research area there
should be a recognized (cited) instructor who holds a scientific degree.
Instructors should publish articles in scientific and/or educational journals and
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popular scientific magazines on a regular basis, and/or should produce
development results.
3. Requirements relative to physical resources and services
3.1. In university degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for educational and demonstration
purposes as well as student laboratories are necessary conditions to fulfill. In a
teacher training program it is indispensable to have a sufficient teaching
personnel and appropriate methodology laboratories. In a non-teacher training
program there should be special demonstration materials and laboratories in the
most important of the major research areas. For the purposes of instructing
Environmental Studies degree programs and courses there should be a
department, faculty or university library which contains the most important
scientific journals and the scientific book stock of which provides a significant
part of the up-to-date works referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of the
basic and main specialization courses. The scientific journal stock of the library
should contain the most important journals relative to (at least three) research
areas of the degree program where there is actual research conducted. There
should be a computer network which provides up-to-date services to which
students may gain regular access in an organized form. Proper research
conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations should also be provided for.
3.2. In college degree programs:
For the purposes of instructing basic and main specialization courses properly
equipped classrooms, teaching materials for educational and demonstration
purposes as well as student laboratories are necessary conditions to fulfill. In a
teacher training program it is indispensable to have a sufficient teaching
personnel and appropriate methodology laboratories. In a non-teacher training
program there should be special demonstration materials and laboratories in the
most important of the major research areas. For the purposes of instructing
Environmental Studies degree programs and courses there should be a
department, faculty or college library which contains the most important
scientific journals and the scientific book stock of which provides a significant
part of the up-to-date course texts referred to in the bibliography of the syllabi of
the basic and main specialization courses. There should be a computer network
which provides up-to-date services to which students may gain regular access in
an organized form. Proper conditions for writing thesis papers and dissertations
should also be provided for.
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II. Ph.D. programs (Supplement to the 1/IV/6/1998 resolution of the Hungarian
Accreditation Committee)
1. The person responsible for the doctoral program may only be an
internationally recognized (cited) university professor (associate professor)
who holds a scientific degree or a title equivalent to the Doctor of Science
degree.
2. The major research areas of Environmental Studies should be represented as
subprograms in the doctoral program. The person responsible for a
subprogram may only be a habilitated instructor (normally a university
professor or at least a university associate professor) who is internationally
recognized (cited to the same extent as a doctor of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences) and has founded a scientific school (consisting of at least three
persons).
3. Instructors participating in the program should hold a scientific degree
(Doctor of Science, candidate of science, Ph.D.) acquired not less than three
years before, and at least 50 % of them should be habilitated doctors.
Instructors should publish articles in scientific journals on a regular basis
and/or should produce development results.
4. More than 50 % of instructors (including researchers of research institutes
sponsored by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences) should hold a full-time
employee status at the university which has submitted the doctoral program.
X. ONGOING QUALITY ASSURANCE
Resolution No.1999/9/VIII/1
Scheduling of Quality Assurance Report 2000
Higher education institutions shall prepare action plans and submit them to HAC
Secretariat by 16 March 2000.
Guidelines related to the form and content of action plans (to be worked out for
each faculty):
 Set of guidelines for quality assessment
basic (minimum) requirements
for degree programmes
for the institution
programme- and institution-specific requirements
for degree programmes
for the institution
extraordinary, other unique features
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 Person in charge of quality assurance, organisation and operation
Action plans shall contain evaluation guidelines and indicators or ideas to
consider which the institution or faculty wishes to include in its annual report,
based on recommendations and materials received to date.
To help institutions compile annual reports and finalise plans, HAC Secretariat
shall organise further meetings and briefing sessions for them in the course of
February 2000.
HAC shall also prepare evaluation principles and criteria for the annual report,
and mail this document to each institution immediately upon Plenum approval.
Relevant HAC duties:
 issue evaluation criteria
 announce procedure
 evaluate quality assurance
Higher education institutions shall prepare annual reports and submit them to
HAC Secretary by 16 October 2000. To submit the report, a written consent of
the university (faculty) council is essential.
Quality control of higher education activities
HAC briefing session of 25 June 1999
Both the old and the amended Higher Education Act require the
implementation of ongoing quality assurance to monitor higher education
activities. Institutions, however, have failed to comply with this regulation partly
because changes in higher education are difficult to follow, and partly because of
difficulties inherent in this issue.
This problem has been addressed before in a summary report titled
„Hungarian Higher Education 2010”, and HAC reached an agreement in the
spring of 1998 in which it undertook to provide theoretical and practical
assistance to set up and implement the process and procedure of quality
assurance.
To achieve the above objectives, HAC took action relying on four pillars:
• We have assessed the standard knowledge possessed by final-year students
and investigated how useful it would be for Hungary’s economy and society.
Since the control we have over the ‘output’ of higher education is rather
limited, we have ventured to ask external presidents of state exam boards to share
their opinion concerning final-year students’ knowledge, and its usefulness for
Hungary’s economy and society.
Based on a large number of returned questionnaires, we developed a
recommendation for higher education institutions which they received in April
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1999. The processed and evaluated results of this project provide a valuable input
for our future survey.
This endeavour also helped us to identify institutions already involved in
the implementation of quality assurance.
• Under a Pilot Project organised on a voluntary basis, higher education
institutions developed and shared with other institutions a few elements of
quality assurance. A summary report on this activity and relevant
recommendations will be sent to each higher education institution.
• We have also collected available Hungarian and foreign literature on the
subject.
• We have established Quality Consultancy Board no. 8010.
• About the results and achievments we will report in the next annual issue
about HAC activities in 2000.
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XI. HUNGARIAN ACCREDITATION COMMITTEE SECRETARIAT
(1 January 2000)
Address: 1146 Budapest, Ajtósi Dürer sor 19-21
Professzorok Háza (House of Professors), 3rd floor – Rooms 302, 303, 304, 305
Telephone:

Fax:
Internet:

Room 302: 344-0312, 343-0328
Room 303: 344-0314, 344-0315
Room 304: 351-8746, 351-8747
Room 305: 351-8748, 351-8749
344-0313
http://www.mab.huninet.hu

Head of Unit
András Róna-Tas
President

Room no.

Extension

303/1

101
102

titkarsag@mab.huninet.hu

101
102
132

marko@mab.huninet.hu

125

gemesi@mab.huninet.hu

111

homonnay@mab.huninet.hu

305/2
305/1
304/1

120
129
113

borzsak@mab.huninet.hu
david@mab.huninet.hu
ery@mab.huninet.hu

302/2
302/3
304/2

108
106
112

hernath@mab.huninet.hu
ruff@mab.huninet.hu
szanto@mab.huninet.hu

Head of Secretariat and Deputies
Mrs. György Homonnay
303/4
Acting General Secretary
Nóra Halmay
302/4
Deputy General Secretary
László Gémesi
303/5
Financial Manager
György Homonnay
304/3
Advisor to President
Secretariat Staff
programme officers
Judit Borzsák
Zsófia Dávid
Márta Éry
Senior Programme Officer
Terézia Hernáth
Éva Ruff
Tibor Szántó
Senior Programme Officer
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E-mail

halmay@mab.huninet.hu
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Administrators
Room no.

Exten-sion

302/5
304/1
302/5
303/3

105
114
104
102

barna@mab.huninet.hu
batovszky@mab.huninet.hu
bus@mab.huninet.hu
juhaszk@mab.huninet.hu

304/1
305/1
303/3
303/3
305/1

115
118
101
101
116

mako@mab.huninet.hu
martinovics@mab.huninet.hu
monostori@mab.huninet.hu
szita@mab.huninet.hu
szoradi@mab.huninet.hu

Part-time programme officers
Péter Kiss
302/1
László Mayer
305/1
Krisztina Rozsnyai
302/1

119
117
121

kiss@mab.huninet.hu
mayer@mab.huninet.hu
rozsnyai@mab.huninet.hu

303/2

127

borza@mab.huninet.hu

303/2

128

hunya@mab.huninet.hu

Ildikó Barna
Marianna Bátovszky
Ilona Bus
Katalin Juhász
Office Manager
Éva Mákó
Katalin Martinovics
Katalin Monostori
Beatrix Szita
Gabriella Szórádi

Officers on contract
Beatrix Borza
Project Assistant
Balázs Hunya
Project Manager

E-mail
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XII. HAC PUBLICATIONS IN 1999
Accreditation Bulletin no. 1-5
Accreditation Bulletin Special Edition (programme requirements)
Accreditation in Hungary no. 6: Members and Secretariat of HAC
Accreditation in Hungary no. 7.: The Hungarian Accreditation Committee and its
Work in 1998
The above publications are available in a limited number of copies at the HAC
Secretariat.

XIII. ERRATA
Items omitted from Accreditation in Hungary 5, page 25
Rejected applications for the establishment and launching of new degree
programmes
Code

Applicant

Title

Date

sz482

JPTE

30.06.98

sz501

JPTE

sz509

PATE

sz386

SE

sz387

SE

European Politics specialised postgraduate
programme
Local Codification specialised postgraduate
programme
Phytopathologist university-/college-level
programme
Teacher of Economics specialised in Business
Administration university-level programme
Teacher of Economics specialised in Business
Administration college-level programme

To be inserted to page 79:
7020 Teacher Training Interdisciplinary Committee
Member: Katalin Papp, CSc – JATE
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XIV. ABBREVIATIONS AND CODES OF UNIVERSITIES, COLLEGES,
RESEARCH INSTITUTES AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS
1. Prior to integration
ACSJTF
ÁF
ÁJTK
AKI
ÁOTE
BDMF
BDTF
BEOF
BGGYF

BGYTF
BJKMF
BKE
BLKI
BME
BTA
BTF
BTK
BTOF
CHF
CSVMTFK
CTF

János Apáczai Csere College for General-School
Teachers’ Training, Gyır
College of Public Administration, Budapest
Faculty of Law
Agricultural Management Research and Informatics
Institute
University of Veterinary Science, Budapest
Donát Bánki Polytechnic, Budapest
Dániel Berzsenyi College for Secondary-School
Teachers’ Training, Szombathely
Elek Benedek College for Kindergarten Teachers’
Training, Sopron
Gusztáv Bárczi College for the Training of
Secondary-School Teachers of Disabled Children,
Budapest
György Bessenyei College for Secondary-School
Teachers’ Training, Nyíregyháza
János Bolyai Military College of Technology
Budapest University of Economics, Budapest
Hungarian Academy of Science Balaton Research
Institute for Limnology
Budapest University of Technical and Economic
Sciences, Budapest
Baptist Theological Academy, Budapest
Budapest College for General-School Teachers’
Training, Budapest
Faculty of Arts and Sciences
Teréz Brunszvik College for Kindergarten
Teachers’ Training, Szarvas
Cistercian Theological College, Zirc
V.M. Csokonai College for Primary-School
Teachers’ Training, Kaposvár
Comenius College for General-School Teachers’
Training, Sárospatak
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DATE
DOKUT
DOTE
DRHE
EHE
EHF
EJTF
EKTF
ELTE
ESZHF
ETE
FHF
FFK
FTT
GAMF
GATE
GKHF
GKI
GYHF
HFGTSZF
HIETE
HNATF
HOF
HWIF
IGYPF
ILSA
IQSOFT
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Debrecen University of Agricultural Sciences,
Debrecen
Tobacco Research Institute Co.
Debrecen University of Medicine, Debrecen
Debrecen Reformed Theological University,
Debrecen
Lutheran Theological University, Budapest
Eger Theological College, Eger
József Eötvös College for General-School
Teachers’ Training, Baja
Károly Eszterházy College for Secondary-School
Teachers’ Training, Eger
Loránd Eötvös University of Arts and Sciences,
Budapest
Esztergom Theological College, Esztergom
Lutheran Theological Academy
Franciscan Theological College, Budapest
Hungarian College Directors’ Conference
Higher Education and Research Council
Engineering Industry and Automation College of
Technology, Kecskemét
Gödöllı University for Agricultural Sciences,
College Faculty for Agriculture at Nyíregyháza
Greek Catholic Theological College, Nyíregyháza
Research Institute for Grain Production
Gyır Theological College, Gyır
Farkas Heller College of Economic and Tourist
Services
Imre Haynal University of Health Sciences,
Budapest
Theological Seminary of the Seventh Day
Adventist Church, Budapest
Hajdúböszörmény College for Kindergarten
Teachers’ Training, Hajdúböszörmény
Hajdúböszörmény College for Kindergarten
Teachers’ Training, Hajdúböszörmény
Gyula Illyés College of Pedagogy, Szekszárd
International Language School Foundation,
Szolnok
IQSoft Intelligence Software (college-level),
Budapest
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JATE
JGYTF
JPTE
JTF
KCSSF
KEE
KETIF
KF
KFKI SZKFI
KFRTF
KGF
KGRE
KJF
KKEBLI
KKMF
KLKF
KLTE
KMF
KıF
KSH
KVIF
LFZF
MBKK
ME
MERSZ
MIF
MKF
MPANNI
MRK
MTA

Attila József University of Arts and Sciences,
Szeged
Gyula Juhász College for Secondary-School
Teachers’ Training, Szeged
Janus Pannonius University of Arts and Sciences,
Pécs
Jászberény College for General-School Teachers’
Training, Jászberény
Sándor Kırösi Csoma College, Békéscsaba
University of Horticulture and Food Industry,
Budapest
Kecskemét College for General-School Teachers’
Training, Kecskemét
College of Foreign Trade, Budapest
Central Research Institute for Solid State Physics
Ferenc Kölcsey Reformed College for GeneralSchool Teachers’ Training, Debrecen
College of Commerce and Economics, Szolnok
Gáspár Károli Calvinist Academy, Budapest
János Kodolányi College, Székesfehérvár
East-Central European Bible School and Pastor
Training College, Budapest
Kandó Kálmán Polytechnic, Budapest
Lajos Kossuth Military College, Szentendre
Lajos Kossuth University of Arts and Sciences,
Debrecen
Light Engineering College of Technology,
Budapest
Kırös College
Central Bureau of Statistics
College of Commerce, Hospitality and Tourism,
Budapest
Ferenc Liszt Academy of Music, Budapest
Research Centre for Agricultural Biotechnology
Miskolc University, Miskolc
Chair of Art University Rectors
Hungarian School of Design, Budapest
Hungarian Academy of Fine Arts, Budapest
András Petı Institute for Teaching and Teacher
Training for the Handicapped
Hungarian Conference of Rectors
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
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MTA AKI

MTA BLKI
MTA CSKI
MTA IVKI
MTA KFKI
MTA KKKI
MTA KOKI
MTA MKI
MTA MezKI
MTA NKI
MTA NYI
MTA
SZTAKI
MTA TÁRKI
MTA VKI
MTE
MTF
MÜTF
NÜF
OM
ORI
PATE
PHF
PHTF
PMMF
POTE
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Hungarian Academy of Sciences Agricultural
Economics Institute of Research and Information
Science
Hungarian Academy of Sciences Research Institute
for Limnology at Lake Balaton
Hungarian Academy of Sciences Research Institute
of Astronomy
Hungarian Academy of Sciences Research Institute
for Industrial and Business Management
Hungarian Academy of Sciences Central Research
Institute for Physics
Hungarian Academy of Sciences Central Research
Institute for Chemistry
Hungarian Academy of Sciences Research Institute
Experimental Medicine
Hungarian Academy of Sciences Mathematics
Research Institute
Hungarian Academy of Sciences Research Institute
for Agriculture
Hungarian Academy of Sciences Research Institute
for Plant Preservation
Institute of Linguistics
Hungarian Academy of Sciences Research Institute
for Computer Science and Automation
Hungarian Academy of Sciences Social Sciences
Informatics Association
Hungarian Academy of Sciences Global Economics
Research Institute
Hungarian University of Physical Education,
Budapest
Hungarian Dance Academy, Budapest
Modern Business College, Tatabánya
International Business School, Budapest
Ministry of Education
Rabbinical Seminary – Jewish University
Pannon University of Agricultural Sciences,
Keszthely
Pécs Theological College, Pécs
Piarist Theology and Secondary-School Teachers’
Training College, Budapest
Mihály Pollack College of Technology, Pécs
Pécs University of Medicine, Pécs
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PPKE
PRTA
PSZF
PTF
RF
SE
SOTE
SRKTA
SSLTF
SZFF
SZGHF
SZHF
SZIF
SZOTE
SZPA
SZRF
Tanorg
TKBF
TTK
VE
VEIKI
VHF
VJRKTF
WJLF
YMMF
ZMNE
ZSKTF

Péter Pázmány Catholic University, Budapest
Pápa Reformed Theological College
College of Finance and Accountancy, Budapest
Pentecostal Theological College, Budapest
Police College, Budapest
Sopron University, Sopron
Semmelweis University of Medicine, Budapest
Sárospatak Reformed Theological Academy
Sola Scriptura Seminary and Theological College,
Budapest
Academy of Theatre and Motion Picture Arts,
Budapest
St. Gerard Theological College, Pannonhalma
Szeged Theological College, Szeged
István Széchenyi College, Gyır
Albert Szent-Györgyi University of Medicine,
Szeged
St. Paul Academy, Budapest
Szolnok College for Pilot Officers, Szolnok
TANORG Ltd. Education Centre Budapest
Gate of Dharma Buddhist College, Budapest
Faculty of Natural Sciences
Veszprém University, Veszprém
Research Institute for Electrical Energy
Veszprém Theological College, Veszprém
János Vitéz Roman Catholic College for GeneralSchool Teachers’ Training, Esztergom
John Wesley Pastor Training College, Budapest
Miklós Ybl College of Technology
Miklós Zrínyi University for National Defence,
Budapest
Zsámbék Catholic College for General-School
Teachers’ Training, Zsámbék
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Code
BK
ÁE

2. Subsequent to integration
Universities
Name of institution
Code
Faculties
College of Public
Budapest University of
Administration
Economics and Public
ÁFK
Administration
GTK

BME

Budapest University of
Technical and Economic
Sciences

KTK
TDK
ÉSZK

ÉÖK
GTK
GÉK
KSK
TTK
VEK
VIK
DE

University of Debrecen

ÁOK
BTK
EFK
HW
PFK
KTK
MTK
MFK
TTK
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Business
Administration
Economics
Social Sciences
Architectural
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Economics and Social
Sciences
Mechanical
Engineering
Traffic
Engineering
Natural Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
and Information
Technology
General Medicine
Humanities
College of Healthcare
Hajdúböszörmény
College for
Kindergarten
Teachers’ Training
Economics
Agriculture
College of
Technology
Natural Sciences
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Code
ELT
E

Name of Institution
Loránd Eötvös
University of Arts and
Sciences

Code
ÁJK

GYFK

BTK
TFK
TOFK

KE

University of Kaposvár

LFZ
E
MIE

Ferenc Liszt Academy of
Music
Hungarian Academy of
Design
Hungarian Academy of
Fine Arts
University of Miskolc

MKE
ME

TTK
ÁTK
CSPF
K

AKK
ÁJK
BTK
CTFK
GTK
GÉK
MFK

Faculty
Law

Gusztáv Bárczi
College for the
Training of
Secondary-School
Teachers of Disabled
Children
Humanities
College for
Secondary-School
Teachers’ Training
College for
Kindergarten and
Primary-School
Teachers’ Training
Natural Sciences
Zoology
V.M. Csokonai
College for PrimarySchool Teachers’
Training

Materials and
Metallurgical
Engineering
Law
Humanities
Comenius College for
General-School
Teachers’ Training
Economics
Mechanical
Engineering
Technical Earth
Science
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Code
NYE

Name of Institution
University of Western
Hungary

Code
BPFK
EMK
FMK
FFFK

PTE

Pécs University of Arts
and Sciences

MTK
ÁJK
ÁOK
BTK
EFK
IFK
KTK
MK
PMM
FK

SE

Semmelweis University

SZT
E

Szeged University of
Arts and Sciences

TTK
ÁOK
ETK
EFK
FOK
GYTK
TSK
ÁJK
ÁOK
BTK
EFK
GTK
GYTK
JTFK
MFK
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Faculty
Elek Benedek College
for Kindergarten
Teachers’ Training
Forestry Engineering
Timber Industry
Engineering
Geodesy and Land
Management College
Agriculture
Law
General Medicine
Humanities
College of Healthcare
Gyula Illyés College
Economics
Arts
Mihály Pollack
College of
Technology
Natural Sciences
General Medicine
Health Sciences
College of Healthcare
Dentistry
Pharmaceutics
Physical Education
and Sport Science
Law
General Medicine
Humanities
College of Healthcare
Economics
Pharmaceutics
Gyula Juhász College
for Secondary-School
Teachers’ Training,
College of Agriculture
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SZIE

St. Stephen University

SZÉF
K
TTK
ÁTK
ÉTK
GTK
GÉK
JFK
KTK
GMF
K
MKK
TK

YMM
FK
SZFE
VE

ZMN
E

Academy of Theatre and
Motion Picture Arts
University of Veszprém

GMK

Miklós Zrínyi University
for National Defence

MK
TK
BKMF
K
HTK
VSZT
K

Szeged College of
Food Industry
Natural Sciences
Veterinary Medicine
Food Science
Economics and Social
Sciences
Mechanical
Engineering
College of Jászberény
Horticulture
College of Agriculture
and Economics
Agriculture and
Environmental
Science
Landscape
Engineering,
Protection and
Development
Miklós Ybl College of
Technology

Georgikon
Agriculture
Engineering
Teacher Training
János Bolyai Military
College of
Technology
Military Science
Management and
Organisation
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Code
BDF
BGF

BMF

Colleges
Name of college
Code
Dániel Berzsenyi
College
Budapest College of
KVIF
Economics
K

Technical College of
Budapest

KKFK
PSZF
K
BDMF
K
KGFK
KKVF
K
NIFK
RKMF
K

DF
EJF
EKF
KF

MTF
NYF

College of
Dunaújváros
József Eötvös College
Károly Eszterházy
College
College of Kecskemét

Hungarian Dance
College
College of Nyíregyháza

Commerce,
Hospitality and
Tourism
Foreign Trade
Finance and
Accountancy
Donát Bánki
Technology
Károly Keleti
Economics
Kálmán Kandó
Electrical Engineering
János Neumann
Information
Technology
Sándor Rejtı
Light Industry
Engineering

KFK
MFK
TFK

Horticulture
Technology
General-School
Teachers’ Training
College

BMFK
GTFK

Humanities and Arts
Economics and Social
Sciences
Technology and
Agriculture

MMF
K
TTFK
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Faculty

Natural Sciences
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Code
RTF
SZIF
SZF
TSF

Code
DRHE
EHE
KRE

ORKIZSE
PPKE

ATF

AVKF
TKBF
BTA

College
Police College
István Széchenyi
College
College of Szolnok
Sámuel Tessedik
College

Code

Faculty

KFK

Kırös College Faculty

MFK
MVK

Agriculture
Agriculture,
Water and
Environmental
Management

Church Institutions
Institution
Code
Debrecen Reformed
Theological University
Budapest Lutheran
Theological Academy
Gáspár Károli
BTK
Calvinist Academy
HTK
TFK
National Institute for
the Training of Rabbis
Péter Pázmány
Catholic University

Faculty

Humanities
Theology
General-School
Teachers’ Training
College

BTK

Humanities

HTK
JÁK

Theology
Law

Theological Seminary
of the Seventh Day
Adventist Church
Vilmos Apor
Theological College
Gate of Dharma
Buddhist College
Baptist Theological
Academy
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Eger Theological
College
ESZH Esztergom Theological
College
F
Code
College
GYHF Gyır Theological
College
Ferenc Kölcsey
KTIF
Reformed College for
General-School
Teachers’ Training,
Debrecen
PRTA Pápa Reformed
Theological College
Pécs Theological
PHF
College
Pentecostal
PTF
Theological College
SRTA Sárospatak Reformed
Theological Academy
SSZHF Sapientia Seminary
and Theological
College
EGHF

Code

Faculty

FHFK

Franciscan
Theological
College
St. Gerard
Theological
College
Piarist of
Theology and
Secondary-School
Teachers’
Training College

PSZG
FK
PHTF
K

SSTF

SZHF
SZAG
KHF
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Sola Scriptura
Seminary and
Theological College
Szeged Theological
College
St. Athanasius Greek
Catholic Theological
College
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SZBH
F
VHF
VTIF

WJLF

St. Bernard
Theological College
Veszprém Theological
College
János Vitéz Roman
Catholic College for
General-School
Teachers’ Training
John Wesley Pastor
Training College

Code
ÁVF
GDF
KJF
MÜTF
MPANNI
NÜF

Foundation Schools
Institution
General Business College
Dénes Gábor College
János Kodolányi College
Modern Business College
András Petı Institute for Teaching and
Teacher Training for the Handicapped
International Business School

Commonly used abbreviatons in the text
HAC
CSc
DSc

Hungarian Accreditation Committee
candidate of sciences, equivalent to PhD degree
title of doctor given by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
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